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All the people of Gaylord radio and television stations share one common philosophy: 
To be uncommonly responsive to the people of the individual markets we serve. 

We stay tuned in to their information and entertainment preferences. 
That's why Gaylord Broadcasting continues to grow 

in the ability to offer you a receptive audience. 
And that's why advertisers, too, turn us on! 

E GAYLORD 
Broadcasting Company 

One of America's largest privately owned groups of radio and television stations. 

KTVT WTVT 
Dallas/Fort Worth Tampa/St. Petersburg 

KHTV 
Houston 

KSTW-TV 
Seattle/Tacoma 

WVUE-TV WVTV WKY KYTE-AM/FM 
New Orleans Milwaukee Oklahoma City Portland 

WUAB-TV 
Cleveland/Lorain 

KRKE-AM/FM 
Albuquerque 
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To get turned on inTarnpa/St.Petersburg, 
get on the Gaylord station 

i 

Channel 13 

WTVT delivers the largest share of audience of any 
television station in the top 30 markets' 

WTVT dominates the nation's 17th television 
market' and that dominance is complete in every 
demographic category for women and men' WTVT's 
"Pulse" news programs command a 46% share in 
this seven station market! 

WTVT delivers the fast-growing Tampa/St. Peters- 
burg market, the people 
with sand in their shoes 
and money in their pockets. 
Plus the more than 10 mil - 
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A glimpse of the citrus groves 
that produce some of the 
nation's finest oranges. 

The `armed beauty of gulf -side 
Using it St. Petersourg/Tarps. 
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lion tourists annually who depend on TV for 
weather reports and news of home. 

WTVT is the must -buy station because WTVT, one 
of the nation's leading CBS affiliates, delivers the 
biggest share in the top 30 markets. In fact, WTVT 
delivers more households than any TV station in 
Atlanta or St. Louis 5 In the Tampa/St. Petersburg 
market, people do turn us on. Call your Katz 

American representative for 
details and avails. 
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Visitors and exotic animals see 
eye -to -eye at world-famous 
Busch Gardens. 

I 

sr 

'Arbilron and Nielsen. February. 1978. 
ADI and DMA. Average Ouarter-Hour 
Estimates, Sunday through 
Saturday, 9 a.m. to Midnight 

'Arbilron, January, 1978, ADI 
Television Households Estimate 

'Arbitron and Nielsen, February, 
1978, TSA, Average Quarter -Hour 
Estimates. Sunday through Saturday, 
9 a.m. to Midnight 

'Nielsen, February, 1978. DMA 
Average Quarter -Hour Estimates, 
Monday through Friday. 8 to 7 p.m. 
and Sunday through Saturday, 
11 to 11:30 p.m. 

í + -pT 'Arbilron, February, 1978, TSA, _. _ Average Quarter -Hour Estimates, 
Sunday through Saturday. 
Sign -On to Sign -Ott 

All estimates stab a=t to sou -ce and Method ilmitatoas. 
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The first twenty-five years .. . 

By Sol J. Paul 

1953 was the most frenetic year in the history of televi- 
sion. 

The four-year freeze on new stations was lifted in mid - 
1952 with the issuance of the Sixth Report and Order. A 
new administration was in the White House, and a new 
chairman headed the Federal Communications Commis- 
sion. This was followed by an avalanche of both new filings 
and approvals. In 1953, 209 stations went on the air. In June 
and July alone, 42 television stations began operation. 
Mergers were taking place between applicants, bitter 
comparative hearings were being held, and UHFs slipped 

on the air while the VHF facil- 
ity. in a market was being 
fought over. And many of these 

u's later went dark when the 
VHFs were granted. 

It was in this feverish atmo- 
sphere that TELEVISION AGE 
made its appearance in August 
as a new monthly publication. 
"You've got rocks in your 
head," said many friends and, 
in their candor, did not give the 
publication much chance to 
survive in a field where there 
were already six publications. 

But the objectives were well crystallized: to publish a 

quality publication that would, in effect, be a transmission 
belt between the industry on the one hand and the adver- 
tising agencies and advertisers on the other. In so doing, the 
magazine would be an informed source of information be- 
tween station and station, agency and agency, advertiser 
and advertiser. Devoted to the economic aspects of this 
burgeoning medium, it would also give a regulatory and 
sociological overview of television as well. 

It was rough going. The publication lost heavily the first 
eight months. Publishing a quality magazine was expensive. 
Since television is a visual business, attention must be 

concentrated on graphics-layout, artwork, typography and 
paper quality. I recruited several outstanding graphic art- 
ists, including Kurt Wiehs, Walter Einsel, Tony Saris, who 
now does artwork for Readers' Digest, David Stone Martin, 
who did the covers and now does cover art for Time, and 

elevision Age 

Roy Doty, who started with us from the very first issue (see 
page 252). Roy also works for Business Week and News- 
week. These artists were nationally known. The issue was 

designed by Mort Rubenstein, who later became art di- 
rector of CBS, and is one of the nation's most outstanding 
graphic artists. 

In the ninth month-ending the period of gestation-the 
publication broke into the black much to the relief of the 
19 stockholders who had invested $100,000 in the project. 
When I raised the capital, I made 93 presentations. None 
of the stockholders were broadcasters. 

The magazine came into the publishing arena providing 
many services. It was the only publication in the field to 
provide an audit of its circulation. Others followed. The 
publication pioneered the use of color in editorial makeup. 
It set up a full-time reader's service to answer queries from 
agencies, advertisers and producers about the fledgling 
medium. A review of the early issues show not only its scope 
of coverage, but also its basic approach to television. Since 
the medium was so relatively new, and the executives and 
line personnel were recruited from radio, newspaper, motion 
picture and sundry industries, our articles had a pronounced 
"how-to" flavor. As the industry became more sophisti- 
cated, the feature pieces became more advanced. A look at 
the first few issues corroborates this with such articles as 
Is There a Tomorrow for Today? How Ratings Work and 
How to Buy Film Packages. 

When the publication went from a monthly to a biweekly 
in 1956, the topical aspects of these articles became even 
more apparent. However, it is interesting to look back at the 
early issues and discover how many of the same problems 
still plague this industry. 

If television brought into the home the magical box that 
encompassed all human joys and sorrows, then color quix- 
otically advanced the art into a land of enchantment. 

From the very first issue, when we highlighted a special 
report on color, I felt this scientific achievement was indeed 
the next frontier of this burgeoning business. Compatible 
color-after a see -saw battle between RCA and CBS-was 
approved by the FCC in December, 1953. 



However, it was not until a decade later that the explosion 
took place. And when it did, no one was ready for it-nei- 
ther the set manufacturers, the equipment companies nor 
the broadcasters. There were, of course, the pioneers who 
jumped into color early, but most of the broadcasters held 
back until the color sets and transmitting equipment were 
made more acceptable. 

In the meantime, TELEVISION AGE carried features, in 
almost every issue, on the technical, programming and 

economic aspects of color. Marketing executives wrote on 
how color was changing package designs. Howard Ket- 
cham, a leading color expert, wrote about the psychological 
motivation of color-what colors had the greater impact 
on subliminal activity. The publication got some flak from 
some surprising quarters, but never stopped giving useable 
and updated information about color. 

In the late '50s, color had 
reached a plateau. TELEVI- 
SION AGE initiated two studies 
which resulted in getting color 
off dead -center. One, an Arbi- 
tron study, done with KMTV 
Omaha, showed that the view- 
ing of programs in homes with 
color sets was higher than in 
homes with black and white 
sets. An obvious conclusion, 
but now with acceptable re- 
search to prove it. 

What was more important 
was the inevitable conclusion 

that with about 5 per cent color homes penetration, the 
overall survey would be affected in favor of the station with 
color transmission, (called Taylor's Law after John P. 
Taylor, the vice president and marketing director of RCA, 
who put forth the principle, and currently a contributing 
editor of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE). A study by Burke 
Marketing Research corroborated the Arbitron-KMTv 
study. Gen. David Sarnoff said that TELEVISION AGE was 
a "creative catalyst" in the progress of color. 

With color moving rapidly, in the mid -'60s, Wall Street's 
interest in the broadcast business greatly increased when 
several companies went public. In I966, we acquired The 
Magazine of Wall Street, a step directly into the maelstrom 
of financial reporting. The magazine had a fascinating 
history. It was started in 1906 by a colorful Wall Street 
broker, Richard Wycoff, who had invented the point -and - 
figure method of analyzing stocks. The method, inciden- 
tally, is still widely used by Wall Street analysts. The pub- 
lication achieved acclaim when, six weeks prior, it predicted 
the stock market crash of October, 1929. It told its readers 
to sell their stocks except those on which they could take a 
substantial loss. When we bought the magazine, it had been 
in the hands of Wycoffs 80 -year -old widow and it had lost 
substantial circulation. 

Wall Street was an intensified, liberal education. It was 
hard to believe the amount of money that changes hands 
daily and the speed by which major decisions were made. 

Althcugh the Wall Street Re- 
port in TELEVISION AGE gave 
us an insight into the workings 
of the Street, it wasn't until I 

acquired The Magazine of 
Wall Street that I had a front 

4.11 

row view of the complexities, 
the volatility, the chicanery, 
and the action behind the stolid ( I Í 

fronts of the financial capital of 
the world. After five years of 
matriculating in the most fas- >:,n a- 
cinating educational institution , 
in the U.S., I sold The Maga- 
zine of Wall Street to Tom 
Wise, a former executive editor of Fortune. The Wall Street 
experience broadened the scope of TELEVISION AGE and 
gave it a closer working relationship with the Street. 

As television grew in the U.S. so did the interest abroad. 
In 1960, the publication published a few issues experi- 
mentally in Japanese and printed in Tokyo. A year later, 
a semi-annual international report was started, publi hed 
as a portion to the regular issue. The following year, we 
purchased the World Radio Television Handbook, pub- 
lished in Copenhagen. The WRTH, widely used throughout 
the world, is a compendium of domestic and shortwave 
frequencies with times and 
languages broadcast. This in- 
formation, arranged country - 
by -country along with televi- 
sion data, is supplied by each 
government. The Russians and 
the other Iron Curtain 
countries cooperated in 
supplying information. Not so 
the Peoples' Republic of Free 
China, which insisted that 
Taiwan be listed under the 
Peoples' Republic. I refused, 
pointing out that the publica- 
tion was apolitical and, fur- 
ther, that Taiwan was not part of Red China. But the 
Chinese Republic abruptly cut off all information, sending 
a dispatch to Copenhagen signed by Hu Fat Ching, minister 
of communication. (The Chinese information was finally 
acquired through Finland). 

I had looked upon the WRTH as a small, profitable in- 
vestment, and had no idea of the clandestine implications 
until I arrived in Copenhagen to conclude the negotiation. 
I asked O. Lund -Johansen, from whom I bought the pub- 
lication, if he thought the Russians would continue to supply 
broadcast data, even though the WRTH was changing 
hands. He said he was sure they would and, besides, not to 
worry. "Before you leave Copenhagen, the Soviets will have 
a complete dossier on you!" The publication expanded 
greatly, and four years later, we sold the WRTH to the 
Littleford brothers, who publish Billboard and other U.S. 
publications, in addition to some European business mag- 
azines. 



International coverage continues to be an important facet 
of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. In the past few years, tele- 
vision film sales have jumped to 35-40 per cent of total 
sales. Broadcast equipment revenues are in about the same 
percentage bracket. Television has not reached anywhere 
near saturation overseas. But with technological develop- 
ments, it is moving rapidly and the U.S. has an enormous 
stake in its progress. 

Therefore, an international edition was inaugurated two 
years ago as a separate publication, but printed as a sup- 
plement on a quarterly basis in the domestic issues. The 
international edition is distributed worldwide, opening a 
two-way street between the U.S. and the remainder of the 
world on programming, technology and operations. For 
example, the Europeans are moving ahead in digital 
transmission, the Japanese are experimenting with satel- 
lite -to -home transmission, the U.S. leads in the application 
of integrated circuity. To report these kinds of develop- 
ments, as well as programming, this publication has made 
arrangements to get the latest reports from correspondents 

in the major capitals of the 
world. Keeping the high stan- 
dards and graphics of the do- 
mestic issues, the international 
editions have gained large 
readership and stature among 
radio and television executives 
here and abroad. 

Of all media, radio is unique. 
It is all -pervasive, and its 

sounds permeate every corner 
of the universe. With the ad- 
vent of television, many 
visionaries relegated radio to a 

circumscribed local service. Its 
demise was not only exaggerated, but radio arose like a 

phoenix. It not only survived but prospered and continued 
to provide a communication service unmatched by any other 
medium. 

In 1970, we redesigned TELEVISION AGE, added radio 
to our coverage and changed the name to TELEVISION/ 
RADIO AGE. We believed that radio needed more feature 
coverage and that agencies and advertisers should have the 
kind of information that would 
help in the more intelligent 
purchase of radio time. The 
publication broadened its scope 
with articles on radio research, 
programming, radio news, 
trends in contemporary music, 
ethnic radio and farm broad- 
casting. With these kinds of 
features, along with a two -page 
Radio Report each issue, the 
newly designed TELEVI- 
SION/RADIO AGE found a 

formidable niche among 
buyers and sellers and manag- 
ers of radio. 

What is significant about radio is that no one medium has 
driven out another since the turn of the century. In the 
1920s, there was a hue and cry that radio would spell the 
doom of the recording business. The theory was that no one 
would buy records because the tunes could be heard on 
radio. Then, in the 1930's, radio was accused of killing the 
movies, particularly when the superstars took over the 
airwaves. Then in the 1950's, television was going to put 
both radio and the movies out of business. Of course, this 
never happened. Cable may fragment the television audi- 
ences, but as each development comes along, it means that 
other entertainment media have to adjust. The future cer- 
tainly does belong to those who plan for it. 

But hovering over the entire broadcast industry is Big 
Brother in the form of the Federal Communications 
Commission. The FCC is a study of the classic struggle 
between the individual and his government. 

The Commission is a microcosm of the bureaucracy-it 
is, through one means or another, seeking to broaden its 
powers and it wields its great power in an arena of political 
visibility. The philosophy of the bureaucrat is that all ills 
can be solved by regulation, only to find that the so-called 
cure may be much worse than the cause. 

To paraphrase a former Speaker of the House of Rep- 
resentatives: the Commission would like to start each day 
with a probe and wind up with a ruling. Oh what sins are 
committed in the name of FCC regulations! 

Although the Commission is specifically prohibited by 
the Communications Act from regulating programming, 
it has and is still using oblique techniques that throttle the 
First Amendment, and shackle the broadcaster. 

What of the future? Visionaries depict the family sitting 
in the communications room equipped with units for oper- 
ation of home video, reception of satellite -to -home trans- 
mission, two-way cable with specialized services such as 
news bulletins, sports, weather, facsimile installation, un- 
attended, where services can be transmitted, including 
coupons, recipes, instructional information. Interestingly, 
many of these developments 
are off the drawing board. 
They are here. How fast they 
will become widely installed 
depends on economic reali- 
ties-how soon and how much 
the public will pay for these 
luxury services. 

In the meantime a system of 
free broadcasting-both radio 
and television-serves 220 
million Americans. We don't 
see any drastic change in the 
broadcast strt.cture in the 
foreseeable future. The spe- 
cialized services such as cable and home video may affect 
television; its posture as a mass medium may be modified 
but not replaced. 

There will be much ferment in communications in the 
next 25 years, as there has been in the past quarter of a 

century. Stay tuned ... (To be continued in the issues of 
TELEVISION/RADIO AGE in the next 25 years). 
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Twenty-five years of FCC chairmen 

In the 25 years that TELEVISION/ 
RADIO AGE has been publishing, 

many of the changes in broadcast regu- 
lation have been influenced by the 
chairmen who have headed the Federal 

Rosel H. 
Hyde 
April, 1953 -April, 
1954; Acting chair- 
man-April, 1954 - 
October, 1954 and 
May, 1966 -June, 
1966. Chairman June, 
1966 -October, 1969 

Served four times as chairman, two of 
these as acting chairman and a total of 
23 years as commissioner. A native of 
Idaho, he joined the Federal Radio 
Commission in 1928 and continued on 
with the FCC when it began opera- 
tions in 1934 and was general counsel 
at the time of his appointment. 

Frederick W. 
Ford 
March, 1960 - 
March, 1961 

Coming from the Office of Price Ad- 
ministration, he joined FCC as a staff- 
er in 1947, eventually becoming the 
first chief of the Hearing Division of 
the Broadcast Bureau. 

/- 

Dean 
Burch 
October, 1969- 
March, 1974 

He was a member of an Arizona law 
firm when named to the Commission 
and had served as legislative and then 
administrative assistant to Sen. Barry 
Goldwater (R -Ariz.) He served as 
chairman of the Republican National 
Committee from July, 1964 to April, 
1965. 

Communications Commission during 
that time. 

In that period, from 1953 to the 
present, there have been nine chairmen, 
all of them attorneys by profession. 

'rl (WI yJune, 1957 i 'George C. 
McConnaughey 
October, 1954 - 

Previous experience in state and feder- 
al regulation and administration in- 
cluded chairman of the Renegotiation 
Board, handling government contracts; 
and chairman of the Ohio Public Utili- 
ties Commission. 

c 

Newton N. 
Minow 
March, 1961- 

- 1963 

té 
.. 

Is 

A one-time administrative assistant to 
Adlai E. Stevenson when he was Gov- 
ernor of Illinois, he was named chair- 
man at the age of 35. In the 1960 Pres- 
idential campaign, he campaigned for 
John F. Kennedy. 

Richard E. 
Wiley 
March, 1974 - 
September, 1977 

As general counsel, he first joined the 
Commission in September, 1970. He 
had been a partner in a Chicago law 
firm and served as a captain in the Of- 
fice of the Judge Advocate General of 
the U.S. Army from 1959 to 1962. He 
had also been assistant general counsel 
at Bell & Howell. 

These nine were appointed by five dif- 
ferent Presidents, with Chairman Rosel 
H. Hyde appointed by Presidents Harry 
S. Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower and 
Lyndon B. Johnson. 

John C. 
Doerfer ' July, 1957- 

, March, 1960 

471 
Carne from chairmanship of the Public 
Service Commission of Wisconsin. 
Served four years on FCC before ap- 
pointment as chairman. During that 
time, had been chairman of the Com- 
mittee on Pre -Hearing Procedures and 
a member of FCC's Network Study 
Committee. 

E. William 
Henry 
June, / 963- r 7.-rj May, 1966 

Was appointed a commissioner in 
1962 at the age of 33. Admitted to the 
Tennessee state bar in 1957, he prac- 
ticed before the federal courts and the 
U.S. Supreme Court. He was associ- 
ated in Washington with the John F. 

Kennedy Presidential campaign. 

Charles D. 
Ferris 
October, 1977- 

He was general counsel to I louse 
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., be- 
fore his appointment as chairman. He 
had also been chief counselor to the 
Senate Majority Leader and general 
counsel to the Democratic Policy 
Committee, U.S. Senate. 
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Congratulations 
Lo an 

old-timer 
from a 

newcomer. 
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25 years ago: a deluge of TV stations 
The year TELEVISION AGE started publication- 
1953-was a big year for new TV stations. With the 

lifting of the freeze on new stations by the Federal Com- 
munications Commission and the establishment of an in- 
termixed -market allocation policy (VHF and UHF), no less 

than 206 stations went on the air. Many of the UHF stations 
eventually went dark and UIIF didn't make a come back 
until the all -channel bill went into effect in 1964. 

The list which follows is believed to be complete insofar 
as research can determine: 

Tv stations that went on the air in 1953 

Call 
letters Channel Market 

Current 
call 
letters 

Call 
letters Channel Market 

Current 
call 
letters 

KFIA 2 Anchorage, Alaska KENI-TV WATR-TV 53 Waterbury, Conn. Same 

KTVA 11 Anchorage, Alaska Same WINK -TV 11 Fort Myers, Florida Same 

KFIF 2 Fairbanks, Alaska KFAR WJHP-TV 36 Jacksonville, Fla. 

KOOL-TV * * 10 Phoenix, Arizona Same WFTL-TV 23 Fort Lauderdale, 

KOY-T V * * 10 Phoenix, Arizona KOOL-TV Fla. 

KTYL-TV 12 Mesa, Arizona KTAR-TV WITV 17 Fort Lauderdale, 

KVOA-TV 4 Tucson, Arizona Same Fla. 

KIVA 11 Yuma, Arizona * WDBO-TV 6 Orlando, Florida Same 

KFSA-TV 22 Fort Smith, WJDM-TV 7 Panama City, Fla. WJGH-TV 

Arkansas WEAR -TV 3 Pensacola, Florida Same 

KETV 23 Little Rock, WSUN-TV 38 St. Petersburg, Fla. 

Arkansas WIRK-TV 21 West Palm Beach, 
Fla. 

KRTV 17 Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas WJBF-TV 6 Augusta, Georgia Same 

KATV 7 Pine Bluff, Same WRDW-TV 12 Augusta, Georgia Same 
Arkansas WRBL-TV 4 Columbus, Georgia Same 

KBID 53 Fresno, California KAIL WETV 47 Macon, Georgia 

KJEO 47 Fresno, California Same W MAZ-TV 13 Macon, Georgia Same 

KMJ-TV 24 Fresno, California Same WGOV-TV 37 Valdosta, Georgia * 

KM BY -TV 8 Monterey, KSBW KIDO-TV 7 Boise, Idaho KTVB 

California KID -TV 3 Idaho Falls, Idaho Same 

KCCC-TV 40 Sacramento, KTXL KBOI 2 Boise, Idaho KBCI-TV 

California KLIX-TV 11 Twin Falls, Idaho K MTV 

KSBW-TV 8 Salinas, California Same WBLN-TV 15 Bloomington, Ill. * 
KFSD-TV 10 San Diego, KGTV WDAN-TV 24 Danville, III. * 

California WTVP 17 Decatur, III: WAND 
XETV 6 Tijuana, California Same WEEK -TV 43 Peoria, Ill. Same 

KSAN-TV 32 San Francisco, WTVH-TV 19 Peoria, Ill. WRAU 

Calif. WGEM-TV 10 Quincy, III. Same 

KVEC-TV 6 San Luis Obispo, KSBY WREX-TV 13 Rockford, III. Same 

Calif. W ICS 20 Springfield, III. Same 

KEYT 3 Santa Barbara, Same WSJV 52 Elkhart, Indiana Same 

Calif. WEHT 50 Evansville, Same 

KTVU 36 Stockton, Calif. * 
WFIE 82 Evansville, Same 

KCOK-TV 27 Tulare, California * 
W KJG-TV 33 Fort Wayne, Same 

KRDO-TV 13 Colorado Springs, Same Indiana 
Co. WFAM-TV 59 Lafayette, Indiana 

KLZ-TV 7 Denver, Colorado KMGH W L BC -T V 49 Muncie, Indiana * 
KOA-TV 4 Denver, Colorado Same WRAY-TV 52 Princeton, Indiana 
KCSJ-TV 5 Pueblo, Colorado KOAA-TV KCRI-TV 9 Cedar Rapids, Iowa KCRG-TV 
KDZA-TV 3 Pueblo, Colorado * 

(Continued on page 249) 
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Warmest 
congratulations 

Sol 

on your 
twenty-fifth anniversary 

Abe Mandell 
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TANDEM PI2()DUCTI()NS, INC. 

AND VIACOM 

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 

THE RETURN ENGAGEMENT 

AI,I., AMEIZICA IS WAITING FOR. 

"AI,I, IN THE FAMII,Y" 

FALL OF 1979. 

Mown' 
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COMMUNITY 
, 1- PROBLEMS HAVE. BEEN 

OUR PROBLEMS 
FOR 51 YEARS. 
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RIPOFFS 

WI All 
-- Broadcasting that serves. J : _ 

-. 

THE 

STORER 
r3,- STATIONS 

a. .! 1 STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY 
o 

WAGA- EV Atlanta/ WSBK-TV Boston/WJKW-TV Cleveland 
J W1BK-TV Detroit/WITI-TV Milwaukee/KCST-TV San Diego/WSPD-TV Toledomi 

WLAK Chicago/KTNQ and KGBS Los Angeles 
7 t i = WGBS and WLYF Miami/WHN New York/WSPD Toledo 

l 

1i Y 

. 

FR SrJNER REHABIUTaMON 

i 

It diin't take Storer long after entering the broadcasting field 
in 1927 to discover that the most important ingredient in a 
station's success was building a responsive audience. 

And instilling in that audience faith in the integrity of the 
broadcaster. 

S:orer learned something else, too. That the best way to 
achieve these goals was through a deep Involvement with the 
problems, hopes and undertakings of thecommunities we serve. 

Since those early days we've been doing just that. Respond- 
ing to community needs. Bringing to ligit problems that 
impair the quality of life for their citizens. 

Sure Prohibition is gone, but today teenage alcoholismis 
rampant. Sure the MOD killings are now fewer, but organized 
crime is more virulent. Sure breadlines have disappeared, but 
the poverty of many of our senior citizens is equally horrifying. 

The most satisfying part is that when you're a good neigh- 
bor, everybody benefits. Experience has shown that the more 
effective we are in ourcommunities, the more effective we are 
for our advertisers, and the more effective we are for ourselves. 

o 
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Storer Stations are concerned 
about ripoffs and are doing 
something about it. 
Ripoff! It's virtually become an 
American way of life. 

A Florida woman driving 
through Georgia, for example, was 
told by a gas station attendant that 
she needed two new shock 
absorbers. He installed four instead 
and charged her $82.40. Back 
home, her own garage figured she 
paid nearly double what the job 
was worth. 

In Texas, a chain of specialty 
stores discovered not one, but two 
theft rings inside the stores. Em- 
ployee stealing was costing them 
more than shoplifting. 

Each year medical quacks bilk 
Americans of some $2 billion. 
Ripoffs of tax -supported health care 
programs waste an estimated $4 
billion more each year. 

TV repairs. Land frauds. 
Shoddy merchandise. Deceptive 
practices by mail order firms and 
travel agencies. Complaints about 
these and other abuses have inun- 
dated federal and state agencies. 

JI 

l 

Nearly Nearly 2.000 a month are received 
by the White House alone! 

Believing that "forewarned is 
forearmed," Storer Stations in their 
programming and editorials 
regularly alert their communities 
to the problems. 

A typical example is 
WAGA-TV in Atlanta. Several 
times a day for an entire week they 
recently aired a series of five special 
reports entitled "Ripoffs in 
Atlanta?" 

The first segment dealt with 
car repairs. Before the program, 
WAGA-TV made a slight alteration 
to a car, then visited numerous 
local garages to see what repairs 
were recommended. Result? Most 
tightened the right part on the spot 
and billed nothing. However, a few 
made unrelated repairs and charged 
for them. 

Tuesday's segment focused on 
TV repairs and sales and gave 
professional tips on what to look for 
when seeking a reputable repairman. 

Subsequent reports covered 
rental agency abuses, health spas 
and their questionable recruitment 
procedures, and advised how to 

deal with bothersome telephone 
solicitations. 

Throughout the series, 
\VAGA -TV offered its viewers 
pamphlets with advice on how to 
avoid ripoffs. 

The series was so successful, 
WAGA-TV followed it up two 
months later with a five -part mini- 
series called "Buyer Beware!" 
Topics included car repair and 
mail order ripoffs, TV repairs, 
phony telephone surveys that lead 
to sales pitches, and what to watch 
for when obtaining consumer credit. 

Other Storer Stations across 
the country have been waging 
similar campaigns against consumer 
frauds in their communities. 

The way we see it, the more 
effective we are in our communities, 
the more effective we are for our 
advertisers, and the more effective 
we are for ourselves. 

Broadcasting that serves. 

'STORER 
STATIONS 
STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY 

WAGA-TV Atlanta WSBK-T V Boston WJKW-TV C eveland WJBK-TV Detroil WPTI-TV Milwaukee KCST-TV San Dego, WSPD-TV Toledo 
WLAK Chicago KTNQ and KGBS Los Angeles WGBS and WIJF Miami 'WHN New York 'WSPD Toledo 
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Letters 
Wave of the future 

I have recently come across two arti- 
cles concerning broadcast automation 
published in TELEVISION/RADIO 
AGE, January and February 1975. 

The articles, entitled One third of 
Tv stations have automated business 
systems; at issue-shared-time vs. 
'stand-alone', and Total station auto- 
mation on verge of reality as techni- 
cal, business systems reach maturity, 
were the 11th and 12th in a series ap- 
parently written by Mr. John P. Tay- 
lor. 

As a sales representative for 
KING -TV and a graduate student in 
business administration at Seattle Uni- 
versity, the articles are of particular 
interest to me. Professionally speaking, 
I firmly believe that broadcast auto- 
mation is the wave of the future. 
CRAIG CIIAMBERS, 
KING -TV Sales, Seattle 

Bosch on one -inch 

I read with much interest your July 17 
report on one -inch VTRs, but while I 

found it quite informative there were 
two statements of crucial importance 
with which I must take exception. 
These were the author's observations 
that "While highly regarded, the BCN 
format has taken second place in U.S. 
sales to Type C machines ..." and 
that there is at this time "... wide- 
spread acceptance of Type C machines 
as the U.S. standard for distribution. 

With regard to sales of one -inch 
machines, I tend to be somewhat sus- 
picious of the figures quoted by the 
manufacturers, who are understand- 
ably unwilling to define these figures 
on the basis of form orders. It is not 
uncommon, for example, for a manu- 
facturer to solicit purchase orders for 
X units at some later date while of- 
fering the purchaser the option of can- 
celling the order at any time. Such a 

procedure tends to inflate apparent 
sales figures, since there is no reason 
for a prospective customer to defer 
placing an order, regardless of how un- 
decided he might be. 

It is conceivable, too, that some cus- 
tomers, in order to assure themselves 
the earliest possible delivery, might 
enter orders with more than one manu- 
facturer. With this in mind, a more ac- 
curate estimate of the market trends 
would be based upon the number of 
units actually delivered, which in 
Bosch's case is the figure of 60 quoted 
in your article. But even accepting the 
quoted figures, a careful reading of 
your article will lead to one inescap- 

able conclusion-with 60 BCN's (ap- 
proximately one-third of which are 
portables) now in operation in the U.S. 
and 300 more in operation in 32 for- 
eign countries, there arc more type B 
format VTRs in use both in the U.S. 
and throughout the world than type C. 

Furthermore, more programming 
has originated to date, both in the U.S. 
and abroad, on the type B format than 
on type C. All those VPR-Is now in 
customers' hands conform to the type 
A standard. (In fact, were sales figures 
the whole story, one would probably be 
compelled to conclude that the type A 
format is the de facto one -inch stan- 
dard.) 

Regarding the "... widespread ac- 
ceptance of type C machines as the 
U.S. standard for distribution", there 
is absolutely no evidence as yet to sup- 
port such an assumption. In point of 
fact, one of the factors inhibiting larg- 
er sales of one -inch VTRs is the uncer- 
tainty as to which one -inch format will 
become the distribution standard. 

Many potential customers with a 
strong desire to go one -inch are post- 
poning their plans to do so until this 
situation stabilizes. Another inhibiting 
factor is the long history of 2 -inch 
quad as the format for distribution, a 
situation which by all accounts will 
continue for many years to come. 

In short, we at Fernseh believe that 
a healthy competition among one -inch 
formats will continue for the next sev- 
eral years. 
WILLIAM LOVE, 
Director of Engineering, Robert Bosch 
Corp., Fernseh Group 

One -inch format 

Your one -inch story (TELEVISION/ 
RADIO AGE, July 17) is one of the 
most comprehensive pieces of re- 
porting I've seen in our industry. We 
plan to use it as a primer for clients, 
who ask about the new format on an 
increasing basis. 
GEORGE K. GOULD, 
Chairman of the board, Video Corpo- 
ration of America, New York 

First with one -inch 

In TELEVISION/RADIO AGE'S July 
17 article on one -inch VTRs, George 
Gould, chairman of Teletronics states 
that ... "his studio is the first in New 
York with one -inch." This is not accu- 
rate. National Video Center's one -inch 
machines have been in operation since 
December, 1977. We have used the 
one -inch machines on remotes as well 

NewsCenter 4 makes evey 
day's news new. Backed 
by the largest team of news 
professionals in town, 
NewsCenter 4 keeps its 
public informed and in 
touch with the events of 
our area, our country and 
on the international scene. 
Nobody tells you who, what. . 

where, why and when like 
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At Channel 4, we believe an informed community is at least as important 
as an entertained community. That's why we're committed to bringing 
our viewing audience programs that enlighten and enhance daily living. 
Programs with a wide range of community interest and social signifi- 
cance. On health, religion, minority issues, politics and cultural mores. 
Programs about people and people's vital concerns, presented every 
day of the year: 

BUYLINE: BETTY FURNESS 
VISION LATINA 
TEST SHOWS 
PublicAftairs Alternating Programs 7:00-7:30 PM Saturday 

KNOWLEDGE 6:00AM Monday -Friday 

NOT FOR WOMEN ONLY 6:30 AM Monday -Friday 

AGRICULTURE-USA 6:00 AM Saturday 

A BETTER WAY 6:30 AM Saturday 

REBOP 7:00 AM Saturday 

POSITIVELY BLACK 5:30 PM Saturday 

VEGETABLE SOUP 8:0-;, AM Sunday 

MARYKNOLL WORLD 8:30AM Suiday 
YOUR SUNDAY BEST 8:45 AM sumday 

TV SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:00 AM Sunday 

THE JEWISH SCENE 9:15 AM Sunday 

'THE HEALTH FIELD 9:30AM Sunday . - 

THE FIRST ESTATE: RELIGION IN REVIEW 
10:00 AM Sunday 

PRIME OF YOUR LIFE 10:30áM S.,nday 

HERE AND NOW 11:30 AM Sunday 

4VVNBCW 
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Letters 
(continued) 

as in house studio shoots and post -pro- 
duction. We also expect in the next 
three -to -four weeks to add one -inch 
computer editing. Presently we release 
commercials on two-inch but expect 
this to change in the not to distant fu- 
ture. 

Over the past seven months, client 
responses to one -inch has been excel- 

. lent, and orders for additional one -inch 
machines have been placed. 
JEFF H. PASTOLOVE, 
Vice -President, National Video Cen- 
ter. New York 

More on one -inch 

I want to compliment you on your fine 
article on "One -inch VTRS" in the July 
17 issue of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
This was a very informative, unbiased 
report on the status of the one -inch re- 
corders and I'm sure it will be much 
appreciated by your subscribers. 
DONALD V. KLEFFMAN, 
Vice president, general manager, 
Audio -Video Systems Division, 
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif. 

Informatise `clutter' 

Congratulations on your best Farm 
Broadcast issue yet. I have only one 
comment of a constructive nature. On 
page A-49, in the center column, your 
article refers to, "... a high degree of 
clutter during the peak seasons ..." 
The rest of your statement is correct; 
however, to the farmer whose sole in- 
come depends upon the use of non-use 
of the products being advertised, these 
commercial announcements are not 
viewed as "clutter." To him, that com- 
mercial message is as useful as the 
weather or market report which sur- 
rounds it. 

From a different point of view, if the 
commercial was for a toothpaste, I 

would agree that it is clutter. The per- 
son may or may not want to brush his 
teeth; however, that decision will not 
affect his income. Use of a weed herbi- 
cide may increase his yield of soybeans 
six to eight bushels per acre by getting 
rid of soil nutrient robbing weeds. If 
the man has only 100 acres of soy- 
beans at a value of $8 per bushel, we 
are talking about adding an additional 
$4,800-$6.400 to that man's income. 
From his point of view, this commer- 
cial information with this kind of re- 
sult is not viewed as clutter. 

This is a point that many sophisti- 
cated buyers do not understand, even 
though they place hundreds of thou- 
sands of ag product dollars in broad- 
cast. 

One other word of caution for fu- 
ture issues: I would consider not using 
radio farm advertiser gross expendi- 
tures. They are not accurate, and we 
as an industry have not found a way to 
report them accurately. Case in point: 
Northrup King is listed as having a 
radio farm expenditure of $46,600. 
More than half of that amount was 
spent on W MT; and the station v, hich 
just left, WNnX, had an expenditure in 
excess of $18,000. I am positive we did 
not have the lion's share of their total 
budget. I do believe the top 20 may he 
legitimate dollar figures. Below that, I 

would have some question. 
LARRY EI)WARDS, 
General sales manager, WMT-AM/FM 
Cedar Rapids 

`Shortie' commercials 

Your .luly 31 Publisher's Letter is 
concise and right on target. 

It should help advertisers and agen- 
cies to be aware of the ultimate effect 
of a growth of "shortie" TV commer- 
cials and broadcasters to be guided ac- 
cordingly. 
M. S. KELLNER, Managing director, 
Station Representatives Association, 
New York 

From the heartland 

Congratulations of "Farm Broadcast 
'78" in the July 3 issue of TELEVI- 
SION/RADIO AGE. 

I feel that your accurate and 
straightforward reporting has a lot to 
do with the fact that so many people in 
the trade tell me they rely upon TELE- 
VISION/RADIO AGE more than any 
other publication. 
HARRY MARTIN, 
Farm director, Rural Radio Network. 
New Palestine, Ind. 

Farm broadcast 

The Farm Broadcast section was 
greatly appreciated, and I hear many 
favorable comments about the excel- 
lent writing and organization of the 
carefully researched material which 
went into it. 
GEORGE PERKINS, 
Agricultural coordinator, McGavren 
Guild, New York 

`Best' farm issue 

Each year you make improvements 
and additions, and this farm issue was 
the best yet. 

Being solely involved in selling agri/ 
farm radio, I cannot tell you how im- 

portant and helpful this special farm 
issue is to me. 
RALPII E. DENNIS; 
Director of agricultural services, 
Buckley Radio Sales, Inc. 

Adsertiser reference 

Congratulations for producing another 
outstanding market reference book, 
"Farm Broadcast '78." 

On a recent visit to the president of 
an agri-business firm, there stacked 
neatly beside our big volume of NAFB 
market research data, was the 1973- 
4-5-6-7 and 8 TELEVISION/RADIO 
AGE "Farm Broadcast Reports". He 
stated your reports served as a con- 
stant reference library and aid in mar- 
ket planning. NAFB has gained tre- 
mendous momentum with agri-busi- 
ness leaders as a solid advertising me- 
dium during the past six years. Your 
annual Farm Broadcast Reports have 
contributed greatly to our success and 
we are grateful for your efforts in 
making this a reality. 

The coming year, 1979, promises to 
be another outstanding one for the 
American farmer and agri-advertisers. 
NAFB continued to supply individual 
market research with an additional 31 
market studies just completed. The 
third NAFB Sales Marketing Director 
will be added in 1979 for il.creased 
services to our advertisers. We are cur- 
rently working on plans for an all out 
research study to be conducted in 
1980. It is going to be an exciting year. 
RAY H. KREMER, 
Sales/marketing director, National 
Association of Farm Broadcasters, 
Mount Dora, Fla. 

Small -market ratings 

Please let me thank you for the refer- 
ence to S -A -M -S under "Rating Ser- 
vices Continue to Expand Marketing 
Goals in the July 31 edition of your 
fine publication. 

You have us pegged right. We feel 
the small and intermediate markets 
need a rating service, too-one they 
can afford. So we're trying to supply 
this need. We've put together a pack- 
age that gives an account of the usual 
dayparts and sex -age groups with 
cume persons, cume ratings and shares 
for the 100 -call package and also aver- 
age persons and average ratings for the 
500 -call package. 

Incidentally, the calls are guaran- 
teed. We don't attempt our calls. We 
complete them 
DICK WARNER, 
President, Surveys and Market Stud- 
ies, Augusta, Ga. 
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The unsinkable Port of Seattle and the gamble that paid off big. 

After World War II, shipping in Seattle's 
magnificent deepwater harbor went into 
a steep decline. By the late 1950's, it had 
fallen off to a trickle. The business was 
going to California's major population 
centers, where many imported goods 
were consumed on the spot. 

So, in 1961, the people of Seattle 
and King County took a bold and far- 
sighted gamble. They went to the polls 
and elected a new five -member Port 
Commission and agreed to support the 
Commission and the Port of Seattle 
management in trying a revolutionary 
new concept-containerized cargo handling. A bond 
issue was passed to build a sophisticated container 
terminal; a transshipping facility to serve the huge 
marketplace of the Midwest U.S. by ship, truck and 
train. 

The idea was a rousing success. Containerization 
did prove to be the wave of the future and Seattle 
was in on the ground floor. Seattle's location aided 
the Port's continued growth, as well. Of all West 
Coast ports, Seattle is closest to the Orient and 
closest to the huge markets of the American Midwest. 
Today, the Port of Seattle is the largest container 
port on the West Coast and second largest in the U.S. 

Seattle's voters also mandated the Port Com- 
mission to develop a forward -looking plan for the 
Seattle -Tacoma International Airport. Unlike many 
of the world's airports, which must constantly be 
enlarged to accommodate increasing traffic, SeaTac 
was designed in 1970 as a complete, finished airport 
that would anticipate the needs of the foreseeable 

future. Today it is handling seven million 
passengers a year. It is built to handle 
20 million. 

The commercial sea/air traffic of the 
Port of Seattle represents the source of 
livelihood for 131,000 jobholders and 
their dependents in King County. The 
Port generates a $1 billion annual pay- 
roll and $4 billion in annual sales. 

During a recent visit, international 
financier Ba-on Edmund de Rothschild 
observed that, in the next 25 years, 
Seattle and Puget Sound "could be one r ; 
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. 
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of the biggest ports in the world ... if not the biggest:' 

A nice tribute to a city's faith in its own future. 
KOMO's listeners and viewers are those same 

Imaginative and farsighted people. And, for 50 years 
we have been proud to serve them with the highest 
attainable standard of broadcasting quality. This 
year once again, they have responded by making 
KOMO Radio the market's number one adult station 
and KOMO-TV both the market leader and one of 
ABC's most successful major market affiliates. 

Fisher Broadcasting Inc. 
KOMO-TV, Channel 4, ABC 
KOMO Radio, 1000 on the dial. ABC Information Network. 
Representatives: Katz Agency, Inc.; offices in 17 major 
advertising centers including Seattle and Portland. 

Í 



These are the best promoted 
programmers in the U.S. and abroad.* 

Advertising Media Services, Inc. 
Air Time International, Inc. 
American International Television, Inc. 
ARP Films, Inc. 
BBI Productions 
The Behrens Company, Inc. 
Benton & Bowles, Inc. 
Beta Films 
Bill Burrud Productions, Inc. 
C. B. Distribution Company 
Cinema Shares International Television, 

Inc. 
Colbert Television Sales 
Columbia Pictures Television 
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, Inc. 
Faith For Today 
Four Star International 
Sandy Frank Film Syndication, Inc. 
The Fremantle Corporation 
Gold Key Entertainment 
Dan Goodman Productions, Inc. 
Granada Television International, Ltd. 
Group IV Distributors, Inc. 
Group W Productions 
Leo A. Gutman, Inc. 
Hughes Television Network 
Rex Humbard Foundation 
Interpublic Television 
ITC Entertainment 
J.E.D. Productions Corp. 
J. W. T. Syndication 
Lexington Broadcast Services Co. 
Lutheran Television 

Mascom Advertising 
MCA TV 
Mediavision Inc. 
Metromedia Producers Corp. 
MG Films, Inc. 
MGM Television 
Multimedia Program Sales 
National Telefilm Associates 
New Zoo Revue 
Official Films, Inc. 
Jim Owens Productions 
Paramount Television Sales, Inc. 
Premore Productions 
Program Syndication Services, Inc. 
Rhodes Productions 
SFM Media Service Corp. 
Simcom International, Inc. 
Sunn Classic Pictures, Inc. 
Taft, H -B Program Sales 
T.A.T.-Tandem 
Thames Television International 
Time -Life Television 
TVNational Releasing Corp. 
Twentieth Century -Fox Television 
United Artists Television, Inc. 
Viacom Enterprises 
Vitt Media International, Inc. 
Warner Bros. Television Distribution, 

Inc. 
World Championship Tennis 
World Television Champions, Inc. 
Worldvision Enterprises, Inc. 
Yongestreet Program Services, Inc. 

* These are the programmers who have advertised in 
Television/Radio Age in the past 12 months. 
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EmmyAward 
Nominations 

Outstanding Limited Series - Award(s) to 
Executive Producer(s) and 1 or Producer(s) 

Herbert Brodkin, Executive Producer 
Robert Berger, Producer 

Outstanding Lead Actor in a Limited Series 

Michael Moriarty 
Fritz Weaver 

Outstanding Lead Actress in a Limited 
Series 

Rosemary Harris 
Meryl Streep 

Outstanding Continuing Performance by a 

Supporting Actor in a Drama Series for a 
Regular or a Limited Series 

Sam Wanamaker 
David Warner 

Outstanding Continuing Performance by a 

Supporting Actress in a Drama Series for a 
Regular or Limited Series 

Tovah Feldshuh 

Outstanding Single Performance by a 
Supporting Actress in a Comedy or Drama 
Series for a One -lime Appearance in a 
Regular or Limited Series 

Blanche Baker (Part I) 

Outstanding Directing in a Drama Series for 
Episode(s) of a Regular or Limited Series 
with Continuing Characters or Theme 

Marvin J. Chomsky (Entire Series) 

Outstanding Writing in a Drama Series for 
Episode(s) of a Regular or Limited Series 
with Continuing Characters and/ or Theme 

Gerald Green (Entire Series) 

Outstanding Achievement in Music 
Composition for a Series (Dramatic 
Underscore) for a Single Episode of 
a Regular or Limited Series 

Morton Gould (Entire Series) 

Outstanding Achievement in Costume 
Design for a Drama or Comedy Series 
for a Single Episode of a Regular or 
Limited Series 

Peggy Farrell 
Edith Almoslino 

Outstanding Film Editing in a Drama Series 
for a Single Episode of a Regular or Limited 
Series 

Byron "Buzz" Brandt, A.C.E.; 
Richard Meyer, Craig McKay, 

David Berlatsky King, Stephen A. Rotter, 
Robert M. Reitano, Alan Heim, 

Brian Smedley -Aston 

Outstanding Art Direction for a Drama Series 
for a Single Episode of a Regular or Limited 
Series 

Wilfred J. Shingleton, Production Designer; 
Theo Harisch, Art Director; Jurgen Kiebach, 

Art Director; Maxi Hareiter, Set Designer 
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Already Sold in Many 
Major World Markets 

UNITED KINGDOM 
CANADA 
AUSTRALIA 
JAPAN 
WEST GERMANY 
BRAZIL 
ARGENTINA 
HOLLAND 
SWEDEN 

BELGIUM 
SOUTH KOREA 
COLOMBIA 
VENEZUELA 
CHILE 
FINLAND 
TURKEY 
HONG KONG 
PUERTO RICO 
PHILIPPINES 

ISRAEL 
PANAMA 
GUATEMALA 
THAILAND 
URUGUAY 
ECUADOR 
DOMINICAN REP 
COSTA RICA 
EL SALVADOR 

Breaking Records 
HOLOCAUST played on The NBC TELE- 
VISION NETWORK, April 16-19, 1978, and 
attracted the biggest audiences of any mini- 
series on any network throughout the 1977/78 
season ... earning a 31.0 RATING and a 49% 
SHARE of audience!* 

It played on Australia's SEVEN NETWORK 
in June, 1978, and shattered all records in the 
history of Australian television ...delivering an 
unprecedented 47 RATING and 72% SHARE 
of audience! 

'Source: Nielsen Television Index 
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WORLDVISION 
is pleased to announce 

that HOLOCAUST will be 
available for telecasting 

in local markets throughout 
the UNITED STATES 

subsequent to its telecast 
schedule on the 

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK. 

WORLDVISION 
ENTERPRISES INC. 

The World's Leading Distributor for Independent Television Producers 

New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, London, Paris, Tokyo, 
Sydney, Toronto, Rio de Janeiro, Munich, Mexico City, Rome 
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Arbitron ESF starts 
rolling with support 
from agency researchers 

Bigger radio lineups 
ahead for P&G's Rely? 

CBS affiliates meet 
to mull compensation 

Radio Report 

By October/November 1978 Arbitron Radio's Expanded Sample Frame (ESF) 
will be in eight markets: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, 
Philadelphia, San Diego. St. Louis and Washington by virtue of broadcasters' 
endorsements. The first five of these are the top metro areas. ESF has been in 

Chicago for a year, and three surveys were done in 1977 in New York, Los 

Angeles and Philadelphia. Another 22 markets are scheduled to have ESF by 

October/November, 1979, the largest number the Arbitron computer can 

handle by that date. By April/May, 1980, the computer capability vv ill be in- 

creased and by that time 50 markets will be on ESF. And by April/May, 1982, 

all markets will be on ESF. 

Research executives at advertising agencies generally support ESF and see 

it as a positive move that will offer them a more representative picture of radio 
listening, since all telephone households, listed and unlisted, will be represent- 
ed in the Arbitron sample. RAM Research, a new contender in the national 
radio audience research sweepstakes, however, maintains that there is a flaw 
in Arbitron sampling of unlisted households. Its position is that ESF results in 

some over- and some under -sampling by geography. The RAM criticism 
doesn't seem to concern many agencies at this point. Some agency researchers 

say they haven't seen the data on which this claim is based and, therefore, 
cannot estimate the impact on audience levels. 

Though Benton & Bowles remains as tight-lipped as ever, all signs from widely 
scattered markets in the Mountain States and Upper Midwest point to expan- 
sion of Procter & Gamble's use of radio for its new product, Rely tampons, as 

going beyond market testing. It's regional testing, at least-which indicates 
that Rely's tests for the past four years in such markets as Fort Wayne and 
Rochester, as well as Kansas City and a couple of markets in the Pacific 
Northwest may finally have borne fruit-and that radio remains viable 
enough to persuade the Cincinnati package goods giant to place Rely in at 

least a dozen or more radio markets, targeted against young women, 18 to 34. 

Though some P&G watchers at other agencies still have their doubts that 
it's all that big, no one is denying that Rely's radio -station lineup is a lot long- 
er than any other P&G brand has ever had before. 

P&G entered the high -profit tampon market late-is just starting to roll 
out Rely, and is not expected to be national with it before early next year, and 
then only if everything rolls out according to plan. Rely faces hot competition 
from share -of -market leader Tampax, International Playtex, Kimberly- 
Clark's Kotex tampons and still another new entry. Johnson & Johnson's 
O.B., also a current spot radio advertiser. In fact, the competition has been so 

hot in the fast growing $300 million -a -year category (with 1978 spending al- 
ready at an estimated rate of $55 million for advertising and promotion) that 
at least one primetime network movie is reported having carried spots for four 
different tampon brands. Clutter on that order may well have been a factor 
pointing new entries Rely and O.B. toward radio. 

In the Procter & Gamble test markets at least, radio has been one more gun 
in an imposing marketing battery that has included television, couponing, 
sampling and print. For radio, this just could be the start of something big- 
something that broadcasters have been working toward and awaiting for a 

long, long time. 

One of the important subjects to be considered at the biennial convention of 
the CBS network affiliates in Phoenix. September 26-29, is that of affiliate 
compensation. The network currently has a complicated system of paying its 

affiliates, according to Gene Ellerman, chairman of the CBS Radio Affiliates 
Association, and vice president and general manager of W WA\t Cadillac, 
Mich. "It takes a Philadelphia layer and 55 accountants to figure out what 
you're getting." he observes. The network expects to present them with a com- 
pensation system which is clarified and simplified. 
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"They laughed 
when I sat down 
to TWX the stations: 

"Plumbers were plumbing. 
Painters were painting. 
Floors were bare. No furni- 
ture. Just a phone and a 
TWX," says Sales Manager 
John Morris. "That was 
opening day at Katz Tele- 
vision's Cleveland office." 

"But I had cicsed some 
orders! So I sat on my 
suitcase and sent them to 
the stations." 

Now the workmen are 
gone and carpeting muf- 
fles the busy sounds of 

an office producing over 
$2,000,000 in Spot TV 
sales in its first ten months 
of operation. 

Cleveland is just one of 
17 Katz Television sales 
offices ... and now, it's not 
even the newest office. 

But the running start 
John Morris made in 
Cleveland shows why Katz 
total Spot TV sales have 
outpaced industry growth 
in the past five years, 
and why Katz branch office 

f 

THE KATZ AGENCY INC. NEW YORK ATLANTA BOSTON CHARLOTTE CHICAGO CLEVELAND 
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performance led the way. 
Investing in more sales 

offices and more sales 
people is just one of the 
ways you get to be the 
best in the rep business. 
Katz has more. 

1 
Katz. The best. 

ALLAS DETROIT JACKSONVILLE LOS ANGELES MEMPHIS MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA PORTLAND ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE 
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WTCGTV ATLANTA 
THE 

TM 

. , 

NOW SOLD NATIONALLY BY 

urner 
e evasion o es 

The New york Super Sales Team 

01 

JOHN J. FERNANDEZ ROBERT A. ILLJES 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 

T 

THOMAS J. ASHLEY JOHN ANDARIESE MARC SOLOMON 
PRESIDENT , "ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 

ONE GULF AND WESTERN PLAZA. 15 COLUMBUS CIRCLE, NEW YORK 10023 212/247-1717 

z The Chicago Super Sales Team 

JOHN BARBERA 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 

BILL GANLEY PATRICK GROTTO 
VICE-PRESIDENT ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 

STANDARD OIL BUILDING, 200 EAST RANDOLPH DRIVE, SUITE 7026, CHICAGO 60601 312/565-1717 

REPRESENTED ON THE WEST COAST BY RTVR 
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THE FUTURE IS HERE! 
ANNOUNCING AMERICA'S 

1st 

Á 

WTC -TV 
ATLANTA 

and how i! can help advertisers deliver 
PREMIUM CUSTOMERS 

at 
NON -PREMIUM PRICES 

WHY IS WTCG-ATLANTA CALLED SUPER STATION? 
WTCG-Atlanta is the first and only television station in America reaching cable households in over 40 
states via satellite transmission. A 24 hour independent station with emphasis on movies and major 
league sports, WTCG TV is UNIQUE! 

HOW DOES THIS WORK? 
The WTCG-Atlanta signal is sent skyward from the Atlanta RCA earth station to the Satcom I communi- 
cations satellite positioned 22,300 miles over the equator. The satellite then transmits the signal to cable 
systems all over North America and Hawaii. 

WHY ARE CABLE HOMES IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS? 
Cable homes are important for two reasons: 
First, the dramatic growth of cable television means that advertisers can no longer ignore this medium. 
Conservative estimates of total cable homes in the country are as follows: 

YEAR CABLE HOUSEHOLDS % OF TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS 
1978 14,000,000 18% 
1980 18,000,000 25% 
1988 25,000,000 33% 

Second, research has documented that cable households are premium households- young growing 
families with above average income and education. These are the homes most advertisers want to 
reach with their message. 



HOW HAS THE SATELLITE INCREASED WTCG-ATLANTA COVERAGE? 
Dramatically. Following is a history of WTCG cable homes growth and conservative future growth 
projections: 

YEAR WTCG CABLE HOMES 
1972 130,000 
1974 241,000 
1976 460,000 

In 1977 WTCG moved into the space age via the RCA satellite. 

1977 1,100,000 
1978 2,400,000 
1979 (projected) 3,400,000 

CAN THE WTCG-ATLANTA CABLE AUDIENCE BE MEASURED? ARE THESE 
CABLE HOMES VIEWING? 
The viewing of WTCG-Atlanta is recorded by A.C. Nielsen wherever it is reported in the viewing 
diaries. We can show you delivery by individual cities, states and DMA's. 
The growth in cable homes capable of receiving WTCG-Atlanta has been matched by a corresponding 
increase in weekly cumulative households reported by Nielsen in the Atlanta Viewers in Profile report. 
For example, from February 1977 to February 1978 the WTCG weekly cume homes increased from 
771,000 to 1,366,000- an increase of 77% in one year! 
Viewing growth will continue to skyrocket as WTCG adds tens of thousands of additional cable homes 
each month. 

WHAT DOES SUPER STATION COVERAGE MEAN TO ADVERTISERS? 
Simply stated, WTCG-Atlanta offers advertisers coverage of premium households at super -efficient 
prices. 
Several major advertisers have already taken advantage of this outstanding television advertising 
opportunity including: MILLER BREWING COMPANY, UNION SOIL, TOYOTA MOTOR CARS, BRIS- 
TOL MYERS, TASTEE FREEZE, BLOCK DRUG. 
Super Station coverage works for large and small budget advertisers. 
THE TIME HAS COME TO CAREFULLY EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF CABLE AND LEARN HOW 
TO PUT IT TO WORK FOR YOUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. 

Want to learn more about what the 
SUPER STATION 

can do for you? 
Ted Turner 

Just send this President W AA MDTRA 

WTCG TV 
postage paid card Atlanta, GA 30309 

today. Dear Ted: 

Please send me more information on the coverage, 
audience delivery and pricing for the WTCG-Atlanta Super Station. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Phone A-78 



Cable Systems Receiving WTCG-TV Atlanta 
MAY 1978 

Puerto Rico 

Full time (1,811,165) St. Thomas V.l. 

Night (579,993) 
AF.C.C. Application Filed (653,00) 

FIRST CLASS 
PERMIT NO. 

10507 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

Ted Turner 
WTCG-TV 
1018 West Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, GA 30309 



Radio Report 

Spot push readied 
in RAB/SRA effort 

Broadcast groups 
meet at NRBA confab 

Summer doldrums 
affect July set sales 

(continued) 

The network is also changing its programming a little and will unveil those 

changes to affiliates. "We're trying to make some of our features more rele- 
vant to the needs of our affiliates," says Dick Brescia, president of the CBS 
Radio network. "We're also going to rejuggle our schedule slightly." 

One of the morning sessions will be devoted to special ways that stations 
can increase their income. Several affiliates will present sales success stories. 

There will also be some new approaches given to selling the network locally as 

well as suggestions as to how the network formats can be better integrated 
into local programming. It will be the first meeting at which the affiliates as a 

group will be meeting Gene Jankowski, the new president of the CBS/Broad- 
cast Group, and Brescia, the new president of the radio network. Jankowski 
will be the keynote speaker kicking off the meeting with his Wednesday morn- 

ing address. 

An expansion and concentration of effort to accelerate the growth of national 
spot radio has been made by the Radio Advertising Bureau in association with 
the Station Representatives Association. They have hired James A. Brown, 
former vice president in charge of new business development, Golden West 

Broadcasters, to become vice president, national spot development sales man- 

ager of the RAB. The RAB., of course, has a national sales department. 
Brown's function will be to mount a more intensive drive to generate business 

from potential clients. 
Working from a restricted target list of accounts, established by the station 

representatives committee and top executives of RAB, Brown will, by learning 
their marketing problems and objectives, suggest ways and means of using 

spot radio to do the job needed. 
Ile was named by the RAB national spot radio committee which is com- 

posed of station reps and broadcasters. Ile will have access to the computer 
systems of the rep firms to enable him to devise specific proposals to advertis- 
ers which relate to stations in individual markets. Brown will also be on hand 

to consult with the national sales department of RAB. Ile will report to Rob- 

ert I I. Alter, RAB executive vice president. 

Several broadcasting groups will hold meetings and special events in conjunc- 
tion with the National Radio Broadcasters Association Convention. On Sep- 

tember 20 the Daytime Bratdcastcrs Association will discuss spectrum alloca- 
tion, the potential effect of the Communications Act of 1978, and other mat- 
ters with DBA president Ray Livesay presiding. The fall meeting of the Na- 
tional Association of State Radio Networks will also be held on September 20 

at the convention. And, one day earlier, at a luncheon September 19, the 

Armstrong Foundation will present its annual awards for excellence and origi- 
nality in FM broadcasting 

Summer doldrums affected radio set sales to dealers in July. according to the 

Electronic Industries Association. Sales of AN sets declined 29.1 per cent 

compared to the same month last year. They were 526,620 as against 749,333. 

Sales of AM/FM combinations and FM -only sets were down 4.9 per cent, from 
3,129,940 in .Iuly, 1977, to 2,977,71 I in July, 1978. Auto radio sales dipped 
only slightly from 797,540 last July to 786,190 this July, off only 1.4 per cent. 
In total, radio sales were lower by 8.3 per cent when comparing July of '77 vs. 

'78-from 4,676,813 last year to 4,290.521 this year. 
The figures through July, however, are much healthier. They show that for 

the 30 weeks AM set sales went from 4,325,308 in 1977 to 4,408,886 in 1978, 

an increase of 1.9 per cent: FM/AM combinations and FM -only sets increased 

from 14,723,640 last year to 14,972,974 this year, up 1.7 per cent: auto radio 
sales moved upward from 7,192.998 to 7,31 1,971 when comparing the two 
years, again a 1.7 per cent hike. Total radio sales increased from 26.241,946 in 

1977 to 26,693,831 this year, another I.7 per cent increase. 
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Oth r -^^dio reps 
used to la gh at th 
idea E our critique 

i 
They aren't laughing anymore. Because that's 
part of what has made Eastman Radio the hottest rep firm 
in the business. 

It means our sales people see on video tape replay 
exactly how they come across to a time buyer-what's right 
and what's wrong with their delivery. 

They learn what the other Eastman sales people are 
doing successfully. And can then use what they learned in 

the critique to make their own presentations even more 
professional. 

They learn how to think on their feet when facing a 

demanding time buyer. Then get the order. 
And that's more important than anything else. 

We do things differently. 
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To: Television/Radio 
Age 

From: Roy Steinfort, AP 

THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 

50 ROCKEFELLER 
PLAZA 

NEW YORK. N. Y. 10020 

I know you're on deadline for the ad announcing the 600th affiliate 

signed to the APRadio network. 

Here's the picture of Bill Williams, VP and GM of Summit Comm- 

unications' WREC in Memphis after signing the 600th affiliation agreement. 

That's Jerry Jackson, AP Broadcast Exec, in center along with Jay Boland, 

WREC's news director, at right. We had the ad all ready to go. The ad 

was going to point out that an average of three stations every week see the 

advantages APRadio has. The copy for that is attached. 

But right after WREC added APRadio, we also heard from KYA, 

San Francisco, WULA in Eufala, Ala. and WPED, Crozet, Va. 

They all want APRadio. So we're having to redesign the ad. Hope we'll 

make the deadline. 

P. S. --also add WENK, Union City, Tenn. Pdy ---- 

and WGSM-WCTO on Long Island° Also 

KPEN, Los Altos, Ca. and KZZY, San Antonio. 

%, 
,, _tirn.A 1 , _ , 
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ROY STEINFORT 
VICE PRESIDENT 

Y O/(^ AND DIRECTOR 
/W / J /// III... 

BROADCASTING 
Ili/¡V/L J 

.' 

J 
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AP24dê*cç 
. no clearances 
. no must -carries 

.. total programming 
flexibility 

... over 500 avails, all for 
your local sale 

.. sales and programming 
support for affiliates ing 

. flexible -length news 
° more Sports avail 

casts 
s 

° ° complete business and 
financial sales 
opportunities ... feature programming 

to fit ever Y format °. top-flight anchors 
. hundreds of newscuts 
per week 
regional actuality ...compatible with automation 

...the world's fastest growing network 
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AV Z\ 
S Y 

THERE IS 
NO OTHER SERIES YOU CAN BUY 

THAT EVEN COMES CLOSE. 

PROGRAM RATING 

HOUSE- 
HOLDS 

(000) 

ADULTS 
18.49 
(000) 

ADULTS 
18-34 

(000) 

TEENS/ 
CHILDREN 

(000) 

LAVERNE & SHIRLEY 28.5 20,380 19,730 13,240 18,390 

ALL IN THE FAMILY 26.6 17,780 15,120 8,351 8,400 

SANFORD & SON 23.9 16,090 12,300 6,940 6,980 

M*A*S*H 22.5 15,610 14,130 8,890 8,260 

WELCOME BACK KOTTER 20.2 14,390 13,260 8,630 12,270 

GOOD TIMES 20.1 13,990 11,470 6,880 8,210 

CHICO & THE MAN 20.0 14,010 9,700 5,590 5,920 

BARNEY MILLER 19.0 13,480 12,460 7,760 7,800 

OURCE: NTI Nut) NOV., FEB., MAY AVERAGE TOTAL NETWORK DURATION THROUGH MAY 1978 SUBJECT TO SURVEY QUALIFICATIONS 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR AIRING FALL, 1981 

*4****4a 
* ; rinwruu ** 

* tf°1fPl1'i1/O? * 4r/ \` 
A \\ 4 

* GuIt+Western 4 
Company r, 

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION DOMESTIC SYNDICATION 
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obo 
does it e.. 

It's been 15 years now. Attica. The horror at LaGuardia. 
Good times. Bad times. Wagner. Lindsay. Beame. Koch. 

, _ Birth and death. - . c - Hello, Dolly. And Reggie. 
Victory and defeat. So long, Broadway Joe. 
Newark in flames. , - - The Big Apple on the 
Columbia under. N-, brink. The Big Apple 
siege.The Jets in : on the rebound. 
the Super Bowl. Fifteen years. And 
The miracle Mets. j "' only one anchorman 

Lighting candles ín'68. Again in'77. '' in New York has been 
Digging out in'69. Again in'78. ' there through it all. 
The long hot summers. -\ Jim Jensen. Nobody's 
The long cold winters. 

' done it longer. Or better. 

e "-sen. 
Ch el m News 

/ 
\ I 

WCBS-W NEW YORK 
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Curtain gci,ig up on 
a fabulous CBS television 

season. Joining returning CBS hits 
will be eight outstanding new series. 

"MARY," a dazzling hour with the incom- 
parable Mary Tyler Moore. The powerfu' dramas 

"KAT' and "PAPER CHASE" Two sassy comedies, 
"WKR' IN CINCINNATI" and "IN THE BEGINNING" 

The glamor-Jus, with -it world of "PEOPLE." 
Fast -payed excitement with today's modern women 

in' FLYING HIGH"and "THE AMERICAN GIRLS." 
All introduced oy the most eye-catching, head - 

turning promotion campaigr ever to ring in a new 
season. An exceptional schedule that will 

have audiences turning us on - in record number. 

.544, COS 
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Network Primetime Series 

MASH -CBS 
The Paper Chase -CBS 

W.E.B.- NBC 

Syndication 

Dinah) 

That's Hollywood) 
The Cheap Show 
Dance Fever 

IncredibleWorid of Adventure - 
a 00, 

HIGHUGHT OF ' 



Network Primetime Specials 

The Star'i?(/ars 
Holid Special - CBS 
Heroes of 

Rock 'n Rol 

Sisters -NBC 

Network Movies forTelevision 

A Guide For the 
Married Woman -ABC 

The Nativity -ABC 

IEFALL 'O 
5!17ri by licenliatb Century -Vox 11 in Curpm: liun. All I:ipltlx 1..v^9 
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Mobil Colpolation takes peat p/easul in aniloun<ülg that Robelt MacNeil, 
distinguished jO//nla/tst (/11(1 executive editor of "771e MacNeil/Leh/el- Repoli," 
will he host for the next Mobil Showcase peseutatioll, Edward the King, 
begin n/ng in January, 1979 

Mean/ he King, a th/Ireeu palrseJ7es of One -hour dramas, tells the story 
of England's Edward IIIL Sou of ri/tolia, "playboy plinee," Erfwa/<//zt/er/ 
fOr°n/y il/ile j'eals, vet he gave an age its name. 

Robelr MacNeil will provide insights lilt° the mall and his time, .the twilight of 
the o/d worlds peat 17l j'a/fanl/l/es, when vim/ally all of the cowls of Europe 
were linked bj! JJ1aI%'lagP 

I(>p_ ffn'statlolls interested in this new Mobil Showcase presentation 
should eoi/ta/t MI: Stan Moge/; SF: N Inc., 6 East -13/-d Stieét, New York,(, 

New Wilk 10017. klephone (212) 682-0760 

Mobil 
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Beats everything in sight. Retain him now. MCA TV 
Source: Nil, average 36% share, July 7, 14, 21, 28, 1978. Subject to survey limitations. 
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New ORLEANS 

9 

WE'RE WHAT'S NEW IN NEW ORLEANS! 
WGNO-TV 26, New Orleans is now owned by General Media Corpora- tion. General Media brings its programming know-how, broadcast expe- rience and sensitivity to audience needs into a vigorous, expanding 
area. WGNO-TV provides advertisers an attractive opportunity to reach the large New Orleans market. We look forward to serving the Crescent 
City, New Orleans, with exciting new alternative programming on inde- 
pendent WGNO-TV 26. We're what's new in New Orleans! 

Represented by Bolton Broadcasting, Ltd. 
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, 
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco 

. 26N 
GREATER NEW ORLEANS TELEVISION, INC. 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MART NEW ORLEANS, LA. 71030 
Subsidiary of 

Genella n 
áP co" I\ EARL HICKERSON President 

DEAN WARD Vice President/General Manager 
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New ORMANS 

A new owner for WGNO-TV 
And a new symbol of television excitement. 

Bolton Broadcasting Ltd. 
welcomes General Media Corporation 

as the new owner of independent WGNO-TV 

Bolton Broadcasting is proud 
to represent WGNO-TV nationally. 
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/solton Broadcasting's 
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
The definitive fact -book packed with 
important reasons wny independent 
television is a major factor in today's 
advertising marketplace. Contact 
any Bolton Broadcasting office for your 
copy. 

( F. 

ee Bolton Broadcasting Ltd. 
The independent television sales specialists 

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT ATLANTA 
645 Madison Ave 360 N Michigan Ave 6290 Sunset Blvd 1933 Webster St 26400 Lahser Rd 6400 Powers Ferry Rd 
(212)371.6400 1312)332.4278 (213)463.7106 (415)921.8411 Southfield - Mich (404)955-4411 

(313)353-8050 
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... From one of America's fastest -growing group broadcasters - 
nine major radio and television stations committed to bringing top entertainment 

and significant local news and public affairs 
programming to six key markets. 

WJAR-TV (NBC) 
WJAR-AM 

Providence. RI 

IJTLET 
BROADCASTING 

An Outlet Company Division. 

WDBO-TV (CBS) KSAT-TV (ABC) WCMH-TV (NBC) WTOP-AM KIQQ-FM 
WDBO-AM San Antonio, Tex. Columbus, Ohio Washington, DC Los Angeles, Cal. 
WDBO-FM 

Orlando, Ha. 
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American International Television 

A' 

i 

-v 
PRESENTS 

C.:71 FEATURING 

Tvvi 

26 HALF HOURS, 
FULL OF COLOR, MUSIC, 

MOVEMENT, MOOD, MAGNETISM! 

Twiggy hosts an exciting in -concert 
program featuring the most 

popular musical groups 
ani single artists. 

Her unique personality 
yes ; is just the start of 

all the exc tement! 

'447; ,F AT Large production 
" '/ ' '':¡ ° numbers, extra - 

r ordinary studio 
m 

r, Í effects, surprises 
f - fo- audience and 

e ' .s ., performers, alike, 
make each half - r.. ! C hour a spontan- 
eous electronic 

` event. 

e , 

4, 

t- "sk 'For further nformatihn contact: 
Phil Leopold, Sandy Aronowitz 

at American International Television, Inc., 
221 West 57th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10019 (212:1246-0107 
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An observation from CBS Radio... 

IT'S PASHTO ' LE FOR 
THE NATIONAL ADVERTISER 
TO BUY RADIO 

It was only two or three years ago that the National Advertiser 
was really under -utilizing radio as an advertising medium. 

Maybe it was because it was too much trouble to buy-maybe 
because creative people would rather work on TV commercials- 
maybe because (strangely enough) it cost too little. 

None of these things has anything to do with the effective- 
ness of radio as an advertising medium for the advertiser. 
We've always known that radio works-really works.The retailer 
certainly knows it. More than 70% of all radio advertising comes 
from retailers, and they are the toughest, the most demanding 
of all advertisers in terms of results. And they've got the best rating 
service of all-the cash register at the end of the day. 

As far as National Advertisers are concerned, something 
has happened of late. They're buying more and more radio. 

Maybe it was because of escalating prices in television and 
print that advertisers felt that they had to find a viable alternative. 
Or maybe it was just because they felt that in their own interest 
they should make greater use of the most efficient and effective 
advertising medium there is. 

In any event, those of us in radio thank those advertisers 
who have been with us for a long time, and who are now increasing 
their radio budgets. 

And we welcome those who have decided, for whatever good 
reason, to get into radio. 

Join the retailers. Go over to your cash registers and smile. 

CBS RADIO])))I(((( 
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WLBT-TV, the Jackson, Miss. station 
that wins national awards 

names Blair its national rep. 

_I l 1 WLBT-TV, Jackson's NBC affiliate, is the first sta- 
tion in Mississippi to capture the coveted Peabody 

<< Award. The winning show: "Probe:' WLBT-TV's 
, weekly investigative journal. The National Mental 

Health Association also gave that show an award. 
' But along with awards, WLBT-TV wins viewers. \ In fact, for the past five years, the station has 

f.. ranked first in prime time audiences. And its two 
1 nightly newscasts attract more viewers than the 

Jack W. Fritz (I). President of John Blair & Co.. other two stations combined making it the market's 
and WLBT-TV General Manager William H Dilday. Jr (r) 

leading news station. 
As for the market itself, Jackson, like many Sunbelt cities, has experienced a surging 

economic growth. 
As General Manager William H. Dilday, Jr. said: "We've got a great story to tell about the 

growth of WLBT-TV and the Jackson market, and Blair has the quality sales power and 
support systems 10 do the job" 

la Blair Television 
A division of John Blair & Company 

Reliable people, reliable data 
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DICK MAURICE Knows 
More About Celebrities Than 
Even Their Psychiatrists Do 

... Earl Wilso 

. ,. 

"Celebrities On The Couch" 
* Delivers a pre -sold audience of celebrity -conscious viewers 

Dick Maurice takes you 
into the private hideaways 
of today's brightest stars to 
see and hear them disclose 
everything from their 
failures and phobias to their 
successes and secret 
desires! 
Dick Maurice is no 
ordinary talk show host! 

.- \ 11% 

" 15(1 

* Captures the appeal, personality and intimacy that others cannot 

t7:Y * Provides weekly programming with 
personality and promotability 

`r Newly released in syndication 
* Every penetrating half-hour taped on 

location captures celebrities 
in the relaxed atmosphere of their own homes 
. 

.411 

SOIL 

411 

i r 

VIPRO SYNDICATION 645 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60611.312/664-7111 



More people - tch 
e. ly e- ..t 

competitors' 
ly ° Mate 

co n ' sed: 

t'SdOH 

WRALTV Q RALEIGH, N.C. 
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY KATZ AMERICAN 
Source: ARB/NSI May 1978, Monday -Friday, total persons 2+ Subject to qualifications in those reports. 



BMI licensed music 
took 64% of all the 
major music business 
trade paper chart positions 
during 1977 
including such CASHBOX 

blockbusters as 
"I Just Want To Be Your Everything," 
"Dancing Queen," 
"It's Ecstasy," 
"Luckenbach, Texas," 
"Smokey And The Bandits," 
"Star Wars," 
"Rocky." 

o 

What the world expects from the 
world's largest music licensing organization. 

BMI 
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We've made 10 pm 
Prime Time 

in the TWi Cities 

Ey DTNESSNEvii5 
ARBITRON 

TELEVISION 
Top 25 PnocinAM 

RariniCis 

AA BKETMINNEAPOLIS-ST. 
FAU 

SURVEY: May 3 -May 30, 1978 

Metro 

Rank 
Program 

Rating 

N etro 

Rank 
Program 

Bating 

1. Eyewitness 
News (Sun.-10PM 

) 28 16, Big Event (Sun.) 
19 

2. Eyewitness 
News (Wed.-10FM) 

27 Family 

19 

3. Eyewitness 
News (Mon. -10(N) 26 Little House on the Prairie 

19 

4. Eyewitness 
News (Thugs. i0PM ) 25 

M'A'S'H 

19 

5. Eyewitness 
News (7Ues:10PM 

) 24 20. Eight Is Enough 
18 

6. Love Boat 

23 21. Lai Grant 
17 

7. Eyewitness News (Fri.1CPM) 
22 22. Al in The Family 

16 

Starsky and Hutch 
22 Fa: naby Jones 

16 

9. Laverne and Shirley 
21 

Barney Miller 
16 

NBC Monday Night Movie 
21 

carter Country 
16 

Three's Company 
21 

Eyewitness 
News (Sat. -12M) 16 

60 Minutes 

21 
How The West Was Won 

16 

13. Charlie's Engels 
20 

Fantasy Island 
20 

Happy Days 
20 
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THE NATION S LARGEST BROADCAST 
AUDIENCE 

MEASIREME 
SIT SERVICE 

A division Hubbard 
ASTP-TV's Jim 

of Hubbard Broasear dcastinc Inc. 

nearest PetryGeneral Sales Manager 
more nfor 

office. 
ger at 612 645-2724, 

calf 
27245 or your 
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FOR 25YEARS 
WE'VE BEEN TUNED IN 

TO YOUR MAGAZINE 
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CONGRATULATIONS FROM ASCAP 
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congratulates 
T V/RádioAge on its 

25th anniversary 
WGN ContinEntal Broadcasting Cor paiy 

...thE most rEspEctEd call lEttErs 
in broadcasting 

Chicago: WGN Radio, WGN Television 
Duluth -Superior: KDAL Radio, KDAL Television 

Denver: KWGN Television 
Sacramento: KGNR and KCTC (FM) Radio 

Michigan, California and New Mexico*: 
WGN Electronic Systems Company 

New York,'Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Detroit: 
WGN Cóntinental Sales Company 
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from the first name in broadcast automation: 
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First to take house calls 
\lour own pe sonal rep is rct only available by both 

compute- and phcne, bit also available around the clock. 
You can call him at f crre in the middle of the night if you . 

have ar urgent problem. BIAS was first to offer this 
kind cf super -personal service. 

BIOS was a so first :o develop an on-line real -lime 
compute system for broadcas: ng. And a flock of o:her 

firsts lollowed. First tc offer your choice of computer 
services-as much or as IittiE as you want-and what 

you take goes togetl er because our systems are compat- 
ble. F -st with power backup system. First to offer 

scheduled taining seminars. And more firsts are on the 
way. Is it any wprxier so many stations call BIAS first? 
Call us today. Ca I Bill Boyce at 901-345-3544. Broad- 

cast IndLstr; Autcma:ion Systerr, Data Communications 
Ccrpciatior, 3000 Directo s Row, Executive Plaza, 

Memphis, Tennessee 38131. 



Thank you, Sol Paul, 

and 
Television/Radio Age 

For your 25 Years of 

Continuous Support of 

Radio Broadcasting 

Les Smith 

Bob La Bonte 

FOR KAYE-SMITH RADIO 

KJR Seattle KISW-FM Seattle 

KXL-AM/FM Portland 

KJRB Spokane KCKN-AM/FM Kansas City 

WUBE-AM/FM Cincinnati 

Represented Nationally By McGAVREN GUILD, INC. 
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We made a bum 
out of Evan White to help 

Millions of our Aged. 
1. 

r 

° . 
'141 

N. 

ti 

He went to live among our old people and 
what he found was degrading and disgust- 
ing. Helpless, sick, hungry aged living in 
areas we wouldn't drive through, let alone 
live in. Old people being beaten and robbed 
or taken advantage of. Evan worked on this 
story for over two years. Against heavy 
criticism, we presented his story in 
a 21/2 hour documentary report 
titled OLD AGE: DO NOT GO 
GENTLE. This program had the 
largest mail response ever; for a 

? h . 

o 
. G. aAAA 
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local program. Close to a half million people 
responded showing their support for the aged. 

As a result, national legislation was 
drafted to help old people live a dignified, 
worry free life. 

On behalf of the millions of aged 
throughout the nation, we want to thank 

both Evan White for his courage 
and effort and the hundreds of 
thousands of viewers who re- 

ly, sponded with their support. 

e KGO -TV 
San Francisco 

An ABC Owned Television Station 
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A HAPPY 
25th ANNIVERSARY 

FROM THE 
ABC L ' ISION 

NETWORK 
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Your contributions 
have given insight 
and vision to 
the industry. 
Congratulations on 
25 years of 
achievement. 



Best 
wishes 
from 
NBC 
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Radio Report 

More requests for 
newer demos: Katz 

Paul Harvey signs 
for seven more years 

Radio set imports rise 
in second quarter 

RADAR data show 
listening profile 

(continued) 

An analysis of spot radio activity from April, 1977, through June, 1978, by 
Katz Radio shows that some changes in demographic requests are taking 
place in national spot campaigns. In the number of avail requests by demo- 
graphics, for example, adults 18-49 have moved up from fourth position in 
April -June, 1977, to second spot in April -June, 1978, and women 18-49 who 
were in the top spot among the requests in July -September 1977, moved down 
to fifth spot in April -June 1978, the most recent quarter. There were also a 
greater number of requests for the newer 25-54 and 25-64 demographic 
breaks as well as a swing toward requests for older demographics. In July - 
Sept. 1977 there were 47 requests for the older demos, but in April -June 1978 
there were 85 such requests. The most frequently -requested demographics in 
the second quarter of this year were adults I8 -plus, adults 18-49, adults 
18-34 and adults 25-49. 

The total number of campaigns analyzed grew from 375 in April -.tune, 
1977, to 537 a year later, though over the same year the average number of 
markets per campaign diminished from seven to four. Requests for cumulative 
data also decreased from seven last April -.tune to three a year later. At the 
same time requests front farm advertisers changed little, increasing from four 
to five over the same year. As might be expected, requests for metro area in- 
formation dominated but also continued to increase. A year ago there were 
116 such requests; this April -June there were 162. On the other hand, ADI re- 
quests which totalled 25 a year ago, totalled 23 this April -June period. 

The 60 -second commercial length predominated, going from 171 to 282 
from one April -.tune to the next; 30 -second ads over the same year rose from 
35 to 49. The average number of weeks per campaign is slowly getting longer. 
Excluding requests for 52 week campaigns, in April -June, 1977, the average 
campaign lasted five weeks; this April -.tune it ran seven weeks. In dayparts 
requested, total audience plans continued to be most requested. Last April- 
.lune there were 29 such requests and a year later, 62. Over the same period, 
the next most requested daypart was Monday through Friday 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
plus weekends, increasing from 25 such requests to 35. 

After 27 years with the ABC Radio Network, Paul Harvey has signed on 
for seven more. The contract is for his exclusive services. I larvey is currently 
heard on 770 stations of all four network services of ABC Radio coast -to - 
coast. The daily audience for his two shows, Paul llarvey News and Commen- 
tary, and the feature, The Rest of the Story, is said to exceed five million lis- 
teners. 

Imports of home radios, both Am and FM. rose 12.7 per cent, from 8,567,823 
in the second quarter of 1977 to 9,658,534 in the same period of 1978, accord- 
ing to the Electronic Industries Association. They outpaced the imports of 
auto radios which in the same comparative period went from 1,325,980 to 
1,399,378, up 5.5 per cent. The total imports of radio.sets, auto and home, in- 
creased from 9,893,803 in the second quarter of last year to 11,057,912 in the 
second quarter of this year, a gain of 11.8 per cent. Imports of phonograph - 
radio combinations also moved ahead smartly from 653,036 to 854,906 in the 
same comparative three month period, an increase of 30.9 per cent. 

Imports for the first six months of home radios were 16,433,858 last year as 
compared to 17,314,532 this year, up 5.4 per cent. Imports of auto radios went 
from 2,619,320 in 1977 to 2,738,332 in 1978, up 4.5 per cent. Total imports, 
auto and home, went from 19,053,178 last year to 20,052,864 this year. 

Radio now reaches more adults in a day or a week than any other major daily 
advertising medium. Richard Montesano, Radio Advertising Bureau vice 
president, marketing and research, reports that in a week radio reaches 95 per 
cent of adults 18 -plus, TV reaches 90 per cent and newspapers are read by 84 
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A of talk 
finally did somebody 

a lot of good 

ri 

/' 

She's Olga Mele, a 59 -year -old 
community worker =rom Hartford. 
And this year Olga Mele was one 
of five persons in the United 
States to receive the 1977 
Jefferson Award. Tr is prestigious 
award from the American 
Institute for Public Service 
honors :he highest ideals and 
achievements in pu3lic service 
benefitting local communities. 
We think that's terrific. But what's 
even better is how she won it. 
WTNH-TV asked its viewers to 
determine the top five "good 
neighbcrs" it the Channel 8 
viewer area. We received about 
150 heartwarming reports of 

an. 

people responding to other 
people's needs. 
Fifty Df :he letters told of Olga 
Meleani the praiseworthy work 
she has been doing as a counselor, 
job developer and fundraiser 
for various community service 
activities on behalf of the Puerto 
Rican people in Hartford. 
We're proud of our local "good 
neighbcrs" and thought even 
more people should hear about 
them. So we produced a 

30 -minute documentary showing 
each at work helping people in 
their Ccnnecticut comrr unities. 
And after that film everything 
snowballed. The American 

WTNH-TV 

Institute for Public Service liked 
our way of listening to people 
so much, it asked us to tell other 
stations how we developed our 
awards plan. 
Nov the I nstitate tells us it's hard 
pressed to keep up with the 
var'ous news media which want 
to relp,out with the Jefferson 
Award nominations as we do. 
Sonepeople think the trouble 
with the world is a lack of 
conmunication. But we showed 
tha: when you talk to people, 
the,' talk back. And, in this case, 
with good results. 

New Haven 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS. 

We listen too. 



Radio Report 

Upscale audiences listen 
more than average 

Regional, teen audiences 
are broken out 

New spot radio `Guide' 
published by Katz 

(Continued) 

per cent of the adults. In a day radio reaches 81 per cent of the adults 18 -plus, 
TV reaches 76 per cent and newspapers are read by 69 per cent. Sources for 
these findings are RADAR, spring, 1978; Nielsen, February, 1977; Newspaper 
Advertising Bureau, March, 1977, Readership Project. 

A higher ratio of adults in higher income homes and among higher -educated 
people listen to radio in a typical broadcast day than the overall average, ac- 
cording to RADAR, spring/fall, 1977 reports. In most of these categories these 
figures do not vary greatly: among men earning under $10,000 15.7 per cent 
listen to radio per average quarter hour as compared to 18.7 per cent of those 
earning between $15,000 and $19.999 and 17.9 per cent of those earning more 
than $20,000. Among women listeners the average quarter-hour figures are in 
an even narrower range: 18.0 per cent in households of under $10.000 income, 
19.6 per cent in homes earning $20,000 and more and 18.8 per cent in house- 
holds earning between $15,000 and $19,999 listen. 

Among men who have some college education. 17.5 per cent listen per aver- 
age quarter hour, 18.2 per cent of high school graduates listen and 15.8 per 
cent of those who have not graduated from high school listen per average 
quarter hour. Among women 17.4 per cent of those who have some college ed- 
ucation, 20 per cent of college graduates and 18.1 per cent of those w ith high 
school education listen per average quarter hour. 

Among men in households of one to two persons, 17.3 per cent listen per av- 
erage quarter hour. 18.0 per cent listen in households of three to four and 17.0 
per cent listen in households of five or more persons. Among women in house- 
holds of one to two persons, 18.2 per cent listen: in households of five or more 
18.8 per cent of women listen per average quarter hour. 

In radio audiences by region, the largest percentage of male listening, 18.8 per 
cent per quarter hour, is in the West, the smallest, 16.1 per cent, in the North 
Central States. Among adult women, the largest percentage, 19.8 is in the 
Northeast and the smallest. 17.4 per cent in the South. 

Among regional teen audiences, those 12-17 years old, 15.4 per cent in the 
West listen per average quarter hour, 16.7 per cent of those in the South lis- 
ten, 16.8 per cent of those in the Northeast. As for listening by adult males by 
county size 16.1 per cent listen per average quarter hour in D counties, 16.0 
listen in C counties, 17.1 per cent listen in B counties and 18.5 per cent listen 
in A counties. Among female listeners by county size it ranged from 17.5 per 
cent in C counties to 19.5 per cent in A counties. Among teenager listeners, 
those 12-17 years old, by county size, it ranged from 17.7 per cent listening 
per average quarter hour in B counties, to 14.3 per cent listening in I) 
counties. 

Reaching men 25 -to -54 in the top 25 radio markets in morning drivetime costs 
$3,123 for one minute spot, reports Katz' latest edition of its Spot Radio 
Planning Guide -1978-'79. That's the cost based on the rate for 12 minutes 
per week and based on the average of each market's four highest -priced radio 
stations. Costs to reach women 18 -to -49 during the 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. stretch in 
the top 50 markets comes to an estimated $3,097 per minute. 

The new edition includes audience delivery and cost efficiencies for 27 de- 
mographic/daypart combinations in 150 radio markets. Audience delivery 
and cost efficiencies were computer -calculated from rates and ratings for 11 

demographic breaks, with data for these demos being reported for each of the 
most requested dayparts. The information is organized by four dayparts for 
total survey areas, metro areas, and TV ADIS. 

Station rates show n are based on market -by -market cost -per -minute an- 
nouncements as reported by the March 1978 SR/)S, and Katz says these rates 
were verified or adjusted after telephoning more than 300 radio stations. In- 
formation appearing for the first time in the new edition includes the kind of 
cost totals in the illustrations above, plus cost efficiencies of the single highest - 
audience stations for the 27 demo/dayparts within the top 50 markets. 
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We helped give kids 
th e r eais to stand up 

to their problems 
u' 

We did it through tre Sixteenth Annual Children's Rehabilitation 
Foundation Telethon ...one of the oldest in the nation. 
For 20 consecutive hours, from March L. through March 12, 

we televised the live find -raising from Shea's Buffalo Theater. 
On hand as host we had TV personality Jack Smith. 
Also appearing were comedian Marty Allen, recording stars 
Englanc Dan and John Ford Coley, singer Cavril Payne, 
contem3orary songst-ess Linda Bennett and a slew of media 
personalities from :he Buffalo.area. 
And how did we do? Between our "main" telethon and the many 
regiona groups who collected donations throughout Western 
New York, we raised over half a million dollars! 
At WKBW we're involvec in more than stow business. 
We're also involvec it the business óf helping people. 
With events like the Children's Rehabilitation Foundation Telethon, 
a Buffalo institution. 

WKBW-TV 
Buffalo 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS. 

We listen too. 



Business Barometer 
May rise in spot Tv 
was 20.4%; ditto for 
first five months 

Slowdown reported 
in new product debuts 

The hot pace of spot TV in the second quarter, triggered by April expenditures 
of around $240 million, continued in May, though the apparent rate of in- 
crease was not as great as that of the previous month. National and regional 
spot time sales for May, according to the Business Barometer sample of sta- 
tions, rose 20.4 per cent, compared to 29.3 per cent in April and 16.5 per cent 
for the first quarter. May volume increased $39 million to a total of $230 mil- 
lion (note that monthly figures were adjusted in the August 14 issue). 

The rise in May was actually better than it looked and may even have been 
better than the April figure. This is because May, '78, was a four -week stan- 
dard broadcast month, as against five weeks in May, '77. On the other hand, 
April, '78, was a five -week standard broadcast month vs. four weeks in April, 
'77. Offsetting this, as noted many times, is the fact that somewhat over half 
of those in the Business Barometer sample still report their spot figures on a 
calendar month basis. 

Spot TV time sales for the first five months stood at $961.5 million, up from 
$798.4 million in the corresponding '77 months. The rate of increase for five 
months was identical to that of May itself -20.4 per cent. 

Whatever the cause of the substantial rise in spot business during the first half 
of '78, it is not likely that new products played a substantial role. The latest 
figures on product debuts, as reported by Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample in its 
monthly publication, New Product News, reveal a slowdown in the first six 
months of this year. 

The newsletter reported that new grocery and drug store item introductions 
were up only 3.7 per cent over the first half of last year. This compares with a 
9.6 per cent increase for the first half of '77 vs. '76 and a 9.0 per cent rise in 
the first half of '76 vs. '75. 

The total number of items introduced in the first half of '78 came to 615 vs. 
593 during the first half of'77. In previous years, the total for the first half 
came to 541 in '76, 495 in '75, 421 in '74 and an average of 386.1 during the 
10 -year period 1964-73. 
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National spot (+20.4%) 
(millions $) 1977: $191,0 1978:$230.0 
Changes by annual station revenue 

Under $2 million +21.4% 
$2-5 million +23.1% 
$5 million up +19.8% 
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We helped aria 
justice to prisoners a 

risons to justice 

We believe that everyone 
deserves a fair shake in a free 
so:iety-even,those convicted of 
crimes. After we learned that 
some of the inmates in New 
Jersey'spenal institjtions were 
beirg denied pa -ole, we decided 
to investigate. 
We talked to a varie:y of parole 
experts. Attorneys... inmates... 
and members of the New Jersey 
State Parole Board. 
Our interviews clearly 
demonstrated that a sharp 
con-lict existed between the 
Parole Board and inmates. Unfair 
conditions had been imposed 
on inmates seeking parole. 

J 

Parole was often withhelc from 
inmates for as long as a year 
because of administrative errors. 
And, most important,uncertainty 
and ccnfasion existed over 
guidelines for parole eligibility. 
In two half-hour programs entitled 
"Assignment: Dealing Without 
A Contrazt" we revealed these 
conditions and presentec a 

solution galled "Contract Parole" 
The New Jersey legislature- 
.through its State Committee on 
Institutions-investigated parole 
in s:ate prisons and found 
essentially the same problems 
we had documented. 
The overwhelming major ty of 

WPVI-TV 

J' 

"Ad Hoc Parole Committee' 
members who had been act ve 
in the reform p-ogram, and 
who were eligible, were paroled. 
And two members of the Pa -ole 
Board were not reappointed. 
We can only speculate whether 
our programs prompted these 
actions. But we have a pretty 
gooc hunch they did. Under any 
circumstances, we're happy 
to see some parole reforms 
beginning in New Jersey. We 
believe in justice for all in .a. 

free Society. 

Philadelphia 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS. 

We listen too. 



Local Tv rise in May 
was 25.8%, same ratio 
as scored in April 

Total station revenue 
up 19.4% during '78 

60 

Business Barometer 
As in the case of spot, local TV billings in May continued the pace set in April 
and even did better than spot. The percentage increase of local time sales in 
May was identical to that of April -28.5. This brought May volume up $34.8 
million to $169.7 million (note that in monthly figures adjusted in the August 
14 issue April, '77, should be $140.9, not $140.0 million). The first quarter 
was up 15.8 per cent. 

Network compensation, which has been showing no unexpected trend, rose 
7.5 per cent in May to $25.2 million. This compared to 6.2 per cent in April 
and 8.0 per cent for the first quarter. 

The fact that the percentage increase for local TV in April and May was 
identical does not mean that business was literally up by the same rate in both 
months. May was a four -week standard broadcast month, while May, '77, had 
five. Conversely, April, '78, was a five -week month and April, '77, a four -week 
month. Again, this is offset by the practice of most stations in the Business 
Barometer sample to report by the calendar month: based ón a special survey 
last year, it can be assumed that about seven out of 10 report local billings via 
the calendar month. Since April and May in both '77 and '78 total nine stan- 
dard broadcast weeks and since the percentage increase was identical, it can 
be quickly seen that the nine -week increase was 28.5 per cent. 

Year-to-date data accumulated over a number of months gives a representa- 
tive picture, of course. For the first five months, local billings were up 20.4 per 
cent, the exact rate of rise for spot TV also. Local time sales totaled $728.5 
million, up from $605.2 million. 

Network compensation for the five months was up 7.5 per cent, the same 
percentage rise as in May. Volume through May carne to $127.3 million, up 
from $118.4 million. 

Total station revenue from advertising for the first five months of the year 
came to $1,817.3 million, up 19.4 per cent from the $1,522 million in '77. Spot 
was 52.9 per cent of the total, local, 40.1 per cent and compensation, 7.0 per 
cent. In '77, the figures were 52.5, 39.8 and 7.8 per cent, respectively. 
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Local business +25.8% 
(millio is) 1977: $134.9 1978: $169.7 

Changes by annual station revenue 
Under $2 million + I0.6% 
$2 5 trillion + 15.4% 
$5 million up +28.8% 

, Network 
compensation (+7.5%) 
(millions) 1977: $23.2 1978: $25.2 

Changes by annual station revenue 
Under $2 million + 12.5%' 
$2-5 million +I I .7% 
$5 million up +6.4% 
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In this scene, 
the producer was 

tl e star 

Women are so fearful about breast cancer, they sometimes ignore 
i_s symptoms. Until ,t'stoo late. Our own 3eggy Mann knew all about 
that fear. She had been through a radical mastectomy herself. As 
producer of her own show, "At Home With Peggy Mann:' 
she had learned that while fear cannot be banished, it can be eased 
by reason and evaluation. Publicly and oLt in the open. 
That's how our six -part series of half-hour programs, "Coping 
with Breast Cancer: The Emotional Maligrancy!;' came to be aired. 
Interviews were filmed at Duke Medical Center with surgeons, 
radiologists, a plastic surgeon, physical therapists and cancer 
researchers. They repo-ted on advances in treatment and techniques. 
Women, including Peggy Mann, who had Lndergone surge -y for 
breast cancer told about their experiences-in a positive way. 
We think lots of worrer w II be less frightened about breast cancer 
because of Peggy's series Many of them will live longer, too. 
That's why we like to get dings out in the .)pen-once you know 
about them, you're better prepared to dear with them. 

WTVD TV 
Durham/Raleigh 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS. 

We listen too. 



Arbitron is planning 
a media -mix survey 
on consumer habits 

Tv 75.3% of top 100 
clients' ad dollars 

Consumer group looks 
to double membership 

Tv set sales climb; 
RCA bullish on VCRs 

Tele -scope 
Arbitron is getting ready to mount a media -mix study. It will analyze and eval- 
uate all the major media-Tv, radio, newspapers and magazines-in terms of 
the attention they receive from consumers, one purpose being to learn who are 
the heavy, medium and light consumers of these media. It will be determined 
by asking questions about reading habits, time spent with media, types of 
magazines and newspaper sections read, frequency of reading, as well as num- 
ber of readers per household. 

Similar questions relating to TV and radio habits and attention will be asked 
of diary keepers, but there will be questions on product usage as well. There 
will also be questions on grocery shopping, fast food usage. automobile and 
home ownership, occupation and income. 

The test will be conducted in two to three markets. It is hoped that the ser- 
vice can be started on a full-scale basis by the end of the year. The radio part 
of the test has been named the Arbitron Radio Market Index. It will be con- 
ducted both by phone and mail. 

TV remains the top advertising medium for the top 100 national advertisers and 
in 1977 accounted for 75.3 per cent of their advertising dollars-$4.3 bil- 
lion-according to TvB. Magazines accounted for 15.9 per cent or $918.1 mil- 
lion, and radio 4.3 per cent, or $249.6 million. Total national advertiser invest- 
ments in TV were ín excess of $5.7 billion, up 14 per cent over the prior year. 

Other figures included in Tullasics #2/ are Tv's reach, which is 88 per cent 
of all TV households in an average day and 95 per cent in an average week, the 
total of TV homes, 72.9 million, the viewers in which spend 450 million hours 
in total with TV per day. Also pointed up was the level of viewing in ,tune, July 
and August 1977, which accounted for five hours and 24 minutes per TV home 
daily. 

The Telecommunications Consumer Coalition expects to have enlisted between 
30 and 50 various non-profit organizations by Labor Day and then to double 
its membership by the end of the year. Its objective is to act as an information 
source on the many telecommunications issues that effect consumer -related 
organizations in this country, ethnic, religious, labor and otherwise. It hopes 
that by providing them with such information, many of its members will then 
develop positions and policies. R is now in the midst of making proposals for 
foundation support to enable it to operate for two years, after which it will 
evaluate its effectiveness and consider its future activity. 

Organizations which join the TCC will pay a nominal fee, ranging from $25 
to $250 annually. The chairman of the new coalition is Dr. Everett C. Parker 
of the United Church of Christ, and vice chairman. Warren Braren, associate 
director of the Consumers Union. Membership includes the Consumer Feder- 
ation of America, the Communications Commission of the National Council 
of Chruches. the National Council of Negro Women, the U.S. Catholic Con- 
ference, the National hispanic Publishing Center, the Indian Youth Council, 
the National Organization for Women and a tentative acceptance of member- 
ship from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. 

T% sets sales to dealers for July and for 1978 through .Iuly continued on an up- 
ward note, according to the Electronic Industries Association. Monochrome 
sales increased from 378,532 in July, 1977, to 454,843 in July, 1978, a per- 
centage hike of 29.7. Color TV went from 583,109 sets last July to 668,170 
this July, up 14.6 per cent. Total TV sales were 955,641 for .luly last year as 
against 1,123,013 for the same month this year. 

The showing for the year-to-date was equally strong. For the 30 weeks this 
year monochrome sales were 3.041,977 as compared to 2,806.434 last year 
and color sales were 5,246,483 as compared to 4.451,406. Total Tv set sales 
were 8,288,459 as against 7.257,840. The percentage changes were plus 8.4 
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hanks to KFSN-TV. 
"y« u don't)gttahave 

hea }_"-disease 

L 

DLring the past year; our 1C' -part series, "It'E Your Heart:' laid on 
the line the facts abóut cardiovascular disease. It told people 
hcw to protect themselves from becoming one of the 70,003 
persons that heart disease claims each year. 
How? Stop smoking. Sto3 stuffing cholesterol into your bocy. 
Exercise. Check your blcod pressure. 
Ard don't lead your chldren into a lifetime 
of heart trouble by feeding them fatty foods. 
Ard people listened. In fact they listened sc well the Central 
Valley Heart Association gave KFSN its first -ever "Media Award" 
That's KFSN reporting. After all, 
you "gotta have a heart" to help people keep theirs. 

KFSN-TV. 
Fresno 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS. 

We listen too. 



`Newsweek' compares 
exposure of ads with -rv's 

Color Tv set imports 
dip slightly in quarter 

TvB issues ninth 
spot planning guide 

Telescope 
(continued) 

for black -and -white Tv sets, plus 17.9 per cent for color and plus 14.2 per cent 
for total Tv. 

Prices of color TV sets, however, are being raised. Effective August 9, RCA 
raised its prices $10 to $50. and Zenith followed with $10 to $30 price in- 
creases which become operative August 31. 

Sales of home entertainment VCR units, however, did not measure up to ex- 
pectations. Only 20,862 units were sold to dealer's this July and 163,352 sold 
through ,luly, according to EIA statistics. No figures are available for compar- 
ison with last year. 

During the second half of 1978, RCA will sharply increase its advertising 
expenditures for its VCR line, bringing them to an estimated $2 million for the 
year. The increased expenditures will go to network TV and to magazines. In 
anticipation of the increased business, RCA expanded its SelectaVision line to 
include its first color Tv camera for home use. The economy model will retail 
at $850, and the deluxe unit at $1,275. RCA is still bullish about VCR sales 
and estimates they will reach 427,000 this year. 

A pilot study performed for Newsweek by Audits and Surveys in the Philadel- 
phia Aui indicates that, while only about 70 per cent of a television program's 
average quarter-hour audience is "available to the television set" during com- 
mercial breaks, 85 per cent of the newsweekly's advertising pages were opened 
by the magazine's net audience. Newsweek claims this was the first study ever 
to measure potential television -commercial audience and magazine -advertis- 
ing -page audience on a common basis. 

Titled "Eyes On," the study involves use of a videocassette recorder and a 
portable TV set to obtain recognition levels during in -home interviews, with 
this technique validated by "near -coincidental" interviews conducted by 
phone within I5 minutes of the commercial break. In the magazine measure- 
ment, personal interviews were validated by the "glue spot" technique. in 
which a seal is broken as pages are opened. 

Among findings: view ing of in -program and between -program commercials 
is about the same, the recognition method gives some indication women are 
more likely to leave the room than men, and lower income viewers are most 
likely to watch commercials. 

Imposts of color T% sets slipped slightly in the second quarter of 1978 as 
against the second quarter of 1977. according to the Electronic Industries As- 
sociation. They declined from 676,803 to 660.699, down 2.4 per cent. The im- 
port picture for monochrome sets was the opposite. They were up 26.3 per 
cent from 1,126,152 to 1.421,837. Total imports increased from 1,802,955 for 
the second quarter of last year to 2,082,536 for the second quarter of this year, 
an increase of 15.5 per cent. Import figures for the first half of the year were 
up overall. 

Imports of home entertainment units were much higher for the second 
quarter and for the six month period than for similar periods in 1977. For the 
second quarter in 1978 wits (color and monochrome) were 129,198 as 
against 33,012 in 1977. a gain of 291.4 per cent. For the first half, imports of 
vats were 238,137 in 1978 as compared to 61,265 in 1977, a spurt of 288.7 
per cent. 

'í'v13 has issued its ninth annual Spot Television Planning Guide, designed to 
assist advertisers and agencies in comparing in advance the audiences and cost 
efficiencies of various spot schedules as well as comparing these schedules 
with other media. The 28 -pager gives data by market rank groupings, starting 
with the top 10 through the top 200 markets in eight different dayparts. It also 
gives data in a separate section, in nine census regions for the same eight day - 
parts. Single copies are available from Tv f3 at $5. Report was compiled with 
the cooperation of 24 station representatives and 574 stations. 
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The world's 
oli 1et profession nó 

emiloys kids 
,, . `,, 

f 

' 

Nit all boys play Little League baseball. Or deliver newspapers. 
Or enjoy a loving horre. 
Because they're involved in male prostitution. 
We knew tie problem existed in Houston. And we knew it was not 
something peóple should ignore. But what Ave didn't know was 
how widespread it was. So for two years we researched the young 
"male streets" of Houston, Los Angeles and New York City. 
The result: an 11 -part series entitled "Boys =or Sale:' that to Is 
it like it is and why some people are doing something about it. 
Several churches and civic organizations have started programs 
tc educate boys away from prostitution. 
And the Houston Police Department is going.after 
the leaders of these male prostitution rings. 
Hopefully, boys can be boys again. 

KTRK-TV 
Houston 

One of the stations of 
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS: 

We listen too. 



CP-16/A Cameras and Angenieux Zoom Lenses... 
Winning Combinations at Unbeatable Prices! 

Put a lid on ever -escalating equipment costs with spectacular savings 
on camera/lens combinations from Cinema Products... while our 
supplies of specially priced lenses last! 

Upgrade your TV-newsfilm operation_ Retire your antiquated 16mm cameras and 
lenses (whatever their condition), and trade up to the standard of the industry - 
CP-16/A news/documentary cameras, with a choice of four of the finest Angenieux 
lenses available: 

1 Angenieux 9.5-57mm AV30 zoom lens. The lightweight, ultra -fast 
(T1.9), wide-angle 6x 1 zoom lens permits close focusing at 24" from 
the film plane. 
2 Angenieux 12-240mm AV30 zoom lens. The ideal 20x1 zoom lens 
for any situation requiring wide-angle as well as telephoto coverage, 
such as sports events, political gatherings, etc. 
3 An etnm AV30 DA zoom lens. The outstanding 10x1 zoom lens with 
Auto rol. 
4 Angenieux 12-120mm AV30 zoom lens. The "workhorse" of the television news gathering industry. 

Free 3XL-IAZ Magnetic Head 
All CP-16/A cameras (with built-in Crystasound amplifier) included in this offer are supplied with a 3XL-IAZ magnetic 
record head - featuring individual record and playback azimuth adjustment -at no extra charge. 

Trade-in any 16mm camera and lens 
for the following CP-16/A camera/zoom lens packages: 

CP-16/A (Code 1C272) 
with 3XL-IAZ LIST: $10045 Magnetic Head 

and Angenieux 9.5-57mm SAVE:. 2320 
AV30 Zoom Lens 

CP-16/A (Code 1C272) 
with 3XL-IAZ 
Magnetic Head 

and Angenieux 12-120mm 
AV30 DA Zoom Lens 
(Automatic Iris Control) 

PAY: $ 7725 

CP-16/A (Code 1C272) 
with 3XL-IAZ 
Magnetic Head 

and Angenieux 12-240mm 
AV30 Zoom Lens 

LIST: 

SAVE: 

PAY: 

CP-16/A (Code 1C272) 
with 3XL-IAZ 
Magnetic Head 

and Angenieux 12-120mm 
AV30 Zoom Lens 

$14370 
3770 

LIST: 

SAVE: 

PAY: 

$10600 

$9420 
1445 

$7975 
Also Available 
Trade-in any 16mm camera (no matter how old), and 
move up to a brand new CP-16/A for the incredibly low 
price of $4650. You'll save $1120 off list! 

Please call your local CP-16 dealer for special 
trade-in prices and savings on standard CP-16 
camera/zoom lens combinations. 

f .I 

- 

Special Two -Year Warranty and Free"Loaner" 
This special offer is covered by an extended two-year 
factory warranty on all mechanical and electronic 
components when you purchase your camera from 
your authorized local CP-16 dealer. 

Your local dealer will also provide you with a 
free CP-16 "loaner" for any down time on a warranty - 
covered repair. 

Offer Good Through Dec. 31, 1978 
These "special purchase" lenses are available in limited 
quantities only. So, don't wait. See your local CP-16 
dealer now. And save! 

cinema pr.oducts 
CORPORATION 

leclnoIogy In The Service OfCreptivit y 

2037 Granville Avenue. Los Angeles, California 90025 
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 Telex: 69-1339 Cable: Cinedevco 



Congratulations 
to Sol Paul and staff on the celebra- 
tion of twenty-five years of service 

to broadcasting. 

W KZO WKZO-TV 
Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 

attr(314 
KOLN-TV KGIN-TV 

Lincoln Grand Island 

WWTV WWUP-TV WJFM WKJF(FM) WWAM KMEG-TV 
Cadillac Sault Ste. Marie Grand Rapids Cadillac Cadillac Sioux City 
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And something new is happening every day with EveryDay as Group W Productions' 
innovative entertainment -information series prepares for its TV debut October 2. 

NEW FACES! 

NEW IDEAS! 
NEW TALENT! 

EveryDay is the show with the "family" of performers 
you'll welcome as part of your family. You'll be enter- 
tained daily by seven of the brightest, most talented 
"real" people you've ever met: Hosts Stephanie 
Edwards and John Bennett Perry, Anne Bloom, Tom 
Chapin, Robert Corff, Judy Gibson and Murray Lang- 
ston. They'll introduce you to the biggest stars to 
make your life a lot brighter, specialists with sugges- 
tions to make your life a little 
easier. A top-notch production 
team is bringing it all together 
now at CBS Television City 
in Hollywood for syndication 
this fall. 

INCORPORATED WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY 

7800 BEVERLY BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES. CA 90036 213 B52 4024 .. 
NEW STATIONS! 
With the list growing all the time, the EveryDay 
lineup already includes: WCBS-TV New York, 
KNXT Los Angeles, KYW-TV Philadelphia, WBZ- 
TV Boston, KPIX San Francisco, WJBK-TV Detroit, 
WJKW-TV Cleveland, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, 
WCCO-TV Minneapolis -St. Paul, KIRO-TV Seattle, 

WAGA-TV Atlanta, WRTV Indianapolis, WJZ-TV 
Baltimore, KPTV Portland, Ore., KWGN-TV Denver, 
WLWT Cincinnati, KTXL Sacramento, WKBW-TV 
Buffalo, KGTV San Diego, KPI10-TV Phoenix, 
WSPA-TV Greenville -Spartanburg -Asheville, 
WLKY-TV Louisville, WTVH Syracuse, WKEF Day- 
ton, WDHO-TV Toledo, WOKR Rochester, N.Y., 

KMPH Fresno, WMTW-TV Portland, Me., WNDU- 
TV South Bend, WPEC West Palm Beach, KVOA- 

TV Tucson, WTVO Rockford, 
KNTV Monterey -Salinas -San Jose, 

KVVU-TV Las Vegas, KBAK-TV 
Bakersfield, WUTR Utica, KCRL- 

li t i TV Reno and more to be 
announced. 

"11 

60 Minutes Daily Produced and Distributed by 

GROUP 
PRODUCTIONS 

. 
e- 
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EARLY LOS ANGELES LOOKING WEST ON 6TH AT OLIVE 
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There was a time when 
all the news in Southern California 

could be told in 15 minutes. 
A quieter time. A simpler time. But it 

wouldn't stay that way for long. 
Because Southern California was a 

paradise that eventually attracted millions 
from all over the world. They brought 
different hopes, dreams, skills and ideas. 
They created one of the world's unique 
communities. 

And in the process, created more of 
those events which we call: news. 

Suddenly, all the news in Southern 
California couldn't be told in 15 minutes. 
Or in 30 minutes. Or even 45. 

Which is why, in 1963, KNXT Los 
Angeles introduced the nation's first one - 
hour news broadcast. And made television 
history. 

And why, on June 19 of this year, 
we introduced the country's first 2% hour 

Yt 

CHANNEL 

TV news as well as Southern California's 
only 4:30 Early News. 

And made history again. 
All reflect our continuing commitment 

to inform you of a changing world. A more 
complex world. A world rich with diversity. 
Rich with people. An expanded world filled 
with more events,more news than ever before. 

But it not only takes more time to 
report it than ever before, it also takes more 
people. The right people. 

Like Connie Chung, Joseph Benti and 
Mike Parker. Linda Douglass, Bill Stout 
and Steve Edwards. Ralph Story. Brent 
Musburger, Jim Hill and David Sheehan. 

They make it more than just 2% hours 
of news. 

They make it 2% hours with 
news professionals. 

cs ! 

401 - ., 

NEWS AT 4:30, 5 AND 6PM 
KNXT Los Angeles 
A CBS Owned Station 
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The 33 year old veteran 
congratulates 

the 25 year old kids! 

KENI-TV Anchorage KTSM-TV El Paso 

KDFA-TV Amarillo KTTC Rochester -Mason City -Austin 

KHSL-TV Chico -Redding KTVB Boise 

KIEM-TV Eureka KTVQ Billings 

KMID-TV Midland -Odessa KXLF-TV Butte 

KOLN-TV Lincoln -Hastings -Kearney WGEM-TV Quincy -Hannibal 

KOMU-TV Columbia -Jefferson City WLFI-TV Lafayette, Ind. 

KQTV St. Joseph WTVK Knoxville 

KSWO-TV Lawton -Wichita Falls ...and also Sol J. Paul and Television /Radio Age 

Avery-Knodel Television 
I I 

The Growth Representative 

New \brk, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis. 
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October 18, 19, 20, 1978 
New York City 

ITA MEMBERS 
HOME VIDEO SYSTEMS 

COMMITTEE 

CHAIRMAN 
Nick Denton 

READERS DIGEST 

Richard O'Brán 
JVC 

Charles Dolk 

MAGNAVOX 

Irwin Tarr 
PANASONIC 

Tony Mirabelli 
OUASAR 

Jack Sauter 

RCA 

Robert Garbutt 
SHARP ELECTRONICS 

Morton Fink 
SONY CORP. OF AMERICA 

George Zradeh 
AMPEX MAGNETIC 

TAPE DIV. 

Bob Plannkuch 

BELL & HOWELL 

Dick Buckley 
DuPONT 

John Dele 
FUJI 

William Madden 
3M 

James Ringwood 
MAXELL 

Ted Cutler 
MEMOREX 

Bud Barger 

TDK 

Joseph Belton 
CBS NEWS 

Stephen Poe 

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES 

Steve Wilson 
FOTOMAT CORPORATION 

John MacPherson 
HBO 

Jerry Citron 
INTERCONTINENTAL TELEVIDEO 

Al Eicher 
MAGNETIC VIDEO 

Gary Ewing 
SPORTS WORLD CINEMA 

Paul Eisele 
TIME -LIFE MULTIMEDIA 

Dick Kelly 
I'EO CORP. OF AMERICA 

Larry Finley 
Executive Director 

Bruce Apar 
Dir. of Communications 

THE FIRST INDUSTRY SPONSORED 
HOME VIDEO PROGRAMMING SEMINAR 

ak 
St. Regis -Sheraton 

5th Ave. at 55th St. 

INTERNATIONAL TAPE ASSOCIATION 
The World's largest international Audio/Video Trade Association. 

Serving the Audio/Video Tape and Disc industry 

ITA HOME VIDEO TAPE/DISC 

PROGRAMMING SEMINAR 

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO GAIN FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE HOME VIDEO INDUSTRY'S IMMEDIATE NEEDS. LEARN 

HOW YOU CAN CAPITALIZE ON THE CURRENT AND FUTURE 
PROFIT POTENTIAL OF PRE-RECORDED PROGRAMMING FOR 

HOME VIDEO TAPE AND DISC PLAYERS 

Speakers Include Major Executives Representing: MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS 
BROADWAY SHOWS RECORD COMPANIES BOOK PUBLISHERSBROADCAST- 
ING WALL STREET ANALYSTS PRODUCTION COMPANIES PROGRAM 
PRODUCERS BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY PUBLICATIONSMARKET RESEARCH- 
ERS PROGRAM DISTRIBUTORS RETAILERS MARKETERS *TAPE AND DISC 
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 

"The Motion Picture Industry and the Pre -Recorded Tape and Disc Market" 

JACK VALENTI, President 

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (MPAA) 

AT PAST ITA SEMINARS HUNDREDS HAVE BEEN TURNED AWAY 
BECAUSE OF LIMITED CAPACITY. TO ALLOVJ ATTENDEES MAXIMUM 
PARTICIPATION IN WORKSHOPS AT THIS CONFERENCE, WE ARE 
ACCEPTING ONLY 151) REGISTRATIONS. THESE ARE TAKEN ON A 
FIRST -COME, FIRST -SERVED BASIS. TO ASSURE YOUR ATTENDANCE, WE 

SUGGEST AN IMMEDIATE REGISTRATION. NO REGISTRATIONS WILL BE 

ACCEPTED AT THE DOOR. 

For additional information, contact ITA, 10 VVest 66 St., 
New York, N.Y. 10023 (201)787-0910. 
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McGraw-Hill Broadcasting Company, Inc: 

KERO-TV Bakersfield . 

.KM/IGH-TV Denver ' - 

WRTV Indianapolis 
KGTV - San Diego 
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eiT e last thing 
fromp_ ewcl 
istrust." 

Dennis Ilolt, President/CEO 

In the unforgiving business of media 
buying, we don't expect trust from a new 
client. It's something we have to earn. 
With professionalism and hard work. 
That's our creed at Western Interna- 
tional Media, and we work at it every 
day of the week, every week of the year. 

Our people are the best. Profes- 
sionals whose job it is to give you the 
biggest. most effective media package 
for your money. And to follow through 
with service and meticulous attention 
to detail. 

We take pride in our work. We take 
pride in the reputation we've earned for 
ethics, efficiency and the ability to get 
the job done. 

These are the basic principles in 
which we believe. If what we believe 
sounds like what you believe, call us and 
we'll prove it. Be it a specific buy or the 
entire account,the first thing we want is 
an opportunity. Trust will come later. 

INTER:,ATIONAL meow( 
"The Good Buy Guys - 

Los Angeles 8732 Sunset Blvd.. )213) 659-5711/ San Francisco 130 Bush Street. I415) 788-7711/ New York 551 Fifth Avenue. (212) 986-4660 



Things your ad agency 
might have never told you 
about radio. 
Do you sell spaghetti? Golf balls? X -Ray equipment? 
Maybe yogurt? Or perfume? Whatever you sell, we'd 
like to give you a few mind-bogglers about radio 
that might amaze you, and your advertising agency. 

98.6% of homes 
have radio 
Hard to believe, 
but it's true. 
There is virtually 
no escape from 
radio. There's 
one in practically 
every home in the United 
States. And there are more 
than five radios in the aver- 
age Amer can residence, 
more than three times the 
number of TV sets. Is this 
madness? No. Because 
people listen to radio every- 
where. In their living rooms, 
bedrooms, kitchens, dens, 
workshops, patios, at the 
beach, at sporting events, in 
their cars, and on the job. 
There's even a "rubber 
ducky" radio, designed to 
float in the bathtub. Is it any 
wonder that radio reaches 
almost everyone (96% of the 
U.S. population, 12 and 
over) within one week? 

People spend 
almost as much 
time with radio 
as they do 
with TV 

Ready for 
some more 
surprises? 
Adults, 18 
plus, spend almost as much 
time listening to radio (3 
hours, 27 minutes per day) 
as they do watching the pic- 
ture tube (3 hours, 49 min- 
utes) and much, much more 
time than they spend with 
othe' media such as news- 
papers (37 minutes daily) 
and magazines (20 minutes 
daily). Some folks, in fact, 
such as working women, 
spend more time with radio 
than they do with TV. What's 
more, radio's listening pat- 
terns are more consistent, 
hardly varying from season 
to season. 

Hearing is believing 

The last of the 
great salesmen 

And if you do sell spaghetti 
(or anything else, for that 
matter), consider this impor- 
tant fact. Among all the 
major media, radio has the 
last word when it comes to 
selling shoppers. Why? Be- 
cause most Americans drive 
to the marketplace and you 
can't read a newspaper or 
watch TV while you're driv- 
ing a car. But you can listen 
to the car radio. And most 
people do. Which is the rea- 
son why so mucn radio ad- 
vertising comes from retail- 
ers, a shrewd breed known 
for their exceptionally hard 
noses. Want to know more 
about this low-cost, hard- 
working medium? Write to 
Kevin Cox, VP Sales. NBC 
Radio Network, 30 Rockefel- 
ler Plaza, NY, NY 10020 

Ihq 
NBC Radio 
Network 

Sources 'Radio Facts RAB, TVB (TV sets per name) RADAR Spring Fan 1977 Nielsen NAD 7 Report Average 1977 Nole Audience and related data are 

based on est mates provided by various rating services and are subject to lie qualifications .1I mese services Copies of :ucn qualifications available on request 
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We're still TV9, and to people in Washington that spells 
NEWS-for a lot of good reasons. 

Our home team -a winning combination. Gordon 
Peterson, J.C. Hayward and Maureen Runyan keep 
bringing you the news that people in the District, 
Virginia and Maryland like best. Glenn Brenner keeps 
you supplied with team tallies and one-liners from his 
endless sports repertoire. Gordon Barnes keeps you 

el...'` 

- 

one step ahead of the weather with his expert fore- 
casting. And you can count on the Eyewitness News 
reporters to be everywhere-covering the news that's 
happen ng, uncovering the news that's interesting. 

Add Walter Cronkite for the world-wide picture 
and you've got the Eyewitness Vews Team. They keep 
giving it all they've got, and you keep getting the news 
you like best. 

YOU'VE GOT r -Al 

E GOOD ° .. ONSTOc'cOUNT 
ON `' ' TNESS 

Now Represented by MMT Sates Inc. 
An Evening News Association Station 

The one and only TV 
WDVM TV Washington, D.C. 
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We gave the TCR-100A 
"cart" programmable 

random pla and instant 
Cartridge i entificatlon. 

To ive you more 
vi eo freedom. 

The TCR-100 and TCR-100A cartridge recorders 
have made programming easier for more than 
200 TV stations-and now the "cart" from RCA 
is better than ever. 

As you may have seen at NAB '78, we've 
added a microprocessor -automated program- 
mable random play option. Now, the "cart"can 
deliver automated station breaks with even 
greater ease. 

Microprocessors and bar code 
labeling give you hands-off 

station breaks with improved 
accuracy and simplicity. 

The TCR-100A holds up to 22 cartridges, each 
containing up to 3 minutes' worth of spot or 
program material. With the automation option, 
the carts are bar code labeled for instant identifi- 
cation. They may be placed in the TCR-100A at 
random, wherever there is an opening. Micro- 
processors, communicating with your station's 
central computer, select and program cartridges 
in their correct sequence, automatically. If last- 
minute changes are needed, they can easily be 
made. And the TCR-100A may be manually 
operated as well. 

The "cart" is really a workhorse. 
The basic TCR-100Á fills many programming 
needs. Material is dubbed onto cartridges just 
once, regardless of the number of airings. There's 
no daily spot reel to assemble and break down. 
So, the "cart" frees a reel-to-reel VTR and its 
operator for profitable production duties. 

Since the TCR-100A is an operator -oriented 
machine, cartridges can be made with the press 
of a button. Film spots and reel-to-reel material 
can be dubbed onto cartridges quickly and easily. 

More video freedom equipment. 
Only from RCA. 

The automated "cart" is just one of many new 
video freedom products from RCA. Now, you can 
have new compactness, versatility and stability in 
cameras, reel-to-reel VTRs, mobile vans, 
antennas, transmitters-in everything you need 
for quality television. 

For full details, see your RCA Representative, 
or contact RCA Broadcast Systems, Building 2-2, 
Front & Cooper Sts., Camden, NJ 08102. 

ftc,' 
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The fact that Ray Miller is one of the best 
News Directors in the business isn't news to us. 

But, it may be to you. 
Ray's been with us since we started in 1949. So we 
know him well. And we're well aware of just how 
good he is. 

Under Ray's direction, KPRC TV news has 
become a tradition. 

He's helped us build the largest electronic news 
department in Houston. We think it's also the best. 

So do others. 

We've won more awards than all the other Houston 
stations combined. 

We've also captured Houston. For a look just 
call our rep. 

We know Ras' Miller is one of the best. And we 
wanted you to know, too. 

After all, he helped us to get where we are 
today. On top in Houston. 

2,. 
KPRC TV HOUSTON 

PETRY TELEVISION, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES NBC AFFILIATE 
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TELEVISION/RADIO 
AGE survey shows larger 
stations allocate a 
greater percentage of 
their operating costs to 
news. 

VolumeXXV/. No. 2, August 28, 1978 

Tv news/public affairs '78 

Court decisions seen 
affecting news freedom 
By Leon Nlorse 

Infuture years, the freedom of TV news will be materially restricted by recent 
court decisions, though its short-term effects are yet to be felt. 

This is one of the major conclusions gathered from interviews with top TV news 
executives as well as a poll of news departments of stations conducted by TELE- 
ViSION/ NDIO AGE in connection with its 25th Anniversary Issue. 

Other highlights of the poll are: 
ENG is considered the most important development in news programming in 

the past 25 years. 
The chief effect of the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in the Stanford Daily case 

so far has been to alert stations to become more careful about their record -keep- 
ing. 

Though broadcasters have appeared to be generally hostile to the Fairness 
Doctrine, the poll showed stations almost equally split for and against it. 

As for the "equal time rule, 69.5 per cent of the stations disapproved of it and 
28.4 per cent approved. 

The larger the station, the greater the percentage of its operating costs that 
were allocated to news, a pattern similar to the one which prevailed five years 
ago. 

The costs of running a news operation rose faster for medium than for larger 
and smaller stations during the last five years (See table), and for most stations 
it was rising faster than other costs during the last year. 

A similar trend is visible for news anchors. The cost of news anchors relative 
to all news costs have been more of a problem for larger stations than for small 
or medium ones, however. 

Sixty-two per cent of the stations editorialize. They have been doing it an av- 
erage of 10.2 years. 

Almost 40 per cent of the stations have used news consultants this year, and 
about 60 per cent have used them at one time or another. 

There is no question that tie restrictiveness of recent court rulings is very much 
on the minds of top TV executives. 

95 
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The defense and the prosceution assemble in the murder trial of Ronnie Zamora during the year -long test 
of TV in Florida courtrooms during /977. 

The Supreme Court ruled on May 31 

this year that the First Amendment al- 
lows police to perform surprise searches 
of news offices, without notice or op- 
portunity for judicial challenge, even if 
there is no evidence that it is involved in 
criminal activity or likely to destroy any 
evidence. 

The Farber Case 

In another key case, involving M. A. 
Farber, a New York Times reporter, was 

19 
"Throughout this issue, 
the 25 -year history of 
TELEVISION/RADIO AGE, 
as well as the past 25 
years of the broadcast 
Medium, is traced with 
extracts from "The 
Publisher's Letter," 
Which deal with the 
direction in which the 
industry appeared to be 
headed in those years 
since 1953." 

Jenuary 

jailed for refusing to submit his notes to 
a New Jersey judge. These notes were 
requested by a judge in a murder trial in 
that state. 

The position of Farber, the Times and 
its supporters is that the reporter's con- 
stitutional rights under the First 
Amendment are being violated. 

"I don't think there can be any serious 
question that the trend of decisions in the 
Farber case and Stanford Daily case is 
going to have an adverse effect on news 
gathering and news reporting," com- 
mented Dick Salant, the president of 
CBS News, when he appeared on a panel 
at the recent convention of the American 
Bar Association. 

"I agree completely. We won't be able 
to do what we do now," observes Ernie 
Schultz, president of the Radio Televi- 
sion News Directors Association, and 
director of information programs, 
KTVY(TV) Oklahoma City. 

"Both cases indicate that the courts 
consider journalists no different than 
anyone else in the general public. Nev- 
ertheless. the reporter is different. If he 
is to do his job, he has to go where the 
public can't. The reporter needs special 
protection in the area of confidentiality 
and access to information. 

"In a case involving KQED(TV) San 
Francisco, a reporter was barred from 
entering a maximum security area in the 
Alameda County jail to determine 
whether a murder or suicide was com- 
mitted. What protection does a person 
have if only guards and prison officials 
can enter such areas? They are the very 
persons whose actions may be suspect in 
situations such as these. These cases 

i. % 

7 

i=1 _" 
J. 

show that the courts don't realize the 
special position of the press in the United 
States." 

Paul Davis, director of news, 
won -Tv Champaign Ill., president- 
elect of the RTN DA, maintains "a door 
has been open to law enforcement offi- 
cials that they didn't think they had. 
They now have the option to use search 
warrants and I believe the potential for 
abuse is high. It scares me to death." 

"The gravest dangers are in small 
communities where the police, the 
prosecutors and the judges very often 
have a cozy relationship. If the police 
department feels something is going to 
affect them, they might well go to an 
inexperienced judge and get a warrant 
and then go looking for damaging ma- 
terial." 

"I don't believe that this could happen 
as readily in large cities. The stations in 
big arcas know how to handle such cri- 
ses." 

'Stanford' ruling impact 

So far the impact of the Stanford 
Daily ruling has been minimal, accord- 
ing to the poll, though news directors also 
make clear that they are aware of its 
damaging future potential. 

"It makes us and our sources uneasy," 
says Gerald Jensen. director of news, 
W I -1O -Tv Des Moines. "When that hap- 
pens, newsmen and sources don't talk as 
freely and thus it places a 'chilling effect' 
on the exchange of information." 

"It could be big trouble, but it's too 
early to determine," notes Clayton 
Brace, vice president and general man - 
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ager of KGTV San Diego. 
"We will keep a wary eye on local 

authorities and have our lawyers ready 
to fight any capricious fishing expedition 
by police," states Dick Williams, news 
director of WXIA-TV Atlanta. 

"I will resist any attempt to search my 
news department." vows Andrew Shin - 
nick, news director of WTVN-TV Co- 
lumbus, Ohio. 

"I will go under cover," promises Jerry 
Danziger, news director of KOB-TV Al- 
buquerque. 

In preparation for possible trouble TV 
news departments are taking steps to 
work out new record -keeping proce- 
dures. 

"We will not keep out -takes any 
longer. Should the police show up. we'll 
roll our cameras then call our attorneys," 
explains Bill Alford, news director of 
KTVV Austin. 

I I. L. Browning, president and general 
manager of WAVE -TV Louisville notes 
that the case had had "no real effect ex- 
cept to make everyone aware of the need 
for proper handling of all tangible data 
compiled in the development of a 
story." 

Another Louisville station made the 
same point, but even more succinctly: 
"No effect on news coverage. Drastic 
effect on record keeping," according to 
Charlotte S. Tharp, the community 
relations director of WI-iAS-TV. 

"Extreme caution will be used in 
keeping records in the news depart- 
ment," says Gus Bailey, Jr., vice presi- 
dent and general manager of WCSC-Tv 
Charleston. 

Ed I lerbert operations manager of 
WGR-Tv Buffalo, reports, "It will make 
us think twice about leaving certain types 
of material on the premises." 

Ralph Renick, vice president for, news 
WTVJ Miami says, "It will have no effect 
on news coverage. It will serve as a strong 
advisory for great caution in record and 
note keeping." 

RTNDA position 

The RTN DA has joined with a large 
number of other organizations, including 
the National Association of Broadcast- 
ers, in filing a friend -of -the -court brief 
with the U.S. Supreme Court seeking a 
rehearing in the Stanford Daily case. 

There have been a large number of 
bills introduced in Congress which seek 
to undo the damage attributed to the 
Supreme Court decision. They would 
force police to get subpoenas since they 
restrict searches to a greater degree than 
do warrants. 

The RTNDA's Washington office, 
however, does not believe any of these 

NI> 

Ernie Schultz, I. as current president of the Radio Television News Directors, has 
been concerned with recent situations affecting freedom of the broadcast press. 
Assocation, as will be president-elect, Paul Davis, who will take over this 
September. 

bills will be passed in the remaining time 
of this session. 

The RTN DA has also issued a state- 
ment supporting The New ? ork Times 
reporter. 

The RTN DA has taken positions in 
two other cases which effect its mem- 
bership. It has joined with other organi- 
zations as a friend -of -the -court in asking 
the Supreme Court to rehear the Paci- 
fica case. In this case the Supreme Court 
upheld the right of the Federal Com- 
munications Commission to censor so- 
called "dirty words." 

The RTNDA has also thrown its 
support to the CBS -TV network which 
is being sued for libel by Col. Anthony 
I lerbert. After losing in the lower courts, 
Herbert petitioned the Supreme Court 
to hear his case. The Army officer, whose 
actions in the Vietnamese War brought 
him some notoriety and a feature on 
Sixty Minutes, wishes to examine the 
"thought processes" of the producer of 
that feature to find out how he reached 
certain conclusions. 

Amidst all these negative actions, the 
RTNDA found something to cheer 
about in the action of another group of 
judges. 

In Burlington, Vt., last month, a con- 
ference of state Supreme Court judges 
by a vote of 49 to one (only South Caro- 
lina was against it) agreed that their 
courts should permit TV coverage. 

Not long afterward, the American Bar 
Association at its annual convention 
decided to defer action on a resolution 
until February, 1979, which proposed 
that the courts be open to Tv. 

"I believe we'll be in courtrooms in 49 
of the 50 states in continental United 
States within a year or two," says Ernie 
Schultz of the RTN DA, who regards the 
ABA action as positive. 

"It's all over but the shouting I don't 
care what positions the American Bar 
Association or the state bar associations 
take. This news is almost as good as the 
bad news from the Supreme Court. 
Chief Justice Warren Burger's antipathy 
to the electronic media is not leading 
anybody anywhere. Ile doesn't reflect 
the thinking of the other chief justi- 
ces." 

Floor debate coverage 

In a related area, the RINDA has 
taken a position against the decision by 
the House of Representatives to main- 
tain control of broadcast coverage of 

(Continued on page 266) 

"No business has 
advanced so rapidly in 
such a short time as 
television. Similarly, no 
business has been faced 
so early with so many 
pressures and problems. 
Out of these pressures, 
with a consciousness of 
those. problems, this 
magazine has been 
conceived." 

August 
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A quarter century of television news: 
From talking heads to live moon landings 
By Elmer W. Loner 

rr elevision news is biased!" 
"Television news is superfi- 

cial!" 
"Television news is happy talk!" 
"Television news brainwashes 

Americans every night!" 
"Television news is too powerful!" 
"Television news concentrates on Tv news unfolds-with the help spectacular visuals and ignores serious 

news vital to Americans!" of pioneers and major events 
"Television news is controlled by a 

few men and women in New York and V Washington who decide what Americans 
should see and hear each night!" 

o- r 
Those seven charges-and more- 

have been fired at television news in the 
United States during its little more than 
a quarter of a century of existence. They 
have come from politicians, social sci- 
entists, educators, businessmen, news- 
paper columnists, clergymen, lawyers,' 
judges and just plain, ordinary viewers. 
Yet more than 50 million Americans i= 
tune in each night to watch the national 

e 

and world news on the three big net- 
works. Forty million watch the late night 
news produced by more than 600 local 
stations in over 200 cities. And I I million 
wake up each morning to the network 
television news on the three networks. 

Despite their complaints, 65 per cent 
of Americans questioned in a Roper or- 
ganization survey say that television 
news is their principal source of infor- 
mation about national and world events. 
Fifty per cent say it is their only source. 
Fifty-one per cent find it the most cred- o ible medium. In a country of 220 million 
persons that has no mass circulation 
national daily newkspapers, television 
news in a quarter century has become the 
dominant medium for disseminating 
information and ideas. r` r 

The impact of television was 
demonstrated in the "great 
debates", above r., between John F. 
Kennedy and Richard Nixon in 
1960. Closeups of an 
uncomfortable -looking Nixon were 
said to have had a major effect on 
his campaign. Debate was 
moderated by Howard K. Smith in 
CBS Chicago studio. An 
unexpected news event unfolding 
before viewers' eyes, r., was Jack 
Ruby's shooting of Presidential 
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald in 
Dallas. 
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How did all of this happen? How did 
television news become so pervasive and 
powerful and criticized? The story really 
starts in 1951 when the American Tele- 
phone and Telegraph Company com- 
pleted its coast -to -coast, 2,600 -mile 
coaxial cable and microwave system, 
spanning the country and making net- 
work television a reality. The first 
broadcast was a news event, President 
Harry S. Truman's speech to the Japa- 
nese peace treaty conference in San 
Francisco. The date was September 4, 
1951. 

"The images had excellent clarity and 
compared favorably with programs of 
local origin," wrote New York Times TV 
critic Jack Gould. "The contrast was of 
first rate quality and there was no dis- 
tortion ... The camera work was also 
effective in distant shots, showing the 
representatives of different nations. In all 
respects, it was a striking success." 

There were only 107 stations then, 
concentrated in the east with a few on the 
Pacific Coast, almost none in the North 
Central region. Today there are 963 
television stations scattered in all 50 
states. 

The potential audience was 40 million 
watching on 12,740,000 black -and -white 
sets, which indicates considerable 
"television visiting," a common 1951 
social custom. Today there are 130 mil - 

1954 
£The severest critics of 

Tv are usually a 
vociferous and volatile 
group of persons who 
attempt to make up,in 
intensity what they lack 
in numbers. These 
critics usually make one 
important mistake. They 
tend to feel that the 
American people should 
have, what they (this 
self-ánnoiñted minority I 
think:is good for the 
general public, rather 
than what the public 
itself wants." 
February 
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JOHN 'W.. DEAN. III 
WORMER WHITE HOUSE COUNSEL 

- 
"It 

C. 

The 'COs and '70s 
contir,ued to put TV 
in miedle of events. 
From top: Author 
Elmer Lower, 
behind cameraman, 
covered TV'S first 
war- Vietnam; 
rioter: made visual 
news at '68 
Democratic 
convention in 
Chicago; CBS 
monit9rs Neil 
Arms.-rongs step 
onto Ow moon in 
'69; John Dean 
explains Watergate 
under the eye of a 
NBC camera. 
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lion television sets in some 74 million 
American homes, about 50 per cent 
equipped for color reception. 

Before AT&T established the "co- 
ax," television news was local or regional 
at best, but CBS and NBC moved 
quickly to go national with their I5 - 
minute eveni news broadcasts, fea- 
turing Doug Edwards on CBS and 
The Camel vs Caravan with John 
Cameron Sw e and his lapel carnation 
on NBC. AP lacking operating funds 
and affiliated .[ions, and in the process 
of a merger ith United Paramount 
Theaters, cot, .1 not launch a network 
until the end of 1953, when John Charles 
Daly, witty and urbane star of "What's 
My Line?", went on the air. 

Television news was hotly competitive 
from the beginning. CBS and NBC 
launched their own camera coverage in 
1953, while ABC, the old Dumont net- 
work and independent stations bought 
their news film from one of the two film 
syndicates, UP -Fox Movietone of Tele - 
news. 

What was it like in those early days 
covering the nation and the world for 
television news? As there was no pattern 
to guide us, we wrote the book from day 
to day as we learned on the job. 

My own debut at CBS News wasn't 
exactly auspicious. I came over from Life 
magazine and the Office of the U.S. 
High Commissioner for Germany. 
While I had worked under some very 
unusual conditions during 20 years in 
print journalism, I wasn't ready for what 
I found on my first day at CBS. I was 
hired as Washington bureau chief for 
television news and told to report to the 

(Continued on page 184) 

1954 
"Today's television 

ratings are possibly 
more scientific 'and more 
extensive than the initial 
ratings of radio 
programs. Yet many of 
the old deficiencies still 
persist, and the 
dimension of television 
has introduced a whole 
flock of new ones." 

N. 

Early anchormen in the 
'50s were virtually the 
whole show until live 
coverage became more 
common. From top, John 
Cameron Swayze and his 
lapel carnation were 
fixtures on NBC's 
"Camel News Caravan"; 
John Charles Daly of 
"What's My Line" fame 
was ABC's first anchor; 
CBS' first national news 
celebrity was Douglas 
Edwards. 
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Investigative reporting on the upswing; 
opinion shows take to the field via ENG 

Investigative reporting, although one 
of the more costly approaches to 

public affairs programming in terms of 
staff utilization, appears to be a growing 
station contribution to the commu- 
nity-even if certain elements in some 
communities haven't been too happy 
about it. Analysis of a survey by Ti:t.I:- 
vISION/RADIO AGE, where stations 
were asked to describe their best public 
affairs program of the year, indicated a 

considerable upswing in investigative 
endeavors. 

On one station, a special form of in- 
vestigative reporting is being done by a 

station consumer unit. In fact, consum- 
erism and investigative reporting more 
often are going hand in hand, with sta- 
tion journalists checking out everything 
from the quality of care in local hospitals 
to charges for automobile repairs. 

Probably the oldest type of public af- 
fairs show around is the "town forum," 
but the ascertainment process apparently 
has been instrumental in spawning some 
new ideas toward updating this ap- 
proach. More stations, with the help of 
their new ENG equipment, are taking to 
the road to get the public's views on 
issues, and one station has regular pro- 
gramming where it gets the perspective 
of people in outlying communities. 

Special -interest and ethnic pro- 
gramming is another area that has been 
growing in recent years, and there have 
been a number of programs developed 
for blacks, I1ispanics, the elderly and 
young people, not to mention religious 
prograrming. More recently, television 
in general has been becoming especially 
aware of the deaf-as one can note by 
the occasional sign language insets seen 
on network TV programs and the atten- 
tion public TV has given to the needs of 
the deaf. Now, at least two commercial 
stations are airing regular programming 
for the deaf. 

Some major human concerns were 
covered in public affairs specials 
during the past year. A primetime 
special, "Homewatch,"on WBZ-TV 
Boston, above r., showed viewers how 
to protect themselves against rising 
breaking -and -entering problem. "Is 
My Baby OK?" on WABC-TV gave 
primetime airing to the 10 per cent of 
U.S. women who are high -risk 
mothers. 

As for hot subjects in public affairs 
programming, the energy problem is still 
getting its share of attention, along with 
local economic issues, community de- 
velopment, child abuse, drug abuse, 
health, medical care and crime. 

Investigative reporting 

A year ago, Group W's Bz-Tv Bos- 

ton created a special investigative re- 
porting unit, called the "I Team," com- 
posed of seven specialists whose time is 

devoted exclusively to pursuing original 
reports of social, economic and political 
topics of both statewide and national 
interest. To date, there have been 12 

original "I Team" reports, plus the nu- 
merous followups involved. 

Its reports are run as part of the sta- 
tions' local news, but given as much time 
as the station feels is required. One of its 
hottest stories to date, called "A Ques- 
tion of Ethics," ran 39 minutes without 
commercial interruption and dealt with 
"prevailing practices in the Massachu- 
setts House and Senate of influence 
peddling and acceptance of gifts and 
special treatment." 

The initial report represented three 
months of work by the entire seven - 
member team. Legislators, who were 
already considering adoption of an ethics 
code, were reportedly antagonistic about 
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TV News/Public Affairs '78 

Below, reporter for NDVM-TV 
Washington checks out hospital 
services involved in a teenager's death. 
Below r., WCCO-TV Minneapolis 
includes interview with Vice President 
Walter Mondale as part of extensive 
coverage of Sen. Hubert Humphrey's 
death and funeral. KTVU San 
Francisco, c., enters Muslim mosque. 
Below 1., KOB-TV Albequerque leads 
into Spanish -language series, "Ya Es 
Tiempo." Below r., WCBS-TV New 
York correspondent Chris Borgen (at 
rear) is instrumental in surrender of 
prison escapee Ant hony Ricco (light 
jacket). 

41 
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the station's coverage and used com- 
mittee forums to denounce the "I Team" 
efforts. But last May 31, a new House 
Ethics Code was adopted by a 215-12 
vote, after the debate shifted from 
whether there should be a code to how 
though it should be. 

wBz-Tv has a confidential "hot line" 
to encourage tips from the public and 
makes complete transcripts of its special 
reports available to the public. 

Invest'gative reporting has been an 
integral part of a new documentary unit 
started last year by WAVE -TV Louisville. 

,11, 

' I 

. . - 

It's designed to produce a limited num- 
ber of primetime documentaries each 
year. For School's Out (Forever), cov- 
ering the dropout problem, it spent a 

month in a public high school. For Will 
the Flame Go Out?, it went beyond 
Louisville, where there was an extreme 
natural gas shortage, into Texas, Loui- 
siana and offshore in the Gulf of Mexico 
to uncover evidence that gas had been 
withheld from Louisville during the 
worst of the crisis. 

Another feature from the unit is one 
that more and more stations seem to be 
doing-perhaps one day to the point that 
the automobile repair community will 
have a major watchdog in television. 
WAVE -TV's approach was to inten- 
tionally wreck a station car and take it 
around for estimates, using a wireless 
mike and a camera concealed in a nearby 
unmarked van. Estimates for repairs 
ranged from $800 to $1,500. This was 
supplemented by a trip to Detroit to 
confront General Motors on the high 
cost of body parts. 

A similar report by KCBD-TV Lub- 
bock, Texas, resulted in a code of ethics 
for the local New Car Dealers and In- 
dependent Garagemen Association and 

(Continued on page 226) 

1955 
"From time to time, we 

have been criticized for 
'going overboard' on 
color. We don't think 
that criticism is valid. 
We have found, for 
example, that, among 
agencies and 
advertisers, our stories 
on color have generated 
greater interest than in 
any other single aspect 
of the medium. Color is 
the next frontier of TV. It 

will bring new 
advertisers and new 
money into the medium. 
It is of the future, to be 
sure. And the future 
belongs to color TV." 

January 
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Early evening 
major market 
news continues 
slow growth 

he slowdown that was apparent last 
year in the growth of early evening 

news among major market affiliates 
remains in effect this year. Nevertheless, 
growth, though slow, continues. 

TELEVISION/RADIO AGE's annual 
analysis of affiliate news in the top 20 
Designated Market Areas (Nielsen) 
shows that the average amount of time 
devoted to early evening news-as 
measured in the May sweep-was 631/2 

minutes, up half a minute since the pre- 
vious May (see table on the next page). 
However, since May two affiliates have 
increased their early fringe journalistic 
output, bringing the average up to 651/2 

minutes. 
One of the two was CBS -owned KNXT 

Los Angeles, which is now programming 
an unprecendented two and half hours of 
locally -produced news in the early eve- 

ning. 
Though the slowdown in early evening 

news growth suggests that major market 

affiliates have just about reached their 
peak in this area, there is some "poten- 
tial" left, if stations in the top 20 DMAs 
with only a half hour of news are con- 
sidered potential. 

There are currently I I of these outlets, 

Length of local news shows in early fringe time by 
network affiliation in the top 20 markets, 1969-78 
Number of stations airing 

1 

quarter 
hour 

2 
quarter 
hours 

4 5 

quarter quarter 
hours hours 

6 8 
quarter quarter 
hours hours 

Total 
affiliates 
with news 

1969 2 11 6 19 

1971 8 8 1 17 

ABC 1972 10 6 3 19 

1973 11 5 3 19 

1974 12 5 3 20 

1975 10 10 1 2 19 

1976 7 10 1 2 20 

1977 5 12 1 2 20 

1978 5 10 3 2 20 

1969 13 7 20 

1971 7 13 . 20 

CBS 1972 9 11 20 

1973 7 12 1 20 

1955 
1974 5 13 2 20 

1975 4 13 2 1 20 

1976 3 14 2 1 20 

1977 3 15 2 20 

"Robert E. Lee, youngest 
of the FCC 1969 

commissioners (42), is 1971 

probably the most 
unique member ever to 1973 
have graced that august 

1974 
tribunal. First of all when 
he was appointed in 

1975 

October 1953, he had 
the audacity to admit 1977 

that. he knew very little 
about the broadcasting 
business. But he quickly 1971 1 

acquired important 
background information 1973 
by conferring with 
broadcasters not only in 

1974 

Washington but on the 1975 

scene of their 
operations. Bob Lee is a 1977 

man' to watch. 1978 

October 

1978 3 14 3 20 

6 13 

4 15 

1 20 

1 20 

NBC 1972 4 14 1 1 20 

3 15 

3 15 

3 12 

1 1 20 

1 1 20 

2 2 20 

1976 3 11 4 2 20 

4 8 

1978 3 11 

5 3 20 

4 2 20 

19 36 

1 59 

1 57 

Total 1972 

1969 2 30 26 

23 31 4 1 59 

21 32 5 1 59 

20 33 6 1 60 

1976 

17 31 

13 35 

6 5 59 

7 5 60 

12 35 

11 35 

8 5 60 

10 4 60 

Source: NSI, Feb. -March for 1969-75 inclusive: May for 1976-78, DMA market ranking. Mon. Fn. news 
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with eight concentrated in the I I th-20th 
DMA group. Of the three in the top 10, 
two are in Cleveland (Scripps -Howard's 
WEWS and Storer's wJKW'-Tv) and one 
in Pittsburgh (Ilearst's \S'TAE-TV). 

The May Nielsens showed the two 
Cleveland outlets doing quite well com- 
pared with the one hour of news on the 
NBC -owned w K YC-TV, which could be 
a reason to stay put as well as a reason to 
gamble on extending their news. The 
Storer station got a 14 rating and 31 

share, the Scripps -Howard outlet, a 
13/30, while WKYC-TV tailed along with 
7/19. 

As for Pittsburgh, the Hearst station 
is also doing well, having garnered a 

16/32 in the May NSI book. This put it 
in the middle between Group W's 
KDKA-TV, with a powerhouse 19/39 
and Cox' W I IC -TV, with an also-ran 
7/15. 

In the l l th-20th DMA group all three 
Minneapolis -St. Paul affiliates field a 
half hour of early evening news. While 
the May Nielsens do not suggest any 
great appetite among the citizens in that 
market for more early evening news, the 
room for expansion, at least, is better 
than average. Respective ratings and 
shares in May were KSTP-TV, 12/30: 
WCCO-TV, 10/25 and KMSP-TV, 
4/ 10. 

One of the more promising half-hour 
candidates for expansion is Wometco's 
WTVJ Miami, which dominates the early 
evening news in that market (though this 
is not to say that expanding a successful 
half-hour news program is bound to 
succeed). The Wometco outlet hit a 

19/37 in May, while the competition 
lagged behind with their one -hour 
news-WCKT with'an 11/22 and Post- 
Newsweek's WI'LG with a.9/ 17. 

Another affiliate doing well with a 
half hour of early evening news is Media 
General's WFI.A-TV Tampa -St. Peters- 
burg, which pulled down an 18/33 in 
May. However, Gaylord's W'TVT, which 
airs an hour of news, is the overall leader 
in the top 20 DMAs in early evening local 
journalism, copping a stunning 23/41 in 
May(see lists of leaders). The third af- 
filiate, a Rahall station bought by Gulf 
United, is WLCY-TV, which telecasts a 

half hour of news and only managed a 
4/11. 

The most dramatic recent develop- 
ment in major market journalism was 
KNXT's big move to two and a half 
hours of news -4:30-7 p.m.-on June 
19, the first U.S. station to do so. It was 
not a move from strength, however, the 
CBS station having had troubles in re- 
cent years. It lagged behind two inde- 
pendents in the 4:30-7:30 p.m. dayparts 
during May. Interestingly, KNXT had 

(Continued on page 280) 

Early evening local news leaders* 
Top 20 affiliates in top 20 DMA 

By shares By ratings 

WTVT Tampa -St. Pete. 41 WTVT Tampa -St. Pete. 23 

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 39 KDK A -TV Pittsburgh 19 

WRTV Indianapolis 39 KTVJ Miami -Ft. Laud. 19 

WTVJ Miami -Ft. Laud. 37 WFLA-TV Tampa -St. Pete. 18 

WFLA-TV Tampa -St. Pete. 33 WTAE-TV Pittsburgh 16 

WJZ-TV Baltimore 32 KPRC-TV Houston 15" 
WSB-TV Atlanta 32 KTRK-TV Houston 15- 
WTAE-TV Pittsburgh 32 WAGA-TV Atlanta 15 

WSB-TV Atlanta 15 
KPRC-TV Houston 31- 

WJKW-TV Cleveland 14 KPRC-TV Houston 31- 
KTRK-TV Houston 31- WJZ-TV Baltimore 14 

WAGA-TV Atlanta 31 WRTV Indianapolis 14 

WJKW-TV Cleveland 31 KMOX-TV St. Louis 13" 
KSTP-TV Minneapolis -St. 30 WEWS Cleveland 13 

Paul KPRC-TV Houston 12" 
WEWS Cleveland 30 KSD-TV St. Louis 12" 
WTOP-TV Washington 30 KSTP-TV Minneapolis -St. 12 

KMOX-TV St. Louis 29" Paul 

WPVI-TV Philadelphia 29 WBAL-TV Baltimore 12 

WPVI-TV Philadelphia 12 
KDS-TV St. Louis 28" 

KSD-TV St. Louis 11- WBAL-TV Baltimore 28 
WXYZ-TV Detroit 28 KING -TV Seattle -Tacoma 11- 

KOMO-TV Seattle -Tacoma 11* 

WBZ-T V Boston 11 

WCKT Miami -Ft. Laud. 11 

WFAA-TV Dallas -Ft. Worth 11- 
WLS-TV Chicago 11- 
WTOP-TV Washington 11 

WXYZ-TV Detroit 11 

Household shares and ratings. NSI. May. 1978. Ranked by contiguous news segments.** Segments of shows 
wrapped around nez 'ork news. 

Late evening local news leaders* 
Top 20 affiliates in top DMAs 

By Shares By ratings 

KSTP-TV Minneapolis -St. Paul 44 KSTP-TV Minneapolis -St. Paul 22 

WFLA-TV Tampa -St. Pete. 42 KSD-TV St. Louis 21 

WSB-TV Atlanta 41 KIRK -TV Houston 21 

WLS-TV Chicago 21 
KTRK-TV Houston 39 

WFAA-TV Dallas -Ft. Worth 20 WFAA-TV Dallas -Ft. Worth 39 

WEWS Cleveland 38 KMOX-TV St. Louis 19 

WPVI-TV Philadelphia 38 KPRC-TV Houston 18 

KING -TV Seattle -Tacoma 37 WBBM-TV Chicago 18 

KSD-TV St. Louis 37 WEWS Cleveland 18 

WBZ-TV Boston 37 WPVI-TV Philadelphia 18 

WTVT Tampa -St. Pete. 37 WRTV Indianapolis 17 

WXYZ-TV Detroit 37 KXAS-TV Dallas -Ft. Worth 16 

WBAL-TV Baltimore 36 WXYZ-TV Detroit 16 

WRTV Indianapolis 35 KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 15 

WTAE-TV Pittsburgh 35 WBAL-TV Baltimore 14 

KMOX-TV St. Louis 34 WFLA-TV Tampa -St. Pete. 14 

KPRC-TV Houston 34 W I IC -TV Pittsburgh 14 

W LS -TV Chicago 34 WMAQ-TV Chicago 14 

KGO-TV San Francisco 33 WSB-TV Atlanta 14 

WCVB-TV Boston 32 KHOU-TV Houston 13 

WJZ-TV Baltimore 32 WBZ-TV Boston 13 

WJBK-TV Detroit 13 

WJKW-TV Cleveland 13 

WNBC-TV New York 13 

Household shares and ratings. NSI. May. 1978 
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It was Casey Stengel's highest 
accolade. 

The New York Yankee who heard it 

from Casey knew his performance 
had met the demanding manager's 
standard of excellence. 

We feel much like that happy ball 
player. Because we've been told in an 
equally unmistakable way that we're 
doing a first-rate job. 

Over the past year we've been 
honored with so many major 
broadcasting awards, we can't help 
being proud. 

lONORING 
WPIX INC. 

1977 

Major News and Public Affairs 
Awards to WPIX 1977-78 

Peabody Award 
Freedoms Foundation Award 
Seven New York area Emmy Awards 
Two New York State Broadcasters 

Awards 
New York Council of Churches Award 

San Francisco State University 
Broadcast Media Award 

Mystery Writers of America 
"Raven" Award 

We're proud of what we've 
achieved. And what we are: 

The New York independent 
television station with the people, the 
know-how, and the spirit to earn 
the highest honors by serving the 
community with distinction. 

WPIX 
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direct to the WCIX TV 
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News from around the world. 
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an hour sooner 
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Television becomes 
a dominant influence 
in a quarter -century 

1 
* - 

Richard A. R. Pinkham 

Uncle Miltie prime 
huckster of Tv sets 

'Era of the Sticks' 
begat in the '50s 

Television comedy 
gains sophistication 

Viewpoints 

Television as a marketing tool is only five years older than this magazine. 
I sure remember the first set in our house. A tiny 12 -inch screen in a box so 

enormous we had to put it behind the sofa. We literally had to pick the sofa up 

bodily and turn it around so we could watch the baseball Giants play at the 

Polo Grounds. Apparently in the snow. 
Now our living room is oriented to the color console in the corner. Yours 

too, 1 bet. 
In those intervening years, television has grown from virtual scratch to al- 

most 74 million homes representing 97.6 per cent of American families. It has 

changed our lives. It has become the principal leisure time activity for most of 
us. It has developed political clout that has reshaped the electoral process. Its 

critics call it the electronic opiate of the masses; yet it has become the nation's 
most trusted source of news. It has made us the best informed country on 

earth. 
But let there be no doubt about it. Television grew to its current preemi- 

nence because the public wanted to be entertained; TV provided surcease from 
the tedium and tension of most lives. 

So it's not surprising, though ironic, that more than any single individual- 
more than General Sarnoff, Bill Paley or Edward R. Murrow-a borscht belt 
comic got television started. Back in 1948, an advertising agency recognized 
the potential of the medium and took a flyer on an hour show with the 

shocking budget of $25,000 a week. It starred an insolent buffoon who wore 

ladies' hats and walked on the sides of his shoes-Milton Berle. 

Television's 30 years have not provided us with another program with the dual 
impact of Uncle Miltie. Ile gave the country the precious gift of shared visual 

laughter. But more importantly, he caused us to buy sets. In the seven years he 

was on the air, television households increased from under a million to 26 mil- 
lion. Ile built the audience which attracted other stars and other advertisers 
and thus gave television its start. I le was the right talent at the right time and 

he hit America right where it lived-in the lowest common denominator of 
comedy. 

So television began with the Era of the Guffaw, with Berle number one, 

reaching 60 per cent of the audience. 
What's happened since is fascinating to contemplate, and nothing reflects 

the evolving public taste in television more eloquently than the programs that 
succeeded Berle as the most popular in the country. 

The Era of the Guffaw lasted from 1948 to 1957 with an inspired Lucille 
Ball taking top honors six consecutive years. I Love Lucy is still being shown 
in markets all over the world in black and white, in its umptieth rerun, but 
under an assumed name. 

1958 was a watershed year. The search for escape led to the discovery of 
America's past. Some smart producer concluded that if westerns worked in 

theatrical release, maybe they would work on television too. The Era of the 
Whinny had begun, and Gunsntoke was number one. 

Westerns begat westerns, which begat more westerns until primetime was 

littered with dead Indians and outlaws. In 1958, six of the top 10 shows were 

westerns, with Wagon Train and Gunsnmoke alternating for the top spot in 

1959, 1960, 1961 and 1962. 
Then along came The Beverly llillbillies. The western had run out of oats, 

but the ambiance was still unmistakeably rural. Its legitimate offspring were 

still closely related to the simple life: Andy Griffith, Green Acres and Gonrer 
Pyle. The American public all seemed to live in East Armpit, Iowa-westerns 
and comedy, comedy and westerns. It was the Era of the Sticks. 

But then in 1968, at television's age of 20, some indication of sophistication in 

the TV audience became apparent, and an era of swiftly changing tastes set in. 

NBC first scored with a genuine breakthrough in television's short history- 
satire. George S. Kaufman once defined it as the show that closes on Saturday 
night. But the audience was ready for it. Laugh -In became number one and 
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Viewpoints 

'Era of the Titter' 
expected to pass 

Tv in future: Satisfying 
diversified tastes 

(continued) 

Richard Nixon said "Sock it to Me?" (Somebody really did). 
The Era of Change continued with the emergence of Marcus Welby, who 

now peddles a coffee substitute instead of medical advice. 
But the need to laugh was not to be denied. In 1972, Norman Lear shocked 

the nation into hysterics with a comedy bigot and we enshrined All in the 
Family as number one for five years. Call it the Era of the Gasp. 

So in the course of 25 years, our national taste has progressed from pratfall 
comedy through endless westerns to rural comedy and on to comedy with a 
message, comedy which generated laughter, in the words of Mr. Lear, from 
"the issues that worry us most". 

Now we've retreated into nostalgia again with Happy Days, a wholesome 
throw -back to the days of Andy I lardy. 

That would be, perhaps, reassuring were it not for the disturbing success of 
shows like Three's Company', Charlie's Angels, Soap and Love Boat. 

Nevertheless, I'm reassured that television will survive. The Age of the Tit- 
ter will quickly pass. I believe. I'm encouraged by the increase in audience for 
60 Minutes and public television. I was impressed with Captain Video's 
speech to the affiliates when he took command of NBC. I think he means it. 

I suspect that when the technology does inevitably explode and permit multiple 
networks via cable or satellite -to -home television, the medium will satisfy 
every diversified taste-not just those who prefer the Guffaw, the Whinny or 
the Titter. 

For the record, here is the list of number one shows over the years, showing 
the average audience and the number of homes reached by each. One-shot 
programs not included. 

Top rated regularly scheduled programs, first February Nielsen* 

Average Audience 000 households 
1951 Texaco Star Theater 60.7% 6,763 
1952 I Love Lucy 53.8 8,481 
1953 I Love Lucy 71.3 15,130 
1954 I Love Lucy 61.8 17,481 
1955 I Love Lucy 54.4 16,973 
1956 I Love Lucy 52.7 17,901 
1957 I Love Lucy 42.3 16.231 
1958 Gunsmoke 43.6 18,148 
1959 Gunsmoke 39.1 16,940 
1960* Wagon Train 42.4 18,894 
1961 Gunsmoke 40.5 18,995 
1962 Wagon Train 33.9 16,611 
1963 Beverly Ilillbilles 38.6 19,223 
1964 Beverly Ilillbillics 42.0 21,550 
1%5 Bonanza 37.4 19,670 
1966 Bonanza 32.4 17,430 
1967 Andv Griffith Shom, 29.9 16,420 
1968 Andy Griffith Show 32.2 18,030 
1969 Rowan & Martin Laugh -In 33.4 19,040 
1970 Marcus Welby M.D. 29.1 17,020 
1971 Marcus Welby M.D. 33.6 20,190 
1972 All in the Family 38.3 23,780 
1973 All in the Family 34.9 22,620 
1974 All in the Family 34.3 22.710 
1975 All in the Family 32.4 22,190 
1976 All in the Family 31.6 21,990 
1977 Ilappy Days 32.3 23,640 
1978 Ilappy Days 33.9 24,710 
* Raring 1960 and earlier nor U.S. but Program Sit!! i011 Basis-i.e.. within coverage area. 

Richard A. R. I'inkham, Vice Chairman, Ted Bates & Co. 
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A New Era 
of Broadcasting 
mas Inaugurated 

June 1, 1978. 
In June, 1978, KSL- 

TV released the first 
FCC authorized public 
broadcast of the U.S. a- 
daptation of the BBC 
CEEFAX system. 

Bonneville Interna- 
tional Corporation has 
been working for some 
time to provide this new 
dimension for U.S. tele- 
vision in cooperation 
with the BBC and Texas 
Instrument, Inc. 

CEEFAX employs un- 
used scan lines to broad- 
cast print and graphic 
data simultaneously with regular transmission. 
Viewers simply activate a decoder to display se- 
lected information on the screen. The system contains 
up to 800 "pages" of information - about 100,000 
words - the amount of information available in a 24 - 
page newspaper. 

At KSL-TV, information is capable of instantan- 
eous update - every minute of every hour - using 

-di/dal/al/iv/a/( 
illÍ/ÍI/ 

100 :,,2111 KSL TV 
JUNE 15.1970 

HEYS BULLETIN .. 120 
USED CARS AND TRUCKS 130 
FOOD ADS 140 
AIRLINE SCHEDULES .. 150 
BUS SCHEDULES 155 
TOP ROCK SONGS 160 
MOVIE SCHEDULE 17C 
WEATHER FORECAST 175-176 
RECIPES 180.181 
FARM REPORT 190 
Tv SCHEDULE 200 
STOCK MARKET REPORT ... 215-217 
NATIONAL HEADLINES .... 220-222 
GRAPHICSCCAR) 310 

CKSL) 320 

United Press Interna- 
tional's news service as 
an input base. The sy- 
stem allows news bul- 
letins, up-to-the-minute 
stock market reports, 
sports scores, and instant 
weather conditions. Ad- 
vertisers can update 
messages and special of- 
fers to the minute. Six 
color graphic display 
gives magazine page - 
punch to instant com- 
munications. 

CEEFAX is not a cable 
system; it does not re- 

quire a separate channel - but is a simulcast infor- 
mation system. 

For more information, write to Vince Clayton, Vice 
President Engineering, or Bill Loveless, Director of 
Engineering, at Bonneville International Corpora- 
tion, (801) 237-2660, Suite 2100, 36 South State 
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. 

New York, N.Y. - WRFM Stereo / Los Angeles -Avalon, Calif. - KBIG Stereo & KBRT AM / Skokie -Chicago, Illinois - WCLR Stereo 
San Francisco, Calif. - KOIT Stereo / Dallas, Texas - KAFM Stereo & KAAM AM / Seattle, Wash, ngton - KSEA Stereo & KIRO AM & 

KIRO TV / Kansas City, Mo. - KMBR Stereo & KMBZ AM / Salt Lake City, Utah - KSL AM & KSL TV 
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Programming/Production 
AIT first -run syndication 

American International Television, sub- 
sidiary of American International Pic- 
tures, has entered the first -run syndica- 
tion arena, spearheaded by four major 
projects. Philip J. Leopold, director of 
syndicated sales for AIT and the catalyst 
for the move by the company, says the 
four programs represent the beginning 
of a major commitment by AIT into 
producing and distributing first -run 
product for syndication as well as gear- 
ing programs to networks. In addition to 
the four programs, others are in devel- 
opment, according to Leopold. These 
include a game show, a special and a 

sitcom (the latter for network o&os). 
Among the four programs that are 

starting the first -run syndication ball 
rolling for AIT is Jukebox, half-hour 
"in -concert" shows, hosted by Twiggy. 
The program has already been sold to 
some 60 markets, including all 10 of the 
top 10 markets and 17 of the top 25. 
Stations are scheduling Jukebox for a 
fall showing, in either access or early 
fringe. wtix New York start date is 
September 16. Acts on the show include 
the Bay City Rollers and The Electric 
Light Company. Twenty-six shows have 
been completed. 

Another program, The Comeback, 

"One of the new sources 
of revenue virtually 
untapped by stations is 
co-op money. Because 
of the mechanics and 
ease of handling, co-op 
expenditures gravitate, 
to print média. The 
distribution of 
newspaper mats is á . 

simple progress. Some 
companies have 
produced film 
commercials for dealer 
sponsorship. But more 
could be encouraged to 
do so if there were 
dealer insistence for the 
use of TV." 

November 5 

stars James Whitmore as host and in- 
terviewer of a half-hour program that 
features persons whom have revived their 
careers successfully. Persons interviewed 
include Patricia Neal, Rosemary Cloo- 
ney and Neil Sedaka. Comeback is set 
for a January airing, with some 18 shows 
completed. AIT hasn't begun selling the 
program yet, but Leopold says station 
response has been good. 

Leopold: 
"Our policy is not to 
commit to a project 
unless it's been 
pre -sold to a spon- 
sor." 

The third program, Last of the Wild, 
starring Lorne Greene, was picked up by 
AIT two years ago. New episodes, pro- 
duced and distributed by AIT, will air 
through 1979. Leopold says the first 26 
shows for 1978 airing have about 70 per 
cent U.S. household coverage. "Miss 
National Teenager of America," a spe- 
cial of the recently -held contest in At- 
lantic City, is the fourth vehicle. Shot in 
Atlantic City at a cost of about 
$227,000, the 90 -minute special has 
gotten 70 per cent clearance and has 
begun airing through mid -September, 
with most of the scheduling slated for the 
Labor Day weekend. 

All the programs are being offered via 
barter, and Leopold says AIT's policy is 
not to commit itself to a project "unless 
it's been pre -sold to sponsors." Ile adds 
that this policy gives the company a re- 
alistic economic base from which to work 
from and a decided edge on selling to 
stations. Budgets are watched carefully, 
and estimates of the cost of the projects 
generally come close to the actual 
costs. 

Leopold feels that first -run syndica- 
tion has several benefits for the adver- 
tiser. "Syndication allows the advertiser 
to cater to its own needs based on its 
image. Also, the advertiser gets partic- 
ular time period-rather than spon- 
soring a specific show. With the net- 
works, because of their frequent program 
changes, it's all on a "catch -as -catch -can 
basis." 

The sitcom in development is tenta- 
tively titled New York City Slickers, and 
is about a group of musicians traveling 
around the country in an old airport bus. 
The shows will contain original music 
played by the musicians. Leopold says 
AIT is committed to produce about 24 
half-hours, which will be in time for next 
year's NAPTE in Las Vegas. A 90 - 
minute monthly series, Daytime Star, 
starring John Gabriel as host, is set to 
roll, probably in December. AIT has 

committed itself to producing at least six 
shows initially. The format of the show, 
which has several sponsors, consists of 
talks with soap opera stars and revolves 
around the world of soap opera. 

Leopold did not reveal details about 
the game show in development but he 
says AIT is looking for a fall, 1979, 
berth. No sponsors have been lined up 
yet. Also in the works is a possible series 
for a network and a miniseries. 

`Marble' is revamped 

When Big Blue Marble begins its fifth 
year starting in the fall, it will have un- 
dergone an extensive facelifting. In- 
cluded in the new look of the children's 
award -winning series, being syndicated 
through Vitt Media International, is a 

new production company and several 
new segments, which are designed to 
attract primarily young people, ages 
8-16, and which will deal with the 
human side of events. Both these con- 
cepts represent broad departures from 
what have gone before, notes the new 
executive producer of the series, Robert 
E. Wiemer. 

"The old shows chose to aim their 
segments at children whose median age 
was 12 or under, offering comedy skits 
and animated folk tales, in addition to 
three or four documentary segments. In 
general, the programs were a potpourri 
of information and visual styles geared 
to the young children," Wiemer says. Ile 
feels the pattern of the shows led to rep- 
etition and an impersonal relationship 
with the young audience, Now the focus 
is on individuals, their lifestyles, their 
interrelationship with friends and their 
culture-with events secondary to the 
subject, according to Wiemer. 

Some of the shows set for the new 
season this fall are about an aspiring 
I2 -year -old female boxer; a group of 
teenagers sailing across the Atlantic 
Ocean following the route of Columbus' 
first voyage; a female goalie; and a young 
Japanese boy studying the ancient mar- 
tial art of Kendo. Wiemer is exploring 
the filming of a show on birth and death 
and a feature dealing with teenage and 
sub -teenage drug addiction. 

The new format is structured as a 
magazine, complete with recurring 
"departments," such as arts, leisure, 
wildlife and "Dear Pen Pal." Original 
musical and dramatic performances arc 
used as a tie-in to the documentary seg- 
ment; and there will be serialized stories 
falling into various categories such as live 
action fiction, real -life adventure and a 

how-to clinic, according to Wiemer. 
"The production quality of the series 

has also been upgraded," says the exec - 
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utive producer. There are full production 
crews and studio quality lighting on all 
locations and all shooting is on East- 
mancolor negative. All soundwork, 
through to transfer to VTR, is done on 
35mm magnetic tape. 

Wiemer says that lineup for the new 
season totals 160 stations so far. The past 
season, Marble consisted of reruns, but 
the program lost only about 8 per cent of 
the stations. Although the show has been 
showing generally early Saturday or 
Sunday, Wiemer feels the new shows can 
support access and after -school time 
slots. When the program makes its 
"new" debut on September 4, 26 new 
shows will be involved. ITT funds Big 
Blue Marble and donates the series to 
U.S. Tv stations as a public service. In 
the U.S., the series is shown without 
commercial interruption. Stations are 
given four minutes for spots before and 
after the shows. 

Networks primetime changes 

Two of the three networks, ABC-TV and 
CBS -TV, are playing the scheduling 
strategy game in their primetime fall 
series programming, while NBC-TV is 

making some shifts on its primetime 
specials. ABC has flip-flopped Welcome 

1957 
"It has been quite 

fashionable these past 
few months among 
several columnists and 
others. who feel that 
their function is to be 
provocative to berate 
the season's. 
programming on TV. This 
is not to say that there 
is no room for criticism, 
but the' areas of 
programming are so 
volatile and so 
hypersensitive to pubic 
reaction that Tv reviews 
roust be assessed on the 
basis of the subjective 
reaction of the 
reviewer." 
January 14 

Back, Kotter and Mork and Mindy. 
Kotter goes to the Monday, 8 p.m. 
lead-in slot and Mork and Mindy moves 
to the 8 p.m. spot of Kotter. The shift of 
Mork and Mindy is seen as presenting a 

strong youth -oriented introduction to 
What's Happening, while the Kotter 
switch is seen as designed to compete 
against the new show WKRP in Cincin- 
nati on CBS. 

CBS has rescheduled three series and 
one returning series. WKRP in Cincinnati 
is flip-flopped with People. WKRP goes 
to the Monday, 8 p.m. lead-in spot, while 
People takes the 8:30 p.m. period, the 
reverse of the way it was. It's speculated 
that one of the reasons for the move is 
that WKRP figures to be a hit and should 
keep viewers tuned into People. People, 
on the other hand, is a questionable draw 
but may get viewing strength sand- 
wiched between WKRP and 
M*A*S*H. 

Also exchanging time periods and 
days are in the Beginning, which goes to 
Saturday at 8:30 p.m., while Good 
Times, which was scheduled for that 
time, switches to the Wednesday, 8:30 
p.m. slot being vacated by Beginning. 

At NBC, the changes begin on August 
28 with Little House on the Prairie 

(repeat with Patricia Neal) 8-10 p.m., 
followed by Quincy, 10-11. On August 
31, Dirty Harry is set at 9-11 p.m. Sep- 
tember 6: Sharks: The Death Machines, 
8-9 p.m.; Dick Clark and a Cast of 
Thousands, 9-I I p.m. September 7: 

NBC Welcomes Joe Namath and 'The 
Waverly Wonders', 8-9 p.m.; September 
8: The Eddie Capra Mysteries, Night- 
mare at Pendragon's Castle," 9-11 p.m.; 
September 13: Clone Master, 8-9:30 
p.m.; Stunts, 9:30-I I p.m.; September 
16: King Kong I; 9- I I p.m.; September 
17: King Kong /I, 9-11 p.m. 

NBC, meanwhile, will mark the 25th 
anniversary of Walt Disney on TV with 
a 7-9 p.m. salute on September 17. ABC 
will repeat Roots September 5 and 6 at 
9- I I p.m.; September 7, 8- I I ; Septem- 
ber 8, 9-1 I and September 10, 8-1 I 

p.m. 

`Byzantium' scores well 

Operation Prime Time's third program, 
Evening in Byzantium, showed consid- 
erable strength in overnight ratings in 
the three major markets. In New York, 
shown on wPlx back-to-back, part one 
delivered a Nielsen 11.7 rating and a 23 

(Continued on page 118) 

VMRNER BROS.TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION, INC. 
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Commercials 

Advertising and emotions 

ERIS (Emotional Response Index Sys- 
tem), scientific method of measuring the 
effectiveness of advertising, is spreading 
out. The marketers of the system, ER- 
ISCO, Los Angeles, which evaluates 
television, radio, print and outdoor ad- 
vertising by analyzing the advertising's 
strengths and weaknesses through emo- 
tional responses, has recently expanded 
to the East Coast. In New York, the base 
of its Eastern sales operations, the office 
is headed by Maurie Webster. Ile notes 
that one of its recent successes involved 
the General Motors Co. and McCann- 
Erickson. 

A heavy radio campaign by G MC was 
evaluated by ERIS. To develop specific 
norms for truck commercials, ERIS 
measured 15 announcements selected by 
the agency-both GMC and competitive 
commercials. "Against these norms, 
ERIS evaluated the proposed campaign, 
a series of 'doughnut -type' spots, which 
contained music and lyrics, which 
showed to be strong," says Webster. 
However, the inserted copy varied 
widely; some was above the ER IS -tested 
norms, some below. "Because our eval- 
uations reported details on each com- 
mercial and its individual segments, 
along with the diagnostic reasons, the 
creative team revised some of the spots, 

19 
"The inherent danger of 
concentration of 
programs in Hollywood 
is a kind of inbreeding of 
program material which 
is not reflective of the 
rest of the nation. Motion 
pictures can get away 
with unrealistic story 
material. Not so ' 

television. For Tv is a 
mirror of America. It is 
a Geiger counter of the 
entire country. If it loses 
touch with the public, it 
will know it all too 
quickly-to its own 
dismay." 
November 18 

strengthening the total package ac- 
cording to our tests. After the changes 
were made, the consensus of the agency 
executives was that the new spots were 
stronger," Webster notes. 

A more dramatic example involves 
A.C. and the AC -Delco division of GM. 
After the first three years for AC, ERIS 
evaluated a new campaign created after 
the AC and Delco merger, which ran for 
two years. Last year, a new campaign 
was developed, which was reported to be 
the best to date, says Webster. "That 
rating has been substantiated by exten- 
sive in -market tracking studies in several 
parts of the country," he adds. 

Webster: 
"The consensus of the 
agency executives was 
that the new spots 
were stronger." 

There are two principal steps in the 
operation of the ERIS system: directed 
content analysis and use of a data bank. 
The evaluation is done without field in- 
terviewing or use of respondents. The 
five operating steps are segmentation, 
where the analyst follows strict rules in 
dividing the ad/commercial into com- 
munication/thought units, "meaning 
segments," which identify each complete 
thought or idea communicated by the 
ad/commercial being evaluated; content 
analysis, where trained ERIS coders 
check each meaning segment through 
detailed checklist to determine each 
emotional appeal which is present; cod- 
ing, where each emotional appeal is as- 
signed the appropriate alphanumeric 
code, which reflects its type and inten- 
sity; data bank, where the codes are 
matched against the ERIS data bank, 
which provides a numerical forecast of 
audience response to each clement in 
each meaning segment and to the overall 
message; and analysis/report, where the 
data is reviewed by a trained analyst 
along with information from the struc- 
ture and sales message analysis. A de- 
tailed report is then prepared. 

The basic rate charged by ERISCO to 
analyze a 30 commercial, which takes 
about two weeks, is $2,000. On rush jobs 
requiring five days, the fee is 50 per cent 
more, on average, says Webster. 

wzzD promo 'vehicle' 

WZZD Philadelphia is taking to the road 
in a promotion campaign to give adver- 
tisers their own "vehicle" to reach lis- 
teners. WZZD's disc jockeys are roving 
the area in a chauffeur -driven Rolls- 
Royce, looking for cars displaying 

WZZD s new bumper stickers, available 
from 100 retail locations in the market. 
The Rolls-Royce is equipped with a 
two-way communication system so that 
the deejays can broadcast live. Drivers 
who listen to "Wizzard 100" and re- 
spond to the broadcast alert to stop their 
cars safely, get their choice of one of 
several envelopes, which contain cash 
awards. 

Also, one driver will receive the keys 
to the auto. To attract retailers as spon- 
sors of the promotion, WZZD developed 
special packages which combine a 

number of 60 -second commercials with 
a minimum number of 75 promotional 
announcements directing listeners to 
obtain WZZD bumper stickers at the 
sponsors' retail locations. As an exten- 
sion to the program, the station sent 
special announcements to media buyers 
and company advertising representa- 
tives. Each announcement is numbered, 
with a special drawing to determine 
names of those who will win a chauf- 
feured "Wizzard evening" at Atlantic 
City, arriving in the Rolls-Royce with 
$100 to play at the gaming tables. 

VPA names winners 

Seven commercials production com- 
panies took top honors in the first annual 
Videotape Production Association com- 
petition. The competition was composed 
of seven categories, with first, second and 
third place awards in each. Winners were 
selected from 300 entries, with the 
awards initiated to honor creative work 
shot on videotape. The winners, in first, 
second and third rank order, and ac- 
cording to category, agency, commercial, 
client, director and cameraman, are: 

Overall direction-Bob Giraldi Pro- 
ductions, McDonald/Little, "Wow," 
Fresca, Bob Giraldi, Jack Matlick; 
Gomes/Loew Inc., Ally/Gargano, IBM. 
"Office Flow," Dick Loew, Jack Malick; 
Tulchin Productions, Conahay & Lyon, 
IBM, "Age of Technology," Hal Tul - 
chin, Sam Dolin. 

Fashion and cosmetics-Joel Brodsky 
Studio, Spellman & Co., ITT, "Pavlo- 
va," Joel Brodsky, Joel Brodsky; (no 
production house) Revlon Direct, 
Revlon, "Etherea," Joel Brodsky, Jim 
Chirocchi; Tulchin Productions, AC&R, 
Estes Lauder, "Great Beginnings Kit," 
I Ial Tulchin, Jake Ostroff. 

Demonstration-Lee Rot hberg Pro- 
ductions, I larold Cabet & Co., New 
England Telephone, "Full of Phones," 
Lee Rothberg, Barry Abrams: Centrex, 
J. M. Mathes, Vellux, "The Blanket,- 
' Ial Stone, John Feher; NBE Produc- 
tions, Ted Bates, Maybelline, "Ping- 
Pong," Nat B. Eisenberg. Joe Coffey. 
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Special effects-Myers, Griner/ 
Cuesta, Lober/Katz, Hanes, "Invisible 
Man," Norm Griner, Jack Malick; The 
Best People, D'Arcy-McManus Masius, 
Purina, "Building Bag," Sal Goodnoff, 
Dick Shore; EUE/Screen Gems, Ta- 
thum, Laird, Kudner, Head & Shoul- 
ders, "Mirror, Mirror on the Wall," 
Mike Elliot, Jake Ostroff. 

Difficult/unusual situation-E. J. 
Stewart, J. M. Kern & Son, Ringling 
Bros. Circus, "Wedding," Tony Peron , 

Ed Buffman; American Dream Pro- 
ductions, Shop 34 Advertising, Macy's, 
"Under Water," Ed Libonati, John 
Kiser; EUE/Screen Gems, Venet Ad- 
vertising, Pathmark, "Butchers," Steve 
Elliot, Les Leibowitz. 

Comedy-Centrex, Case & McGrath, 
Mennen skin bracer, "Uh, Oh, the Boss," 
Adrienne Riso, Ralph Schiano; Centrex, 
Carr Liggett, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
"Vision -care," Adrienne Riso, Ralph 
Schiano; EUE/Screen Gems, Geer Du- 
bois Inc., Barnes & Noble, "Of Course," 
Mike Elliot, Jake Ostroff. 

Photography-Levin Productions, 
VanSant, Dugdale, Blue Cross, "Tree & 
Animals," Len Levin, Mike Huss; Levin 
Productions, VanSant, Dugdale, Blue 
Cross, "For the a Good Tomorrow," Len 
Levin, Mike Huss; Joel Brodsky Studio 
(no agency), ITT, "Pavlova," Joel 
Brodsky, Joel Brodsky. 

Video production facility set 

Sunrise Canyon Video, a complete mo- 
bile video production facility, has been 
formed by Bill I lughes and Ron Carter. 
The Los Angeles based firm will spe- 
cialize in one -inch video tape. Among the 
company's recently completed projects 
are Californians for Brown commericals, 
test commercials for Young & Rubicam 
demo tapes for various rock groups and 
the Neil Simon Tribute. 

Promo barrage for `G.1. Diary' 

Time -Life Television is supporting its 
upcoming syndicated series World War 
II: G.I. Diary with a heavy barrage of 
promotion aimed at schools, stations, 
organizations and promotion managers. 
Scholastic Publications will implement 
a direct -mail campaign to more than 
10,000 junior high and high schools. 
Included in the campaign will be teach- 
ers' guides on duplicating masters for 
reproduction in quantity and 18 X 24 
tune -in posters. Stations will receive 
posters for distribution to local libar- 
aries. 

Additional projects include liaison 
with military and veterans' organiza- 
tions, museum exhibits, personalized 
promos by series host Lloyd Bridges, a 

radio station promotion involving hit 
songs of the war era, Tv festivals of 
World War II feature films and map and 
art contests for youngsters. An all -ex- 
pense trip to England is the first prize in 
a contest for promotion managers 
(TELEVISION/RADIO AGE, July 31). 
The series debuts in September in access 
time, with 92 markets signed so far. 

IBA mails entries 

Thirty -thousand invitations to compete 
in the 19th annual International 
Broadcasting Awards are being sent to 
advertisers, agencies, production com- 
panies and broadcasters in nearly 100 
countries. Last year drew some 3,800 
entries from 47 nations. Commercials 
broadcast anywhere in the world during 
1978 are eligible. December 8 is the final 
date for mailing entries. Sweepstake and 
trophy winners will be announced at a 

dinner in Los Angeles on March 6, 1979. 
The awards honor the "world's best" 
television and radio commericals. 

Law firm into TV ads 

The Legal Clinic of Goldman & 1lef- 
fernan has become the first law firm in 
New York State to advertise on televi- 
sion, according to the company. The 
30 -second spots, which will be seen lo - 

"There is no business in 
the United States that is 
as much harassed, 
beleaguered, examined, 
cross-examined and 
investigated as the 
broadcast industry. No 
one will deny that, in the 
democratic process, 
investigations are a 

necessary part of 
legislative and judicial 
procedures. The ironic 
aspect of many of these 
investigations lies in the 
fact that the 
investigators themselves 
do not seem to know 
what they are after." 
June 16 

cally on WNBC-TV and WNEW-TV, were 
created by Dougherty, Clifford and 
Wadsworth, Floral Park, N.Y. The 
commercial highlights the availability of 
"a wide range of services ... at compa- 
rable fees." 

TV fest opens entries 

The U.S. Television Commercials Fes- 
tival has opened entries for its eighth 
annual U.S. and Canadian awards 
competition. Co -sponsoring the fest this 
year will be the Sales & Marketing Ex- 
ecutives Association of Chicago. SME 
will be responsible for preliminary 
judging and will participate in final 
judging of the awards. Last year, more 
than 1,000 commercials were entered. 

Eligible for entry are 16mm film or 
3/4 -inch tape commercials produced or 
aired within the past year nationally, 
locally or regionally. Entries are placed 
in one of the 73 subject categoreis and/or 
one of the 12 production technique 
categories. Lower -budgeted commer- 
cials are judged separately from 
higher -budgeted spots. 

Music houses 

The Latin Sound-Marco & Sylvia Ro- 
sales adapted a new Juicy Fruit gum 
"Flavor Lover" campaign for Spanish - 
language radio and TV. Stuart Novy and 
Connie Butler produced for Arthur 
Meyerhoff, Chicago. 

Lucas/Mcfaul-A football stadium 
at night was the setting for a 30 -second 
Kodal TV spot that had music posted - 
scored by Tom McFaul. The spot fea- 
tured spokesman Michael Landon. The 
brassy music corresponded to the stadi- 
um lights, which got progressively 
darker. Warren Aldrotta produced for J. 
Walter Thompson, with Al Ross as music 
director. 

Michlin & Ilill-Spencer Michlin 
produced Sheperd Stern's bouncy theme 
for the Dallas Times -Herald's classified 
ad campaign. Music was arranged by 
Anne Bryant and Ford Kinder, and will 
be utilized in three radio spots and one 
TV animated spot. Michlin also produced 
a larger DTI I campaign, also penned by 
Stern, for nine radio and three Tv spots. 
Jim llradecki was producer/writer for 
The Richards Group, Dallas, Stan Rich- 
ards as creative director. 

PRODUCTION MUSIC SOUND EFFECTS 
for your radio and TV productions and programming. Send 
for catalogs from the ONLY gold -record awarded Music 

& Effects library available today. 

THOMAS J. VALENTINO. INC. 

151 W. 46th St., New York City, 10036 
(212) 246-4675 
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Advertising Directory of 

Selling Commercials 

ABC-TV-Monday Night Baseball 
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Johnny Carson Appeal J. Walter Thompson 

- 

-+- 
DOLPHIN PRODS. N.Y. COMPUTER ANIMATION 

Budget Rent-A-Car F,S&M Advertising 

Budget - 
rent a car 
rents trucks too 

COMPUTER CREATIONS, South Bend, Ind. 

Dime Savings Bank Doremus & Co. 

,n 1.F 
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' 
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ZANDER'S ANIMATION PARLOUR, New York 

Ford Dealer Assn. J. Walter Thompson 

- 
ái1 

SNAZELLE FILMS, INC., San Francisco 

SONEX INTERNATIONAL, Burbank 

NBC sports-Game of the Week 

M:AJOR LEAGUE 

EMS E BALL" : 
GAM E OF 

THE WEEK 

IMAGE WEST ELECTRONIC ANIMATION, L.A. 

Pennsylvania Lottery Lewis & Gilman 

PHIL KIMMELMAN & ASSOC., New York 

PENNZOIL Eisaman, Johns & Laws 

STF/STONE, INC., Hollywood 

MPi set TV expansion 

MPi Sensory Testing Services is plan- 
ning to apply its testing methods to TV 
commercials, in addition to expanding its 
services abroad. MPi is now available in 
England, France and Italy. The sensory 
services will include multiclients studies 
to dictate consumer trends in specific 
fields. Satellite transmission is being 
used for computer processing of data via 
Sensory Testing's propietary programs. 
The service is also planning to use the 
testing techniques to probe reactions to 
fragrances and other sensory products. 

KLAC bows country IDs 

KLAC Los Angeles has introduced a se- 
ries of 20 ID jingles, "There's Only One." 
The package, written by Euel Box, 
Golden Globe winner for the music in the 
Benji film series, will be syndicated on a 

customized basis to one station in each 
market. The sound of the package, which 
will include 20 vocals, 10 acappellas plus 
instrumental cuts, is described as "sort 
of disco -country" by its producers, Toby 
Arnold & Associates. 

The jingles were recorded in Nashville 
and Dallas. The package has already 
been signed for the San Francisco -Oak- 
land market by KNEW. Arnold is located 
in Dallas. The series is being supported 
by KLAC in print, Tv and outdoor ad- 
vertising as well as on -air promotion. 

Commericals circuit 

EUE/Screen Gems-Director Peter Is- 
raelson completed two 30s highlighting 
the Great Adventure amusement park's 
offerings. Rosenfeld, Sirowitz and Law- 
son producer Robin Dawson, writer 
Gordon Haase, and art director Peter 
Berge collaborated on the project. Debbie 
McDuffie was composer and Bill Eaton, 
arranger. Tom Whitesell was executive 
producer for EUE/SG. Also at EUE/ 
SG, director Peter Israelson captured the 
flavor of Schaefer beer and the Spanish 
passion for parties and good friends in a 

De ol e 
A MODERN 

MUSIC. iS SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY 
SEND FOR CATALOG 

25 WEST 45. N.Y. 10036 212.586.6673 

KEEP TIME 
Radio and TV people -get the most of 
every minute you pay for -to the last 

split-second with the MINERVA STOP- 
WATCH designed for radio and TV use! 

Call: 914.9865757. 
M. DUCOMMUN COMPANY 

58 Main St., Warwick, N.Y., 10990 
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Selling 
Commercials 

Sen Sen Confection Andrews 8 Thomas 
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LOUISVILLE PRODUCTIONS, Louisville 

Texas International Scali, McCabe, Sloves 
mg. 
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PERPETUAL MOTION PICTURES, New York 

WCIV-TV 

?.1 _ _ 

I.F STUDIOS, INC., New Yort 

Wayne Foods Creamer, Inc 

WGN CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago 

pair of 3Os for Conill Advertising. The 
commercials were created for the 
Spanish market. Alicia Conill, executive 
vice president and creative director, and 
Daisy Chilindron, creative coordinator, 
represented the agency. Robert Elliot 
was executive producer. 

Sunlight Pictures-Director/cam- 
eraman Mel Sokolsky shot two docu- 
mentary style commericals for WLS-TV 
Chicago. Phil Boyer, vice president and 
general manager of the station, is fea- 
tured in both and is voice-over an- 
nouncer. N W Ayer ABH International, 
Chicago, agency creative team was Enid 
Katz, producer; Gary Johns, art director; 
and Michael Faems, creative director/ 
writer. 

Mort Kasman Productions-Pro- 
ducer/director Mort Kasman taped a 30 
for Tobin franks. Principal shooting was 
done in Central Park. Weightman Ad - 

195 
"To those who maintain 

that the care system is 
free enterprise, this is 
absolutely true. It is 
literally the freest of all 
enterprises-free 
programming, free 
music, free sporting 
events-free, of course, 
to everyone but the 
subscriber. The 
telecaster battling the 
care system is asking 
for nothing more than 
equal competitive 
status. Is it fair 
competition when a 
care operator can bring 
multiple signals into a 
community, whereas the 
broadcaster is restricted 
to one? Further, if a 
picture is delivered to 
the home, it is the 
broadcaster who should 
be doing it, regardless of 
the mode of 
transmission." 

June 29 

helped! 

Freshen -Up Gum 
Warner-Lambert Co. 

"Dolphin's electronic 
animation gave a 
new dimension to 
our`Freshen-Up Gum' 
demonstration... 
exactly the effect 
we wanted for a 
fresh, new look." 

Robert N. Forgione 
Senior V.P. 

Wm. Esty Co., Inc. 

Call or write for our award - 
winning show cassette. 

j ro uc ions Inc. 

computer animation 
140e.80thNXC; 
(21i)628ó930 
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vertising, Philadelphia, is the agency. 
Unitel Productions Services provided 
mobile facilities. 

Lee Rothberg Productions-Director 
Lee Rothberg used a pyramid of buckets 
filled with more than 1,000 pieces of 
fried chicken for the recent 30 -second 
spot to promote Gino's "Buck Off' offer 
by Kentucky Fried Chicken. Weightman 
Advertising producer was Wendy Mayer. 
Art Jacks produced for Rothberg. 

Ansel Productions-Director Kikeu 
Kawasaki created a tabletop jungle for 
a Kellogg's Froot Loops cereal com- 
mercial. Working with an assortment of 
tropical plants, the director assembled an 
attractive environment to complement 
the breakfast setting in the Froot Loops 
sheet. Lee Burnett agency producer was 
Mike Webster; Bruce Griffith was art 
director; and Cindy Brady, copywriter. 
Jerry Ansel directed a package of four 
30s introducing Scott Paper Co's. New 
Job Squad towels. Copy states pizza 
makers, sink -fixers and spill -wipers all 
find "It just takes one to get the job 
done" with the towels. J. Walter 
Thompson creative team was senior vice 
president/creative director, Bernie 
Owett; producer, Wyn Walshe; art di- 
rector, Carolyn Diehl; copywriter, Mimi 

Emilita; and account executive, Kate 
Gomez. Mitch Teller was executive 
producer for Ansel Productions. 

Stone/Clark Productions-Director 
Dick Stone shot a package of two 30 and 
three 60 -second slice -of -life commercials 
for Bounce fabric softener. Spots were 
filmed on location in New Jersey at su- 
permarkets and private home backyards. 
Benton & Bowles creative directors were 
Bernie Most and Walter Cohen. Jim 
Phox, was agency producer. 

Centipede Films-John Meiklejohn 
directed two 30 -second Hamilton Beach 
TV spots which feature the appliance 
company's "Nice and Light" iron. One 
spot, Pumping Iron," features a weigh- 
tlifter who recommends the iron. The 
second spot compares the iron to a racing 
car because it is "slick, light and easy to 
handle ...." Carol Budrow produced for 
Centipede. Demetrious Kontopoulos 
produced for Hicks & Greist, H B agen- 
cy. 

Visual Impact Productions-The 
Detroit -based studio completed a series 
of spots in cooperation with Desmond & 
Associates and its client, Art Van Fur- 
niture. The series involved a character, 
Ralph, an animated life-size chair, who 
was billed as "Art Van's new Chairper- 

ARTINE 
Number One 

in Latin/American Communications 

FILM TAPE COMMERCIALS 

2 West 45th St.New York, N.Y. 10036(212) 221-1498 

The SPOT to be 
any TIME! 

48th 
St., N.Yc. 

136 VV. 55th St., N. VC. 

HAPPY HOUR 
HORS D'OEUVRES 

5-7 PM 

5 

son." The chair was constructed of beige 
stretch velour and foam rubber with 
movable eyebrows, acrylic plastic eyes, 
nose, mouth, arms, hanes and fingers. 
Two puppeteers operate Ralph from the 
inside. 

- 

0 20to 50%off 

V/P's assistant director, John Potter, 
I., watches as director Harold Leaser, 
seated foreground, directs Art Van 
Furniture spot. 

Ed l'elin Enterprises-Ed 1'elin pro- 
duced a Ford Dealers retail kit for radio 
involving 24 -tracks in a variety of musi- 
cal idioms. J. Walter Thompson, Detroit, 

"The image that a station 
has laboriously built is a 
tangible asset. It has. 
only been recently, 
however, that stations 
have begun tó sell their 
.image. And, as a result 
of this activity; buyers 
are taking cognizance 
that when they purchase 
time en a station they 
are buying more than 
merely ratings. As a 
matter of fact, in many 
three -station markets 
where there is a close 
three-way split, the 
buyer can quickly and 
easily justify the buy.on 
anyone of the three 
stations. This is where 
the station image 
becomes an important 
and determining factor." . 

September 7. 
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was the agency, Frank Keegan super- 
vising the campaign. Sue Raney was 
composer; Perry Allen created the lyrics. 
Musical arrangements were done by Bill 
Holman and Dennis McCarthy of 
Yelin. 

VideoWorks-Eliot Tuckerman and 
Ken Lorber did a series of seven anima - 
tics in Atlanta for the Stanback Co. The 
Bozell & Jacobs, Atlanta, team included 
creative director Norman Grey and co- 
pywriter/producer for the series, Ken 
Haas. 

N. Lee Lacy/Associates-Harold 
Becker directed a 30 for J. Walter 
Thompson, Chicago, and 7 -Up, a con- 
tinuation of the "Un -do -it" campaign. 
Becker employed two cameras to shoot 
the activity at a New York discotheque. 
For JWT, Tom Tawa was art director/ 
producer and Mike Lollis was creative 
director. Bob Rabinowitz produced for 
Lacy. Don Guy directed a 30 -second spot 
for Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. and 
Campbell -Ewald, Detroit. Mary Beth 
Langenhorst produced for the agency, 
Bob Shannon was executive producer 
and Ray Litzenberger and Collin Payne 
were art directors. Ben Bryant produced 
for Lacy. 

NBE Productions-Nat B. Eisenberg 
directed a 30 featuring Joe Torre "bat - 

19 
"The sight -and -sound 

medium has done a 
great deal to popularize 
sports-many little 
known until the 20 -inch 
screen brought them 
into the living room. 
Television has increased 
attendance and profits; 
It made professional 
football a big business. 
And sports, in turn, have 
done a great deal for Tv. 
They have furnished 
programming with thrills, 
glamour and, with the .. 

exception of 
professional wrestling, 
an unpredictable 
outcome." 
March 7 

ting" for Bonds clothing stores. The 
shoot involved a complicated image 
matte. The storyboard called for eight 
Torres, the real one and seven images. 
Joyce Crosswell produced for Savitt 
Tobias Balk, with Seth Tobias as creative 
director and Bob Blend as art director. 
Belinda Cusack was producer/associate 
director/editor for NBE. Unitel Pro- 
duction Services provided the facilities. 

Jay Dubin Productions-Unitel Pro- 
duction Services provided the facilities 
for Dubin for two 30 -second "Crazy 
Eddie" spots. Larry Weiss produced for 
CE Advertising. 

Stahl offers guide 

Al Stahl Animated is offering a free 
pocket combination slide guide and 
field -size device for determining what 
area the animation cameraman will pan 
or zoom into. The guide is basically for 
the motion picture producer who makes 
movies using slides, TV spots, industrial 
or sales films. Also available from Stahl 
is a clip of 16mm film that demonstrates 
a zoom into one -quarter of a slide. 

Ad makers 

Hal Goldberg, recently named associate 
creative director, has been elected a vice 
president at Benton & Bowles. A copy- 
writer at the agency since 1974, Gold- 
berg held a number of writing positions 
at other agencies. 

Dick Bennett has been named senior 
vice president and creative director of 
Young & Rubicam, Atlanta. Bennett has 
been with J. Walter Thompson, New 
York, for the past eight years, most re- 
cently as vice president and associate 
creative director. 

Larry Richardson has joined Hen- 
derson Advertising, Greenville, S.C., as 
senior vice president and executive 
creative director. He was with Gardner 
Advertising Agency, St. Louis. as senior 
vice president and creative director. 

John Cenatiempo has been named se- 
nior vice president, executive art direc- 
tor, at Gaynor & Ducas. Prior to joining 
the agency, he was executive art director 
of Fairfax Advertising, and served as art 
director for both Grant Advertising and 
Delehanty, Kurnit & Geller. 

Will Wright has been named vice 
president and manager of broadcast 
production for McDonald & Little, At- 
lanta. He has been at Young & Rubi- 
cam, New York, where he was vice 
president and executive producer. 

Dan Heagy has joined D'Arcy-Mac- 
Manus & Masius, St. Louis, as creative 
director. Ile has been with Leo Burnett, 
Chicago, where he was a creative direc- 

tor. Also Bruce Duffey has joined the 
agency as senior writer. Prior to that, 
Duffey was a partner of Sandler Duffey 
Goettler Inc., Columbus, O. and served 
as creative director. 

ti 4,1 

.! 
Heagy Duffey 

Gary Kaney has joined Needham, 
Harper & Steers, Chicago, as an execu- 
tive producer. Kaney was most recently 
an executive producer at Arthur Mey- 
erhoff Associates. Before that, he was a 
producer at Foote, Cone & Belding. 

Charles Capuano, vice president, head 
of production, has been elected a senior 
vice president at Compton Advertising. 
Capuano joined Compton in 1959 as an 
art apprentice. In 1961, he became an 
assistant art director and moved into TV 
work in 1965, while still responsible for 
print advertising direction. He has staged 
a wide variety of commercials, from 
traditional to innovative. 

r 
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New campaigns 

The Regina Co's. fall TV advertising 
campaign featuring "Fabulous Phyllis" 
Diller and the Electrikbroom has been 
expanded to include primetime network 
news. The shows tapped arc John 
Chancellor. David Brinkley and Walter 
Cronkite. Daytime programming in- 
cludes soaps and game shows, such as 
Rayan's Hope and The Price Is Right. 
Hicks & Greist Inc. is the Regina ad- 
vertising agency. 

.lames Stewart has signed a three-year 
pact to be a spokesman for the Firestone 
Tire & Rubber Co., in a series of corpo- 
rate TV commercials. In the campaign, 
Stewart will talk about Firestone's his- 
tory of product leadership and innova- 
tion. Commercials begin airing in mid - 
September. 

Four new spots have been added to 
AT&T's ongoing network TV campaign 
pushing the Bell System Yellow Pages. 
The 30s arc airing on ABC and CBS 
news and sports programs. The creative 
team at Cunningham & Walsh included 
Vincent loele, producer; Michael Kahn, 
copywriter; Dave Clark, art director. The 
production house was Dick Miller & 
Associates. 

.6 

111111 ... t1 
._ 
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A mock-up of the moon is used in an 
AT&T Yellow Pages spot to 
dramatize that the average driver uses 
enough gasoline in a lifetime to drive 
from the earth to the moon twice, and 
the spot points out the savings in gas 
and dollars for users of Yellow Pages. 

Programming/Production 
(from page I/O) 

share, topping two of the three networks, 
two points behind CBS -TV. The second 
night, Byzantium got an 11.8/24. Ar- 
bitron measured the program as getting 
12.6/21 and 12.7/22 for the nights. 

In Los Angeles, part one got a 21/34 
on KCOP, tops in the time period. The 
repeat, shown the following night, got an 
8.6/29.1, while Arbitron showed it 
pulled 17.9/31 the first night and the 
repeat, 10.5/19. Part two and its repeat 
were shown last week. In Chicago, aired 
on WGN-TV, also shown back-to-back, 
part one received a Nielsen 19.3/41, part 
two, a 16/30. No Arbitron was available. 
Both wt'ix and WGN were to repeat the 
programs last week. 

Meanwhile, OPT's steering commit- 
tee has planned five first -run miniseries 
specials in 1979 and 1980. The first two, 
to be scheduled May and November, will 
be John Jakes' novels The Rebels and 
The Seekers. The Immigrants, based on 
I loward Fast's best-seller is in produc- 
tion, set for airing in November. All the 
series are produced by MCA-TV/Uni- 
versal. The steering committee has sent 
a telegram to participating stations, 
seeking a two-year monetary commit- 
ment that would enable them to "get 
better projects by examining more ma- 
terial more thoroughly, ... exercise more 
control over scripts ... and control prices 
and budgets ... which would mean 
substantial savings for OPT stations." 

Compton restructures division 

The program department of Compton 
Advertising is being restructured with 
individual responsibilities revised and the 
adding of another program executive. 
Dina Dubois joined the department as 
general program executive. Tom Adams, 
assistant manager, has been promoted to 
manager, East Coast programming. The 
restructuring stems in part from the ir. - 
crease in the department's workload, 
which has increased due to Guiding 

LUNCH 
DINNER 

COCKTAILS 

CHOPS 
CDSTEAKS 

SEAFOOD 

65 WEST 55th St. 581-5436 

Light's move to an hour, according to 
Bruce Cox, senior vice president, director 
of broadcast programming. 

NBC tops Emmy nominations 

NBC-TV took 123 Em my -award nomi- 
nations,-even without Fred Silver- 
man-while ABC-TV garnered 92 and 
CBS -TV grabbed 88. The Public 
Broadcasting Service got 32 nomina- 
tions, and 13 went to syndicated shows. 
For NBC, the total was reregistered by 
110 individual and 13 program nomi- 
nations; for ABC, 82 individual and 10 
programs; and for CBS, 78 individual 
and 10 programs. 

The big program for NBC was Ho- 
locaust. raking up 16 nominations, the 
most for any program. In addition to 
llolocaust, other NBC shows receiving 
more than three nominations included 
king (9), NBC's Saturday Night Live 
(8), Ziegfeld: The Man and His Women 
(7) and Our Town (7). NBC had 27 
shows with multiple nominations, com- 
pared to I9 for ABC, 18 for CBS, five for 
PBS and three for syndicated shows. 
NBC won all the nominations in three 
categories-outstanding lead actor in a 

comedy/drama special, outstanding lead 
actress in a limited series and outstand- 

1961 
"There is more than 

money involved in the 
public-service 
achievements of 
television. Over the past 
few years, stations 
across the country have 
developed and produced 
powerful local 
documentaries that have 
thrown a glaring 
spotlight on local 
problems. How can one 
measure in dollars the 
efforts of a station 
which, for example, has 
produced a series of 
prográms that have 
resulted in a decrease in 
juvenile delinquency in 
the community?" 
March 6 
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ing achievement in music composition 
for a series. 

Of the 92 Emmy award nominations 
received by ABC, Family got seven and 
Soap, six. In the drama and specials 
area, ABC garnered 50 nominations, 
including eight awards to The Sentry 
Collection Presents Ben Vereen-//is 
Roots and seven to Washington: Behind 
Closed Doors. 

The 1978 Nighttime Emmy awards 
will be telecast on CBS on September 17 

from Pasadena. 

PBS report suggests revamping 

The Public Broadcasting Service has is- 
sued an extensive report suggesting 
reorganizing public broadcasting's 
structure. The 160 -page document, 
Long -Range Planning for Public Tele- 
vision: Overview and Recommendations, 
suggests a strengthened national pro- 
gram service that is capable of offering 
two types of services: a lead national 
program schedule and a second program 
service drawing on a combination of 
local, regional and national services de- 
signed for a wide spectrum of smaller 
audiences. 

Also recommended arc a restructuring 
of the present federal funding system 
into two separately funded activities, and 
a transformation of local broadcasting 

"We believe the time has 
come to change the 
original concept of TvB 
and for the organization 
to concentrate on selling 
spot television. The 
television business has 
changed a great deal in 
the past seven years. 
The magazine concept 
has become one of the 
major factors in selling 
network. In order to 
keep pace with these 
developments, the time 
is at hand when TvB 
should channel all of its 
efforts into selling spot 
TV." 

July 24 

stations to "telecommunications centers" 
that are active in the broader field of 
multimedia. The report also lists a series 
of "strategies" for the next decade. 
Among these are a new emphasis or 
local public TV programming, as cable 
satellites assume a dominant position; 
the integration of present public Tv 
program distribution systems; the de- 
velopment of a new "home and school" 
education program which provides a 

wider range of services; and the devel- 
opment of multi -channel capacity for 
reaching the public at both the local and 
state level, using both broadcast and 
non -broadcast technologies. 

Syndication shorts 

Four Star Entertainment Corp. has 
boosted the total markets to 41 for Pippi 
Longstocking, children's feature pack- 
age. Among the latest sales are 
WLWT-TV Cincinnati, WPLG-TV Miami, 
KBMA-TV Kansas City and KYW Phila- 
delphia. 

Viacom has added four markets to its 
Petticoat Junction lineup. The newest 
stations are WFLD-TV Chicago, WZTV 
Nashville, KRIV-TV Houston and 
WATR-TV Waterbury. 

A second $100,000 "Tournament of 
Champions" competitions has been set 
on the syndicated series distributed by 
Colbert Television Sales, The Joker's 
Wild. Winners on the program will 
compete against last year's tournament 
winner. The tournament will air in No- 
vember. The program is produced by 
Barry & Enright Productions. 

Viacom and Nelvana Productions are 
releasing a first -run animation Hallow- 
een special "The Devil and Daniel 
Mouse," featuring rock star John Se- 
bastian. NBC -owned stations have 
bought the package, currently in pro- 
duction in Toronto by Nelvana, which 
produced "A Cosmic Christmas" last 
year. 

Carol Burnett and Friends has been 
licensed to CFTO-TV Toronto, for dis- 
tribution to other Canadian markets. 
The contract was negotiated for six runs 
of the 120 episodes. CB Distribution Co. 
is U.S. distributor. 

Burnett has added 34 stations, bring- 
ing the lineup to 58, with 60 per cent 
coverage in the U.S. Cinema Shares In- 
ternational Distribution Corp. will re- 
lease Elmer, a family film about a 

blinded boy and an aging dog lost in the 
wilderness. Wallace Dill was executive 
producer for Mogul Productions. 

Interpublic Television is syndicating a 

series of 130 -minute inserts, That's a 
Fact, produced by MG Films as a time - 
banking project. Sports Time, also a 

series of 130 inserts, is being placed by 
Interpublic on a barter basis. The series 
is a sports quiz, produced by the Cor- 
portation for Entertainment and Learn- 
ing. 

The Dick Van Dyke Show has been 
sold in four markets by Viacom, for a 

current lineup of 41. The newer stations 
are KIITV Houston, XETV San Diego, 
WIIAS-TV Louisville and KENI-TV An- 
chorage. Also at Viacom, its The Love 
Experts will premiere in mid -Septem- 
ber, with station lineup including 
WOR-TV New York, KIIJ-TV Los An- 
geles, WKYC-TV Cleveland, WPGtl-Tv 
Pittsburgh, WTTG Washington and 
WCIX-TV Miami. 

With the addition of WGN-Tv, Chi- 
cago, KTVT Dallas -Fort Worth and 
KFMB-TV San Diego, the 30 David L. 
Wolper "Specials of the Seventies," 
availaboe for a fall start have been pre - 
sold in 23 markets, including 15 of the 
top 25. 

Metromedia Producers Corp. has 
added WFLD-TV Chicago to The Mery 
Griffin Show lineup. The show has now 
been sold to nine of the top 10 markets. 
The stations airing the show now total 
96. Also at MPC, taping has been com- 
pleted for the first 13 of 26 Donna Fargo 
Show segments. Taping for the addi- 
tional 13 segments of the half-hour syn- 
dicated musical -variety series will re- 
sume October 22 at the Osmond Enter- 
tainment Center, Orem, Utah. 

At Home With Family Circle, series 
based on Family Circle magazine, slated 
for daytime syndication, is moving into 
production. The program is being pro- 
duced by Perin Steeg Productions and 
the Hughes Television Network. Syndi- 
cast Enterprises is bartering six minutes 
per half-hour program to stations. 

Air Time International has opened a 

West Coast office at Century Park, Los 
Angeles. Dick Gold and Steve Mathis 
have joined the company as executive 
vice presidents, to head domestic syndi- 
cated sales at the new office. 

Zooming in on people 

Shelly Schwab, station manager of WA - 
GA -TV Atlanta, has been appointed vice 
president, director of sales, for MCA - 
TV, effective September 1. Schwab has 

agr--4' . Schwab 
been with WAGA-TV, Storer Broad- 
casting outlet, since 1973, in various sales 

and sales management positions until 
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Mickey Sillerman 
is Alive and Well 

and Living in New York. 

In thanks to all the people who have 
given so gererously of their time arc 
acvice, and in recognition of the 
gratitude they've expressed for his 
unselfish teaching, I give you all a 

way to get in touch with my father. 

I realize now just how great a mark 
he's made on the broadcast 
industry, and I happily anticipate 
trying to follow in his enormous 
footsteps. 

Mickey Sillerman 
687 Lexington Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
212-EL5-0100 

Robert Sillerman-Sillerman /Morrow Communications Group. Inc. 
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1976, when he became manager. 
Jim Weathers has been named vice 

president, western division, for Metro- 
media Producers Corp. For the past 
seven years. Weathers has been western 
division sales manager. Before that. 
Weathers worked for VA -TV in various 
capacities. 

John Lord, T\ writer. producer and 
consultant, has joined Air Time Inter- 
national as vice president, publishing and 
development. Lord has been associated 

ith programs such as Today and is 
principal writer of ATI's The Unknown 
B"ur. 
Stations start magazine format 

Two stations, W.IFth-TV Detroit and 
\FFA-TV Dallas, will introduce a "PM 
Magazine" format in the fall. w.iit , 

CBS affiliate owned and operated by 
Storer Broadcasting Co., will start its 
information and feature format on Sep- 
tember 18, Monday through Friday, 
7:30-8 p.m. The program will include 
tips on leisure, nutrition and recreation, 
produced on location. Named as on -air 
communicators are Ron Sanders and 
Lorrie Kapp. 

\\FAA will first air its magazine show 
on September 4, Monday through Fri- 

day, 6:30-7 p.m. The station's produc- 
tion facilities for the program are called 
by executive producer Ken Rees as rep- 
resenting "the most sophisticated :ech- 
nology in the broadcasting industry." 
The heart of the production capabilities 
is an Epic computer system consisting of 
a computer, video sw itcher, audio control 
board, entry keyboard, viewing screens 
and ancillary equipment, w hich includes 
Sony one -inch Videocorder video tape 
machines. 

In addition to the appointment of 
Rees, the station has added Carolyn 
Quan as assistant director. Candy Ilascy 
will co-anchor the program. A search is 

underway for a male -co-anchor. The 
station went through an auditioning 
process on feature stories, seeking local 
people with ideas. Rees says the response 
was extremely heavy. 

Equipment notes 

Frederick J. Moore has been appointed 
chief engineer for both wNE\\ and 
\\ .FW-r\t. Nev. York. He was at 
\VWsH Philadelphia. " here he was chief 
engineer. His broadcast engineering 
experience spans some I4 years at sta- 
tions. 

Vipro Syndication is Honored to Represent 

S IS S I MONIMIT TIVIT 
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Good Clean Fun 
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Chicago's Most Successful Children's Program 
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Lee I.. Caput has been named south- 
ern regional sales manager for Lenco Inc. 
electronics division. Caput is a veteran of 
nearly 25 years in the TV industry. Ile 
previously was southwestern sales man- 
ager for Telemet. Lenco is a major sup- 
plier of video equipment. systems and 
monitors for the broadcast TV indus- 
try. 

Springfield TV Corp., Springfield, 
Mass., has ordered RCA broadcast 
equipment valued at more than $3 mil- 
lion for installation in two new Tv ou- 
tlets. The purchase includes TV studio 
and transmitting systems for stations in 
Jacksonville and in Salt Lake City. The 
Jacksonville station is scheduled to go on 
the air early next year, and it plans to 
install a broadcast antenna and RCA 
transmission line. Studio equipment in- 
cludes three TR-600 video tape recorders 
equipped with xE-600 editing systems, a 

TCR-ioo video tape cartridge recorder 
and two TK-28 telecine systems. The 
Utah outlet will begin broadcasts this 
fall. Equipment ordered includes four 
TK-760 studio/field cameras, tWo TR-600 
recorders, a Th-28 film origination sys- 
tem and a UHF pylon antenna. 

Marguerite Blaise has joined Behell 
Motion Picture I.ab LEI ision as technical 
sales representative. She has represented 
TEl i:\ ISION/R \uio AGE, TVC Labs 
and Movielab. She can be contacted at 
Rebell, 416 \V. 45 Street. 

Daniel M. Zinn has been named 
president of Magnasyne/Moviela Corp., 
N. I lollywood. Zinn joined the company 
from the Anaconda Co., where he was 
group executive for its electronics oper- 
ations. Ile replaces Leslie S. Wayman, 
who moves up to chairman of the 
board. 

J. Kenneth Moore has been appointed 
vice president and general manager, CBS 
Technology Center. Ile yeas director of 
advanced television technology at the 
center. Moore succeeds Benjamin B. 
Bauer, ';ho retired after 21 years y.ith 
CBS. Moore joined the center as a 
physicist in 1957. 

Cetec Broadcast Group will design and 
fabricate an omnidirectional spiral cir- 
cularly polari/ed transmitting antenna 
for installation at h\\ XT, Waco, Texas, 
atop a 1,600 -foot tower. The antenna 
will be manufactured at Cetec's .lampro 
center in Sacramento. In a related de- 
velopment, the first Cetec spiral antenna 
built for commercial use, has passed final 
field tests and is scheduled to serve 
WQTV Boston beginning in the fall. 

Lenco Inc., Jackson, Mo., has made 
available a video noise meter that is de- 
signed for video signal-to-noise mea- 
surement requirements of T\ studios and 
CAT\ installations. 
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SOMETIMES YOU'RE JUDGED 
BY THE COMPANY YOU KEEP 

Each of these Torbet-Lasker 
stations in the Top 100 markets 
is a leader - top -ranked in its ' 

market. 

Strcng and imoórtant. this T L 
station -group land each -station In 
it) gets prime attention and 
interest from all national 
accounts. T -L's team of 91 expert 
radio people make sure they kncw 
everything about each station and 
market. 

With a powerful station group like 
this; and with one of the strongest 
sales forces in America. it's li_tle 
wonder that Torbet-Lasker is so 
highlyranked among radio reps. 

Yes, sometimes you're Judged - 

by the company you keep. 

AtTorbet-Lasker, the company 
is beautiful. 

tc¿f 

CHOW i 
TORBET- 
LASKER, 
ZriC. 

New York Chicago St Loso Detroit Atlanta 
Mempeis Dallas Denser Los Angeles San Franc seo 

WRFM #5 among 61 in New york"' 
KBIG/KBRT #1 among 57 in Los Aigeles- 
WPGC A/F i N I among 32 in Washñgton"' 
KIKK A/F r3 among 26 in Houst n' 
KEZK #4 among 25 in St Lo JÍs' 
WEEP A/F #3 among 30 in Pittsburgh' 
WAYLA/F #2 among 25 in Minn®polis' 
WZGC *1 among 26 in Atlanta- 
WHY] x2 among 36 in Miami/Ft. Laud." 
WEMP/WNUW #3 among 21 in Milwaukee 
KOSI A/F x2 among 26 in Denver' 
WLCY/WYNF #1 among 25 in Tampa -St. Pete." 
KIRO/KSEA #1 among 36 in Seattle -Tac." 
WEBN a2 among 17 in Cincirnati"' 
WBNY *I among 23 in Buffalo' 
KMBZ-KMBR *1 among 20 in Kanses City' 
KXRX-KEZR N3 among 12 in San JJse' 
WFMS #4 among 14 in Indiarapolis" 
KUPL A/F #2 among 26 in Portia id. Ore.' 
KBUC A/F s4 among 22 in San A-ttonio"" 
WCMF #3 among 13 in Rochester " 
KXOA #3 among 15 in Sacranento"' 
W1NN/WVEZ N2 among 18 in Louisille' 
WLKW A/F #2 among 21 in Provicence' 
KSL M I among 22 in Salt Lake City" 
KEBC #4 among 21 in Oklahtma City"" 
WKDA-WKDF N3 among 16 in Nashville" 
KUMU A/F #3 among 21 in Honoilu' 
WHBC A/F N 1 among 17 in Cantor -Akron" 
WHOO A/F #2 among I 1 in Orlando' 
WRXL/WRNL #3 among 16 in Richmond"' 
WGRD A/F #1 among 19 in Granc Rapids" 
WYFM/WPIC M2 among 12 in Youncstown' 
WJBR/WTUX *I among 6 in Wilmi tgton. Del.' 
KLBJ A/F #2 among 11 in Austir"' 
KCEEA/F #1 among 15 in Tuscoi' 
KKNU #4 among 17 in Fresn.," 
WILS A/F N2 among 9 in Lansirg' 
KRZY/KRST N2 among 17 in Albugjerque" 
WDOD A/F N 1 among 13 in Chatte nooga" 
KFDI A/F #1 among 16 in Wichia" 
WNOK N2 among 12 in Columbia, S.C." 
KRAM N 1 among 12 in Las Vegas"" 
KLAZ A/F N1 among 13 in Little Eock" 
KWKH/KROK N2 among 14 in Shrev-port" 
KSO/KGGO N2 among 14 in Des Moines" 
WTLB A/F #1 among 11 in Utica/Rome' 
KGA #1 among 16 in Spoke n' 

ArbIton TS#- Avg '. -9, '6AM-Mid Mm -Sun Leest Arbnron 

avarin able. Jue 21, 1978 ' Adults 18- "arsons 12 
Molts 18-9 -' Adults 25-49 AuOence data soled herein o 

subject to th same bmrtaeons as p rbbshed tr the research 
company. 
t Licensed to M.rnmgsrde, Md 
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WE'VE GOT THE BEST VARIETY SHOW 
ON THE AIR. 

i t 

We're the Radio Division of 
Combined Communications 
Corporation. Diverse. Innova- 
tive. Aware. Different stations 
serving different markets. 
And programmed with diverse 
formats designed to appeal 
to a substantial portion 
of the audience within each 
community. 

We're in Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Detroit, Phoenix, 
Cleveland, San Diego and 

Hackensack. With the most 
diverse programming in 
the business-easy listening, 
soft rock, disco, country, 
gospel, soul, middle-of-the- 
road, beautiful music, contem- 
porary, all -news. We're many 
different things to many 
different audiences. And not 
just because it's gcxxl busi- 
ness-but because our goal 
is to serve the public interest, 
convenience and necessity. 

Our listeners are loyal be- 
cause we serve their differ- 
ent needs. And loyalty breeds 
quality. So you, the advertiser, 
have a better environment 
for your sales message. 

Combined 
Communications 
Corporation 
P.O. Box 25518 
Phoenix, AZ 85002 
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Radio music audience fractionalization 
continues to rise; disco up, top -40 down 
By Robert Sobel 

With this past year as a lively pre- 
lude, the next couple of years of 

music on radio are shaping up as more 
interesting and volatile in some time. 
What's been developing of significance, 
and which could portend notable 
changes, stems mainly from increased 
competition in many markets and from 
increasingly sophisticated approaches to 
programming. 

Also, narrowing demographics and 
the wide variety of available formats are 
playing formidable roles in what is being 
played and why. In addition, radio is 
taking on some of the characteristics, 
albeit on a much lesser economic scale, 
of television, notes one veteran observer. 
"Numbers are becoming the name of the 
game, and all the stations are pro- 
gramming to the diary keepers," and he 
cautions that "station people should not 
adopt a computer mentality." 

Highlights of interviews with key 
radio people and other industry sources 
indicate that: 

Contemporary forms of programm- 
ing have made large gains over the past 
year, especially at the expense of mid- 
dle-of-the-road (see tables on TELEVI- 
SION/RADIO AGE tabulations of for- 
mat trends). 

Fractionalization of the audience 
continues to rise as competition increases 
because of a wide variety of available 

r 

r,_ , 

r- 

formats and increased concentration on 
demographics. 

Mass -appeal top -40 stations are 
facing erosion unless substantial changes 
are made in their formats to encompass 
more adults. They may be forced to do so 
anyway, as songs from albums become 
hits. 

Disco music is making significant 
inroads, as it becomes increasingly pop- 
ular and crosses into top -40 stations. The 
format is seen by many station people as 
becoming a significant portion of the 
mainstream, although a few sources 
don't see it that way. 

Arvt stereo, when it becomes reality, 
faces a period of long trial, some broad- 
casters note, but ABC Radio continues 
to tool up for "opening day." 

Arbitron's Expanded Sample Frame 
for including unlisted telephone house- 
holds in the sample is seen as generating 
higher ratings for contemporary stations 
and lower ones for MOR and similar ou- 
tlets. This, in turn, could spark several 
format changes geared to contemporary 
music. Other research methods coming 
on the scene are also seen affecting pro- 
gramming. 

Contemporary increases lead 

Contemporary radio, which has been 
the leader in programming shares since 
1975, increased its lead this year, ac- 

t 

í 

cording to the latest Arbitron sweep of 
leading metro stations in the top 50 
markets as tabulated by TELEVISION/ 
RADIO AGE. Going from 36.2 per cent 
in 1977, contemporary in all its forms 
spurted to 44.4 per cent as of the spring 
this year. MOR, on the other hand, which 
had been the top format in 1972 with 
33.2 per cent in the top 50 markets, 
slipped much lower in the third spot it 
inherited in 1977, and ended up with 
11.1 per cent from its 18.9 per cent in 
1977. In the second slot again was easy 
listening, with a 20.6, about the same as 
the year before. Country showed a slight 
decrease in the spring period this year, 
going down to 7.5, as compared to 8.9 
per cent in the similar period in 1977. 
R&B/gospel was 6.1 and news/talk was 
4.8, both up very slightly from the spring 
of 1977. 

This spring, rock distribution repre- 
sented more than one-third of the for- 
mats being used in the top -100 markets, 
according to Arbitron, some 4 per cent 
higher than last spring, going from 31.9 
to 35.5 per cent. Rock also made gains in 
both the top 50 and the lower 50 (getting 
32.5 in the former, and 38.4 in the lat- 
ter). The biggest loser in the top -100 was 
MOR, going from 17.4 in the spring of 
1977 to 9.7 this spring, and the biggest 
gainer in the top -100 distribution share 
was adult contemporary, which repre- 
sented 1 I.6 per cent of the total as com- 

Billy Joel, far I., is one 
of the biggest rock 
stars around today. His 
single "Only the Good 
Die Young," is one of 
the heavy favorites 
with radio 
programmers. At I., 
Evelyn "Champagne" 
King, whose single, 
"Shame," is one of the 
leading disco records 
that has crossed into 
the pop hit category. 

F. 



pared to 6.6 last spring. 
A McGavren Guild study also shows 

that contemporary radio is the most - 
listened -to format. The station rep firm 
reports that the programming in 1977 
got 22.8 per cent of the listening audi- 
ence, nearly 17 per cent over the 22.8 of 
1977. Rock increased the most, up nearly 
34 per cent, to 10.3 from 7.7 in I977's 
spring; MOR generated 13.9 this spring, 
down 20.1 per cent; good music held 
third at 14.9. Classical and talk listen- 
ership and black lost audiences. No 
change was recorded for news, while 
oldies represented only .4 per cent, 
compared to 1.2 per cent in 1976. 

The rising popularity in contempo- 
rary, both as a format and in listenership, 
stems from several factors -with most 
of them having to do with the increasing 
concentration on the 18-34, 25-39 age 
group by stations, brought about mainly 
from the zero population trend and the 
fact that advertisers have become more 
sophisticated, focusing on specific de- 
mographics. "Advertisers know that the 
main buyers are in the adult category, so 

it becomes increasingly up to the station 
to program music that delivers that tar- 
get audience." notes Ed Salamon, na- 
tional radio program director of the 
Storer Broadcasting group and the wi-IN 
New York p.d. 

When it comes to buying prerecorded 
music, for example, a recent \Varner 
Communications Inc. study of the mar- 
ket shows that buyers aged 25-39 ac- 
count for a greater part of dollar pur- 
chases (44 per cent) than the 15-24 
year -old age group, which is the source 
of 39 per cent of dollar purchases. Cur- 
rently, 10-19 year -olds comprise 28 per 
cent of all buyers and account for 23 per 
cent of the dollar purchases; 20-24 
year -olds represent 16 per cent and 22 
per cent of dollar purchases: and the 
growing 25-44 year -olds comprise 37 per 
cent of buyers and account for 38 per 
cent of the purchases. Thus, the latter 
group spent nearly 1.7 times as much on 
prerecorded music as the declining 
10-19 year -old segment. 

And, with the estimated population 
increase by 1985 in the 25-44 year -old 
group projected as 2.5 times greater than 
the decrease in the 10-19 year -old group. 
the concentration by radio on the 25-44 
age group is bound to be heavier in the 
next five to 10 years. 

The 25-49 listener 

Weened on such groups as the Beatles 
and the Rolling Stones, the present 
25-49 year -old age segment thrives on 
contemporary music, rather than on the 
MOR music listened to by their coun- 

Distribution of formats among leading radio stations 
in spring '78 Arbitron sweep* 
Percentage of stations programming each format, by market groups 

Predominant format " 
Market group 

Top Top 
100 50 

2nd 
50 

Album, easy listening, beautiful music, standards, etc. 18.1% 20.6% 15.7% 

Adult contemporary 11.6 11.9 11.4 

Classical, semi -classical - - - 
Country & western, bluegrass, etc. 1.6 0.8 2.4 

Ethnic, black, jazz, gospel, rhythm & blues, etc. 5.0 6.1 3.9 

Middle-of-the-road, pop, adult, etc. 9.7 11.1 8.2 

Modern country, modern Nashville, etc. 9.5 6.7 12.2 

News 2.6 3.6 1.6 

Rock, contemporary, progressive, etc. 35.5 32.5 38.4 

Spanish 1.1 1.4 0.8 

Talk, telephone -talk 1.4 1.2 1.6 

Various? 4.0 4.0 3.9 

Leading in metro area 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday -through -Sunday. average quarter-hour audience 12 -plus: top 10 stations 
in top 10 markets, top five stations in next 90 markets: top 10 markets weighted equally with other 10 -market groups. 

Formal data from spring. '78, "Radio Programming Profile." t Stations in which no one format is predominant. Markets 

ranked by total revenues reported by FCC. 1976. 

terparts of 10 years ago, notes Salamon. 
To Salamon, this has resulted in many 
stations changing MOR to give it a con- 
temporary look. Ile believes that only a 

few MOR stations, such as wCCO Min- 
neapolis, test; Atlanta and KDKA Pitts- 
burgh, which stick mainly to a tradi- 
tional format, are really known more for 
their community services than for their 
music. Another reason for the decline of 
MOR formats is the fact that the \toR 
artists of yesterday are recording very 
little today, forcing the old-line stations 
to change to keep up with the present 
tastes of the adult age group, according 
to Salamon. And, he adds, "when MOR 
was popular, artists such as Frank Si- 
natra and Sammy Davis, Jr. were in their 
heyday." 

Station movement to "contemporize" 
MOR or to abandon it altogether is seen 

by several sources as accelerating even 
more in the future. Storer itself has made 
changes accordingly, while fixing its 
sights on the adult contemporary mar- 
ket. Its Miami station, wciBS, for ex- 
ample, over the past year went from a 

traditional MOR format to adult con- 
temporary programming. Bonneville 
Broadcast Consultants' president, 
Marlin Taylor, says his beautiful music 
format continues to contemporize, using 
acts such as Neil Diamond and the 
Carpenters and that he's working on re- 
structuring his two Molt formats into a 

mix between beautiful -music cuts and 
vocals by artists such as Barry Manilow 
and .Iohn Denver. 

Another syndicator, Schulke Radio 

Productions, is having second thoughts 
about entering MOR after its vice presi- 
dent and creative director. Phil Stout, 
said last year the company was mulling 
an MOR move. If and when Schulke gets 
into MOR, the format will consist mainly 
of vocals and be contemporary in na- 
ture. 

At present, Stout says, the company 
is honing its beautiful -music format be- 
cause "we may have overstepped our 
boundaries by loading up on people such 
as Neil Diamond. The way things are 
now, if you overstep, you're in danger of 
getting into another format -that's how 
specialized everything is now." 

Top -40 death knell 

\tOR's losses to contemporary have 
added to the lines of specialization, piling 
layer upon layer of various music forms, 
and subclassifications of these forms, on 
station formats. I however, the large va- 
riety of available formats arc not really 
too much different from each other and 
has done little else but contribute more 
to fractionalization that began mainly 
with the advent of FM radio, notes Bill 
Gavin, program consultant and publisher 
of the Garin Report, a publication that 
reports on radio programming, "The fact 
is that competition is heating up. Ev- 
eryone is gearing more or less to the same 
demographic audience, the 18-49 group, 
with the exception of the top -40 mass - 
appeal stations, which are still spreading 
their concentration to ages five to 50." 

Gavin feels the death knell has already 
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sounded for the top -40 mass -appeal 
format because of the narrowing demo- 
graphics and the large impact made by 
FM stations in the same market. Storer's 
Salamon believes that true mass -appeal 
station formats arc declining mainly 
because the stations can't withstand the 
competition from fragmentation. 
"WABC in New York and WLS Chicago, 
both ABC -owned stations, have been 
able to stay in front, but they are excep- 
tions. KLIS in Dallas and other mass - 
appeal stations are not nearly as strong 
as they used to be," according to Sala- 
mon. 

But Kent Burkhart of Burkhart - 
Abrams and Associates, media consul- 
tants based in Atlanta, feels that frag- 
mentation has gone so far as to begin to 
aid Ai mass -audience stations. Ile says 
a secondary fragmentation is developing 
whereby too many "fragmenters" arc 
competing in the same market as the 
mass -audience Amer. This is causing a 

deeper splintering of the fragmented 
audience, with the mass -appeal AMers 
carrying the market anyway, Burkhart 
notes. 

The fragmentation is so severe that 
only a half -point spread in shares can 
mean the difference between winning 
and losing in terms of getting advertising 
support. notes Bob Pittman, program 
director of WNBC (AM) New York. 
I lowever, he says, fractionaliLation in- 
creases the radio listening universe 
rather than act as a negative factor. "In 
the long run, it draws more listenership 
because they have various forms of music 
to draw from." 

N eanwhile. one of the programming 
forms that is gaining strength is disco, 
which in its own way is also contributing 
to the fragmentation factor. Last year, 
disco music appeared to have stabilized. 
but that was before films such as Sat- 
urdat' Night Fever captured the public's 
fancy, notes Burkhart, who feels that 
disco is the real wave of the future. He is 

so bullish on the dance music that he 
predicts that 30 stations will be playing 
mainly disco music by next year. The 
consultant is setting up a separate disco 
division, headed by Wanda Ramos, 
music director of wBt.s-FM New York, 
whom lie wooed away from the station to 
spearhead the disco programming ser- 
vice. 

How much of a niche disco will carve 
into music formats is a bit too early to 
call, but indications are that it could be 
the next significant form, ranking next 
to rock in popularity. Disco is already 
challenging many of the established 
formats, and, in the case of New York, 
wBLs-1,\I came within a whisper in the 
spring Arbitron sweep of dethroning the 

More contemporary stations appear among leaders 
Percentage of leading stations in the top 50 markets programming various broad formats, 
spring, each year 

Broad format '72 '75 '77 '78 

Contemporary 23.8% 30.0% 36.2% 44.4% 
MOR 33.2 24.5 18.9 11.1 

Easy listening 18.4 24.1 20.4 20.6 
Country 8.2 7.9 8.9 7.5 
News/talk 9.0 7.9 4.7 4.8 
R & B/gospel 7.4 4.7 5.7 6.1 

Leading metro stations in Arbitron sweeps (see previous table for sources and definitions). 

long-time radio king. k ABC, and its 
top -40 format. The New York disco 
station had 7.9 per cent of the I2 -plus 
listening audience for a total week, per 
average quarter-hour, while WABC took 
an 8.1 share for the same period. In 
I louston, kmjy-FM, a disco station, shows 
a 12.1 rating, taking over the top spot in 
the market. 

A less dramatic example of the disco 
spurt in listenership is sshat's happening 
at KUTE-FM, Los Angeles, which 

dropped its soft B&B format in February, 
thus becoming the area's only all -disco 
radio outlet. The spring Arbitron shows 
the station pulled a 2.6 share among all 
listeners 12 years or older, up about 250 
per cent from its I.0 per cent share last 
year. According to Arbitron, the station 
now ranks about 12th in the crowded 
field of more than 40 stations in the 
market. 

Although the success of \ BLS is at- 
tributed mainly to its disco -oriented 

A Sound 
Recipe for Success 

Take Contemporary. Music From Bonneville. 
(meticulously produced and carefully controlled 
allows you to sound loud and clear. ) 

Add local talent and information. 
Sprinkle in zesty commercials to taste. 
Let it cook. 

Radio works! 
Work it best with 
Bonneville! 

BOMIEVILLE 
BROADCAST 
©NSULTANTS 

274 County .Road Tenafly, N.J. 07670 201-567-8800 
A Division of Bonneville International Corporation 



format, the station devotes only about 33 
per cent its format to the dance music, 
says Hal Jackson, program director. He 
feels the success of the station is due to 
a combination of "a lot of things," which 
all have to do with presentation rather 
than one particular type of music. "Our 
basic concept is to make everything flow, 
from giving out information to making 
commentaries. And our music contains 
jazz and easy listening, in addition to 
disco." 

WBLs's success did not happen over- 
night, and its format has changed a great 
deal since it was known a few years ago 
as "The Black Experience in Sound," by 
shedding its ethnic look slowly and be- 
coming sophisticated in its sound. As a 

result, Jackson notes that the station's 
listenership is about 48 per cent white. 
The move by a so-called black station 
away from direct ethnic ties has been 
accelerating for some time, making the 
term, R&B, a misnomer, says Kal Rud- 
man, publisher of The Friday Morning 
Quarterback, a syndicated programm- 
ing guide. He believes there is no such 
thing as an R&B format any more. Fur- 
thermore, he says, disco has put the last 
nail in R&B's coffin because many of the 
black stations that were playing soul are 
concentrating on disco instead. 

Interestingly, New York, probably the 
hotbed of disco in the U.S., had no 
"pure" disco station until a few weeks 
ago, when W'KTU-FM converted its mel- 
low rock sound into disco. The new for- 
mat, like the old, was put together by 
Burkhart, and will be coordinated by 
Ramos. Ramos will also put together 
Burkhart's disco efforts at KNOK-FM 
Fort Worth, and at KSET-FM El Paso. 
Besides these two emerging disco sta- 
tions, two or three more may be surfac- 
ing. wiLs's owner, Inner City Broad- 
casting, is acquiring three stations and 
the probability is that at least two will go 
the disco route. The three stations are 
KRE Berkeley, which airs jazz and R&I;: 
K11_11 -FM (soul and jazz) Los Angeles; 

and WBRB Detroit (adult contemporary 
on its AM and MOR on its FM). 

Besides the likelihood of more stations 
moving into a disco format -or a varia- 
tion thereof -further proof of the mu- 
sic's strength comes from its crossover 
into the pop idiom. Among those enjoy- 
ing the fruits of the increasing accep- 
tance of disco are Evelyn "Champagne" 
King with "Shame" (RCA); A Taste of 
Honey with "Boogie Oogie Oogie" 
(Capitol); Rick James with "Come Get 
It" (Gordy); and Linda Clifford with 
"Runaway Love" (Curtom). All four 
albums have become pop chart hits after 
getting their starts in discoland, and have 
made their way into most of the top -40, 
mass -appeal outlets. 

Among those in the minority that feel 
that disco will have no real impact on 
radio programming are Schulke's Stout 
and WNBC's Pittman. Stout claims its 
success in New York on wins is a spe- 
cial case because of the large disco club 
following in the city. "It's really a part- 
icipatory concept. It brings people in to 
dance and it will sell records but I don't 
see it getting any significant airplay, and 
I don't think it can sustain success over 
the long haul. Disco is also musically 
uninteresting," Stout says. Pittman feels 
that disco, while it is encroaching on 
mass -appeal stations, will not hurt top 40 
outlets. "Album -oriented rock has been 
hip, and now it's disco -but this time the 
hip people aren't wearing blue jeans." 

Album -oriented rock 

As to album -oriented rock, Burkhart 
differs with Pittman's opinion. He feels 
that AOR formats are growing and will 
spread their demographics toward 
women. AOR has been overweighted 
towards men, he says: "The tempo of the 
music has been too fast for women, who 
generally like music without a heavy 
beat. Women like a softer sound so they 
can familiarize themselves with the 
music and the artist. So I see AOR'S 

sound toning down somewhat to reach 
the female audience more significantly." 
Burkhart adds that top -40 mass -appeal 
AMers are beginning to have a album 
sound. Once reluctant to play album - 
derived music, the AMs are being forced 
to open their playlist to include singles 
that come from LPs as they become hits. 
Publisher Rudman, in also noting AOR's 
growth, says that its stations are getting 
out of their male -oriented rut and at- 
tempting to get females by playing a 
softer sound. He says that album rock 
radio is much tighter than it used to 
be. 

"The AM's are getting big numbers 
playing hit singles from the album cuts 
and this has forced the FM AOR stations 
to concentrate on the best cuts -and if 
it is only one cut, so be it. It used to be 
that they would play three songs from an 
album, but it's much different now," 
according to Rudman. 

Another recent development on the 
album -oriented scene, which could grow 
this year, comes from country music 
stations. Stations in several markets are 
turning to album -oriented country songs 
as a solid portion of their programming. 
KLAK Denver is featuring a show, 
"Night Ride," from 7 p.m. -6 a.m. daily 
and uses a more select variety of album 
cuts during the daytime. KOKE Austin 
has been playing about 50 album cuts on 
a rotating basis, besides airing hit singles, 
and is conducting research to determine 
how far the album plan will go. KSON 
San Diego plays LP cuts that may be- 
come singles. The station plays not only 
current material but also cuts from oldie 
country albums. Research is also playing 
an important part in determining what 
should be programmed, notes operations 
manager Ed Chandler. 

However, Storer's Salamon, who ex- 
perimented with progressive album - 
oriented country as a block while -pro- 
gram director at WEEP, Pittsburgh, says 
the concept ended up by splitting the 
audience, getting new young audiences 

Program formats of leading radio stations by market groups, spring, 1975 vs. 1978 
Percentage of stations in each market group with broad format 

Top 10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 
Market group '75 '78 '75 '78 '75 '78 '75 '78 '75 '78 

Broad format 

Contemporary 22.0% 37.6% 20.0% 40.0% 31.4% 40.0% 39.2% 47.8% 37.3% 54.4% 
MOR 18.0 8.9 32.0 13.3 31.4 16.0 19.6 10.9 21.6 7.0 
Easy listening 28.0 17.8 28.0 26.7 19.6 24.0 17.6 10.9 27.8 22.8 
Country 2.0 6.9 2.0 - 9.8 14.0 11.8 8.7 9.8 7.1 

News/talk 28.0 17.8 6.0 - - 2.0 3.9 2.2 2.0 1.8 

R & B/gospel 2.0 5.9 6.0 4.4 5.9 - 7.8 15.2 2.0 5.3 

Leading metro stations in Arbitron sweeps (see previous table for sources and definitions). 
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in one case but losing its 25-49 audience. 
The block was aired from 7 p.m. -1 a.m. 
When KTNG (AM) Los Angeles, switches 
to country in the fall from its top -40 
format (an example of a top -40 program 
shift), it will go the traditional way, says 
Salamon, who will shepherd the sta- 
tion. 

Expanded Sample Frame 

Another major item developing and 
one that promises to open serious debate, 
is the new methodology, Expanded 
Sample Frame, to be instituted soon by 
Arbitron. This system, which will be 
used initially in eight top markets, 
measures the listenership of people who 
don't have listed phones. "Although 
what comes to mind about the system is 
that it will poll the affluent people who 
have unlisted phones," notes one industry 
source. "most of the unlisted numbers 
are actually held much more by tran- 
sients, who are younger than the general 
population." Because of this, he sees the 
Arbitron input showing higher ratings 
for contemporary stations and lower 
ratings for beautiful music and MOR 
stations. The new sampling technique is 
supposed to cover all the markets by 
1982. 

Two other new research methods de- 
signed as sophisticated and systematic 
approaches to helping stations determine 
the direction of their programming are 
Audits & Surveys' Trac-7, and Burke 
Broadcast Research. Of the two new 
telephone -retrieval methods, Trac-7 
appears to have the edge on subscribers, 
notes consultant Burkhart, with some 
100 stations-"not schlock"-and two 
dozen advertising agencies signed as 
subscribers currently. 

Rick Sklar, vice president of pro- 
gramming at ABC Radio, feels the new 
methodologies will change the positions 
of many stations. But, he adds, radio 
audiences arc the most elusive to mea- 
sure, whatever the system. 

Meanwhile, AM stereo is seen by Sklar 
as drawing closer to becoming reality, 
and he says the network will be ready for 
it by January, 1979, in terms of opera- 
tional power. Although programmers 
interviewed admitted that it could wind 
up as a strong audience influence, most 
of the radio people said it would need at 
least three or four years after its intro- 
duction before it would take hold. "At 
this point, it is more of a promotional tool 
to gain audiences," notes one program 
executive. "It may give FM stereo a run 
for its money, but it all depends on the 
music that's played," he says. 

A breakdown of what's happening in 
five loosely -defined categories, according 

to station, follows: 
Top 40: The sound, while continuing 

to be contemporary and soft, is under- 
going some subtle changes because of the 
inroads made by singles from album 
cuts. A single from a cut must really 
make it big, however, before it gets air- 
play. Mass -appeal stations appear to be 
declining, `aced with narrowing demo- 
graphics and strong competition from 
FMs. Because many hits are coming 
from the contemporary bag, the mass - 
appeal outlets are being forced slowly to 
play the "adult" hit music. 

Disco: As music, this is growing in 
public appeal, triggered by films such as 
Saturday Night Fever, with a few of the 
songs crossing to the pop charts. Most 
station people recognize its impact is still 
rising. As a format, it seems to be de- 
veloping with various degrees of success. 
But like its music, the development is 
coming in slow stages. One thing stands 
out: Its ethnic and homosexual conno- 
tations are all but erased, and it is at- 
tracting a broad listenership of I 8-34s. 
Look for the music to spawn more hy- 
phenated styles, such as country -disco, 
jazz -disco, hard -disco, soft -disco, etc., 
etc. 

RIB: This format is virtually extinct 

in its pure form, say most station people, 
mainly because of the fragmentation of 
sounds containing both white and black 
elements and a more sophisticated ap- 
proach to presenting the material. A 
politically conservative backlash might 
be developing, notes Mark Olds, presi- 
dent of WRVR-FM and w'WRL, both 
New York, in which case black artists 
crossing into pop will decrease markedly. 
Olds already notes that only some 15-20 
per cent, on average, of the pop songs 
listed in various trade publication charts 
come from black performers. Last year, 
black artists made up about 40 per cent, 
on average, of the chart he says. 

MOR: Going downhill steadily, beaten 
by contemporary trends and the lack of 
record material. The pure MOR station 
will have to put on a modern dress and 
maybe even have to change its name in 
order to keep up with the growing rock 
pace. 

Progressive rock (FM); AOR continues 
to make gains, as it has for some time. 

hile it continues to have the album cuts 
field by itself, it will continue to grow. 
Competition, therefore, is only within its 
own ranks-which is enough. 

One addendum: what ever happened 
to punk rock anyway? 
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The leading radio stations: who they are 
he spreading mantle of rock music 
on radio in its various guises and 

permutations is readily apparent when 
the leading stations in the top 100 mar- 
kets are analyzed. 

Nearly a half of the "leading sta- 
tions," as defined in TELEVISION/ 
RADIO AGE's latest annual analysis of 
such, can be categorized as contempo- 
rary or adult contemporary. Even the 
increase from a year ago is quite marked. 
Coincident with this is a parallel drop in 
the ratio of MOR formats among the 
leaders. 

The annual analyses of leading sta- 
tions by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE 
cover the top 100 metro markets ranked 
according to the latest revenue figures 
from the Federal Communications 
Commission (The latest FCC figures on 
revenues by metropolitan markets date 
from 1976. They cover revenues from 
AM stations and AM/Fx1 combinations, 
but F\I stations reporting separately 
from A\Is and independent FM station 
revenues, listed separately in the FCC 
data, arc not included.) 

Four lists of leading stations as de- 
termined by the April/May Arbitron 
seep are shown in the following pages. 
Three cover metro audiences and rank 
leaders for the total day (or total week), 
combined drivetimes and midday period 
(see definitions preceding the lists). The 
top 10 leaders are listed for the top 10 

markets and the top five leaders are 
ranked for the remaining 90. A fourth 
list covers radio audiences in the top 50 
ADIs, with both total day and combined 
drivetime leaders shown. Ten leaders arc 
ranked in the top 10 markets and the top 
five in the remaining 40. Format codes 
are given with each station. 

Nei% listings features 

This year's listings contain new fea- 
tures. The total day/metro roster shows 
-in addition to average quarter hour 
persons and share figures for the leaders 
and rankings by weekly cume audiences 
(but not the actual figures), -reach and 
frequency for 12 announcements a week 
for the cume audience leaders. 

The latter data were supplied by 
Broadcast Computing, Inc.. from a 

unique program run on a pocket calcu- 
lator and developed under the supervi- 
sion of BC l's president, .lack Allen. The 
reach and frequency program is one of a 

series available from BCI under the 
heading of its Portable Audience Sta- 
tistical System (PAss). While PASS 

programs are unique insofar as being run 
on a pocket calculator (specifically, 
Texas Instruments' TI -59), they are 
comparable to programs run through 
computers by radio reps and syndicated 
services. 

Also new are the demographic rank- 
ings of leading stations shown on the 
combined drivetimes and midday lists. 
Previously these lists showed only audi- 
ences for persons 12 -plus. Now, in ad- 
dition to 12 -plus rankings, there rankings 
for women 18-49, men 18-49 and teens. 
(Actual persons and share figures for 
daypart audiences are not shown due to 
nev, Arbitron restrictions on use of 
copyrighted material.) 

The Apt lists contain the usual roster 
of leaders ranked persons 12 -plus for the 
total day, including actual persons and 
share data for the average quarter hour. 
In the combined drivetime lists, leaders 
arc ranked by persons 12 -plus and, nev, 
this time, rankings by 18-49 adults, also 
by average quarter hour. 

The tally of formats aired by the 
leading stations reveals that, in the top 

100 markets, no less than 47.1 per cent 
of the stations air some form of rock 
programming. This compares with 38.5 
per cent a year ago. The ratio of leading 
stations with MOR formats in the top 100 
this year was down to 9.7 per cent, as 
against 17.4 per cent in '77. 

There was little change in the other 
broad format categories. Easy listening 
leaders made up 18.1 per cent of the total 
550 -odd leaders this spring, as compared 
with 20.6 per cent a year before. Country 
music leaders were also down a little, 
going from 11.9 per cent in '77 to 11.1 

per cent this year. News/talk leaders 
edged up slightly, rising from 3.6 to 4.0 
per cent and the ethnic category (rhythm 
& blues, gospel, disco, etc.) also inched 
ahead, rising from 4.2 to 5.0 per cent. 

The "various" category, which covers 
mixed formats and includes some of the 
best-known stations in the country, in- 
creased from 2.7 to 4.0 per cent. This 
means roughly another half dozen sta- 
tions. 

The TELEVISION/RADIO AGE 
analysis also included a comparison of 

Radio's total day leaders -top 100 markets` 
Top 20 stations, ranked by share of persons 12 -plus, average 1/4 -hour audience, 6a. m. - 

midnight, Monday -Sunday, metro area 

Top 50 markets Second 50 markets 

Minneapolis -St. Paul wccov 26.0 Fargo -Moorhead KFGOmC 28.5 
Hartford -New Britain wrlCv 25.7 Cedar Rapids wMTv 27.4 
St. Louis KMoxv 25.3 Evansville WIKY-FMac 25.6 
Pittsburgh KDKAv 24.5 Ft. Wayne wowoac 25.1 
Charlotte -Gastonia wBTr 21.2 Wheeling wwvAmc 24.7 

Winston-Salem wsJsac 20.5 Omaha -Council Bluffs KFABm 24.2 
Dayton wHloac 19.3 Evansville WGBFr 24.0 
Richmond wRvor 19.3 Springfield -Chicopee- wHYNr 21.7 
Richmond wRVAm 18.9 Holyoke 
Kansas City KMBAm 18.6 Ft. Wayne WMEFa 20.8 

Rochester, N.Y. wEzoa 18.6 Tulsa Kvoomc 20.1 

Milwaukee WTMJV 18.2 New Haven -West wELIm 19.9 
Indianapolis WIBCm 18.0 Haven 
Charlotte -Gastonia WAYSr 18.0 Anchorage KFODac 19.1 

Detroit WJRV 16.9 Shreveport KOKAe 19.0 

Cincinnati wLwm 16.8 Canton WHBCm 18.4 

Buffalo wKBwm 16.5 Jackson, MS wJDxac 18.1 

Atlanta wSBv 16.3 Anchorage KENIr 17.8 
Dayton WHIO-FMa 16.1 Charleston, WV wCAWmC 17.8 
Albany -Schenectady - wGYm 16.1 Fargo -Moorhead WDAYv 17.6 

Troy Spokane KJRBr 17.5 

Little Rock -N. Little KLAZ-FM r 17.4 

Rock 

Arbitron. April/ May. 1978. Measured markets ranked by total radio revenues according to FCC 1976 financial figures. See 

following section format codes. 
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Radio's drivetime leaders 
Top 50 markets 

Top 20 stations, ranked by share of 
persons 12 -plus, average quarter hour 
audience, 6 a.m.-midnight, Monday - 
Sunday, metro area 

Hartford -New Britain 
Minneapolis -St. Paul 

Pittsburgh 
St. Louis 
Richmond 

WTICV 
WCCOv 
KDKAV 
KMOXV 
WRVAm 

Winston-Salem 
Charlotte -Gastonia 
Dayton 
Indianapolis 
Buffalo 

wsJsac 
WBTr 
wHloac 
wIBCm 
wKBwm 

Charlotte -Gastonia 
Atlanta 
Milwaukee 
Chicago 
Albany -Schenectady -Troy 

Rochester 
Kansas City 
Richmond 
Detroit 
Baltimore 

WAYSr 
WSBV 
WTMJV 
WGNV 
WGYm 

WHAMaC 
KMBzm 
WRVOr 
WJRV 
WBALm 

Source: Arbitron, April/ May, 1978. Measured markets 
ranked by total radio revenues, 1976 FCC financial report. 
See following section for format codes. 

the format profile in the top 50 vs. the 
second 50 markets. In general, the two 
profiles were similar. Rock station 
leaders are somewhat more numerous 
and MOR leaders less so in the second 50 
than the top 50, which is not surprising 
in the less -competitive, smaller markets, 
where there is less room for distinctive 
formats. Also not surprising is the fact 
that country music leaders pop up more 
frequently in the second 50 markets than 
in the top 50. In the smaller markets, 
14.6 per cent of the leading stations 
programmed either country & western 
or modern country music. In the top 50, 
the ratio was 7.5 per cent. 

News stations were more common 
among the top 50 -market leaders -3.6 
to 1.6 per cent -a pattern to be expected 
in the light of the high costs of a news 
operation. But there was not much dif- 
ference in the ratio of talk stations. Easy 
listening stations continue to be more apt 
to make the leading station lists in the 
larger markets. Of the top 50 -market 
leading stations, 20.6 per cent were 
"beautiful music" types, as against 15.7 
per cent in the 51st to the 100th mar- 
ket. 

Another analysis made by TELEVI- 
SION/RADIO AGE editors is the format 

profiles for market groups within the top 
50 -top 10, I Ith to 20th, 21st to 30th, 
etc. 

An interesting pattern which showed 
up in this analysis was the increase in the 
ratio of rock stations among the leaders 
as market size decreases. In the top 10, 

the ratio was 37.6 per cent, and it climbs 
gradually, reaching over half -54.4 per 
cent -for the 41st to 50th markets. This 
compares with 49.8 per cent for the sec- 
ond 50 markets overall, indicating that 
in some of the smaller market groups the 
ratio is also well over half. 

Easy listening, MOR 

Easy listening and MOR leaders are 
spread somewhat randomly over the top 
50 market groups, but there is consid- 
erable difference between the peaks and 
valleys. The top ratio for easy listening 
leaders is in the 11th to 20th markets, 
where it reaches 26.7 per cent. In con- 
trast, the ratio for the 31st -to -40th 
market group is only 10.9 per cent. 

Similarly, the MOR peak is in the 
21st -to -30th market group, with a ratio 
of 16.0 per cent. But in the 41st -to -50th 
market group, it's only 7.0 per cent. 

There are no country leaders in the 
11th to 20th markets, possibly because 
the only southern markets in that group 
are Atlanta and Miami (unless St. Louis 
and Baltimore are considered southern 
markets). However, in the 21st -to -30th 
market group, the percentage is 14.0. 

Similarly, there are no leading news or 
talk stations in the 11th to 20th markets, 
but there's a high of 17.8 per cent in the 
top 10. And there are no ethnic leaders 
in the 21st to 30th markets. but in the 
31st to 40th markets the ratio is 15.2 per 
cent. 

The ot'erall leaders 

In addition to the market -by -market 
rankings of leaders; TEI EVISION/ 
RADIO AGE ranks the top stations 
overall in four lists of top 20s: the leaders 
in the top 50 markets for total day (per- 
sons 12 -plus by average quarter hour, 
metro area), ditto for the second 50 
markets, combined drivetime leaders in 
the top 50 markets and total day leaders 
in the top 50 ADIs. 

If the total day metro ranking lists are 
combined (top 50 and second 50), the 
ratio of various formats among the 
leading stations comes out as follows: 
35.0 per cent rock formats, 22.5 per cent 
"various." 22.5 per cent MOR, 10.0 per 
cent modern country, 7.5 per cent easy 
listening and 2.5 per cent ethnic. 

In the saute combined lists a year ago, 
the ratios were: MOR, 37.5 per cent; rock, 

22.5 per cent, "various," 12.5 per cent: 
easy listening, 12.5 per cent; modern 
country, Spanish and ethnic, 5.0 per cent 
each. 

Leaders by format 

If the overall leaders this year in top 
50 markets alone (total day, metro area) 
are examined, the number of leaders by 
format were: "various," seven out of 20; 
MOR, six out of 20; rock, five, and easy 
listening, two. 

The "various," or mixed -format sta- 
tions dominated the top of the list of top 
50 market leaders, taking the first four 
positions. They are vl cco Minneapo- 
lis -St. Paul, 26.0 share; w TIC I lart- 
ford-New Britain, 25.7 share; KMOX St. 
Louis, 25.3 share and KDKA Pittsburgh, 
24.5 share. 

Other mixed -format stations in the top 
20 were wTMJ Milwaukee, 18.2 share; 
VI JR Detroit, 16.9 share, and V SB At- 
lanta, 16.3 share. The top rock outlet was 
w BT Charlotte -Gastonia, with a 21.2 
share. 

Radio's total day leaders 
Top 50 ADIs 
Top 20 radio stations, 50 measured 
markets', persons 12 -plus 6a. m. -midnight, 
Monday -Sunday 

By average 1/4 -hour share 

Minneapolis -St. Paul 
St. Louis 
Pittsburgh 
Detroit 
Hartford -New Haven 

wccOv 
KMOXV 
KDKAV 

WJRV 
WTtcV 

25.4 
22.7 
20.7 
17.6 
17.2 

Cincinnati 
Milwaukee 
Dallas -Ft. Worth 
Charlotte 
Baltimore 

wLwm 
wTMJv 
wBAPmC 
WBTr 
WBALm 

17.1 

16.0 
15.3 
14.7 
14.3 

Albany -Schenectady- wGYm 14.2 
Troy 

San Antonio KTSAm 13.9 
Dayton WHlo-FMa 13.9 
Kansas City KMBzm 13.7 
Orlando -Daytona WDBO-FMa 13.5 

Beach 

Dayton 
Columbus, OH 
Chicago 
Buffalo 
Grand Rapids - 

Kalamazoo -Battle 
Creek 

wHloac 13.3 
wNclr 13.2 
WGNV 13.1 

WKBWm 12.8 
WGRD A/Fr 12.6 

Arbitron, April/May, 1978. See following section for 
format codes 
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Leading radio stations, 
total day, metro area 
Top 100 markets 
Top 10 stations in the top 10 markets; top five stations in remainder of 
markets ranked. Tabulations are for persons 12+ by average quarter hour 
and weekly cume (see note on cume below). Total day: 6 a.m.-midnight, 
Monday -Sunday. Arbitron Radio April/May, 1978. Measured markets 
ranked by total radio revenues according to FCC 1976 information by metro 
markets. 
PROGRAM CODES (where station format is mixed, the predominant 
format is indicated): a -album, easy listening, beautiful music, standards. 
etc.. ac -adult contemporary; cl -classical, semi -classical; cw-country & 

western, bluegrass. etc., e -ethnic, black, jazz, gospel, rhythm & blues, 
disco, etc.; m -middle-of-the-road, pop, adult, etc.; mc-modern country, 
modern Nashville, etc.; n -news; r -rock. contemporary, progressive, etc.; 
s -Spanish; t -talk, telephone -talk, etc.; v -various; x -religious. 
* Stations ranked by weekly cume (total station unduplicated audience). 
Reach and frequency figures are for 12 announcements a week. 

Average Cume* 
%-hour 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Avg. 
(%) freq. 

1. Nell York 
WABCr 191,5 8.1 WABCr 10.1 1.7 

WBLSac 187,5 7.9 WINSn 7.0 1.6 

WORt 167,8 7.1 WCBSn 6.9 1.7 

WCBSn 131,1 5.5 WORt 7.6 1.9 

WINSn 129,6 5.5 WNBCr 4.1 1.5 

WRFMa 122,1 5.2 WBLSac 6.9 2.4 

WPLJr 96,2 4.1 WXLOr 4.4 1.6 

WXLOr 80,6 3.4 WPLJr 4.9 1.7 

WMCAt 76,0 3.2 WCBS- 3.7 1.6 

FMr 

WNEWac 72,7 3.1 WRFMa 4.8 2.3 

Competition in markets 
and sophisticated 
approaches to 
programming are on the 
rise. 

2. Los Angeles 
KABCt 101,0 8.6 KABCt 8.4 2.0 

KBIGa 77,2 6.6 KFWBn 5.6 1.6 

KJOIa 57,8 4.9 KNXn 5.5 1.6 

KNXn 52,7 4.5 KBIGa 6.6 1.9 

KFWBn 52,3 4.5 KHJr 4.5 1.5 

KHJr 41,6 3.6 KJOIa 5.0 1.9 

KMETr 41,6 3.6 KFIac 3.4 1.5 

KMPCac 39,2 3.4 KMPCac 3.8 1.7 

KLOSr 33,0 2.8 KTNOr 3.0 1.5 

KFIac 31,5 2.7 KLOSr 3.4 1.6 

Average Cume* 
%-hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

2A. Anaheim -Santa Ana - 
Garden Grove (Orange county) 
KBIGa 20,1 8.6 KBIGa 8.4 2.0 

KABCt 17,1 7.3 KABCt 7.4 1.9 

KMETr 13,7 5.8 KFIac 4.5 1.5 

KMPCac 11,7 5.0 KNXn 5.4 1.7 

KNXn 11,1 4.7 KEZYr 3.9 1.4 

KLOSr 10,5 4.5 KFWBn 3.9 1.4 

KJOIa 9,9 4.2 KMPCac 5.5 1.7 

KNX-FMr 9,5 4.0 KHJr 3.6 1.4 

KRTHr 8,9 3.8 KMETr 5.8 1.9 

KFIac 8,0 3.4 KLOSr 4.9 1.8 

KIIS-FMac 8,0 3.4 

3. Chicago 
WGNv 136,9 13.5 WGNv 13.4 2.0 

WL00a 76,7 7.6 WLSr 9.0 1.6 

WLSr 73,2 7.2 WBBMn 7.2 1.7 

WBBMn 63,6 6.3 WMAOmc 5.8 1.6 

WLAKa 51,5 5.1 WINDm 4.9 1.5 

WVONe 48,9 4.8 WL00a 6.8 2.2 

WMAOmc 47,4 4.7 WMET.r 4.1 1.5 

WBMXe 42,2 4.2 WLAKa 5.0 2.0 

WCLRm 39,3 3.9 WVONe 4.8 2.0 

WINDm 38,0 3.8 WFYRac 3.8 1.8 

WCLRm 4.0 1.9 

Copyright 1978 by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
Reproduction in ally form prohibited without 
permission of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
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WOMEN ARE 
ei . a GING. 

Dr. Toni Grant, KABC's 
resident psychologist, is 
changing the listening 
habits of many Southern 
California women. In only 
two rating periods since 
her first exposure in the 
1-4 p.m. time slot, total 
women increased 169% 
and women 25-49 went up 
255%.* 

When you want your 
message to reach women, 
you too can turn to Dr. 'Ibni 
Grant. She's got their 
numbers. 
Arbitron Apr/May'78 Avg. k Hr. TSA 

DL Toni Grant 
1-4 pm Monday -Saturday 

KABC TALKRADIO 79 
LOS ANGELES Z 

AN ABC OWNED STATION REPRESENTED NATIONALLY aY KATZ 
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Average Cume* 
k4 -hour 

Average Cume* 
%-hour 

Average Cume* 
%-hour 

l2+ 
(00) 

Shr. 
(%) Rank (%) 

Rch. Avg. 
freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (% Rank 

Rch. Avg. 
(%) freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) 

Rch. Avg. 
freq. 

4. San Francisco 8. Boston 12. Seattle -Everett -Tacoma 
KFRCr 58,2 8.4 KFRCr 9.6 1.8 WHDHm 56,6 11.5 WHDHm 12.0 1.9 KOMOm 22,0 9.8 KOMOm 9.9 1.7 

KGOt 52,3 7.6 KSFOac 7.3 1.8 WBZv 43,0 8.7 WBZv 10.3 1.7 KVIac 19,7 8.8 KJRr 7.4 1.6 

KSFOac 45,1 6.5 KCBSn 6.7 1.8 WJIBa 42,9 8.7 WRKOr 9.9 1.7 KSEAa 16,6 7.4 KVIac 8.3 1.8 

KCBSn 40,3 5.8 KGOr 7.6 2.0 WRKOr 42,1 8.6 WJIBa 8.8 2.0 KIROn 15,8 7.0 KINGac 6.5 1.6 

KFOGa 30,3 4.4 KI01ac 4.5 1.7 WVBFac 32,2 6.5 WEEIn 7.0 1.8 KJRr 15,2 6.8 KIROn 7.0 1.7 

KI01ac 26,8 3.9 KABLa 4.2 1.7 WEEIn 30,2 6.1 WVBFac 7.2 1.8 

KABLa 24,4 3.5 KSFXr 4.0 1.7 WCOZr 27,3 5.5 WITSt 6.5 1.7 
13. St. Louis 

KOITa 24,4 3.5 KYAr 3.1 1.5 WITSt 27,0 5.5 WCOZr 5.5 2.0 KMOXv 79,5 25.3 KMOXv 22.6 2.2 

KSFXr 23,3 3.4 KNBRm 3.9 1.7 WEEI-FMr 19,2 3.9 WEEI-FMr 4.5 1.7 KSHEr 25,0 8.0 KSDac 7.9 1.6 

KNBRm 22,8 3.3 KFOGa 4.4 2.0 WRORr 16,5 3.4 WRORr 4.0 1.7 KSLOr 24,1 7.7 KSLOr 8.2 1.8 

5. Washington, D.C. 9. Dallas -Fort Worth KEZKa 22,8 7.3 KXOKr 6.0 1.6 

KSDac 20,9 6.7 KSHEr 7.8 2.0 
WMALm 41,2 9.9 WMALm 10.6 1.9 WBAPmc 39,2 11.6 WBAPmc 11.7 1.9 

WPGC 37,4 8.9 WPGC 9.7 1.9 KVIL 35,5 10.5 KVIL 9.3 2.1 14. Pittsburgh 
A/Fr A/Fr A/Fm A/Fm 

KDKAv 80,0 24.5 KDKAv 25.0 2.0 
WASHm 27,0 6.5 WASHm 6.8 1.9 KSCSmc 22,1 6.5 KRLDv 5.9 1.6 

WSHHa 28,0 8.6 WKTOr 6.2 1.5 
WOOKs 26,4 6.3 WOOKs 6.6 1.9 KFJZ- 21,1 6.2 KFJZ- 6.4 1.9 

WGAY- 23,7 5.7 WTOPn 4.7 1.6 
FMac FMac WXKXr 20,6 6.3 KXKXr 7.5 1.7 

FMa KOAXa 20,7 6.1 KLIFr 4.2 1.5 WTAEac 19,9 6.1 WTAEac 7.2 1.7 

WHURe 22,0 5.3 WGAY- 5.8 2.0 KKDA- 19,3 5.7 KSCSmc 6.3 2.0 WJ01a 18,7 5.7 WSHHa 8.5 2.0 

FMa FMe 

WJMDa 21,4 5.1 WWDC- 4.7 1.7 KRLDv 16,4 4.8 KOAXa 5.5 2.1 15. Denver -Boulder 
FMr 

KMEZa 16,2 4.8 KKDA- 5.3 2.1 KHOWm 18,1 9.5 KOAv 8.9 1.6 

WMZOmc 16,4 3.9 WHURe 5.4 2.0 FMe 
KBPIr 16,6 8.7 KHOWm 9.7 1.9 

WWDC- 16,4 3.9 WGMS 4.2 1.7 KZEWr 13,5 4.0 KZEWr 4.3 1.8 

FMr A/Fc1 
KBOXmc 12,6 3.7 WFAAt 3.7 1.6 

KOAv 14,6 7.7 KIMNr 7.0 1.5 

WTOPn 15,0 3.6 WROXr 4.3 1.7 
KLIRa 14,5 7.6 KBPIr 8.3 2.0 

WROXr 14,9 3.6 10. Houston -Galveston KOSI-FMa 10,8 5.7 KTLKr 5.4 1.5 

6. Philadelphia KMJOr 40,1 12.1 KILTr 7.4 1.6 16. Baltimore 
KRBEr 29,9 9.0 KRBEr 8.7 1.9 

KYWn 67,9 10.5 KYWn 11.9 1.7 WBALm 43,8 15.2 WBALm 15.0 2.0 

WIPm 58,3 9.0 WIPm 9.2 1.9 
KYNDa 28,0 8.5 KYNDa 7.8 2.0 

WCBMac 26,1 9.0 WCAOm 7.5 1.6 

WWSHa 52,4 8.1 WFILr 7.1 1.6 
KTRHn 11,3 8.3 KTRHn 7.5 2.1 

WLIFa 23,7 8.2 WCBMac 8.9 2.0 

WDAS- 39,8 6.1 WWSHa 8.0 2.0 
KILTr 20,9 6.3 KMJOr 8.7 2.6 

WCAOm 18,0 6.2 WLIFa 7.9 2.0 
FMe KPRCt 20,1 6.1 KPRCt 6.1 1.9 

WXYVe 15,3 5.3 WFBRac 5.1 1.6 
WFILr 37,4 5.8 WCAUn 6.2 1.7 KIKK- 18,5 5.6 KILT-FMr 4.6 1.6 

17. Atlanta WCAUn 34,7 5.4 WZZDr 4.6 1.6 
FMmc 

WDVRa 33,1 5.1 WDVRa 5.2 1.9 
KILT-FMr 13,4 4.0 KIKK- 

FMmc 
5.2 2.0 

WSBv 37,2 16.3 WSBv 15.7 1.9 

WYSPr 27,8 4.3 WIFIr 4.2 1.6 
KAUMr 13,3 4.0 KAUMr 4.2 1.8 WZGCr 28,1 12.3 WZGCr 11.7 1.9 

WZZDr 24,2 3.7 WYSPr 4.7 1.8 
KOUEm 12,4 3.7 KULFm 3.8 1.7 WOXI-FMr 16,0 7.0 WOXIr 6.0 1.5 

WIFIr 23,0 3.5 WDAS- 

FM e 
5.4 2.2 

11. Minneapolis -St. Paul WKLSr 15,2 6.7 WOXI-Fmr 7.1 1.8 

7. Detroit WCCOv 69,2 26.0 WCCOv 23.4 2.1 
WPCHa 14,3 6.3 WSB-FMa 6.2 1.8 

WJRv 104,1 16.9 WJRv 17.3 2.0 
KDWB 

A/Fr 
26,8 10.0 KDWB 

A/Fr 
11.4 1.7 18. Cleveland 

WRIFr 44,1 7.2 CKLWr 5.4 1.4 
KORS 23,7 8.9 KSTPac 5.6 1.4 

WOALa 28,1 11.4 WWWEm 8.1 1.7 

WJR-FMa 35,9 5.8 WRIFr 8.2 1.8 A/Fr WDOKa 22,9 9.3 WGARm 7/3 1.6 

WOMCac 29,2 4.7 WXYZac 5.4 1.5 WCCO- 21,0 7.9 WCCO- 8.2 1.8 WMMSr 21,7 8.8 WOALA 9.4 2.2 

WWJn 29,1 4.7 WWJn 5.9 1.7 
FMac FMac 

WWWEm 18,7 7.6 WDOKa 8.4 2.0 

WWJ-FMa 27,7 4.5 WJR-FMa 6.5 1.8 
KEEY- 19,6 7.4 KORS 8.0 2.1 

WJMOe 17,3 7.0 WMMSr 8.1 2.0 
FMa A/Fr 

WNICac 27,4 4.4 WDROr 4.8 1.6 

WDEEmc 26,1 4.2 W NIC ac 5.3 1.7 

Copyright /978 by TELEVISIOi\/RAD/o AGE. Reproduction in any form prohibited without per- 
WXYZac 23,8 3.9 WWJ-FMa 5.2 1.8 

mission of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
WJLBe 23,6 3.8 WWWWr 4.3 1.6 
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all music all the time' 

ARBITRON APRIL/MAY RANKINGS 
FOR SRP SUBSCRIBERS 

Adults 18+, 6am-Mid, Mon-Sun, 
Total Area Avg 1/4 Hr and/or Metro Share 

Ranking 
AM or FM 
1977 1978 

Ranking 
AM or FM 
1977 1978 

Albany WHSH 10 5 Las Vegas KORK-FM 1 2 
Albuquerque KOB-FM 2 2 Los Angeles KJOI 3 3 
Appleton WROE 1 1 Louisville WVEZ 4 3 
Atlanta WPCH 3 3 Lubbock KTEZ 3 1 

Baltimore WLIF 2 3 Melbourne WDBO-FM 1 1 

Baton Rouge WQXY 2 1 Memphis WEZI 1 3 
Beaumont KQXY 8 2 Miami WLYF 2 1 

Binghamton WQYT 1 1 Milwaukee WEZW 3 3 
Boston WJIB 3 2 Montgomery WREZ 4 5 
Buffalo WBNY 1 1 New Orleans WBYU 2 
Cedar Rapids WMT-FM 3 4 Norfolk WKEZ 4 4 
Chattanooga WYNQ 4 3 Oklahoma City KKNG 3 2 
Chicago WLAK 6 5 Orlando WDBO-FM 1 1 

Cincinnati WWEZ 2 5 Pensacola WMEZ 2 1 

Colorado Springs KRDO-FM 1 1 Peoria WSWT 3 1 

Columbus WBNS-FM 2 1 Philadelphia WWSH 3 2 
Dallas KOAX 3 3 Pittsburgh WSHH 2 2 
Davenport KRVR 1 3 Portland, ME WGAN-FM 1 1 
Daytona Beach WDBO-FM 1 2 Raleigh WYYD 3 3 
Denver KLIR 3 2 Sacramento KEWT 1 1 
Des Moines KLYF 2 2 St. Louis KEZK .6 2 
Erie WLVU 1 1 San Antonio KQXT 3 2 
Ft. Lauderdale WLYF 1 1 San Francisco KFOG 5 5 
Fresno KKNU 3 1 South Bend WWJY 4 2 
Grand Rapids WOOD -FM 1 1 Syracuse WEZG 5 4 
Hartford WKSS 3 2 Tampa WJYW 10 4 
Houston KYND 1 1 Topeka KSWT 1 3 
Indianapolis WXTZ 2 2 Tucson KJYK - 1 

Jackson WLIN 2 3 Tulsa KBEZ - 3 
Jacksonville WKTZ-FM 1 1 West Palm Beach WEAT-FM 1 1 

Kansas City KCEZ 5 4 Wichita KBRA 3 2 

1978 Summary: 22 Markets Ranked NUMBER ONE, 16 SECOND, 13 THIRD, 5 FOUR-H and 5 FIFTH among all AM or 
FM stations. 

Extended 12 week survey period-final report not yet published. 

Schulke Radio Productions Ltd 3001 Hadley Road South Plainfield NJ 07080 201-753-0444 
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Average 
%-hour 

Cume* Average 
ki-hour 

Cume* Average Cume* 
%-hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Avg. 
(%) freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) 

Rch. Avg. 
freq. 

19. Miami 24. Milwaukee 31. Birmingham 
WOBAs 25,7 11.1 WHYIr 9.0 1.8 WKXXr 10,5 10.3 WSGNr 10.7 1.6 WTMJv 33,9 18.2 .WTMJv 17.1 2.0 

WCMOs 17,7 7.6 WMJXr 6.7 1.9 WISNac 19,5 10.5 WISNac 11.4 1.7 
WSGNr 9,7 9.5 WERCr 9.2 1.7 

WHYIr 17,5 7.5 WOBAs 8.6 2.8 WEZWa 14,3 7.7 WOKYr 9.0 1.6 
WERCr 8,7 8.5 WKXXr 9.3 2.0 

WYORa 16,3 7.0 WQAMr 5.2 1.7 
WOKYr 13,7 7.3 WZUU- 7.9 1.6 

WENNe 7,6 7.5 WYDEcw 7.2 1.8 

WMJXr 13,3 5.7 WINZn 4.9 1.6 FMr WJLDe 7,4 7.3 WAPIm 4.7 1.4 

19A. Miami -Ft. Lauderdale - WBCS 13,1 7.0 WLPXr 6.3 1.7 WYDEcw 7,4 7.3 

Hollywood A/Fmc 

WHYIr 32,1 8.4 WHYIr 9.7 1.9 25. Indianapolis 32. Nashville -Davidson 
WLYFa 31,6 8.3 WLYFa 8.1 2.3 WIBCm 25,7 18.0 WIBCm 16.0 2.1 WLACr 11,7 13.0 WLACr 12.6 1.8 

WOBAs 25,9 6.8 WINZn 6.0 1.7 WXTZa 19,5 13.7 WNDEr 7.9 1.6 WVOLe 10,7 11.9 WSMv 9.6 1.6 

WYORa 20,7 5.4 WMJXr 5.3 1.8 WNAPr 13,2 9.3 WNAPr 8.9 1.9 Wslx- 9,1 10.1 WSIX- 7.4 2.3 

WINZn 17,8 4.7 WOAMr 4.5 1.6 WIREmc 12,8 9.0 WXTZa 10.7 2.3 
FMmc FMmc 

WFMSmc 12,5 8.8 WIREm 8.5 1.9 
WKOFr 8,8 9.8 WBYQR 5.4 1.7 

20. Cincinnati 
WSMv 8,3 9.2 WKDFr 7.2 2.3 

WLWm 30,1 16.8 WLWm 17.9 1.8 26. Columbus, OH. 
WCKYa 20,7 11.5 WKRQr 11.1 1.9 33. New Orleans WBNS- 20,8 15.3 WNCIr 13.3 1.8 
WKROr 19,3 10.8 WSAIr 7.6 1.5 FMa WSMBac 12,5 9.9 WTIXr 9.6 1.7 

WKRCm 16,2 9.0 WKRCm 9.2 1.9 WNCIr 18,1 13.3 WCOLr 9.2 1.5 WTIXr 12,4 9.8 WNOEr 6.5 1.6 

WEBNr 14,8 8.3 WCKYa 9.8 2.3 WTVNm 13,8 10.2 WBNS- 13.2 2.1 WQUEr 9,9 7.9 WOUEr 7.3 1.8 

21. San Diego FMa 
WBYUa 8,8 7.0 WNOE-FMr 5.4 1.6 

WBNSac 12,4 9.1 WTVNm 10.2 1.8 
WRNOr 8,7 6.9 WBYUa 6.2 1.9 KOGOac 18,5 8.1 KOGOac 9.1 1.7 

WCOLr 10,4 7.7 WBNSac 9.6 1.7 
KGB- 16,2 7.1 KFMB- 7.8 1.7 

FMr FMr 

KFMB- 15,9 7.0 KCBOr 6.7 1.6 

27. Kansas City 34. Louisville 
KMBZm 30,4 18.6 KMBZm 16.1 2.1 FMr WAVEac 13,7 13.0 WAKYac 11.0 1.6 

KPRIr 13,4 5.9 KGB- 7.2 1.9 
KMBRa 14,8 9.1 KCMOac 8.7 1.7 WAKYac 10,8 10.2 WHASac 10.3 1.6 

FMr WDAFmc 14,7 9.0 WHBac 8.4 1.7 WHASac 10,0 9.5 WAVEac 12.2 1.8 
KCBQr 12,6 5.5 KFMBm 5.1 1.6 KBEOr 14,1 8.6 KBEOr 8.8 1.8 WLRSr 9,7 9.2 WKLOac 9.0 1.6 

KYYSr 13,7 8.4 WDAFmc 8.9 1.9 
WOHIr 9,5 9.0 WOHIr 9.0 1.7 

28. San Antonio 
Contemporary forms of 35. Memphis KTSArn 18,5 13.7 KTSAm 15.6 1.8 

programming have made KCORs 16,0 11.9 KTFMr 9.3 1.9 WMCmc 13,0 13.3 WHBOr 12.1 1.7 

large gains. KOXTa 12,7 9.4 KKYXmc 7.4 1.9 WHBOr 12,1 12.4 WMCmc 10.6 2.1 

KTFMr 11,2 8.3 KQXTa 8.3 2.3 WDIAe 10,4 10.6 WDIAe 9.4 1.9 

KKYXmc 9,1 6.8 WOAIt 6.0 1.8 WEZIa 8,9 9.1 WMC-FMr 6.5 1.7 

29. Buffalo 
WLOKe 6,5 6.6 WMPSac 5.8 1.6 

22. Portland, Ore. 
KGWr 15,7 11.6 KYTEac 10.3 1.5 

WKBWm 27,5 16.5 WKBWm 16.5 t.8 
36. Salt Lake City -Ogden 

KYTEac 12,0 8.9 KGWr 12.2 1.7 
WBNYa 21,6 12.9 WGRm 12.3 1.7 

KCPXr 9,7 10.4 KCPXr 11.2 1.7 

KWJJmc 10,6 7.9 KEXac 6.8 1.7 
WBENac 20,9 12.5 WBENac 12.3 1.9 

KSLm 8,5 9.1 KSLm 9.5 1.7 

KXLm 9,2 6.8 KWJJmc 7.4 1.9 WGRm 18.7 11.2 WBNYa 11.6 2.1 
KCPX-FMr 8,2 8.8 KLUBm 9.2 1.7 

KEXac 8,9 6.6 KXLm 6.0 2.0 
WBEN- 

FMr 
9,6 5.7 WBEN- 

FMr 
6.8 1.6 

KLUBm 8,1 8.7 KCPX-FMr 8.0 1.9 

23. Phoenix KSFIa 7,5 8.1 KRSP-FMr 5.9 1.6 

30. Tampa -St. Petersburg 
KOYTa 18,8 11.2 KOYm 9.2 1.8 

K0Ym 14,0 8.4 KTARn 8.1 1.7 
WSUNmc 19,6 9.3 WLCYr 8.7 1.7 37. Honolulu 

KDKB- 13,0 7.8 KQYTa 9.7 2.2 

FMr 

WWBA- 

FMa 
19,2 9.1 WFLAac 7.3 1.7 

KORLr 12,3 13.6 KKUAr 13.5 1.7 

KTARn 12,0 7.2 KDKB- 6.9 2.2 
WLCYr 15,6 7.4 WSUNw/I 9.2 2.1 

KGMBm 11,1 12.3 KORLr 13.6 1.8 

FMr WWBAa 14,7 7.0 WYNFr 6.2 1.8 
KKUAr 11,0 12.2 KGMBm 12.7 1.8 

KEMO- 10,0 6.0 KBBCr 4.7 1.7 WJYWa 14,6 6.9 WWBA- 7.9 2.4 
KGUac 6,8 7.5 KIKIac 6.0 1.6 

FMa FMa KHVHn 5,5 6.1 KHVHn 6.4 1.8 
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Average Cume* 
ki-hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

Average Cume* 
!t -hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

38. Charlotte -Gastonia 44A. Greensboro -High Point 
WBTr 

WAYSr 

WR00r 

14,7 

12,5 

7,3 

WBT-FMa 5,4 

WSOC- 5,0 

FMmc 

21.2 

18.0 

10.5 

7.8 

7.2 

WBTr 

WAYSr 

WSOCn 

WROQr 

WBT-FMa 

19.0 

16.3 

6.8 

9.0 

7.2 

1.9 

1.9 

1.6 

2.0 

1.8 

39. Hartford -New Britain 
WTICv 30,5 

WDRCm 11,3 

WRCHa 9,4 

WTIC-FMr 8,7 

WKSSa 7,8 

25.7 

9.5 

7.9 

7.3 

6.6 

WTIC v 

WDRCm 

WTIC-FMr 

WRCHa 

WKSSa 

25.0 2.1 

11.4 1.7 

9.0 1.7 

8.4 2.0 

7.4 1.8 

40. Norfolk -Portsmouth - 
New port News-llampton 
WOWIe 

WTARm 

WGHr 

WNOR- 

FMr 

WRAPe 

13,3 8.9 WGHr 9.3 1.7 

12,8 8.6 WTARm 9.2 1.8 

12,0 8.1 WORKr 7.0 1.6 

11,2 7.5 WNOR- 7.9 1.8 

FMr 

10,9 7.3 WOWIe 8.2 2.1 

41. Pro idence-Warwick- 
Pawtucket 
WPROr 23,7 11.1 WPROr 14.2 1.7 

WLKW- 21,3 10.0 WPRO- 9.6 1.7 

FMa FMr 

WPRO- 16,1 7.6 WJARac 7.7 1.6 

FMr 

WEANn 13,5 6.3 WLKW- 10.7 2.0 

FMa 

WPJBr 13,3 6.2 WPJBr 7.9 1.7 

Fractionalization of the 
audience continues to 
rise. 

42. Dayton 
WHIOac 18,3 19.3 WHIOac 17.6 1.8 

WHIO- 15,3 16.1 WINGac 12.5 1.6 

FMa 

WINGac 11,1 11.7 WHIO- 13.7 2.0 

FMac 

WONEmc 7,4 7.8 WONEmc 7.5 1.7 

WDAOe 7.2 7.6 WTUEr 6.1 1.8 

43. Rochester, N. 1. 

WROKr 

WGLDa 

WCOGr 

WEALe 

WBIGac 

WKZLac 

6,0 

5,0 

4,7 

4,7 

4,6 

4,6 

10.2 

8.5 

8.0 

8.0 

7.8 

7.8 

WCOGr 

WROKr 

WBIGac 

WGLDa 

WKZLac 

9.5 1.9 

7.7 1.8 

8.0 1.9 

6.7 2.0 

44B. Winston-Salem 
WSJSac 7,8 20.5 WSJSac 20.8 1.9 

WAAAe 5,7 15.0 WTORmc 10.3 1.9 

WGLDa 5,6 14.7 WGLDa 12.3 2.3 

WKZLac 4,5 11.8 WTOBac 5.9 1.4 

WTORmc 3,9 10.3 WKZLac 10.5 2.1 

Mass -appeal top -40 
stations may be forced 
to undergo changes. 

45. Albany -Schenectady -Troy 
WGYm 17,1 16.1 WGYm 16.6 1.9 

WROWa 13,3 12.5 WTRYr 12.4 1.6 

WTRYr 11,3 10.6 WPTRr 8.1 1.4 

WROW- 8,0 7.5 WROWa 12.4 1.9 

FMa 

WGFMr 7,3 6.9 WGFMr 8.2 1.6 

46. Richmond 
WRVOr 

WRVAm 

WEZSa 

WLEEac 

WRXLr 

WXGIcw 

13,9 

13,6 

5,5 

5,5 

4,4 

4,4 

19.3 

18.9 

7.6 

7.6 

6.1 

6.1 

WRVAm 

WRVOr 

WLEEac 

WEZSa 

WRXLr 

17.2 

15.8 

7.7 

6.7 

5.9 

1.9 

2.1 

1.7 

2.0 

1.8 

47. Greenville -Spartanburg, 
SC 
WFBC- 10,4 13.7 WFBC- 13.4 2.1 

FMac FMac 

WSPA- 8,9 11.7 WFBCac 10.0 1.8 

FMa 

WORDr 7,5 9.9 WQOKr 10.2 2.0 

WOOKr 7,4 9.8 WORDr 9.8 2.1 

WFBCac 6,5 8.6 WSPA- 10.5 2.3 

FMa 

48. Sacramento 
WEZOa 23,3 18.6 WHAMac 15.9 1.8 KEWTa 17,2 15.1 KROYr 8.8 1.6 

WHAMac 19,4 15.5 WBBFr 11.8 1.6 KCRAm 9,8 8.6 KCRAm 9.0 1.7 

WBBFr 12,8 10.2 WEZOa 15.9 2.2 KROYr 8,7 7.6 KEWTa 11.5 2.4 

WMJOac 8,1 6.5 WHFMr 6.2 1.7 KGMSa 8,1 7.1 KFRCr 3.9 1.3 

WHFMr 7,0 5.6 WAXCr 3.6 1.4 KXOAr 7,3 6.4 KXOAr 6.7 1.7 

Average Cume* 
!, -hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

49. Oklahoma City 
8.8 1.6 KATT 11,0 11.8 WKYr 12.1 1.5 

A/Fr 

KTOKm 

KKNGa 

WKYr 

KOFMr 

10,9 

9,9 

9,8 

8,1 

11.7 

10.6 

10.5 

8.7 

KOMAr 

KTOKm 

KOFMr 

KKNGa 

8.1 

10.6 

8.3 

9.1 

1.5 

2.0 

1.8 

2.1 

50. Wichita, Kansas 
KFDImc 6,6 13.3 KLEOr 13.4 1.8 

KEYN- 6,3 12.7 KEYN-FMr 12.9 1.9 

FMr 

KLEOr 6,2 12.5 KAKEac 11.4 1.8 

KBRAa 5,7 11.5 KFDImc 12.1 2.1 

KAKEac 5,5 11.1 KFHm 9.8 1.9 

51. Des Moines 
KRNTm 5,3 14.8 KRNTm 13.0 1.8 

WHOv 5,2 14.5 KIOAr 10.4 1.6 

KLYFa 4,9 13.6 WHOv 12.4 1.8 

KSOmc 3,8 10.6 KLYFa 10.7 2.0 

KIOAr 3,9 10.3 KSOmc 8.9 1.9 

52. Omaha -Council Bluffs 
KFABm 17,2 24.2 KFABm 

WOWr 9,6 13.5 WOWr 

KGORr 7,3 10.3 KGORr 

KEZOm 7,1 10.0 KOILr 

KOKQr 5,4 7.6 KEZOm 

21.1 2.1 

12.3 2.0 

10.6 1.8 

8.0 1.6 

9.6 1.9 

53. Raleigh -Durham 
WPTFv 9,5 15.6 WPTFv 

WRALac 8,6 14.1 WRALac 

WKIXr 5,3 8.7 WKIXr 

WQDRr 5,3 8.7 WDNCac 

WYYDr 4,8 7.9 WODRr 

WSRCe 4,4 7.2 

14.1 

12.7 

9.6 

7.0 

8.0 

2.0 

2.0 

1.6 

1.6 

1.9 

54. Syracuse 
WSYRm 12,9 15.8 

WHENac 11,1 13.6 

WKFMr 6,4 7.8 

WNTQa 6,3 7.7 

WOLFr 6,2 7.6 

WHENac 

WSYRm 

WFBLm 

WOLFr 

WKFMr 

14.7 

14.4 

6.9 

7.9 

8.0 

1.7 

2.0 

1.6 

1.8 

1.8 

55. Jackson% ille 
WIVYr 

WKTZ- 

FMa 

WPDOe 

WVOJmc 

WQIKmc 

13,0 14.7 WIVYr 13.4 2.0 

12,3 13.9 WKTZ- 11.2 2.2 

FMa 

9,6 10.9 WVOJmc 7.6 1.9 

7,3 8.3 WPDOe 8.3 2.4 

6,5 7.4 WOIKmc 6.8 1.9 

Copyright 1978 by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
Reproduction in any form prohibited without 
permission of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
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ITS GREAT 
TO BE AMONG THE 

TOP TEN* 
A '10 STATIONS 

IN THE COUNTRY 
FOR THE 

FOURTH STRAIGHT YEAR! 
Share 

Minneapolis/St. Paul WCCO 26.0 
Hartford WTIC 25.7 
St. Louis KMOX 253 
Pittsburgh KDKA 24.5 
Charlotte WBT 212 
Winston-Salem WSJS 20.5 
Dayton WHIO 193 
Richmond WRVQ 193 
Richmond WRVA 18.9 
Kansas City KMBZ 18.6 

o 

NBC for 

WINSTON-SALEM/GREENSBORO/HIGH POINT 

'APB, April/May 1978 
Market ranked by total radio revenues according to FCC 
Persons 12+ 
6:00 am to Midnight, Monday -Sunday, Metro 
Average 1/4 -hour share CONTACT McGAVERN-GUILD 

4 

_A 



Average Cume* 
%-hour 

/2+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Avg. 
(%) freq. 

Average Cume* 
%-hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

Average Cume* 
ki-hour 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

56. Orlando 57. Grand Rapids 58. Nassau -Suffolk 
WBJWr 11,4 14.8 WBJW r 14.4 1.9 WGRD 11,4 15.8 WGRD 15.3 1.9 WABCr 24,5 6.9 WABCr 8.7 

WDBO- 11,4 14.8 WLOFr 7.3 1.5 A/Fr A/Fr WCBSn 22,2 6.2 WCBSn 7.5 
FMa WOOD- 11,2 15.5 WOOD- 14.1 2.1 WBLIr 21,8 6.1 WNBCr 6.0 

W DBO ac 7,1 9.2 WDBOac 9.5 1.8 FMa FMa 
WORt 18,2 5.1 WINSn 5.2 

WDIZr 6,8 8.8 WDBO- 11.8 2.3 WOODm 9,2 12.8 WOODm 12.5 1.9 

FMa WLAV- 6,2 8.6 WZZRac 8.5 1.7 
WPLJr 17,6 4.9 WPLJr 5.8 

59. Northeast Pennsylvania W H 00- 6,2 8.1 WKISac 8.0 1.7 
FMr 

FMa WZZRac 5,5 7.6 WCUZmc 8.3 1.7 (Wilkes Barre -Scranton) 

-b t 

ng Island 
is Ripe 

Et for Apples 
Traditionally metro New York radio has delivered the highest 
shares in the ripest part of its market - Long Island. But now the 
most important adult share comes from Long Island's own: 

BLI 
ADULTS 18-49* 

1/4 hr. avg. Mon. - Fri. 6-10 AM' 
1/4 hr. avg. Mon. - Fri. 10 AM - 3 PM' 
1/4 hr. avg. Mon. - Sun. 6 AM - Midnight' 
...plus 46 other demographic categories! 

Long #9 - 2,692,700 real population** 
Island #3 - consumer spendable income/household - S23,662** 

'Nassau/Suffolk Arbitron April -May 1978 "Standard Rate 8 Data Spot Radio 
Avg. 1/4 hour audience estimates. Market Data. 

If you think you can cover Long Island with just metro 
New York radio, you're pickin' 

from the wrong tree. 

ereo1 
A Beck -Ross Communications, Inc. Station 

(212) 343-1234 (516) 475-1061 
Represented nationally by Jack Masla Co. 

WARMac 16,3 15.7 WARMac 19.3 

WNAKa 13,3 12.8 WGBI- 9.9 

FMcw 

WGBI- 8,6 8.3 WILKr 6.4 

FMcw 

WBAXac 6,2 6.0 WNAKa 10.5 

WEJLm 5,8 5.6 WBRE 6.6 

A/Fn 

1.5 

1.6 

1.5 

1.5 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.5 

2.8 

1.7 

AM stereo, when it gets 
to be a reality, faces an 
uneasy trial period, 
some broadcasters are 
saying. However, ABC 
Radio is sharpening its 
operational tools as it 
awaits the opening bell 
of what could be a big 
challenge to FM. 

60. Fresno 
KFYEr 7,5 13.2 KYNOr 10.9 1.6 

KMJr 5,8 10.2 KFYEr 15.1 1.6 

KKNUa 5,7 10.0 KMJr 10.0 1.9 

KYNOr 5,5 9.7 KKNUa 8.9 2.0 

KXEXs 3,9 6.9 KMAKmc 6.1 1.9 

61. Akron 
WAKRm 11,6 13.9 WAKRm 14.7 1.7 

WMMSr 9,8 11.8 WGARm 7.5 1.6 

WSLRmc 6,0 7.2 WMMSr 9.8 2.2 

WWWMr 6,0 7.2 WSLRmc 6.9 1.9 

WAEZa 5,6 6.7 WWWEm 5.2 1.6 

62. Knoxville 
WEZKa 9,4 16.1 WRJZr 16.1 1.9 

WRJZr 9,4 16.1 WNOXr 12.6 1.7 

WIVK- 8,5 14.6 WIVK- 12.7 2.1 

FMmc FMmc 

WNOXr 6,6 11.3 WEZKa 12.5 2.4 

WIVKmc 6,5 11.1 WIVKmc 10.5 2.0 



Average Cume* Average Cume* Average Cume* 
ka-hour k4 -hour t/4 -hour 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Aug. 
(%) freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Aug. 
(%) freq. 

63. Albuquerque 70. Ft. Wayne 
KOBm 7,1 14.9 KOBm 14.4 1.8 WOWOac 11,0 25.1 WOWOac 24.2 1.8 

KQEOr 4,6 9.6 KQEOr 10.4 1.6 WMEFa 9,1 20.8 WMEEr 15.6 1.7 

KRZYmc 4,6 9.6 KRKEr 9.5 1.7 WMEEr 6.7 15.3 WMEFa 15.7 2.3 

KRKEr 4,4 9.2 KOB-FMa 8.6 1.8 WPTHr 4,8 11.0 WPTHr 13.6 1.4 

KOB-FMa 4,3 9.0 KRZYmc 8.3 2.0 WLYVcw 2,9 6.6 WLYVcw 6.6 1.8 

6.1. Toledo 71. Shreveport 
WLORm 15,4 14.5 WSPDm 12.8 1.9 KOKAe 83 19.0 KEELac 15.7 1.9 

WTODmc 13,3 12.6 WLORm 13.7 2.1 KEELae 7,0 16.1 KOKAe 15.0 2.4 

WSPDm 12,7 12.0 CKLWr 8.5 1.6 KWKHmc 5,0 11.5 KWKHmc 11.2 1.9 

WIOTr 10,1 9.5 WIOTr 10.3 1.9 KCOZa 4.1 9.4 KROKr 7.6 1.8 

WJRv 7,6 7.2 WOHOac 7.9 1.7 KRMD- 3 7 8.5 KCOZa 8.2 2.1 

FMmc 

65. San Jose 
72. Little Rock -N. Little Rock 

KGOt 12,5 7.8 KFRCr 7.3 1.7 

KBAYac 11,0 6.8 KLOKm 6.4 1.7 KLAZ-FMr 8,0 17.4 KAAYr 13.3 1.8 

KFRCr 10,2 6.3 KGOt 7.4 2.0 KAAYr 6,1 13.3 KLAZ-FMr 14.6 2.1 

KLOKm 8,9 5.5 KIOIac 4.6 1.5 KKYKr 5,4 11.8 KKYKr 11.2 1.9 

KCBSn 7,9 4.9 KCBSn 5.6 1.7 KLRAmc 4,9 10.7 KLRAmc 10.3 1.9 

KOKYe 4,5 9.8 KARNa 8.4 1.8 

66. Tulsa 
KYoomc 14,2 20.1 KYoomc 16.1 2.2 

73. Austin 

KRMGac 11,1 15.7 KRMGac 13.8 2.0 KVETmc 7,9 15.2 KVETmc 13.1 2.1 

KBEZr 7,6 10.8 KELIr 8.2 1.5 KASEa 7,7 14.8 KNOWr 9.1 1.7 

KRAVac 7,5 10.6 KRAVac 9.6 1.9 KLBJ-FMr 7,2 13.9 KASEa 12.1 2.2 

KELIr 5,2 7.4 KAKCr 6.9 1.5 KCSWac 4,8 9.2 KHFIr 8.7 1.8 

KMODr 5.2 7.4 KHFIr 4,4 8.5 KLBJ-FMr 10.5 2.4 

KNOWr 4,4 8.5 

67. Las Vegas 
KENOr 5,8 13.2 KENOr 13.5 1.8 74. Chattanooga 

KRAMmc 5,6 12.8 KLUC-FMr 10.8 1.9 WFLIr 8,4 17.0 WFLIr 16.9 1.8 

KLUC-FMr 5,0 11.4 KRAMmc 11.1 2.1 WDEFm 7,4 14.9 WDEFm 14.3 1.9 

KORK- 4,7 10.7 KFMSr 7.0 1.7 WDODmc 5,8 11.7 WDODmc 11.4 1.9 

FMa WYNOa 4,2 8.5 WGOWr 5.8 1.4 

KENO- 4,2 9.6 KORKm 6.8 1.7 WZDQr 3,8 7.7 WYNOa 7.7 2.0 

FMr 

68. Tucson 75. Anchorage 
KFODac 4.4 19.1 KENIr 17.8 2.0 

KTKTr 8,2 13.9 KTKTr 13.8 1.8 

KENIr 4,1 17.8 KFQDac 16.8 2.2 
KJYKa 7,3 12.3 KROOr 10.1 1.8 

KHARa 3,6 15.7 KANCr 11.4 1.7 
KR00r 5,9 10.0 KCUBmc 8.0 2.0 

KANCr 2.3 10.0 KHARa 13.6 2.2 
KCUBmc 5,2 8.8 KMGXac 5.9 1.6 

K YAK mc 2,2 9.6 KYAKmc 9.5 2.0 
KAIRa 4,2 7.1 KJYKa 8.4 2.7 

69. Fort Lauderdale- 76. Spokane 

Hollywood KJRBr 6.6 17.5 KJRBr 16.5 1.9 

WLYFa 22,5 15.1 WLYFa 14.5 2.4 
KEZE 4,4 11.7 KHQ-FMr 10.2 1.8 

A/Fm 
WHYIr 14,7 9.9 WHYIr 10.8 2.1 

KHQ-FMr 3,8 10.1 KHQac 8.3 1.6 

WFTLm 11,3 7.6 WINZn 7.6 1.8 
KGAcw 3,7 9.8 KREMr 7.4 1.6 

WINZn 9,1 6.1 WGLOa 6.8 1.9 
KREM- 3,0 7.9 KEZE 9.4 2.2 

WGLOa 8,7 5.8 WFTLm 7.6 2.3 FMr A/Fm 

12+ Shr. Rch. Aug. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

77. Flint 
WWCKr 7,7 12.5 WFDFac 9.9 1.7 

WKMFmc 6,5 10.6 WWCKr 11.0 2.0 

WJRe 6,2 10.1 WJRv 9.8 1.8 1 

WFDFac 5,9 9.6 WTACr 6.3 1.5 r 

WGMZa 5,9 9.6 WTRXac 7.6 1.7 

78. AllentoHn-Bethlehem- 
Easton 
WXKWmc 11,8 12.9 WAEBr 13.7 1.9 

WAEBr 11,5 12.6 WKAPac 9.0 1.7 

WLEVr 8.7 9.5 WLEVr 10.2 1.9 

W000a 7,5 8.2 W000a 8.6 2.0 

WKAPac 6,7 7.3 WXKWmc 10.1 2.6 

Disco music is dancing 
its way into the 
mainstream of radio 
programming as it 
becomes increasingly 
popular and crosses into 
pop, triggered by the 
success of the film 
"Saturday Night Fever" 
and follow-up movies. 

79. Wilmington, Del. 
WDELm 11,4 15.7 WDELm 14.9 2.1 

WJBRa 5,8 8.0 WAMSr 7.9 1.6 

WAMS.r 4,6 6.3 WIFIr 6.3 1.7 

WIFIr 3,9 5.4 WJBRa 7.8 2.0 

WDAS- 3,5 4.8 WMGKac 5.1 1.7 

FMe 

80. Johnson Cite -Kingsport - 
Bristol 
WJCWcw 6,5 12.5 WFHGr 9.8 1.8 

WFHGr 5,1 9.8 WJCWcw 10.9 2.1 

WJSOr 4,0 7.7 WKINr 7.2 1.9 

WKINr 3,8 7.3 WJSOr 7.0 2.0 

WQUTr 3,5 6.7 WKPT- 5.6 1.8 

FMa 

81. Bakersfield 
KUZZinc 8,4 17.1 KERNac 13.6 2.0 

KERNac 6,6 13.4 KUZZmc 14.9 2.3 

KYLD 4,4 8.9 KAFYr 10.5 1.7 

A/Fa 

KAFYr 4,3 8.7 KKXXr 5.7 1.7 

KGEEn 2,9 5.9 KGEEn 6.0 2.0 

i 
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Average 
kt-hour 

Cume* Average Cume* 
k4 -hour 

Average 
ki-hour 

Cume* 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

12+ Shr. Rch. Avg. 
(00) (%) Rank (%) freq. 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) Rank 

Rch. Avg. 
(%) freq. 

82. Harrisburg 
88. Youngstov.n-Warren 94. Cedar Rapids 
WKBN- 9,7 13.8 WHOTr 12.4 1.7 WMTv 5,2 27.4 WMTv 22.1 2.0 

WHPm 9,2 15.5 WHPm 16.4 1.9 FMa 
KCRGr 2,9 15.3 KCRGr 15.4 1.6 

WKBOr 8,2 13.9 WKBOr 14.5 1.9 WBBWt 8,2 11.7 WKBNv 11.7 1.7 
KHAK 2,6 13.7 KLWWr 12.8 1.8 

WHP-FMa 7,6 12.8 WHP-FMa 12.5 2.0 WHOTr 8,0 11.4 WYFMr 11.0 1.8 A/Fmc 

WSFMr 6,7 11.3 WSFMr 11.4 2.0 WKBNv 7,7 11.0 WKBN- 12.5 2.1 KLWWr 2,6 13.7 KOCRr 9.0 1.7 

WRHYr 2,6 4.4 WOXAr 4.7 1.6 
FMa 

KQCRr 1,8 9.5 KHAK 10.5 2.2 
WYFMr 7,5 10.7 WBBW1 10.1 2.1 A/Fmc 

83. Wheeling 89. Baton Rouge 
95. Lubbock 

WWVAmc 5,7 24.7 WWVAmc 21.3 2.1 WXOKe 6,6 14.1 WIBRac 10.3 1.6 

KSELr 4,0 15.7 KSELr 14.7 2.0 
WOMPt 3,3 14.3 WKWKr 11.8 1.6 WOXY a 6,1 13.0 WLCSr 9.7 1.6 

KTEZa 3,0 11.8 KLBKac 11.8 1.3 
WKWKr 2,5 10.8 WOMP- 9.2 1.7 WIBRac 4,6 9.8 WJBOac 8.9 1.6 

FM or WLC$r 4,4 9.4 WQXYa 10.7 2.0 
KENDmc 2,7 10.6 KSEL-FMr 10.4 1.9 

WTRFa 2,3 10.0 WOMPt 11.4 2.2 
WJBOac 4,0 8.5 WAFBr 6.8 1.5 

KSEL-FMr 2,7 10.6 KENDmc 10.3 1.9 

WOMP- 2,0 

FMr 
8.7 WTRFa 9.2 1.9 KFYOv 2,4 9.4 KFYOv 9.2 1.9 

90. Springfield -Chicopee -Hol- 
yoke 96. Fargo -Moorhead 

84. El Paso WHYNr 18,1 21.7 WHYNr 22.5 1.9 KFGOmc 4,7 28.5 KVOXac 14.7 1.6 

KAMAs 9,5 16.5 XROKr 11.2 1.6 WHYN- 12,1 14.5 WHYN- 12.9 2.2 WDAYv 2.9 17.6 WDAYv 17.0 1.8 

KINT- 6,0 10.4 KINT- 11.4 1.9 
FMa FMa KVOXav 2,2 13.3 KFGOmc 20.8 2.4 

FMac FMac WTICT 5,0 6.0 WAQYr 6.7 1.6 KOWB- 2,0 12.1 KQWBr 9.9 1.6 

KPASr 6,0 10.4 KELPac 6.4 1.5 WAOYr 4,4 5.3 WTICv 7.1 1.7 FMac 

KEZBa 5,9 10.2 KAMAs 12.5 2.8 WCCC 4,4 5.3 WSPRac 5.5 1.6 

FMr 

KQWBr 1,5 9.1 KOWB- 

FMac 
11.6 1.8 

XROKr 5,0 8.7 KEZBa 9.0 2.4 

KTSM 5.1 1.5 
91: Lansing -East Lansing 97. Charleston, W.V. 

FMr WVIC 8,6 14.1 WVIC 15.2 1.8 WCAWmc 5,8 17.8 WKAZr 15.7 1.9 

A/Fac A/Fac 
WKAZr 5,3 16.3 WCHSr 12.8 1.7 

85. Columbia, S.C. WFMKr 8,5 14.0 WFMKr 13.5 2.0 
WCHSr 4,0 12.3 WCAWmc 14.6 2.2 

WNOK- 6,8 14.5 WNOK- 14.0 1.9 
WITL- 6,3 10.3 WILSac 7.5 1.5 

FMmc 
WTIPa 3,1 9.5 WXITac 6.2 1.7 

FMac FMac 
WJRv 4,8 7.9 WILS-FMr 7.9 1.7 

WVAFr 2,8 8.6 WTIPa 8.0 2.1 

WOICe 6,4 13.6 WISm 10.9 1.7 

WISm 4,9 10.4 WOIC e 11.7 2.1 
WOOD- 4,6 7.6 WJRv 8.5 1.8 

FMa 
98. Jackson, Miss. 
WJDXac 

WSLIm 

6,2 

5,1 

18.1 

14.9 

WJDXac 

WSLIm 

17.5 

13.3 

1.8 

1.9 

WCO$- 4,6 

FMcw 
9.8 WCOSr 6.9 1.5 

92. Canton 
WXRYa 3,8 8.1 WCOS- 8.6 2.1 WHBCm 9,2 18.4 WHBCm 17.6 1.9 WJMIe 4,8 14.0 WJMIe 10.8 2.2 

FMm 
WHBC- 6,4 12.8 WGARm 10.6 1.6 WZZQr 4,4 12.9 WLINa 9.7 2.0 

WWDMe 3,8 8.1 FMa 
WLINa 3,9 11.4 WOKJe 8.2 1.8 

WGARm 4,7 9.4 WHBC- 11.0 2.1 

86. Davenport -Rock Island - 
FMa 99. Evanmille 

Moline WQIOr - 3,5 7.0 W0I0r 6.3 2.0 
WIKY- 9,8 25.6 WGBFr 22.1 2.1 

WNYN- 3,1 6.3 WMMSr 5.3 1.7 FMac 
WHBFmc 6,2 14.8 KSTTr 12.2 1.6 mc 

WGBFr 9,2 24.0 WIKY- 18.9 2.6 
KIIKr 6,1 14.6 WHBFmc 13.6 1.8 93. Nen Haven -West Haven FMac 

KSTTr 5,0 12.0 KIIKr 13.1 1.8 WROZcw 4,2 11.0 WKDOr 10.0 1.9 
WELIm 11,1 19.9 WELIm 18.2 2.0 

WOUAac 4,5 10.8 WQUAac 10.3 1.7 
WAVZr 5,7 10.2 WAVZr 11.1 1.7 

WKDOr 3,8 9.9 WROZcw 10.5 2.0 

WOCa 4,4 10.5 WOC a 9.1 1.9 
WKCIa 4,8 8.6 WKCIa 7.7 1.9 

WIKYr 1,9 5.0 WIKYr 5.4 1.8 

87. Beaumont -Port Arthur - WPLRr 4,5 8.1 WPLRr 7.8 1.9 100. Peoria 
Orange WWYZac 3,2 5.7 WNBCr 5.2 1.5 

WSWTa 6,1 15.0 WIRLr 13.6 1.6 

KJETe 6,5 15.9 KWICr 10.5 1.8 WKZWr 5,9 14.5 WKZWr 13.2 1.9 

KWICr 4,5 11.0 KLVImc 8.5 1.6 WIRLr 5,2 12.7 WMBDac 10.8 1.7 

KLVImc 3,4 8.3 KIOCac 6.9 1.7 Copyright 1978 by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. WMBDac 4,5 11.0 WSWTa 12.4 2.0 

KOXYa 3,4 8.3 KTRMmc 7.3 1.8 
Reproduction in any form prohibited without 
permission of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. WWCTr 3,7 9.1 WXCLmc 8.6 1.8 

KTRMmc 3,1 7.6 KAYCr 4.7 1.4 WXCLmc 3,7 9.1 
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Leading radio stations, combined drivetimes, metro area 
Top 100 markets 
Top 10 stations in top 10 markets. top Jive stations in the remaining markets, ranked by average quarter hour, 6-10 a.m. and 3-7 
p.m.. Monday -through -Friday, for four demographics-total persons 12 -plus, women 18 -plus, men /8-plt s and teens. 

Rank by demographics, 
average %-hour 

Rank by demographics, 
average t, -hour 

12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

1. New York 3. Chicago 
WABCr WBLSac WBLSac WABCr WGNv WGNv WGNv WLSr 

WBLSac WABCr WABCr WBLSac WLSr WLSr WLSr WMETr 

WORt WNBCr WCBSn WPLJr WBBMn WL00a WBBMn WVONe 

WCBSn WCBSn WINSn WXLOr WL00a WVONe WL00a WLUPr 

WINSn WINSn WPLJr WNBCr WVONe WBMXe WINDm WDAIr 

WRFMa WORt WCBS-FMr WWRLe WMAQmc WFYRr WFYRr WBMXe 

WMCAt WXLOr WNCBr WPIXr WLAKa WCLRm WCLRm WEFMr 

WPLJr WCBS-FMr WNEW-FMr WNEW-FMr WINDm WINDm WMAQmc WKOXr 

WNEWac WRFMa WXLOr WINSn WCLRm WBBMn WVONe WGNv 

WNBCr WNEWac WNEWac WBLIr WBMXe WLAKa WLAKa WGCIe 

WXLOr 

2. Los Angeles 
KABCt KBIGa KABCt KNTQr 

KBIGa KHJr KFIac KHJr 

KNXn KNX-FMr KMETr KDAYe 

KFWBn KABCt KHJr KMETr 

KJ01a KMPCac KNXn KLOSr 

KHJr KJ01a KMPCac KWSTr 

KFIac KRLAr KLOSr KEZYr 

KMPCac KRTHr KFWBn KFIac 

KMETr KFIac KBIGa KI00r 

KLACmc KFWBn KNX-FMr KUTEe 

Advertisers are focusing 
heavily on 
demographics, and are 
aiming at the adult 
audience. 

2A. Anaheim -Santa Ana -Garden 
Grose (Orange Counts 
KBIGa 

KABCt 

KNXn 

KMETr 

KFIac 

KMPCac 

KFWBn 

KRTHr 

KNX-FMr 

KLOSr 

KBIGa 

KNX-FMr 

KABCt 

KMPCac 

KFIac 

K IIS-FM ac 

KMETr 

KRTHr 

KNXn 

KGBSmc 

KMETr 

KFIac 

KABC1 

KRTHr 

KLOSr 

KMPCac 

KBIGa 

KNXn 

KNX-FMr 

KWSTr 

KEZYr 

KTNOr 

KMETr 

KHJr 

KLOSr 

KIIS-FMac 

KWSTr 

KFIac 

KI00r 

KUTEe 

KWIZac 

Contemporary formats 
went from 36.2 per cent 
in 1977 to 44.4 as of the 
spring this year. 

4. San Francisco 
KFRCr KFRCr 

KCBSn KNBRm 

KGOt KSFOac 

KSFOac KI01ac 

KNBRm KSFXr 

KFOGa KDIAe 

KABLa KLOKm 

KDIAe KGOt 

KI01ac KABLa 

KSFXr KCBSn 

KFRCr 

KSFOac 

KCBSn 

KGOt 

KNBRm 

KI01ac 

KMELr 

KSFXr 

KFRCr 

KDIAe 

KSOLe 

KYAr 

KSFXr 

KMELr 

KI01ac 

KLIVr 

KIBE/KDFCcIKLOKm 

KNEWmc KSJOr 

5. Washington, D.C. 
WMALm WMALm 

WPGC- WASHm 
A/Fr 

WOOKs WPGC-A/F or 

WASHm WOOKs 

WGAY- WGAY-FMa 
FMa 

WHURe WHURe 

WJMDa WROXr 

WTOPn WJMDa 

WRCn WKYSe 

WMZOmc WMZOmc 

WOLe 

WMALm WPGC- 

A/Fr 

WHURe WOOKs 

WASHm 

WWDC-FMr 

WMZOmc 

WPGC-A/F. r 

WOOKs 

WRQXr 

WXRAmc 

WJMDa 

WTOPn 

WRQXr 

WWDC-FMr 

WASHm 

WWDCr 

WMZOmc 

WEAMe 

WEELac 

WHURe 

WMALm 

WOLe 

Rank by demographics, 
average k4 -hour 
12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

6. Philadelphia 
KYWn 

WIPm WFILr WFILr 

WCAUn KYWn WYSPr 

WWStMa WDAS-FMe WDAS-FMe 

WFILr WWSHa WIPm 

WDAS- WMGKr WPENac 
FM se 

WDVRa WUSLac WCAUn WDASe 

WYSPr WCAU-FMe WMGKr WPSTr 

WZZDr WZZDr WWSHa WIPm 

WIFIr WCAUn WZZDr KYWn 

WIPm KYWn WDAS- 

FMe 

WIFIr 

WFILr 

WZZDr 

WYSPr 

WCAUn 

7. l)etroit 
WJR1 WJRv 

WRIFr WRIFr 

WWJn WXYZac 

WJR-FMa WNICac 

WXYZac WOMCac 

WDEEmc WMJCr 

WNICac WJR-FMa 

WOMCac CKLWr 

WWJ-FMa WDEEmc 

CKLWr WCHBe 

WJRv WRIFOr 

WRIFr WDRQr 

WWWWr WCHBe 

WXYZac CKLWr 

WOMCac WWWWr 

WNICac WJLBe 

CKLWr WABXr 

WDEEmc WNICac 

WABXr WWKRac 

WWJn WXYZac 

K. Boston 
WHDHm WHDHm 

WBZe WRKOr 

WEEIn WBZv 

WRKOr WVBFac 

WJIBa WJIBa 

WVBFac WEEI-FMr 

WCOZr WCOZr 

WITSt WRORr 

WEEI-FMr WILDe 

WRORr WITS1 

WBZv 

WHDHm 

WCOZr 

WRKOr 

WEEI-FMr 

WJIBa 

WBCNr 

WVBFac 

WEEIn 

WITSt 

WRKOr 

WVBFac 

WCOZr 

WCGYr 

WBCNr 

WBZv 

WHDHm 

WILDe 

WBZ-FMr 

WITS. 

9. hallas -Forth Worth 
KVIL- KVIL-A/Fm KVIL-A/Fm KFJZ-FMac. 

A/Fm 

WBAPmc WBAPmc WBAPmc KKDA-FMe 

KRLDv KSCSmc KRLDv KVIL-A/Fm 

KSCSmc KKDA-FMe KCSCmc KNOK-A/Fe 

KFJZ- KOAXa KZEWr KLIFr 
FM:c 

KOAX»a KRLDv KBOXmc KFWDr 

Radio Station Analysis A-2 I 
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9. Dallas -Forth Worth 
KKDA-FMe KBOXmc KFWDr KNUSr 

KBOXmc KLIFr 

KLIFr KMEZa 

KKDA-FMe KSCSmc 

KLIFr KZEWr 

KMEZa KNOK-A/Fe KNOK-A/Fe KFJZac 

10. Houston -Galveston 
KMJQr KRBEr KMJOr 

KTRHn KMJQr KILTr 

KRBEr KILTr KRBEr 

KYNDa KIKK-FMmc KIKK-FMmc 

KILTr KULFm KILT-FMr 

KPRCt KYNDa KRLYr 

KIKK- KILT-FMr KPRCt 
FMmc 

KENRmc KENRmc KYNDa 

KILT-FMr KAUMr KENRmc 

KULFm KTRHn KTRHn 

KMJOr 

KRBEr 

KILTr 

KAUMr 

KILT-FMr 

KIKK- 

FMmc 

KENRmc 

KRLYr 

KFMKr 

KLOLr 

KULFm 

11. Minneapolis -St. Paul 
WCCOv WCCOv WCCOv KDWB A/Fr 

WDWB WCCO-FMac KORS A/Fr KORS A/Fr 
A/Fr 

KORS A/Fr KDWB A/Fr WCCO-FMac KSTPac 

WCCO- KEEY-FMn KSTPac WCCOv 

A/Fr 

KEEY-FMa KORS A/Fr WAYL A/Fa WCCO- 

FMac 

12. Seattle -Everett -Tacoma 
KOMOm 

KVIac 

KIROn 

KJR.r 

KINGac 

KVIac KVIac KJRr 

KJRr KZOK A/Fr KVI-FMr 

KOMOm KOMOm KINGac 

KINGac KIROn KTAC .er 

KZOK A/Fr KJRr KYYXr 

13. St. Louis 
KMDXv 

KSDac 

KSLOr 

KEZKa 

KSHEr 

KMOXv 

KSDac 

KSLOr 

KEZKa 

KSHEr 

KXOKr 

KMOXv 

KSHEr 

KSDac 

WILmc 

KSLOr 

KSLOr 

KXOKr 

KSHEr 

KKSSe 

KMOXv 

14. Pittsburgh 
KDKAv KDKAv KDKAv WXKXr 

WTAEac WTAEac WTAEac WKTOr 

WSHHa WKTOr WDVEr WDVEr 

WXKXr WXKXr WJ01a WPEZr 

WJ01a WSHHa WPEZr WAMOe 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average t/4 -hour average !,-hour 
12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

15. Denver -Boulder 
KHOWm KHOWm 

KOAv KLIRa 

KBPIr KBPIr 

KLIRa KIMMr 

KIMNr KOAv 

KHOWm KBPIr 

KOAv KTLKr 

KIMMr KIMNr 

KAZYr KXKXr 

KBPIr KDKOe 

16. Baltimore 
WBALm WCBMac 

WCBMac WBALm 

WLIFa WCAOm 

WCAOm WFBRac 

WFBRac WBKZr 

WCBMac 

WBAIm 

WFBRac 

WCAOm 

WIYYr 

WLPLr 

WCAOm 

WWINe 

WBALm 

WIYYr 

17. Atlanta 
WSBv WSBv 

WZGCr WZGCr 

WOXI-FMr WQXIr 

WPLOmc WQXI-FMr 

WOXIr WPLOmc 

WSBv 

WKLSr 

WZGCr 

WOXI-FMr 

WQXIr 

WZGCr. 

WQXI-FMr 

WKLSr 

WAOKe 

WQXIr 

18. Cleveland 
WOALa WGARm 

WDOK WMMSr 

WGARm WDOKa 

WMMSr WJMOe 

WHKmc WOALa 

WQALa 

WMMSr 

WGARm 

WWWEm 

WHKmc 

WZZPr 

WJMOe 

WMMSr 

WWWMr 

WGCLr 

19. Miami 
WOBAs 

WHYIr 

WYORa 

WCMOs 

WMJXr 

WOBAs 

WHYIr 

WCMQ-FMs 

WMJXr 

WCMOs 

WINZ-FMr 

WOAMr 

WCMOs 

WHYIr 

WEDRe 

WHYIr 

WMJXr 

WEDRe 

WQAMr 

WINZ-FMr 

19A. Miami -Ft. Lauderdale- 
Hollys+ood 
WHYIr 

WLYFa 

WQBAs 

WINZn 

WYORa 

WHYIr 

WLYFa 

WQBAs 

WAIAac 

WMJXr 

WOAMr 

WCMO-FMs 

WHYIr 

WINZ-FMr 

WOAMr 

WSHEr 

WAIAac 

WAXYr 

WHYIr 

WMJXr 

WEDRe 

WOAMr 

WSHEr 

20. Cincinnati 
WLWm WLWm WEBNr 

WCKYa WKRQr WLWm 

WKROr 

WKRCm WSAIr WKROr 

WEBNr WEBNr WSAIr 

WUBE-FMmc WKRCm 

WKRQr 

WCINe 

WSAIr 

WEBNr 

WLWm 

Copyright 1978 by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
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21. San Diego 
KOGOac KIFMr KPRIr 

KSDOn KOGOac KGB-FMr 

KGB-FMr KCBOr KFMBm 

KCBOr KFMB-FMr KOGOac 

KFMB-FMr KFMBm KCBOr 

KFMB-FMr 

KCBOr 

KGB-FMr 

KMJCr 

KGB*, 

22. Portland, Ore. 
KGWr KGWr KGWr 

KWJJmc KWJJmc KGONr 

KEXac KPAM A/Fr KWJJmc 

KXLm KEXac KINKr 

KYTEac KGONr KYTEac 

KGWr 

KYTEac 

KPAM A/Fr 

KGONr 

KYTE- 

FMac 

23. Phoenix 
KOYm KOYm KOYm KDKB-FMr 

KOYTa KOYTa KDKB-FMr KKKOr 

KTARn KDKB-FMr KBBCr KRIZr 

KDKB-FMr KMEO A/Fa KTARn KRUXr 

KMEO KBBCr KOYTa KNIX 

A/Fa A/Fcw 

KOYm 

24. Milmaukee 
WTMJv WISNac WTMJv WZUU A/Fr 

WISNac WTJMv WZUU A/Fr WOKYr 

WOKYr WOKYr WBCS WLPXr 
A/Fmc 

WZUU WZUU A/Fr WISNac WZMFr 
A/Fr 

WBCS WBCS WLPXr WTMJv 
A/Fmc A/Fmc 

25. Indianapolis 
WIBCm WIBCm WIBCm WNDEr 

WXTZa WFMSmc WNAPr WTLCe 

WIREmc WXTZa WIREmc WNAPr 

WNAPr WNAPr WFMSmc WIFEr 

WFMSmc WIREmc WFBQr WFBOr 

26. Columbus, Ohio 
WBNS- WTVNm WNCIr WNCIr 

FMa 

WTVNm WCOLr WBNSac WXGTr 

WNCIr WNCIr WBNS-FMa WCOLr 

WBNSac WBNSac WTVNm WLVOr 

WCOLr WBNS-FMa WCOLr WVKO- 

FMm 

27. Kansas City 
KMBZm KMBZm KMBZm KBEOr 

WDAFmc WDAFmc KYYSr KYYSr 

KMBRa KCMOac KCMOac KPRSe 

KCMOac WHBac WHBac WHBac 

KBEOr KMBRa WDAFmc KCMOac 
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 a 
TOTAL NEWS... more than just newscasts. 
Award -winning local and regional investigative reports plus 
CBS world-wide coverage. 

TOTAL SPORTS ... more than just scores. 
Cardinal Baseball, Cardinal Football, Missouri University Football, 
Blues Hockey, interviews, commentary, plus "Open Line" for fans. 

TOTAL INFORMATION ... more than just ime and temperature. 
Helicoptér traffic reports, farm and business coverage, features, 
interviews plus "At Your Service" call -ins 

TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT .. i. more than just records. 
Music with meaning, humor, show business reviews and interviews, 
showcase of the arts plus personality power. 

TOTAL SERVICE ... more than just broadcasting. 
Part of the heart of St. Louis life with community projects plus 
"Call for Action" referral service: 

TOTAL DOMINANCE...more than just ratings. 
Market leadership year after year, survey after survey plus 
unequalled listener loyalty and responsiveness. 

SAINT 
LOUIS 

Represented Nationally 
By CBS Radio Spot Sales 
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28. San Antonio 
KTSAm 

KCORs 

KOXTa 

KKYXmc 

KTFMr 

KTSAm KTSAm KTSAm 

KCORs KKYXmc KTFMr 

KOXTa KBUC-FMcw KZZYr 

KKYXmc KTFMr KUKAs 

KTFMr KCORs KISS.; 

29. Buffalo 
WKBWm 

WBENac 

WGRm 

WBNYa 

WBEN-FMr WBLKe 

WKBWm WKBWm 

WGRm WGRm 

WBNYa WGROr 

WBENac WBENac 

WBNYa 

WKBWm 

WBEN-FMr 

WBLKe 

WGROr 

WGRm 

30. Tampa -St. Petersburg 
WSUNmc 

WWBA- 

FMa 

WLCYr WRBOr 

WFLAac WOXMa 

WLCYr WOXMa 

WFLAac WYNFr 

WFLA-FMa WRBOr 

WLCYr 

WFLAac 

WSUNmc 

WYNFr 

WLCYr 

WOXMa 

WRBOr 

WOKFr 

WTMPe 

31. Birmingham 
WSGNr WSGNr WERCr WKXXr 

WERCr WERCr WSGNr WSGNr 

WKXXr WJLDe WKXXr WERCr 

WJLDe WATVe WYDEcw WJLDe 

WYDEcw WENNe WVOK-FMmc WENNe 

32. Nash ille-Davidson 
WLACr 

WSMv 

WVOLe 

wSIX- 

" FMmc 

- WKDF+r 

WLACr WKDFr WLACr 

WVOLe WSMv WVOLe 

WKDFr WVOLe WKDFr 

WSMv WLACr WMAKr 

WMAKr WBYOr WBYOr 

WZEZa 

33. New Orleans 
WTIXr WTIXr WRNOr WTIXr 

WSMBac WOUEr WTIXr WNOEr 

WWLv WBYUa WWLv WOUEr 

WRNOr WNOEr WNOE-FMr WXELe 

WOUEr WWLv WGSOa WYLDe 

WGSOa 

34. Louisville 
WAVEac WAKYac WAKYac WLRSr 

WHASac WHASac WKLOac WKLOac 

WAKYac WLRSr WHASac WAKYac 

WKLOac WINNmc WOHIr WOHIr 

WOHIr WAVEac WAVEac WLOUe 

WOHIr 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average t/4 -hour average h -hour 
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35. Memphis 
WHBOr .WHBOr WMCmc WHBOr 

WMCmc WMCmc WHBOr WDIAe 

WDIAe WDIAe WZXRr WHRKe 

WEZIa WOUDm WLOKe WLOKe 

WLOKe WMC-FMr WRECac WMC-FMr 

36. Salt Lake City -Ogden 
KCPXr KSLm KCPX-FMr KCPXr 

KLUBm KCPXr KALLm KRSP A/F.r 

KSLm KSFIa KRGOmc KCPX-FMr 42. Dayton 
KRSP A/Fr KRSP A/Fr KCPXr KRGOmc 

12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

41. Prolidence-Warwick- 
Pawtucket 
WPROr WPROr WPROr WPJBr 

WLKW-A/ WLKW-A/Fa WPRO-FMr WPRO-FMr 
FMa 

WEANn WPRO-FMr WJARac WPROr 

WPRO-FMr WPJBr WLKW-A/Fa WAAFr 

WPJBr WHIMmc WPJBr WJARac 

WHJYa 

KCPX-FMr KALLm KRSP A/Fr KAYK- 

FMac 

KLOr 

KSFIa 

KSOP- 

FMmc 

KVOGr 

37. Honolulu 
KGMBm 

KORLr 

KKUAr 

KGUac 

KHVHn 

KGMBm KGMBm 

KORLr KGUac 

KKUAr KORLr 

KGUac KKUAr 

KIKIac KIOEr 

KHVHn 

KORLr 

KKUAr 

KIKIac 

KULAr 

KGMBm 

38. Charlotte -Gastonia 
WBTr 

WAYSr 

WROOr 

WBT-FMa 

WSOCn 

WBTr 

WAYS.; 

WGIVe 

WROOr 

WBT-FMa 

.WBTr 

WAYS.; 

WROOr 

WAYS.; 

WBTr 

WGIVe 

WSOC-FMmc WROOr 

WSOCn WBT-FMa 

WEZC-a 

WPEG 

39. Hartford -New Britain 
WTICv WTICv 

WDRCm WDRCm 

WTIC-FMr WWYZac 

WWYZac WTIC-FMr 

WKSSa WRCOr 

WTICv 

WDRCm 

W CCC-FM r 

WKSSa 

WRCOr 

WTIC-FMr 

WDRCm 

WTICv 

WHCNr 

WWYZac 

40. Norfolk -Portsmouth - 
New port News -1 lampton 
WTARm WTARm WNOR-FMr WOWIe 

WGHr WOWIe WRAPe WGHr 

WRAPe WCMS-FMmc WGHr WRAPe 

WOWIe WGHr WTARm WORKr 

WNOR-FMr WORKr WMYKr WNOR-FMr 

copyright 1978 kv TEI.EV/sloN/R,,D/o AGE. 
Reproduction in miv form prohibited without 
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WHIOac ' WHIOac WHIOac WINGac 

WINGac WINGac WINGac WDAOe 

WHIO-FMa WHIO-FMa WHIO-FMa WTUEr 

WONEmc WONEmc WTUEr WKROr 

WDAOe WDAOe WDAOe WHIOac 

43. Rochester, NY 
WHAMac WEZOa WMJOac WBBFr 

WEZOa WHAMac WVORr WHFMr 

WBBFr WBBFr WHAMac WAXCr 

WMJOac WHFMr WEZOa WBEN-FMr 

WHFMr WNYRmc WBBFr WMJOac 

44A. Greensboro -High Point 
WBIGac WCOGr WROKr 

WCOGr WGLDa WKZLac 

WROKr WROKr WEALe 

WKZLac WKZLac WCOGr 

WGLDa WTORmc WBIGac 

WCOGr 

WKZLac 

WROKr 

WEALe 

WAAAe 

WZ00ac 

44B. Winston-Salem 
WSJSac WSJSac WSJSac 

WGLDa WKZLac WTORmc 

WAAAe WAAAe WKZLac 

WKZLac WTORmc WAAAe 

WTORmc WGLDa WGLDa 

WAIRr 

WKZLac 

WTOBac 

WAAAe 

WSJSac 

45. Albany -Schenectady -Troy 
WGYm WGYm WGYm WTRYr 

WROWa WTRYr WTRYr WGFMr 

WIRY.; WROWa WROWa WPTRr 

WROW- WROW-FMa WPTRr WGYm 

FMa 

WGFMr WGFMr WFLYac WFLYac 

46. Richmond 
WRVAm WRVAm WRVAm WRVOr 

WRVOr WRVOr WRVOr WENZe 

WLEEac WLEEac WEZSa WANTe 

WEZSa WANTe WRXLr WRXLr 

WRXLr WENZe WXGIcw WLEEac 

WRXLr WRVAm 
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Buy spots on WHBQ in Memphis 
and get the whole radio station 

0 

"Sure, WHBQ Radio has a lot 
of audience. And, granted, we 
do sell spots. There's more 
to the story, however. A spot 
buy to us means that we have 
been put on retainer. When 
we're on retainer the whole 
radio station goes to work. 
You get personalities whose 
names are household words. 
You're identified with the 
station that holds the 
Superwalk for the March of 
Dimes, the Heart Fund 
Bike-A-Thon, Toys for Tots, 
Cancer Society Concert, and 
many other projects. Our 
promotion department 
coordinates merchandising 
and retailer participation. 
When you add it all up, your 
advertising dollar has a lot 
more going for it than just 
big audience numbers and a 

naked CPM. That's why 
advertisers will spend 
$3,000,000 with us in 1978. 
That's probably a million 
dollars more confidence than 
will be placed on any other 
Memphis radio station. We're 
privileged to have that kind of 
advertiser acceptance and 
that's why we say WHBQ 
gives you more than spots." 

DICK FRENCH 
VICE PRESIDENT AND 
GENERAL MANAGER 

56G WHBQ 
483 SOUTH HIGHLAND 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38111 
(901) 458-0056 

Represented nationally by RKO Radio Sales 

Radio Station Analysis A-25 
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47. Greenville -Spartansburg, 
S.C. 
WFBC- WFBC-FMac WFBC-FMac WOOKr 

FMac 

WSPA-FMa WORDr WESC A/FcwWORDr 

WSPAac WOOKr WORDr WFBC- 

FMac 

WORDr WSPA-FMa WOOKr WFBCac 

WOOKr WFBCac WFBCac WHYZe 

WSPAac 

48. Sacramento 
KCRAm KXOAr KCRAm KROYr 

KEWTa KCRAm KGMSa KR01r 

KGMSa KEWTa KEWTa KSFMr 

KROYr KROYr KRAKcw KNDEr 

KXOAr KCTCac KR01r KCRAm 

49. Oklahoma City 
KTOKm WKYr 

WKYr KATT A/Fr 

KATT A/Fr KOMAr 

KEBCcw 

KKNGa 

KOFMr 

KOFMr 

KTOKm 

KATT A/Fr 

KTOKm 

WKYr 

KOFMr 

KEBCcw 

KOFMr 

KZUEr 

KOMAr 

WKYr 

KATT A/Fr 

50. Wichita, KS 
KFDImc 

KAKEac 

KLEOr 

KEYN-FMr 

KEYN-FMr KAKEac 

KLEOr KFDImc 

KFHm KBRAa 

KAKEac 

KEYN-FMr 

KFDImc 

KBRAa 

KLEOr 

KLEOr 

KEYN-FMr 

KEYNr 

KFDImc 

KDRB 

51. Des Moines 
'VHOv KRNTm KRNTm 

KRNTm KIOAr KCBCr 

KSOnné KSOmc KIOAr 

KLYFa WHOv KLYFa 

KIOAr KLYFa KRNOr 

WHOv 

KMGKr 

KGGOr 

KIOAr 

KRNQr 

KCBCr 

KRNTm 

52. Omaha -Council Bluffs 
KFABm KFABm WKABm 

WOWr WOWr WOWr 

KEZOm KGORr KQKOr 

KGORr KEZOm KEZOm 

KOILr KOILr KGORr 

KOILr 

KGORr 

WOWr 

KQKOr 

KOWH-FMe 

53. Raleigh -Durham 
WPTFv WRALac WODRr 

WRALac WPTFv WRALac 

WKIXr WKIXr WPTFv 

WODRr WYYDr WKIXr 

WYYDr WODRr WCHLr 

WKIXr 

WSRCe 

WDCGmc 

WLLEe 

WODRr 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
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54. Syracuse 60. Fresno 
WSYRm WHENac WHENac WOLFr KMJr KFYEr KFYEr KFYEr 

WHENac WFBLm WKFMr WKFMr KFYEr KKNUa KMJr KYNOr 

WOLFr WSGO-A/Fac WFBMm WHENac KYNOr KYNOr KYNOr KXEXs 

WNTOa WSYR-m WSYRm WFBLm KKNUa KMAKmc KMAKmc KYNO-FMr 

WFBLm 

WKFMr 

WOLF., 

WSEN-A/Fmc 

WNTQa WOURac KMAKmc KMJr KYNO-FMr KIOYr 

55. Jacksonville 
WIVYr WIVYr 

WKTZ-FMa WKTZ-FMa 

WPDOe 

WVOJmc 

WOIKmc 

WOIKmc 

WPDOe 

WVOJmc 

WIVYr 

WOIKmc 

WKTZ-FMa 

WVOJmc 

WPDQe 

WIVYr 

WPDOe 

WAIVr 

WKTZ-FMa 

WOIKmc 

56. Orlando 
WBJWr WBJWr 

WDBO-FMaWDBO-FMa 

WDBOac WORLe 

WDIZr WKISac 

WKISac WDBOac 

WDIZr 

WBJWr 

WH00cw 

WKISAC 

WDBOac 

WBJWr 

WORLe 

WLOFr 

WDIZr 

WORJr 

57. Grand Rapids 
W00Dm WORD-A/Fr WLAV-FMr WGRD- 

A/Fr 

WOOD-FMaW00D-FMa W00Dm WZZRac 

WGRD. WOODm WGRD-A/Fr WLAV-FMr 
A/Fr 

WLAV-FMr WLAV-FMr WOOD-FMa WLAVac 

WZZRac WCUZmc WCUZmc WOOD-FMa 

WZZRac 

58. Nassau -Suffolk 
WCBSn 

WABCr 

WBLIr 

WOR1 

WNBCr 

WBLIr 

WABCr 

WNBCr 

WHNmc 

WPLJr 

WABCr 

WNBCr 

WCBSn 

WBLIr 

WINSn 

WABCr 

WPLJr 

WXLor 

WNBCr 

WBLIr 

59. North East, Pennsylvania 
(Wilkes Barre -Scranton) 
WARMac WARMac WARMac WARMac 

WNAKa WGBI-FMcw WBAXac WEZXr 

WGBI- WBAXac WGBI-FMcw WILKr 
FMcw 

WNAKa WEZXr WGBI- 

FMcw 

WILKr WNAKa WARDr 

WBRE- 

A/Fn 

WBAXac 

WEJLm 

Copyright /978 hr Tct-ev/story/K-IMO AGE. 
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One source predicts that 
there will be some 30 
stations into the disco 
format by next year. 

61. Akron 
WAKRm WAKRm WMMSr WZZPr 

WMMSr WGARm WAKRm WMMSr 

WSLRmc WMMSr WSLRmc WGARm 

WGARm WSLRmc WWWMr WWWMr 

WAEZa WAEZa WGARm WCUEr 

WWWMr 

62. Knoxville 
WIVK- WIVK-A/Fmc WIVK-A/Fmc WRJZr 
A/Fmc 

WRJZr WRJZr WRJZr WNOXr 

WEZKa WEZKa WEZKa WOKI- 

FMac 

WNOXr WNOXr WNOXr WIVK- 

A/Fmc 

WBIR- WBIR-FMac WBIR-FMmc WBIR- 

FMmc FMmc 

WEZKa 

63. Albuquerque 
KOBm KOBm KOBm 

KRZYmc KOEOr KRSTr 

KOEOr KRKEr KRZYmc 

KRKEr KRZYmc KZZXr 

KOB-FMa KABOs KABOs 

KOEOr 

KRKEr 

KRSTr 

KZZXr 

KOBm 

64. Toledo 
WSPDm 

WLORm 

WTODmc 

WCWAac 

WIOTr 

WLORm 

WCWAac 

WTODmc 

WSPDm 

CKLWr 

WIOTr 

WCWAac 

WLQRm 

WTODmc 

CKLWr 

WIOTr 

WXEZa 

CKLWr 

WOHOac 

WKLRe 

65. San Jose 
KGOt KLOKm 

KFRCr KFRCr 

KCBSn KBAYac 

KLOKm KEZRr 

KBAYac KIOIac 

KSOLe 

KLOKm 

KFRCr 

KG0t 

KCBSn 

KSFOac 

KFRCr 

KLIVr 

KSOLe 

KSJOr 

KLOKm 
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66. Tulsa 73. Austin 78. Allentown -Bethlehem -Eas- 
ton KVOOmc KRMGac KV00mc KELIr KVETmc KCSWac KLBJ-FMr KHFIr 

KRMGac KRAVac KRMGac KAKCr KASEa KVETmc KVETmc KNOW., 

KRAVac KV00mc KMODr KTFXr KLBJ-FMr KNOWr KASEa KVETmc 

KBEZr KELIr KRAVac KRAVac KNOWr KASEa KNOW., KCSWac 

KELIr KBEZr KBEZr KV00mc KCSWac KLBJ-FMr KOKE A/FmcKASEa 

67. Las Vegas KLBJr 

KLUC-A/Fr KLUC-A/Fr KRAMmc KENOr KLBJ-FMr 

KRAMmc KENOr KLUC-A/Fr KLUC-A/Fr KOKE 

A/Fmc 
KENOr KRAMmc KENO-FMr KENO-FMr 

KTSA m 

KORK-FMa KENO-FMr KENOr KFMSr 
74. Chattanooga 

KENO-FMr KFMSr KORK-FMa KRAMmc 

KORKm WDEFm WFLIr WDODmc WFLIr 

WFLIr WDEFm WFLIr WN00e 
68. Tucson 

WDODmc WDEF-FMm WDEFm WZDO 
KTKTr KTKTr KWFMr KR00r 

WDEF- WDODmc WYNOa WGOWr 
KJYKa KJYKa KTKTr KTKTr FMm 

KR00r KCUBmc KR00r KMGXac WYNOa WYNOa WZDOr WDEFm 

KCUBmc KMGXac KCUBmc KWFMr WDODmc 

KAIRa KR00r KMGXac KIKXmc 

69. Ft. Lauderdale -Hollywood 
WLYFa WLYFa WHYIr WHYIr 

WHYIr WHYIr WSHEr WSHEr 

WFTLm WAIAac WAIAac WOAMr 

WINZn WAXYr WLYFa WINZ-FMr 

WAIAac WFTLm WAXYr WRBDe 

70. Ft. Wayne 
WOWOac WOWOac WOWOac WMEEr 

WMEFa WMEEr WMEEr WPTHr 

WMEEr WMEFa WPTHr WOWOac 

WPTHr WPTHr WMEFa WCMXe 

WLYVcw WLYVcw WLYVcw WMEFa 

71. Shreveport 
KOKAe KOKAe 

KEELac KEELac 

KWKHmc KCOZa 

KCIJv KCIJv KWKHmc 

KRMD- KWKHmc KRMDmc 
FMmc 

KEELac 

KOKAe 

KOKAe 

KEELac 

KRMD-FMmc KROKr 

KCIJv 

KMBOac 

72. Little Rock -Little Rock 
KLAZ-FMr KKYKr KLAZ-FMr KLAZ-FMr 

KAAYr KAAYr KAAYr KKYKr 

KLRAmc KLAZ-FMr KKYKr KAAYr 

KKYKr KEZOa KLRAmc KOKYe 

KARNa KOKYe KARNa KLAZr 

KOKYe 

Copyright 1978 by TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 
Reproduction in any form prohibited without 
permission of TELEVISION/RADIO AGE. 

MOR's losses to rock 
have added to the lines 
of specialization. 

75. Anchorage 
KHARa KHARa KFODac KENIr 

KFODac KFODac KENIr KANCr 

KENIr KENIr KHARa KFODac 

KANCr KY4Kmc KANCr KGOTac 

KYAKmc KANCr KKLVac KBYRm 

KHARa 

76. Spokane 
KJRBr KJRBr KREM-FMr KJRBr 

KEZE KGAcw KHO-FMr KHO-FMr 
A/Fm 

KGAcw KHOac KEZE A/Fm KREMr 

KHOac KHO-FMr KGAcw KREM-FMr 

KHO-FMr KREMr KJRBr KEZE 

A/Fm 

KHOac 

KGAcw 

KXLYm 

KZUN- 

FMmc 

WAEBn WAEBr WAEBr WAEBr 

WXKWmc WLEVr WXKWmc WKAPac 

WLEVr WXKWmc WLEVr WEEXr 

W000a WKAPac WEEXr WLEVr 

WKAPac W000a WKAPac WEZVr 

WYNSac 

79. Wilmington, Del. 
WDELm WDELm WDELm WIFIr 

WAMSr WAMSr WYSPr WAMSr 

WJBRa WIPm WIPm WDAS-FMe 

WIFIr WMGKac WAMSr WDASe 

WDAS-FMeWYSPr WI00r WI00r 

W MGK ac 

80. .Johnson City -Kingsport - 
Bristol 
WJCWcw WFHGr WJCWcw WFHGr 

WFHGr WJCWcw WFHG-FMr WJSOr 

WJSOr WKINr WJSOr WETBr 

WKINr WJSOr WFHGr WKINr 

WKPT-FMa WKPT-FMa WGOCcw WOUTr 

WOUTr 

One consultant feels 
that fragmentation is 
helping the top -40 mass - 
appeal stations. 

81. Bakersfield 
KUZZmc KUZZmc KUZZmc KERNac 

KERNac KERNac KERNac KAFYr 

KAFYr KAFYr KKXXr 

KLYD A/Fa KLYD A/Fa KAFYr KWACs 

KGEEn KKXXr KLYD A/Fa KLOSr 

82. Harrisburg 
WHPm WKBOr WKBOr WKBOr 

WKBOr WSFMr WHPm WSFMr 

WHP-Fila WHPm WSFMr WOXAr 

WSFMr WHP-FMa WRHYr WRHYr 

WRHYr WFECmc WHP-FMa WYCRr 

. WOXAr 

83. Vs heeling 
77. Flint WWVAmc WWVAmc WWVAmc WKWKr 

WWCKr WGMZa WWCKr WWCKr WKWKr WKWKr WKWKr WOMP-FMr 

WKMFmc WKMFmc WJRv WTACr WOMPt WOMPt WNEUm WPEZr 

WFDFac WWCKr WKMFmc WFDFac WTRFa WOMP-FMr WOMP-FMr WCPIr 

WJRv WFDFac WTRXac WTRXac WOMP-FMrWNEUm WCPIr WWVAmc 

WGMZa WTRXac WGMZa WAMMe WOMP1 
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Rank by demographics, 
average %-hour 
12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

84. El Paso 
KAMAs KAMAs KPASr 

KINT KINT A/Fac KHEYcw 
A/Fac 

KHEYcw KEZBa KINT A/Fac KELPac 

KEZBa KHEYcw XROKr KRODe 

KPASr XROKr KAMAs KPASr 

KTSM-FMr 

XROKr 

KINT A/Fac 

85. Columbia, S.C. 
WISm WOICe WNOK-FMac WNOK- 

FMac 

WNOK- WNOK-FMac WISm WOICe 
FMac 

WOICe WCOS-FMcw WCOS-FMcw WWDMe 

WCOS- WISm WOICe WCOSr 
FMcw 

WWDMe WWDMe WWDMe WCOS- 

FMcw 

WXRYa 

WZLDr 

86. Dalenport-Rock Island- 
Moline 
WHBFmc 

KIIKr 

WOUAac 

KSTTr 

WOCa 

WOUAac 

KIIKr 

WHBFmc 

KSTTr 

KRVRa 

WHTTmc 

WHBFmc 

KIIKr 

KSTTr 

WOUAac 

KRVRa 

WHBF-FMr 

WIIKr 

KSTTr 

WOUAac 

WLSr 

WHBF-FMr 

87. Beaumont -Port Arthur - 
Orange 
KJETe 

KWICr 

--aMmc 

-'1 

KWICr KTRMmc KWICr 

KIOCac KLVImc KJETe 

KJETe KYKR-FMmc KAYDr 

KOXYa KJETe KAYCr 

KIOCac 

KYKR- KYKR-FMmc KWICr KOIEac 
FMmc 

88. Youngstown -Warren 
WHOTr WHOTr WKBNv WHOTr 

WKBNv WKBNv WHOTr WYFMr 

WBBWt WKBN-FMa WYFMr WGFTe 

WKBN-FMaWYFMr WSRDr WSRDr 

WYFMr WBBW1 WBBWt WMMSr 

89. Baton Rouge 
WXOKe WXOKe WYNK-FMmc WLCSr 

WJBOac WIBRac WJBOac WXOKe 

WOXYa WLCSr WIBRac WIBRac 

WIBRac WOXYa WFMFr WJBOac 

WLCSr WYNKcw WOXYa WTIXr 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average t/4 -hour average t/4 -hour 
/2+ /8-49 N 18-49M Teens 

90. Springfield -Chicopee - 
Holyoke 
WHYNr WHYNr WHYNr 

WHYN-FMaWHYN-FMa WHYN-FMa 

WTICv WAOYr WCCC-FMr 

WCCC-FMr WHMP-FMac WAOYr 

WHYNr 

WAOYr 

WTIC-FMr 

WCCC-FMr 

WAQYr WCCC-FMr WTICv WHMP- 

FMac 

W SPR ac 

91. Lansing -East Lansing 
WVIC WFMKr WFMKr WVIC 

A/Fac A/Fac 

WFMKr WVIC A/Fac WVIC A/Fac WILSac 

WITL- WJIMm WILS-FMr WFMKr 
FMmc 

WJRv WOOD-FMa WITLmc WILS-FMr 

WJIMm WILSac WJIMm WGRD 

A/Fr 

WJRv 

WOOD-FMa 

New York, the hotbed of 
disco, has finally gotten 
its own disco station, 
WKTU-FM. 

92. Canton 
WHBCm WHBCm 

WHBCfMaWGARm 

WGARm 

W010r 

WMMSr 

WHBC-FMa 

W010r 

WHLOr 

WNYNmc 

WGARm 

WHBC-FMa 

WHBCm 

WMMSr 

W010r 

W010r 

WGARm 

WHBCm 

WWWSr 

WWWMr 

WYFMr 

93. New Haven -West Haven 
WELIn WELIm WELIm 

WAVZr WAVZr WPLRr 

WKCIa WWYZac WAVZr 

WPLRr WNBCr WWYZac 

WWYZac WPLRr WKCIa 

WAVZr 

WPLRr 

WNBCr 

WTIC-FMr 

WORC- 

FMm 

WELIm 

WHCNr 

94. Cedar Rapids 
WMTv WMTv WMTv KCRGr 

KCRGr KCRGr KCRGr KLWWr 

KLWWr KHAK A/FmcKHAK A/FmCKOCRr 

KHAK KLWWr KLWWr 
A/Fmc 

KOCRr KOCRr KOCRr 

WMT-FMa 

KHAK 

A/Fmc 

WMTv 

12+ /8-49 N 18-49M Teens 

95. Lubbock 
KSELr KSELr KENDmc KSEIr 

KENDmc KENDmc 'KSELr KSEL-FMr 

KSEL-FMr KLBKac KSEL-FMr KLBKac 

KFYOv KSEL-FMr KTEZa KENDmc 

KTEZa KLBK-FMr KLBK-FMr KFYOv 

KLLL-FMmc 

96. Fargo -Moorhead 
KFGOmc KFGOmc KFGOmc KVOXac 

WDAYv KQWB-FMac WDAYv KOWBac 

KVOXac WDAYv KQWB-FMac KQWB- 

FMac 

KQWB- KVOXac KOWBac KFGOmc 

FMac 

WDAY-FMvWDAY-FMv KVOXac WDAYv 

KVOX-FMac 

97. Charleston, W.V. 
WCAWmc WKAZr WKAZr WKAZr 

WKAZr WCAWmc WCAWmc WXITac 

WCHSr WCHSr WVAFr WCAWmc 

WTIPa WVAFr WCHSr WVAFr 

WVAFr WBESa WTIOa WCHSr 

WOBEmc WXITac 

WXITac 

98. Jackson, \liss. 
WJDXac WJDXac WJDXac WJMIe 

WSLIm WJMIe WJMIe WZZOr 

WJMIe WSLIm WZZOr WJDXac 

WZZOr WZZOr WSLIm WYIGr 

WLINa WLINa WLINa WKXIe 

WOKJe 

99. Evanslille 
WGBFr WGBFr WGBFr WGBFr 

WIKY- WIKY-FMac WIKY-FMac WKDOr 
FMac 

WROZcw WKDOr WROZcw WIKYr 

WKDOr WROZcw WKDOr 

WIKYr WIKYr WJPSa 

WVHIx 

100. Peoria 
WIRLr WIRLr WWCTr WKZWr 

WMBDac WKZWr WIRLr WIRLr 

WKZWr WXCLmc WXCLmc WLSr 

WSWTa WSWTa WKZWr WWCTr 

WXCLmc WMBDac WSWTa WJBCv 

WMBDac 

Copyright 1978 by TILE v/ toN/RAvto AGE. 
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Leading radio stations, midday, metro area 
Top 100 markets 
Top 10 stations in top 10 markets. top five stations in the remaining markets, ranked by average quarter hour, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., 
Monday -through -Friday, for four demographics-total persons 12 -plus. women 18 -plus, Wren 18 -plus and teens. 

Rank by demographics, 
average %-hour 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average ki-hour average %-hour 

12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ I8 -49W /8-49M Teens 

1. New York 3. Chicago 6. Philadelphia 
WBLSac WBLSac WBLSac WBLSac WL00a WL00a WGNv WVONe WWSHa WWSHa WYSPr WCAU- 

WABCr WABCr WABCr WABCr WGNv WLSr W100a WLSr 
FMr 

WRFMa WRFMa WPLJr WPLJr WLAKa WLAKa WLSr WBMXe KYWn WIPm WWSHa WZZDr 

WORt WNBCr WCBS- WXLOr WBBMn WCLRm WCLRm WMETr WIPm WDAS- WDAS- WWSHa 

FMr FMe FMe 
WLSr WFYRac WLAKa W'LUPr 

WCBSn WXLOr WNEW- WNBCr 
WDVRa WMGKr WPENac WFILr 

R 
FMr 

WCLm WGNv WFYRac N'DAIr 
WDAS- WDVRa WUSLac WIFIr 

WMAQmc WBMXe WMAQmc W'GCIr FMe 
WINSn WCBS- WXLOr WWRLe 

FMr WFYRac WVONe WBBMn W'EFMr WUSLac WUSLac KYWn WYSPr 

WPATa WPATa WHNmc WPIXr WVONe WBBMn WBMXe WKQXr WCAUrt WFILr WSNImc WDASe 

WPAT- WNEWac WNBCr WLIRr WBMXe WMAQmc WINDm KFYRac WYSPr WZZDr WIPm WDAS- 

FMa 4. San Francisco FMe 

WHNmc WHNmc WRFMa WBLIr WMGKr WYSPr WMGKr WPENac 
KG0.1 KFRCr KGOt KFRCr 

WNEWac WTFMa WPIXr WJITs 'NSNImr- WCAU- WI00r WPSTr 
KFRCr KIOIac KSFOac KDIAc FMe 

2. Los Angeles 
KFOGa KNBRm KMELr KSOLe 

KBIGa KBIGa KMETr KMETr KCBSn KSFXr KFRCr (SJOr 
KABC1 KRTHr KABCt KTNOr KSFOac KGOt KSFXr (MELr 7. Detroit 
KJOIa KJOIa KNX- KHJr KOITa K BAY ac KSANr KSFXr WJRv WOMCac WJRv WRIFr 

FMr 
WJR- WJR- WNICac WABXr KABIa KLOKm KI01ac (101ac 

KFWBn KABCt KUTEe KDAYe FMa FMa 
KI01ac KABLa KOITa KYAr 

KNX on KLVEs KJOIa KLOSr WOMCac WJRv WWWWr WDROr 
KNBRm KDIAm KYUUr KOFYs 

KRTHr KRLAr KRTHr KUTEe WWJ- WRIFr WOMCac WJLBe 
KABL- KOITa KNEWmc KLOKm FMa 

KOSTa KNX- KBIGa KWSTr FMa 
FMr WDEEmc WNICac WRIFr WGPRe 

KSFXr KNBRm KNBRm 
KMETr KWKWs KLOSr KFIac WRIFr WMJCr WDEEmc WNICac 

KNX- KHJr KPOL- KEZYr 5Wasltington, l).0 . WNICac CKLWr WHNDr CKLWr 
FMr FMr WMALm WGAY- WHURe WPGC- VlWJn WDEEmc WWJ- WWKRac 

KLOSr KOSTa KWSTr KIIS- FMa A/Fr FMa 
FMac WGAY- WASHm WMALm WOOKs WMJCr WGPRe 1VGPRe WWWWr 

KLACmc FMa 
WJLBe WJLBr WABXr WMJCr 

KRLAr WJMDa WOOKs WMZOmc WWDC- 
CKLWr WXYZac WJZZe FM 

2A. Anaheim -Santa Ana -Garden 
WASH ern WMALm WWDC- YIASHm WMJCr 

Grove (Orange County) FMr 

KBIGa KBIGa KMETr KMETr WPGC- WPGC- WPGC- WRQXr 

KABCt KRTHr KRTHr KEZYr A/F or A/Fr A/Fr S. Boston 

KRTHr KABCt KLOSr KLOSr WOOKs WJMDa WJMDa WMZOmc WHDHm WHDHm WCOZr WVBFac 

KMETr KIIS- KPOLm KTNOr WHURe WRQYr WASH m WWDCr WJIBa WJIBa WJIBa WRKOr 

FMac WMZOmc WKYSe WGAY- WEAMe WRKOr WRKOr WHDHm WCOZr 

KJOIa KNX- KBIGa KMJr FMa WCOZr WVBFac WRKOr WBZ- 

FMr WGMS- WMZOmc WRQXr WEELac FMr 

KLOSr KMPCac KWSTr KWSTr A/Fcl WBZv WEEI- WEEI- WCGYr 

KNXn KLOSr KJOIa KIISac WWDC- WEZRa WPIKmc W'J1IDa FMr FMr 
FMr WITSt WBZv WBCNr WBCNr 

KOSTa KGBSmc KNX- KWIZ- 

FMac WHURe WVBFac WRORr WRORr WILDe 

KNX- KIQOr KOSTa KFIac WEEI- WCOZr WBZv WITSt 
FMr FMr 

KMPCac KJ01a KYM$r KMPCac Copyright 1978 br T6LEV1.vlOv/K rDto AGr'. 
WEEI on WILDe WITSt WHDHm 

Reproduction in any form prohibited without 
KPOLr KUTEe permission of T£i tViSto.v/R,aDto Rc:r:'. WRORr WITSt WVBFac WAAFr 

KWIZac WRORr 
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Rank by demographics, 
average t/4 -hour 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average ,-hour average %-hour 

12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens /2+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

9. Dallas -Fort Worth 
KVIL- KVIL- KVIL- KFJZ- 

A/Fm A/Fm A/Fm FMac 

WBAPmc KSCSmc WBAPmc KKDA- 

FMe 

KOAXa KOAXa KSCSmc KSCSmc 

KSCSmc KMEZa KDKA- KVIL- 

FMe A/Fm 

KMEZa KKDA- KZEWr KZEWr 
FMe 

KKDA- KLIFr KFWDr KFWDr 
FMe 

KPLXm KPLXa KMEZa WBAPmc 

KBOXmc WBAPmc KPLXa KNUSr 

KRLDV KZEWr KAFMr KLIFr 

KZEWr KRLDv KBOXmc KFJZac 

10. Houston-Galveston 

12. Seattle -Everett -Tacoma 18. Cleveland 
KOMOm KOMOm KVIac KVI- 

FMr 

KSEAa KJRr KOMOm KINGac 

KJRr KSEAa KYYXr KJRr 

KVIac KVIac KSEAa KLAYr 

KIXI- KIXI- KINGac KTACr 
A/Fa A/Fa 

KINGac 

13. St. Louis 

WQALa WDMTr WOALa WJMOe 

WDOKa WMMSr WMMSr WMMSr 

WHKmc WDOKa WWWEm WZZPr 

WMMSr WQALa WWWMr WWWMr 

WJMOe WJMOe WDOKa WGARm 

WGCLr 

19. Miami 
WOBAs WOBAs WINZ- WHYIr 

KMOXv KMOXv KMOXv KSHEr FMr 

KEZKa KEZKa KSHEr KSLOr WYORa WCMOs WCMOs WEDRe 

KSHEr KSDac KSDac KXOKr WCMOs WHYIr WHYIr WMJXr 

KSDac KSLOr KKSSe KKSSe WHYIr WMJXr WMJXr WINZ- 

WILmc KSHEr WIL- KADI- FMr 

FMmc FMr WMJXr WCMO- WAXY or WQAMr 

KMOXv FMs 

KYNDa KRBEr KMJOr KMJOr 14. Pittsburgh 19A. lliami-Ft. Lauderdale- 
KMJOr KYNDa KILT., KRBEr KDKAv KDKAv WJOIa WXKXr I lolly ood 
KTRHn KMJOr KRBEr KILTr WSHHa WSHHa WTAEac WDVEr WLYFa WLYFa WHYIr WHYIr 

KRBEr KIKK- KRLYr KILT- WJOIa WXKXr WXKXr WKTOr WOBAs WHYIr WINZ- WMJXr 
FMmc FMr WXKXr WKTOr WDVEr WAMOe FMr 

KOUEm KAUMr KAUMr KENRmc 
WTAEac WTAEac KDKAv WDEZr WHYIr WOBAs WAXYr WINZ- 

KILT., KILTr KYNDa KTRHn FMr 

KPRCt KODA- KENRmc KAUMr 
15. Denver -Boulder WYORa WAIAac WCMOs WSHEr 

FMa KLIRa KLIRa KAZYr KBPIr WCMOs WCMOs WAIAac WEDRe 

KIKK- KOUEm KILT- KCOHe KBPIr KHOWm KBPIr KTLKr 
FMmc FMr 

KHOWm KOSI- KHOWm KXKXr 20. Cincinnati 
KAUMr KENRmc KTRHn KFMKr FMa 

KENRmc KILT- KIKK- KLOLr KOSI- KBPIr KOSI- KAZYr 
FMr FMmc FMa FMa WLWm WLWm WLWm WEBNr 

KODA- KAZYr KAZYr KLIRA KOAOac WKRCm WUBE- WKRCm WCINe 

FMa FMmc 

KOUEm 16. Baltimore WEBNr WEBNr WKROr WSAIr 

WCKYa WKROr WEBNr WKRQr 

KRLYr WLIFa WCBMac WCBMac WCAOm WKROr WLOAa WLQAa WSAI- 

KXYZr WBALm WLIFa WIYYr WSIDe FMr 

WCBMac WBKZr WXYVe WLPLr 

11. Minneapolis-St. Paul 
WMARa WXYVe WFBRac WBALm KGB- KIFMr KPRIr KGB- 

WCAOm WCAOm WLIFa WWINe 21. San Diego 

WCCOv KEEY- KORS- KDWB- FMr FMr 
FMa A/Fr A/Fr 17. Atlanta 

xTRAa KEZLa KGB- KFMB- 

KEEY- WCCO- WCCO- KORS- WSBv WZGCr WKLSr WZGCr FMr FMr 
FMa FMac FMac A/Fr 

WPCHa WSBv WSBv WOXI- KEZLa KFMB- KFMB- KCBOr 
KORS- WCCOv WCCOv KSTPac FMr FMr FMr 

A/F r 
WZGCr WOXI- WZGCr WKLSr KSDOn KMJCr KFMBm KGBr 

WCCO- KDWB- KEEY- WCCOv FMr KPRIr KSONmc KMJCr 
FMac A/Fr FMa 

WOXI- WKLSr WPCHa WOXIr 
WAYL- WAYL- WAYL- KEEYa FMr 

22. Portland, Ore. A/Fa A/Fa A/Fa 
WSB- WOXIr WOXI- WAOKe 

KFMXr FMa FMr KWJJmc KGWr KGWr KGWr 

KRSImc WSB.v KGWr KWJJmc KWJJmc KYTEac 

KXL- KXL- KGONr KGONr 
FMm FMm 

Copyright 1978 by TELEVIS/ON/RADIO AGE. Reproduction in any forrar prohibited without per- KUPL- KPAM- KVANr KPAM- 
mission of Ti;, EVISIONIRADIO AGE. FMa FMr FMr 
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L00 ING OR THE 
RIG T NUMBERS? 

TRY THIS 
PITTSBURGH COMBINATION! 
WTAE/WXKX #1 Persons 12-34 by 56% 
WTAE/WXKX #1 Adults 18-34 by 51% 
WTAE/WXKX #1 Adults 18-49 by 42% 
WTAE/WXKX #1 Adults 25-49 by 38%* 

AND 

1 I 1 

WXKX FM STEREO 

Moving Pittsburgh People & Moving Product! 
'In Comparison with other Pittsburgh AM/FM 
combinations. 
SOURCE: April -May 1978 Arbitron Metro AQH 
Monday -Sunday 6 A.M.-12 M. 

Call WTAE/WXKX (412) 242-4300 
or your KATZ Representative. 
Hearst Broadcasting Stations 

Radio Station Analysis A-3 I 



Rank by demographics, 
average k4 -hour 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average t/4 -hour average b -hour 

12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

23. Phoenix 29. Buffalo 35. Memphis 
KQYTa KOYTa KDKB- KKKOr WBNYa WBNYa WKBWm WKBWm WMCmc WMCmc WZXRr WDIAe 

FMr WKBWm WGRm WGRm WBEN- WEZIa WHBOr WMCmc WHRKe 

KMEO- KOYm KOYTa KRIZr FMr 
WMC- WOUDm WEZIa WHBQr 

A/Fa WGRm WKBWm WGROr WGRQr FMr 
KOYm KMEO- KOYm KDKB- WBENac WBENac WBEN- WGRm WHBOr WMC- WHRKe WLOKe 

A/Fa FMr FMr FMr 

KDKB- KNIX- KBBCr KNIX- WADVm WPHDr WWOLmc WPHDr WMPSac WDIAe WMC- WMPSac 
FMr A/Fcw A/Fcw FMr 

KNIX- KDKB- 

A/Fcw FMr 
KJJJmc KIFNs 

30. Tampa -St. Petersburg 
36. Salt Lake City-Ogden 

WWBA- WLCYr WRBQr WYNFr KIFNs KRUXr 
KSFIa KSFIa KCPX- KRSP- FMa 

KJJJmc 
WSUNmc WOXMa WQXMa WLCYr 

FMr A/Fr 

24. Milwaukee WFLA- WYNFr WFLAac WQXMa KSLm KSLm KRGOmc KCPX- 

FMa FMr 
WTMJv WISNac WLPXr WZUU- 

A/Fr WJYWa WFLAac WSUNmc WRBOr 
KCPX- KCPXr KALLm KCPXr 

FMr 
WISNac WBCS- WBCS- WLPXr WWBAa WRBOr WYNFr WOKFr 

A/Fmc A/Fmc KLUBm KCPX- KSFIa KDABr 
FMr 

WEZWa WEZWa WTMJv WOKYr 31. Birmingham KRGOmc KSOP- KRSP- KLUBm 
WBCS- WTMJv 
A/Fmc 

WISNac WRKRac FMmc A/Fr WSGNr WSGNr WKXXr WKXXr 

WLPXr WZUU- 

A/Fr 
WZUU- 

A/Fr 
WZMFr WYDEcw WERCr WVOK- 

FMmc 
WSGNr 

KLUB- 

FMm 
KWHOcl 

WKXXr WOEZa WZZKcw WENNe 
25. Indianapolis WENNe WZZKcw WSGNr WAPI- 37. Honolulu 
WXTZa WIBCm WNAPr WNDEr FMa 

KGUac KORLr KGUac KKUAr 
WIBCm WFMSmc WIBCm WTLCe WERCr WENNe WJLDe WERCr 

KKUAr KKUAr KULAr KORLr 
WIREmc WXTZa WFMSmc WNAPr WYDEcw 

KORLr KGMBm KPOIa KIKIac 

32. Nashville -Davidson 
WFMSmc WNAPr 

WNAPr WIREmc 

WXTZa 

WIREmc 

WFBOr 

WIFEr 
KULAr KGUac 

KGMBm KHSSa 

KIOEv 

KKUAr 

26. Columbus, Ohio 
WVOLe WLACr WKDFr WVOLe 

KUMU- KORLr 
WLACr WZEZa WLACr WLACr FMa 

WBNS- WNCIr WNCIr WNCIr 
FMa WZEZa WVOLe WVOLe WKDFr 

WNCIr WBNS- WBNS- WXGTr WSIX- WKDFr WSMv WMAKr 38. Charlotte -Gastonia 
FMa FMa FMmc 

WBTr WBTr WBTr WAYSr 
WTVNm WBNSac WLVOr WCOLr WKDFr WKQBa WSIX- WBYOr 

FMmc WAYSr WAYSr WAYSr WBTr 
W BNS ac WTVNm WTVNm WVKOe 

WROOr WBT- WR00r WROOr 
.mC WCOLr WCOLr WLVOr 

33. New Orleans FMa 

-ansas City WBT- WGIVe 
FMa 

WSOC- 

FMmc 
WGIVe 

WSMBac WTIXr WRNOr WTIXr 

;MBRa KYYSr KBEOr WTIXr WQUEr WOUEr WNOEr WSOC- WSOC- WGIVe WBT- 

moa KMBZm KCMOac KYYSr WOUEr WBYUa WTIXr WOUEr FMmc FMmc FMa 

KCEZa WDAFmc KMBRa WHBac WBYUa WNOEr WBYUa WYLDe 

WDAFmc KCEZa WHBac KPRSe WWLv WNOE-FMr WWLv WRNOr 39. Hartford -New Britain 
KCMOac KCMOac KPRSe KCMOac WXELe WTICv WTICv WKSSa WTIC- 

FMr 
28. San Antonio 

34. Louisville WRCHa WDRCm WCCC- WDRCm 
KCORs KCORs KKYXmc KTFMr FMr 

KOXTa KTSAm KTSAm KTSAm 
WVEZa WVEZa WAKYac WLRSr 

WKSSa WWYZac WRCHa WAQYac 

KTSAm KOXTa KBUC- KZZYr 
WAVEac WOHIr WVEZa WKLOac 

WDRCm WRCQr WTICv WHCNr 
FMcw WAKYac WLRSr WLRSr WAKYac 

WWYZac WRCHa WDRCm WCCC- 

KKYXmc KTFMr WOAIt KAPEe WLRSr WAVEac WAMZmc WOHIr FMr 

WOAIt KEDAs KTFMr KISSr WOHIr WAKYac WOHIr WLOUe WKNDe 
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NUMBER ONE' 
IN DES MOINES 

BAD/0! 
If you want to sell your product in Des Moines, we have a deal for you. We have the number one* radio 

station in Des Moines and we have the number one radio rep in your market. Just call KATZ RADIO. 
We believe Katz has the most effective research analysis system ever developed for buying radio adver- 

tising. The PROBE computerized research analysis makes your buy easier, faster and more efficient. 
If you want 50% of the adults in Des Moines, for instance, or in 50 different cities, Katz can give you a 

computerized analysis showing you, among other estimates, how many people you will reach, how often, 
their ages and the cost per thousand. 

That's the way to buy advertising. That's the way to get maximum results for minimum dollars spent. 
Naturally, we're thankful that we're number one in Des Moines radio. A lot of us worked very hard to get 

and keep the KRNT audience. We also know that you need a way to buy your advertising effectively. That's 
why we recommend you try the Katz PROBE analysis. 

THE WINNING COMBINATION IN DES MOINES - KRNT/KRNO 

eARB Apr/May '78, Metro avg. 12+, 6:00 AM - Midnight, Mon. -Sun. 

Represented Nationally by KATZ 

CAUTION: Rating projections are estimates only, subject to 
defects and limitations of source material and methods. 
They may or may not be accurate measures of true audience. 

]I 

WIBW TV -AM -FM 
CBS - Topeka 

R T 1oº 
CBS RADIO ROCK IN STEREO 

Des Moines, Iowa 
(515) 280-1350 

BROADCAST SERVICES OF STAUFFER COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
KGNC-AM-FM KRNTKRNO KGBX RADIO KSOK RADIO KGFF RADIO TOTAL TELEVISION 
CBS . Amarillo CBS Des Moines CBS - Springfield, Mo. Amen", City, Ka. ABC - SFawnee, Ok. CATV . Amarillo 

ALL AMERICAN NETWORK - Televising the World's Richest Horse Race on Labor Day - Originating Kansas City Royals Baseball Network 

Radio Station Analysis Af 



Rank by demographics, 
average 1/4 -hour 
12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

40. Norfolk -Portsmouth - 
Newport News -Hampton 
WFOG- WFOG- 

FMm FMm 

WRAPe WOWIe 

WKEZa WCMS- 

FMmc 

WCMS- WKEZa 
FMmc 

WNOR- WNOR- 

FMr FMr 

WRAPe WORKr 

WNOR- WGHr 
FMm 

WGHr WRAPe 

WRVAm WOWIe 

WMYKr WFOG- 

FMm 

WMYKr 

41. Providence -Warwick - 
Pawtucket 
WLKW- WLKW- WPROr 
A/Fa A/Fa 

WPROr WPROr WLKW 
A/Fa 

WHJYa WHJYa WPRO- 

FMr 

WPRO- WPRO- WJARac 
FMr FMr 

WJARac WPJBr WHJYa 

WPJBr 

WPRO- 

War 

WPROr 

WVBFac 

WJARac 

WWON1 

42. Dayton 
WHIO- 

FMa 

WHIOac 

WONEmc 

WAVI.1 

WDAOe 

WHIO- 

FMa 

WHIOac 

WONEmc 

WTUE or 

WDAOe 

WINGac 

WNW- WINGac SC 
FMa 

WONEmc WDAOe 

WTUEr WTUEr 

WDAOe WHIOac 

WHIOac WHIO- 

FMa 

43. Rochester, N.Y. 
WEZOa WEZOa WVORr WBBFr 

WHAMac WHAMac WEZOa WAXCr 

WBBFr WBBFr WMJQac WBEN- 

FMr 

WVORr WHFMr WNYRmc WHFMr 

WMJQac WNYRmc WHFMr WMJQac 

44A. Greensboro -High Point 
WGLDa WGLDa WKZLac 

WCOGr WCOGr WROKr 

WTORmc WTORmc WCOGr 

WEALe WEALe WTORmc 

WROKr WOMGac WGBGac 

WGLDa 

WEALe 

WCOGr 

WROKr 

WKZLac 

WAAAe 

WODRr 

WZOOac 
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average 1/4 -hour average 1/4 -hour 
/2-e /8-49W 18-49M Teens 12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

44B. Winston-Salem 
WSJSac WGLDa WSJSac WAIRr 

WGLDa WKZLac WTORmc WAAAe 

WTORmc WSJSac WKZLac WKZLac 

WAAAe WTORmc WGLDa WTOBac 

WKZLac WAIRr WAAAe 

45. Albany -Schenectady Troy 
WROWa WROW- WPTRr WGFMr 

FMa 

WGYm WGYm WTRYr WTRYr 

WROW- WTRYr WOBKt WPTRr 
FMa 

WTRYr WROWa WFLYac WFLYac 

WOBKt WGFMr WHSHa WGYm 

46. Richmond 
WRVQr 

WRVAm 

WEZSa 

WRNLm 

WXGIcw 

WRVOr 

WLEEac 

WRXLr 

WRVAm 

WANTe 

WEZSa 

WEZSa 

WRVOr 

WXGIcw 

WRVAm 

WRXLr 

WRVQr 

WANTe 

WENZe 

WRNLm 

WRXLr 

47. Greenville -Spartanburg, 

WSPA- WFBC- WESC 

FMa FMac A/Fcw 

WFBC- WSPA- WFBC- 

FMac FMa FMac 

WESC WHYZe WOOKr 
A/Fcw 

WORDr 

WOOKr 

WASCe 

WORDr WORDr WFBCac WESC 

A/Fcw 

WOOKr WQOKr WSPA- WHYZe 
FMa 

WSPAac 

48. Sacramento 
KEWTa KEWTa 

KGMSa KROYr 

KRAKcw KXOAr 

KCTCac KCRAm 

KROYr KCTCac 

KCRAm 

KRAKcw 

KEWTa 

KGMSa 

KCTCac 

KR01r 

KSMFr 

KSFMr 

KDNEr 

KR01r 

KROYr 

KSFOac 

KZAPr 

49. Oklahoma City 
KKNGa KATT KATT 

A/Fr A/Fr 

KATT KKNGa KTOKm 
A/Fr 

KTOKm KTOKm KKNGa 

KEBCcw KOMAr KOFMr 

KOMAr KEBCcw KEBCcw 

KOFMr 

WKYr 

KOMAr 

KZUEr 

KATT- 

A/Fr 

50. Wichita, Kans. 
KBRAa KARDa KEYN- 

FMr 

KFDImc KLEOr KAKEac 

KLEOr KBRAa 

KAKEac KAKEac 

KEYN- KEYN- 

FMr FMr 

KLEOr 

KBRAa 

KFDImc 

KFDI- 

FMmc 

KLEOr 

KEYN- 

FMr 

KEYNr 

KICTcw 

KDRB 

KFDImc 

51. Des Moines 
KLYFa KLYFa KCBCr KMGKr 

WHOv KIOAr KLYFa KGGOr 

KRNTm KSOmc KRNQr KIOAr 

KSOmc KGGOr KIOAr KRNQr 

KCBCr KNRQr KGGOr KCBCr 

KSOmc 

At least two sources feel 
that disco will not be 
important in the long 
haul. One of the sources 
says disco is really a 
participatory concept- 
not a listening one-and 
the music is not very 
interesting, in addition. 

52. Omaha -Council Bluffs 
KAFBm KEZOm KEZOm 

KEZOm WOWr WOWr 

WOWr KFABm KFABm 

KGORr KOILr KOKOr 

KYNNmc KGORr KGORr 

WOWr 

KGORr 

KOILr 

KOWH- 

FMe 

KOKQr 

53. Raleigh -Durham 
WRALac WRALac 

WYYDr WYYDr 

WPTFv WKIXr 

WODRr WDNCac 

WKIXr WSRCe 

WRALac 

WODRr 

WYYDr 

WPTFv 

WKIXr 

WKIXr 

WSRCe 

WLLEe 

WDCGmc 

WODRr 

54. Syracuse 
WHENac WHENac 

WSYRm WOLFr 

WEZGa WEZGa 

WNTQa WKFMr 

WOLFr WSGO- 

A/Fac 

WHENac 

WKFMr 

WNTOa 

WFBLm 

WOURac 

WOLFr 

WFBLm 

WKFMr 

WOURac 

WNDRr 
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55. Jacksonville 60. Fresno 

WKTZ- WOIKmc WIVYr WIVYr KFYEr KFYEr KFYEr KXEXs 

FMa KKNUa KKNUa KYNO- K=YEr 
WIVYr WVOJmc WAIVr WPDOe FMr 

WVOJmc WIVYr WKTZ- WKTZma KXEXs KXEXs KMJr KYNOr 

FMa KMAKmc KIOYr KKNUa KMAKmc 

WOIKmc WKTZ- WSNYm WAIVr KYNOr KMAKmc KYNOr K Y NO- 
FMa FMr 

WPDOe WPDOe WOIKmc WCGLe KYNOr 

56. Orlando 61. Akron 
WDBO- WBJWr WDIZr WBJWr WAKRm WAEZa WMMSr WKNT 

FMa A/Fr 

WBJWr WDBO- WBJWr WLOFr WAEZa WAKRm WSLRmc WZZPr 

FMa WMMSr WMMSr WAEZa WWWMr 

WHOO- WHOO- WH00cw WORLe WSLRmc WGARm WWWMr WMMSr 
FMa FMa 

WDBNa WSLRmc WWWEm WAKRm 
WH00cw WKISac WHOO- WDIZr 

FMa WGARm 

WDIZr WDIZr WDBO- WORJr 62. Knoxville 
FMa 

WEZKa WEZKa WEZKa WRJZr 

WIVK- WIVK- WRJZr WNOXr 

57. Grand Rapids FMmc FMmc 

WIVKmc WIVKmc WIVK- `ASIR- 
WOOD- WGRD- WLAV- WGRD- FMmc FMmc 
FMa A/Fr FMr A/Fr 

WRJZr WRJZr WIVKmc WOKI- 
WGRD- WOOD- WCUZmc WZZRac FMac 
A/Fr FMa 

WNOXr WNOXr WBIR- W'EZKa 
WOODm WOODm WGRD- WLAV- FMmc 

A/Fr FMr 
WKGNr 

WCUZmc WMLWr WOODm WMAOmc 
WSKTx 

WLAV- WLAV- WOOD- WJBL- 

63. Albuquerque FMr FMr FMa FMv 

WZZRac KOBm KOBm KOBm KOEOr 

58. Nassau -Suffolk KOB- KUFFmc KRSTr KRKEr 
FM.a 

WBLIr WBLIr WBLIr WPLJr 
KRZYmc KOB- KRZYmc KRSTr 

WCTOa WABCr WCBS- WABCr FMa 
FMr 

KRSTr KRKEr KRKEr KZZXr 
WABCr WNBCr WLIRr WBLIr 

KRKEr KRSTr KRKE- KRZYmc 
WRFMa WHNmc WINSn WNBCr FMr 
WALK- WCTOa WPAT- WXLOr KZZXr 
A/Fm FMa 

WCBSn 64. Toledo 

59. Northeast Pennsylvania KLORm WLORm WIOTr WXEZa 

(5t ilkes Barre-Scranton) KTODmc WTODmc WTODmc CKLW.r 

WARMac WGBI-WGBI- WARMac WSPDm WCWAac WLORm WIOTr 

FMcw FMcw WIOTr WONOac WXEZa WOHOac 

WNAKa WARMac WEZXr WEZXr WJRv CKLWr CKLWr WKLRe 

WGBI- WNAKa WBAXac WILKr WSPOm WLORm 
FMcw 

65. San Jose 
WBAXac WBAXac WMJWr WGBI- 

FMcw KG0.1 KBAYac KGOt KFRCr 

WYZZa WILKr WARMac WILOmc KBAYac KLOKm KFATmc KSJO.r 

KLOKm KFRCr KSJOr KLIVr 
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KCBSn KLIVr KFRCr KSFXr 

KYAr 

12+ 18-49W 18-49M Teens 

66. Tulsa 
KVOOmc KRAVac KVOOmc KELIr 

KRMGac KBEZr KRMGac KTFXr 

KBEZr KRMGac KMODr KTOW/ 

KGOWmc 

KRAVac KWENm KBEZr KAKCr 

KMODr KVOOmc KRAVac KBEZr 

67. Las Vegas 
KRAMmc KLUC- 

A/Fr 

KORK-FMa KENO.r 

KLUC- 

A/Fr 

KENOr 

KENO- 

FMr 

KRAMmc 

KFMSr KENO- 

FMr 

KXTZa KLUC- 

A/Fr 

KORK- 

FMa 

KRAMmc 

KENOr 

KLUC- 

A/F.r 

KENOr 

KENO- 

FMr 

KFMSr 

KORK- 

FMa 

68. Tucson 
KJYKa KJYKa 

KCUBmc KCUBmc 

KTKTr KTKTr 

KRQOr KROOr 

KWFMr KWFMr 

KWFMr 

KCUBmc 

KTKTr 

KMGXac 

KAIRa 

KIKXmc 

KROOr 

KTKTr 

KROQr 

KWFMr 

KEVTs 

KHYTm 

KIKXmc 

KMGXac 

Arbitron's Expanded 
Sample Frame for 
including unlisted phone 
households in the sample 
is seen as generating 
higher ratings for 
contemporary outlets and 
lower ones for MOR and 
similar types of stations. 

69. Ft. Lauderdale -Hollywood 
WLYFa WLYFa WHYIr WHYIr 

WHYIr WAIAac WAIAac WSHEr 

WGLOa WAXYr WAXYr WINZ- 

FMr 

WAIAac WIODac WLYFa WRBDe 

WFTLm WGLOa WRBDe WMJXr 

70. Ft. Wayne 
WMEFa. 

WOWOac 

WPTHr 

WMEEr 

WLYVcm 

WMEFa 

WPTHr 

WOWOac 

WMEEr 

WLYVcw 

WOWOac 

WMEEr 

WMEFa 

WLYVcw 

WPTHr 

WMEEr 

WPTHr 

WXKEr 

WCMXe 

WLKIr 

Radio Station Analysis P -35 



Rank by demographics, 
average k4 -hour 
12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

71. Shreveport 
KEELac 

KOKAe 

KCOZa 

KWKHmc 

KRMDmc 

KRMD- 

FMmc 

KOKAe 

KEELac 

KCOZa 

KROKr 

KRMD- 

FMmc 

KEELac 

KRMDmc 

KOKAe 

KWKHmc 

KMBQac 

KOKAe 

KEELac 

KROKr 

KCOZa 

KEPTv 

KMBQac 

KWKHmc 

AoR stations appear to 
be getting out of their 
male -oriented rut and 
trying to get females by 
playing a softer sound, 
according to some 
industry people. AOR 
radio is also seen as 
being much tighter than 
it used to be. 

72. Little Rock -N. Little Rock 
KLAZ- 

FMr 

KEZOa 

KAAYr 

KKYKr 

KARNa 

KKYKr KLAZ- 

Nor 

KEZQa KAAYr 

KLAZ- KKYKr 
FMr 

KAAYr 

KOKYe 

KLRAmc 

KEZOa 

KXLRmc 

KLAZ- 

FMr 

KKYKr 

KAAYr 

KARNa 

KLAZr 

73. Austin 
KLBJ- KCSWac KLBJ- 

FMr FMr 

KASEa KLBJ- KVETmc 
FMr 

KVETmc KASEa KASEa 

KCWSac KVETmc KOKE- 

FMmc 

KOKE- KHFIr KNOWr 
FMmc 

KOKE- 

FMmc 

KHFIr 

KNOWr 

KVETmc 

KLBJv 

74. Chattanooga 
WFLIr WFLIr 

WDODmc WDODmc 

WDEFm WYNOa 

WYNOa WDEFm 

VDEF- WDEF- 

iMm FMm 

WDODmc 

WFLIr 

WYNOa 

WZDOr 

WDEFm 

WFLIr 

WZDOr 

WLFA 

WDODmc 

WGOWr 

WNOOe 

Rank by demographics, Rank by demographics, 
average k4 -hour average ,,-hour 
12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

75. Anchorage 
KFODac 

KHARa 

KENIr 

KYAKmc 

KANCr 

KFODac 

KHARa 

KKLVac 

KYAK mc 

KGOTac 

KFODac 

KENIr 

KANCr 

KHARa 

KGOTac 

KENIr 

KANCr 

KFODac 

KBYRm 

KGOTac 

76. Spokane 
KEZE 

A/Fm 
KJRBr KREM- KREMr 

FMr 

KJRBr KHO- 

FMr 

KGAcw KGAcw 

KHO- 

FMr 

KXLY- 

FMa 

KEZE KJRBr 
A/Fm 

KHQ- KHQ- 

FMr FMr 

KEZE KGAcw KXXR- 

A/Fm FMa 

KREMr KXLY- KHOac 
FMa 

77. Flint 
WGMZa 

WKMFmc 

WJRr 

WWCKr 

WFDFac 

KGMZa 

WKMFmc 

WWCKr 

WFDFac 

WFMKac 

WKMFmc 

WWCKr 

WGMZa 

WTRXac 

WJR 

WWCKr 

WTACr 

WGMZa 

WHNNr 

WFDFac 

WTRXac 

WWWSr 

78. Allentown -Bethlehem - 
Easton 
WXKWmc WLEVr 

WLEVr WAEBr 

WAEBr WXKWmc 

W000a WIFIr 

WKAPac WESTm 

WESTm 

WXKWmc 

WLEVr 

WAEBr 

WEEXr 

WKAPac 

WAEBr 

WIFIr 

WKAPac 

WLEVr 

WYNSac 

79. Wilmington, Del. 
WDELm WDELm WDELm WCAU- 

FMe 

WJBRa WAMSr WI00r WIFIr 

WAM$r WIPm WYSPr WAMSr 

WCAU- WMGKac WAMSr WKTKr 
FMe 

WIPm WWSHa WFLN- WILMn 
FMcl 

WMGKac WYSPr 

80. Johnson Cite -Kingsport - 
Bristol 
WJCWcw WFHGr WETBr WFHGr 

WFHGr WJCWcw WKPT- WJSOr 
FMa 

WKPT- WJSOr WGOCcw WKINr 
FMa 

WJSOr WKPT- WJSOr WOUTr 
FMa 

WOUTr WKINr WKINr WRJZr 

12+ I8 -49W /8-49M Teens 

81. Bakersfield 
KUZZmc 

KERNac 

KLYD 

A/Fa 

KAFYr 

KGEEn 

KUZZmc 

KERNac 

KLYD 

A/Fa 

KAFYr 

KFREm 

KGFMa 

KWACs 

KUZZmc 

KKXXr 

KLYD 

A/Fa 

KERNac 

KAFYr 

KLOSr 

KERNac 

KAFYr 

KUZZmc 

KFIac 

KOSTa 

82. Harrisburg 
WHP- WSFMr 

FMa 

WKBOr WKBOr 

WSFMr WHIP- 

FMa 

WHPm 

WTPAm WHPm 

WFECmc 

WKBOr 

WHP- 

FMa 

WSFMr 

WRHY.r 

WHPm 

WSBA- 

FMa 

WQXAr 

WSFMr 

WKBOr 

WRHYr 

WSBA- 

FMa 

WYCRr 

83. %% heeling 
WWVAmc WWVAmc WWVAmc WOMP- 

FMr 

WTRFa WKWKr WNEUm WKWKr 

WOMPt WOMP- WCPIr 
FMr 

WOMP- WNEUm WKWKr 
FMr 

WKWKr WOMP1 WOMP- 

FM-r 

84. El Paso 
KAMAs KAMAs 

KEZBa KEZBa 

KPA$r KINT- 

FMac 

KINT- KELPac 
FMac 

KTSM- KTSM- 

FMr FMr 

XROKr 

KPASr KINT- 

FMac 

KAMAs XROKr 

KINT- KTSM- 

FMac FMr 

KLOZmc KELPac 

KTSM- KPASr 
FMr 

85. Columbia, S.C. 
WNOK- WOICe WNOK- WWDMe 

FMac FMac 

WOICe WNOK- WWDMe WNOK- 

Fac FMac 

WISm WZLDr WNOKr WCOS- 

FMcw 

WCOS WCOSr WZLDr WOICe 
FMcw 

WWDMe WWDMe WISm WBBOr 

WCAYmc 

WCOSr 
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86. Davenport -Rock Island - 
Moline 
KRVRa 

WHBFmc 

KKK., 

WOUAac 

WOCa 

WOUAac 

KIIKr 

KRVRa 

KSTTr 

WHBFmc 

KIIKr 

KSTTr 

KWNTmc 

KRVRa 

WHBF- 

FMr 

KIIKr 

KSTTr 

WOUAac 

KRVRa 

WHBF 
FMr 

87. Beaumont -Port Arthur - 
Orange 
KJETe KIOCac 

KLVImc KWICr 

KTRMmc KLVImc 

KOXYa KTRMmc 

KYKR KOXYa 
A/Fmc 

KTRMmc 

KLVImc 

KOXYa 

KYKR 

A/Fmc 

KIOCac 

KAYDr 

KWICr 

KJETe 

KAYCr 

KIOCac 

KOLEac 

KTRMmc 

88. Youngstown -V5 arren 
WKBN- WHOTr WSRDr WHOTr 

FMa 

WBBWt WKBN- WYFMr WYFMr 
FMa 

WHOTr WYFMr WKBNv WFMJr 

WKBNv WBBWt WHOTr WSRDr 

WYFMr WKBNv WHLOt WGFTe 

WMMSr WMMSr 

89. Baton Rouge 
WOXYa WXOKe WYNK- WLCSr 

FMmc 

WXOKe WOXYa WOXYa WJBOac 

WYNKcw WYNKcw WYNKcw WXOKe 

WYNK- WIBRac WFMFr WYNK 
FMmc FMmc 

WLCSr WYNK WLCSr WIBRac 
FM-mc 

90. Springfield -Chicopee - 
I lolyoke 
WHYNr WHYNr WHYN- WHYNr 

FMa 

WHYN- WHYN- WHYNr WAOYr 
FMa FMa 

WKSSa WHMP- WCCC- WCCC- 

FMac FMr FMr 

WCCC- WAOYr WAOYr WTIC- 

FMr FMr 

WAOYr WCCC- WREBt WAAFr 
FMr 

91. Lansing -East Lansing 
WFMKr WFMKr WFMKr WVIC 

A/Fac 

WITL- WOOD- WVIC WILS- 

FMmc FMa A/Fac FMr 

WVIC WVIC WITL- WFMKr 
A/Fac A/Fac FMmc 

WOOD- WILSac WILS- WILSac 
FMa FMr 

WILS- WILS- WJIMm WJRv 
FMr FMr 

92. Canton 
WHBC- 

FMa 

WHBCm 

WNYNmc WHBC- WMMSr WMMSr 
F1N a 

WNYNmc WHBC- WNYNmc 
FMa 

WGARm WGARm WGARm 

WGARm WHBCm 

W010r WHLOr 

WSLRmc WINWr 

W010r W010r 

93. New I laven-VN est I laven 

WELIm WAVZr WWYZac WAVZr 

WKCIa WELIm WPLRr WPLRr 

WAVZr WKCIa WAVZr WNBCr 

WKSSa WWYZac WKCIa WTIC- 

FMr 

WPLRr WKSSa WIOFmc WDRC- 

FMm 

WKCIa 

WRCHa 

WTICv 

94. Cedar Rapids 
WMTv KHAK 

A/Fmc 

KHAK WMT- 

A/Fmc FMa 

KCRGr KOCRr 

KLWWr KCRGr 

WMT- KLWWr 
FMa 

WMTv 

KHAK KCRGr 
A/Fmc 

KCRGr KLWWr 

KOCRr 

KLWWr 

WMTv 

KOCRr 

WMTv 

95. Lubbock 
KTEZa KLBKac KTEXa KSELr 

KENDmc KTEZa KENDmc KSEL- 

FMr 

KLBK- KLBK- KLBK- KENDmc 

FMr FMr FMr 

KLBKac KLLL- KSELr KLBKac 
FMmc 

KSELr KSEL- 

FMr 
KSEL- 

FMr 

KLLLmc 
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Rank by demographics, 
average h -hour 
12+ 18-49W /8-49M Teens 

96. Fargo -Moorhead 
KFGOmc WDAY- KFGOmc 

FMv 

WDAYv WDAYv WDAYv 

WDAY- KFGOmc KOWB- 

FMv FMac 

KVOXac KOWB- KSJBmc 
FMac 

KOWB- KVOXac KVOXac 
FMac 

KVOXac 

KOWBr 

KOWB- 

FMac 

WDAYv 

97. Charleston, VV.V. 
WCAWmc WCAWmc WVAFr WXITac 

WKAZr WKAZr WKAZr WKAZr 

WVAFr WVAFr WCAWmc WCAWmc 

WTIPa WBESa WXITac WKLCmc 

WBESa WCHSr WTIOa WVAFr 

The R&B format is 
almost extinct in its 
pure form, say most 
station people, mainly 
because of the 
fragmentation of sounds 
containing both black 
and white elements. 

98. Jackson, Hiss. 
WLINa 

WJDXac 

WJMIe 

WSLIm 

WOKJe 

WLINa 

WJDXac 

WJMIe 

WKXIe 

WZZOr 

WJDXac 

WLINa 

WJMIe 

WJOSmc 

WYIGr 

WZZQr 

WJMIe 

WOKJe 

WJDXac 

WYIGr 

WZZGr 

99. Evanssille 
WIKY- WIKY- 

FMac FMac 

WGBFr WGBFr 

WROZcw 

WKDOr 

WIKYr 

WJPSa 

WKDOr 

WROZcw 

WIKYr 

WGBFr WGBFr 

WIKY- WKDOr 
FMac 

WROZcw 

WKDOr 

WJPSa 

100. Peoria 
WSWTa WSWTa 

WWCTr WKZWr 

WIRLr 

WKZWr 

WSIV 

A/Fa 

WIRLr 

WXCLmc 

WZROmc 

WWCTr WKZWr 

WSIV- WIRLr 
A/Fa 

WSWTa WLSr 

WIRLr WWCTr 

WKZWr WJBCv 

WZROmc WMBDac 
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Leading radio stations, ADI 
Total day and combined drivetimes, top 50 markets 
Top 10 stations in the top 10 markets, top five stations in the remaining markets, ranked by average quarter hour, total persons 
12 -plus and share, 6 a.m.-midnight, Monday through Sunday; also ranked by average quarter hour, total persons 12 -plus and adults 18-49. 6-10 a.m. and 3-7 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Markets ranked by AD/ television households, 1977-78. 

Average h4 -hour 

Total day Drivetimes 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) 

12+ 
rank 

18-49A 
rank 

1. New fork 
WABCr 212,4 8.0 WABCr WABCr 

WBLSac 189,6 7.1 WORt WBLSac 

WORt 181,2 6.8 WCBSn WCBSn 

WCBSn 143,1 5.4 WBLSac WNBCr 

WINSn 131,6 4.9 WINSn WINSn 

WRFMa 127,4 4.8 WRFMa WCBS-FMr 

WPLJr 101,7 3.8 WMCA1 WPLJr 

WXLOr 84,8 3.2 WNBCr WLXOr 

WNBCr 84,3 3.2 WPLJr WORt 

WMCA1 80,9 3.0 WXLOr WHNmc 

WNEWac 

Numbers are becoming 
the name of the radio 
game, much like their 
importance in TV, notes 
one observer, who warns 
against adopting a 
computer mentality. 

2. Los Angeles 
KABCt 108,6 7.8 KABCt KBIGa 

KBIGa 90,4 6.5 KBIGa KABCt 

KNXn 64,3 4.6 KNXn KFIac 

KJOIa 59,8 4.3 KFWBn KMETr 

KFWBn 54,1 3.9 KFIac KNXn 

KMETr 54,1 3.9 KJ01a KMPCac 

KFIac 45,2 3.3 KMETr KHJr 

KMPCac 44,3 3.2 KMPCac KLOSr 

KLOSr 43,0 3.1 KHJr KRTHr 

KHJr 42,7 3.1 KLACmc KFWBn 

3. Chicago 
WGNv 145,7 13.1 WGNv WGNv 

WLSr 85,4 7.7 WLSr WLSr 

WL00a 77,3 6.9 WBBMn WMAOmc 

WBBMn 68,9 6.2 WL00a WL00a 

WMAOmc 61,4 5.5 WMAOmc WBBMn 

WLAKa 53,4 4.8 WVONe WVONe 

WVONe 49,0 4.4 WLAKa WINDm 

WBMXe 42,9 3.8 WINDm WFYRac 

WCLRm 39,9 3.6 WCLRm WCLRm 

WINDm 39,6 3.6 WBMXe WBMXe 

A-38 Television/Radio Age 

Average ki-hour Average t/4 -hour 
Total day Drivetimes Total day Drivetimes 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) 

12+ 
rank 

/8-49.4 
rank 

12+ Shr. 
(00) (%) 

12+ 
rank 

18-49A 
rank 

4. Philadelphia 8. Washington, D.C. 
KYWn 76,2 7.9 KYWn WIPm WPGC 44,4 8.1 WMALm WMALm 
WIPm 63,4 6.6 WIPm WFILr A/Fr 

WWSHa 62,6 6.5 WWSHa KYWn WMALm 42,2 7.7 WPGC- WPGC 

A/Fr A/Fr WDAS- 

FMe 
44,7 4.6 WFILr WDAS-FMe 

WASHm 28,6 5.2 WASHm WASHm 

WFILr 44,7 4.6 WCAUn WYSPr WOOKs 26,7 4.8 WOOKs WOOKs 

WCAUn 38,9 4.0 WDAS- WWSHa WGAY- 24,8 4.5 WGAY- WMURe 

FMe FMa FMa 

WYSPr 36,9 3.8 WYSPr WMGKat WHURe 22,7 4.1 WMZQmc WMZOmc 

WDVRa 35,1 3.6 WIFIr WCAUn WJMDa 22,2 4.0 WHURe WWDC-FMr 

WIFIr 33,2 3.4 WDVRa WUSLm WMZOmc 21,4 3.9 WJMDa WGAY-FMa 

WZZDr 26,7 2.8 WZZDr WPENac WWDC- 20,5 3.7 WTOPn WRQXr 
FMr 

5. Boston 
WROXr 15,6 2.8 WWDC- WJMDa 

WHDHm 60,8 8.3 WBZv WBZv FMr 

WBZv 59,2 8.1 WHDHm WHDHm 9. Cleveland 
WJIBa 52,4 7.2 WRKOr WRKOr WMMSr 39,3 8.0 WMMSr WMMSr 
WRKOr 51,4 7.0 WJIBa WCOZr WQALa 32,9 6.7 WGARm WGARm 
WVBFac 40,0 5.5 WEEIn WEEI-FMr WWWEm 28,9 5.9 WOALa WOALa 
WCOZr 34,2 4.7 WVBFac WJIBa WGARm 28,4 5.8 WHKmc WWWEm 
WEEIn 32,4 4.4 WCOZr WVBFac WDO}(.a 26,9 5.5 WDOKa WHKmc 
WITSt 28,8 3.9 WITSt WRORr WHKmc 22,3 4.6 WWWEm WWWMr 
WEEI-FMr 24,7 3.4 WEEI-FMr WBCNr WWWMr 19,8 4.0 WAKRm WDOKa 
WRORr 23,9 3.3 WRORr WEEIn WJMOe 17,3 3.5 WGCLr WGCLr 

6. San Francisco WZZPr 16,7 3.4 WWWMr WAKRm 

KFRCr 52,6 7.8 KFRCr KFRCr WGCLr 16,4 3.4 WJMOe WJMOe 

KG0t 50,7 7.5 KGOt KSFOac 10. Pittsburgh 
KSFOac 44,8 6.6 KCBSn KNBRm KDKAv 95,9 20.7 KDKAv KDKAv 
KCBSn 38,3 5.6 KSFOac KI01ac WSHHa 30,5 6.6 WTAEac WTAEac 
KFOGa 29,9 4.4 KNBRm KGOt WDVEr 28,6 6.2 WDVEr WDVEr 
KI04ac 26,4 3.9 KFOGa KCBSn WXKXr 25,5 5.5 WSHHa WPEZr 
KABLa 24,1 3.6 KDIAe KSFXr WTAEac 22,7 4.9 WXKXr WXKXr 
KOITa 24,1 3.6 KABLa KLOKm WPEZr 22,3 4.8 WPEZr WKTOr 
KSFXr 22,6 3.3 Ki01ac KDIAe WJOIa 20,8 4.5 WJOIa WJ01a 
KDIAe 22,3 3.3 KSFXr KABLa WEEP 18,0 3.9 WKTOr WSHHa 

7. Detroit A/Fmc 

WKTOr 16,7 3.6 WWSWm WEEP WJRv 117,3 17.6 WJRv WJRv 
A/Fmc 

WRIF1 47,5 7.1 WAIFr WRIFr WWSWm 13,9 3.0 WEEP WWSWm 
WJR-FMa 37,6 5.6 WWJn WXYZac A/Fmc 

WWJn 29,8 4.5 WJR-FMa WNICac 11. Dallas -Fort Worth 
WOMCac 29,4 4.4 WXYZac WOMCac WBAPmc 62,3 15.3 WBAPmc KVIL A/Fm 
WWJ-FMa 29,3 4.4 WDEEmc CKLWr 

KVIL A/Fm 37,6 9.2 KVIL A/Fm WBAPmc 
WNICac 28,5 4.3 WNICac WMJCac KFJZac 24,9 6.1 KRLDv KSCSmc 
WDEEmc 26,6 4.0 CKLWr WDEEmc KSCSmc 24,2 5.9 KFJZ- KRLDv 
CKLWr 26,4 4.0 WOMCac WWWWr FMac 

WDROr 24,4 3.7 WWJ-FMa WJR-FMa KOAXa 22,1 5.4 KSCSmc KZEWr 



Average %-hour Average )/4 -hour 

Total clay Drit+etinte.c 

l2+ Shr. 
(00) (%) 

12+ 1S -49A 
rank rank 

12. St. Louis 
KMOXv 

KSHEr 

KSLOr 

KEZKa 

KSDac 

87.0 

28.7 

27.1 

25.7 

23.2 

22.7 

7.5 

7.1 

6.7 

6.1 

KMOXv 

KSDac 

KSLOr 

KEZKa 

KSHEr 

KMOXv 

KSDac 

KSHEr 

KSLOr 

KEZKa 

13. 1l1111sto11 

KMJOr 40,2 11.0 KTRHn KMJOr 

KRBEr 32,0 8.8 KMJOr KILT., 

KTRHn 28.7 7.9 KRBEr KIKK- 

FMmc 

KYNDa 28,5 7.8 KILTr KRBEr 

KILTr 25.6 7.0 KYNDa KYNDa 

14. Minneapolis -St. Paul 
WCCOv 97.7 25.4 WCCOv WCCOv 

KDWB 31.4 

A/Fr 

WORS 25,4 

A/Fr 

WCCO- 24,7 

FMac 

KEEY-FMa 20,0 

8.1 KDWB KORS A/Fr 
A/Fr 

6.6 WCCO- WCCO- 

FMac FMac 

6.4 KORS KDWB A/Fr 
A/Fr 

5.2 KSTPac WDGYmc 

KEEY-FMa 

15. Nliami 
WHYIr 32.4 

WLYFa 32,0 

WOBAs 25.9 

WYORa 20.8 

WINZn 17,8 

8.3 

8.2 

6.6 

5.3 

4.6 

WHYIr 

WLYFa 

WOBAs 

WINZr 

WYORa 

WHYIr 

WLYFa 

WOAMr 

WOBAs 

WAIAac 

16. :1tlallta 
WSBv 41,6 

WZGCr 36,3 

WKISr 19,3 

WPCHa 17,9 

WOXI-FMr 17,3 

12.3 WSBv WSBv 

10.7 WZGCr WZGCr 

5.7 WOXI-FMr WOXI-FNr 

5.3 WPCHa WOXIr 

5.1 WPLOmc WKLSr 

17. '1 amps -St. Petersburg 
WSUNmc 25,5 

WFLA-FMa 21,3 

WWBA- 21,3 

FMa 

WJYWa 19.5 

8.0 WSUNmc WRBOr 

6.7 WFLA-FMa WLCYr 

6.7 WLCYr WOXMa 

6.1 WWBA- WSUNmc 
FMa 

WRBOr 18.7 5.9 WRBOr WFLAac 

18. Seattle -"Tacoma 
KOMOm 25,3 8.7 KOMOm KVIac 

KSEAa 20,9 7.2 KVIac KZOK A/Fr 

KVIac 20,5 7.1 KIROn KOMOm 

KINGac 18,8 6.5 KJRr KJRr 

KIROn 18,4 6.3 KINGac KINGac 

Total day Drinelintes 

12+ Shr. 12+ 18-49A 
(00) (%) rank rank 

19. Baltimore 
WBALm 45,7 14.3 

WCBMac 28.4 8.9 

WLIFa 25,6 8.0 

WCAOm 19,9 6.2 

WXYVe 15,5 4.9 

WBALm 

WCBMac 

WLIFa 

WCAOm 

WFBRac 

WCBMac 

WBALm 

WCAOm 

WFBRac 

WXYVe 

211. Indianapolis 
WIBCm 30,0 

WXTZa 23.1 

WNAPr 17.2 

WFBOr 16,5 

WNDEr 15,5 

11.0 

8.5 

6.3 

6.1 

5.7 

WIBCm 

WXTZa 

WNAPr 

WIREmc 

WNDEr 

WIBCm 

WNAPr 

WFMSmc 

WFBOr 

WXTZa 

21. Denver 
KHOWm 21,2 8.4 KHOWm KHOWm 

KOAv 20.3 8.1 KOAv KIMNr 

KBPIr 17.1 6.8 KIMNr KOAv 

KIMNr 16,3 6.5 KLIRr KAZYr 

KLIRa 15.2 6.0 KBPIr KBPIr 

22. Hartford -New I laven 
WTICv 

WKSSa 

WWYZac 

WTIC-FM r 

WELIm 

WDRCm 

WRCHa 

49.5 

19.2 

18,6 

17,0 

13,0 

13,0 

12,9 

17.2 

6.7 

6.4 

5.9 

4.5 

4.5 

4.5 

WTIC v 

WWYZac 

WKSSa 

WTIC-FMr 

WELIm 

WTIC v 

rNWYZac 

WDRCm 

WRCOr 

WTIC-FMr 

23. Sacramento -Stockton 
KEWTa 23,7 

KFRCr 15,7 

KRAKcw 15,6 

KCRAm 10,5 

KROYr 9,2 

8.9 

6.8 

6.7 

4.5 

4.0 

KEWTa 

KFRCr 

KCRAm 

KRAKcw 

KGMSa 

KFRCr 

KRAKcw 

MCRAm 

KEWTa 

MXOAr 

24. Portland, Ore. 
KGWr 24,5 10.9 KGWr KGWr 

KWJJmc 15.1 6.7 KWJJmc KWJJmc 

KYTEac 14,3 6.4 KXLm $PAM A/Fr 

KXLm 13.8 6.2 KEXac KEXac 

KEXac 11,5 5.1 KPAM A/FrKGONr 
A/Fr 

25. Cincinnati 
WLWm 

WKROr 

WCKYa 

WKRCm 

WEBNr 

42,2 

24,6 

22.6 

18,1 

15,6 

17.1 

10.0 

9.2 

7.3 

6.3 

WLWm 

WCKYa 

WKROr 

WKRCm 

WSAIr 

V'LWm 

WKROr 

WEBNr 

WSAIr 

WUBE- 

FMmc 

Average k4 -hour 

Total day Drivetinies 

12+ Shr. 12+ 18-49A 
(00) (%) rank rank 

25. \1ilwaukee 
WTMJv 41,0 16.0 WTMJv WTMJv 

WISNac 21,4 8.3 WISNac WISNac 

WEZWa 18,0 7.0 WOKYr WZUU A/Fr 

WOKYv 16.5 6.4 WZUU WOKYr 
A/Fr 

WZUUfMr 14,8 5.3 WBCS WBCS 

A/Fmc A/Fmc 

WEZWa 

27. Mansas ('its 
KMBZm 31,4 

WDAFnc 28,0 

KBEOr 18,4 

KMBRa 18,4 

KYY$r 17,5 

KCMOac 17,4 

13.7 

12.2 

8.0 

8.0 

7.6 

7.E 

WDAFmc 

KMBZm 

KCMOac 

WHBac 

KMBRa 

WDAFmc 

KMBZm 

KCMOac 

WHBac 

KMBRa 

28. Buffalo 
WKBWm 

WGRrr 

WBNYa 

WBENac 

30,3 

25,2 

24.1 

23,8 

12.8 

10.7 

10.2 

9.8 

WKBWn 

WBENac 

WGRm 

WBNYa 

WKBWm 

WGRm 

WBNYa 

WBENac 

WBEN-FMr 18,2 7.7 WBEN- WBEN- 

FMr FMr 

29. Providence 
WPROr 24,1 9.3 WPROr WPROr 

WLKW- 

FMa 

WPRO-Fl,ar 16,7 6.4 WEANn WLKW 

A/Fa 

21,8 8.4 WLKW WPRO-FMr 
A/Fr 

WPJBr 15,0 5.8 WPRO-FMr WPJBr 

WEANn 13,5 5.2 WPJBr WJARac 

30. San Diego 
KOGOac 18,5 8.1 KOGOac 

KGB-FMr 16,2 7.1 KSDOn 

KFMB-FFIr 15,9 7.0 KGB-FMr 

KPRIr 13,4 5.9 KCBOr 

<CBOr 12,6 5.5 KFMB-FMr KCBOr 

KOGOac 

KGB-FMr 

KPRIr 

KFMBm 

31. Nashville 
WLACr 15,1 8.0 

WSMv 14,5 7.7 

WSIX- 11.9 6.3 

FMmc 

WVOLe 10,7 5.7 

WKDFr 10,5 5.6 

WSMv WLACr 

WLACr WSMv 

WSIX- WVOLe 
FMmc 

WVOLe WKDFr 

WKDFr WAKOr 
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Average %-hour Average 1/4 -hour 

Total day /rivet 

12+ Shr. 12+ 18-49A 
(11011%) rank rank 

32. Columbus, Ohio 
WNCIr 27.0 

WBNS-FMa 22,1 

WTVNm 20,0 

WBNSac 13,2 

WXGTr 10,8 

13.2 WTVNm WNCIr 

10.8 WNCIr WTVNm 

9.8 WBNS-FMaWBNSac 

6.5 WBNSac WBNS-FMa 

5.3 WCOLr WCOLr 

33. Charlotte 
WBTr 29,8 14.7 WBTr WBTr 

WAYS., 19.3 9.5 WAYSr WAYSr 

WSOC- 18,1 9.0 WSOC- WR00r 
FMmc FMmc 

WROOr 16.6 8.2 WR00r WSOC- 

FMmc 

WBT-FMa 13,3 6.6 WBT-FMa WBT-FMa 

34. Phoenix 
KOYTa 21,7 10.6 

KOYm 15.4 7.5 

KDKB-FMr 13.2 6.4 

KTARn 13.0 6.3 

KNIX 11.0 5.4 

A/Fcw 

KOYm 

KOYTa 

KTARn 

KOYm 

KOKB-FMr 

KOYTa 

KDKB-FMr KBBCr 

KMEO KNIX 

AFa A/Fcw 

35. Memphis 
WHBOR 21,0 10.8 

WMCmc 18,4 9.5 

WEZIa 15.3 7.9 

WDIAe 13.4 6.9 

WMPSac 11,7 6.0 

WHBQr 

WMCmc 

WEZIa 

WDIAe 

WMPSac 

WHBQr 

WMCmc 

WMPSac 

WDIAe 

WEZIa 

36. New Orleans 
WTIXr 

WSMBac 

WOUEr 

WNOEr 

WWLv 

20,7 

12.7 

12,6 

11,7 

10,4 

11.9 

7.3 

7.2 

6.7 

6.0 

WTIXr 

WWLv 

WNOEr 

WSMBac 

WOUEr 

WTIXr 

WRNOr 

WOUEr 

WNOEr 

WWLv 

37. Green ille-Spartanburg- 
Asheville 
WFBC- 20,3 9.9 

FMac 

WSPA-FMa 14,0 6.8 

WWNCcw 9.0 4.4 

WORDr 8,6 4.2 

WGXLm 8,0 3.9 

WFBC- WRBC- 

FMac FMac 

WESC WESC 

A/Fcw A/Fcw 

WSPA-FMa WORDr 

WWNCcw WGXLM 

WGXLm WOOKr 

Total day /)rivetinu's 

12+ Shr. 12+ 18-49,1 
(00) (%) rank rank 

38. Grand Rapids -Kalamazoo - 
Battle ('reek 
WGRD 

A/Fr 

WOOD- 

FMa 

WLAV-FMr 

WOODm 

WKZOm 

24,2 12.6 WGRD WGRD 

A/Fr A/Fr 

17,3 9.0 WOOD- WOOD- 

FMa FMa 

10,8 5.6 WOODm WLAV-FMr 

10,4 5.4 WKZOm WOODm 

8,3 4.3 WLAV-FMr WKMIr 

39. Oklahoma City 
WKYr 19.0 

KATT A/Fr 16.3 

KTOKm 

KOFMr 

KOMAr 

12,5 

12.2 

11.8 

11.6 WKYr WKYr 

9.9 KTOKm KATT A/Fr 

7.6 KATT A/Fr KOMAr 

7.4 KOMAr KOFMr 

7.2 KOFMr KTOKm 

49. Orlando -Daytona Beach 
WDBO- 21,8 13.5 WDBO- WBJWr 
FMa FMa 

WBJWr 16.8 10.4 WBJWr WDIZr 

WDIZr 12.1 7.5 WDIZr WDBO-FMa 

WHOO- 10,5 6.5 WDBOac WDBOac 
FMa 

WDBOac 9.9 6.1 WHOO- WKISac 
FMa 

41. :Ibanv -Schenectady- 
Troy 
WGYm 

WROWa 

WTRYr 

WROW- 

FMa 

WGFMr 

24,1 

17,0 

13.4 

11.1 

14.2 

10.0 

7.9 

6.6 

WGYm 

WROWa 

WTRYr 

WGFMr 

WGYm 

WTRYr 

WROWa 

WGFMr 

11,1 6.6 WROW- WROW- 

FMa FMa 

42. Wilkes -Barre -Scranton 
WARMac 

WNAKa 

WGBI- 

FMcw 

WILOmc 

WVCDa 

18,3 10.1 WARMac 

14,3 7.9 WNAKa 

9.8 5.4 WGBI- 

FMcw 

7,7 4.2 WHLM A/F 

7,4 4.1 WBRE 

A/Fn 

WVCDa 

WARMac 

WHLM A/F 

WGBI- 

FMcw 

WBAXac 

WILOmc 

43. Charleston-Iluntington 
WKEE A/Fr 18,3 

WCAWmc 11,2 

WAMXr 

WKAZr 

WHEZa 

7.3 

6,5 

6,2 

10.7 WKEE A/FrWKEE A/Fr 

6.6 WCAWmc WCAWmc 

4.3 WKAZr WKAZr 

3.8 WCHSr WCHSr 

3.6 WAMXr WVAFr 

Copyright /478 hy TELL'vtstonyRAnto AGE. Reproduction in any form prohibited without per- 
mission of 7 ELEVISIONM.41)10 AGE. 

Average t/4 -hour 

Total day /)riretimec 

12+ .S'hr. 12+ 18-19A 
(00) (%) rank rank 

44. Salt Lake City 
KSLm 14,9 9.3 KSLm KSLm 

KLUBm 11.1 6.9 KLUBm KSFIa 

KSFIa 10.6 6.6 KCPXr KCPXr 

KCPXr 10,5 6.5 KRSP A/Fr KCPX-FMr 

KCPX-FMr 9.5 5.9 KSFIa KALLm 

45. l.ouiss Ille 
WHASac 

WAKYac 

WOHIr 

WAVEac 

WVEZa 

16,6 

15,4 

15,3 

14,6 

9,9 

10.6 

9.8 

9.7 

9.3 

6.3 

WHASac 

WAKYac 

WAVEac 

WOHIr 

WKLOac 

WHASac 

WAKYac 

WOHIr 

WKLOac 

WAMZmc 

46. Norfolk-Portsmouth-Nen- 
port NeHs-Hampton 
WOWIe 17.2 9.3 WTARm WTARm 

WTARm 13,6 7.4 WOWIe WNOR- 

FMr 

WGHr 12,9 7.0 WGHr WOWIe 

WCMS- 12,8 6.9 WCMS- WGHr 
FMmc FMmc 

WNOR-FMr 11,5 6.2 WRAPe WRAPe 

WRAPe 11.5 6.2 

47. San :Antonio 
KTSAm 26,1 13.9 KTSAm KTSAm 

KKYXmc 18,8 10.0 KKYXmc KKYXmc 

KCORs 16.3 8.7 KCORs KCORs 

KOXTa 14,9 8.0 KQXTa KBUC- 

FMcw 

KTFMr 12.6 6.7 WOAIt KTFMr 

48. Birmingham 
WKXXr 131 

WSGNr 10.7 

WERCr 9,1 

WYDEcw 8,3 

WENNe 7,7 

WQENac 7,7 

8.2 

6.7 

5.7 

5.2 

4.8 

4.8 

WSGNr 

WKXXr 

WERCr 

WJLDe 

WYDEcw 

WSGNr 

WERCr 

WJLDe 

WKXXr 

WYDEcw 

49. Dayton 
WHIO-FMa 20,5 13.9 WHIOac WHIOac 

WHIOac 19,6 13.3 WHIO-FMa WINGac 

WINGac 11,5 7.8 WINGac WHIO-FMa 

WONEmc 9,7 6.6 WONEmc WTUEr 

WLWm 9,7 6.6 WTUEr WONEmc 

50. Harrisburg -Lancaster - 
York -Lebanon 
WHP-FMa 12,7 7.7 

WHPm 12,1 7.3 

WSBA-FMa 11,8 7.1 

WOXAr 10,1 6.1 

WYCRr 9,5 5.7 

WHPm WKBOr 

WSBA- WSBA-FMa 
FMa 

WKBOr WSBAm 

WHP-FMa WOXAr 

WSBAm WHPm 
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That's right. We CAN help. And we do. We help keep all of northeast Kansas well- 
informed with the largest broadcast news staff in the area. 

We must be doing a good job. We've got the Associated Press Broadcast Best 
Weekend and Best Overall Coverage Awards as well as the National Headliner Awards 
to prove it. We also have more than twice the share of television news audience than our 
local competition at both six and ten.' And on radio, people in our state say that the let- 
ters "WIBW" are synonymous with excellent news coverage. 

We can help you, too, by telling your story to thousands of Kansas consumers. Give 
us a call. 

ARB AprlMay 78, ADI share avg. Mon -Fri. 

Represented Nationally by KATZ 

CAUTION: Rating projections are estimates only. subject to 
defects and limitations of source material and methods. 
They may or may not be accurate measures of true audience. 

TV -Radio -FM 
Topeka, Kansas 
(913) 272-3456 

BROADCAST SERVICES OF STAUFFER COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
WIBW tV.AM OA ISGNCAM tM kkNT.OºNO KGB, ºA010 0501 IIADIO AGtt ºÁ010 TOTAL TELEVISION 

CBS - ISº.ke CBS. Am..plb CSS De, Moi.s, C15. So,..pfeld, AU Ark m,,, CI, Bº. ABC . SAew.ee. Oh. CATV - Am.,,lb 

ALL AMERICAN NETWORK - T,k,Aen ¿ the World's Richest Norse Race on Labor Dew - Ongffluring Kansas Clty Royals Baseball Network 
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WGAL-TV 
is right on the money in CASHTOWN 

r 
Its 

DEMANDED 'CASH PAYMENT 
FOUNDED 
,,1800 

Which is to say the Channel 8 station enjoys 
enviable acceptance by the viewers in this thriving 
Adams County community. And the same happy, 
sales -responsive situation prevails in hundreds of 
other Pennsylvania towns and cities in this pros- 
perous 9 -county DMA of 1,200,000 persons. 
The reasons: excellent programs and solid, con- 
sistent coverage which WGAL-TV provides every 
day throughout the year. In your media buying, 
contrast WGAL-TV depth and reach with the 
partial coverage provided by other stations in the 
market. WGAL-TV is your obvious choice for 
outstanding superiority in area -wide coverage and 
sales. 

Source: Nielsen 1977 County Coverage Report 

WGALTV 8 
STEINMAN TV STATION 

LANCASTER -HARRISBURG -YORK -LEBANON, PA. 

Another Steinman TV Station WTEV Providence,R.l.-New Bedford -Fall River, Mass. 
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TvB presentation on 
January values to be 
pitched to top 100 clients 

May 

National spot (minions) 

+20.4% 

1977: $191.0 1978: $230.1 

Complete Business Barometer details p. 72. 
74 

Spot Report 
Television/Radio Age, August 28, /978 

Building on an idea first popularized by the rep, Harrington, Righter & Par- 
sons in the 60s and now very much top -of -the -mind with other station reps, 
TvB has created a print presentation to sell more use of the medium in Janu- 
ary to advertisers. A sales effort is being mounted by which the reps will take 
the presentation to the top 100 advertisers, particularly those whose products 
are used the year-round, and to the top 65 agencies, those billing $30 million 
or more in 1977. 

The presentation makes a number of points: that January produces larger 
viewing audiences than any other month, that in 1978 viewing was seven hours 
and eight minutes per home per day, exceeded only by January, 1977, when it 
was seven hours and 19 minutes; that sets -in -use during January, 1977, were 
an average of nearly 17 per cent higher than the average for the entire year, 
and that early evening levels were 23 per cent higher than the yearly average; 
that it produces the lowest cost -per -1,000 for the year because the demand for 
January time is less than for other months-as, for example, January network 
revenues in 1977 were 5 per cent lower than the yearly average and spot reve- 
nues for the same period 18 per cent lower than the yearly average. Lower de- 
mand creates better buying opportunities, says the presentation. 

In terms of programming, the presentation also notes that January produces 
a preponderance of record audience levels. Average audience estimates for the 
top 50 network TV programs of all time, interestingly enough, disclose that 19 

of the top 25 programs-or 75 per cent of them-scored in January, accord- 
ing to Nielsen. 

Most top 20 local ry categories make big gains 

Local TV expenditures of the top 20 categories of advertisers continued to 
make impressive gains in the first six months of 1978. The top 20 spent 
$728,314,700, a 27 per cent improvement over the previous year's expendi- 
tures, which were $573,329,200, according to the TvB. While all categories 
showed increases, builders and real estate, newspapers and appliance stores 
took the lead. They were up 62, 58 and 55 per cent, respectively. Builders and 
real estate went from $15,916,800 for the first six months of 1977 to 
$25,748,200 for the first six months of 1978; newspapers from $6,097,300 to 
$9,660,800 and appliance stores from $11,507,200 to $17,801,600, both over 
the same period. 

The top five spenders were restaurants and drive-ins; banks and savings and 
loans; food stores and supermarkets; auto dealers and department stores, in 
order of expenditures. For the six month period last year as compared to this 
year, restaurants and drive-ins spent $101,854,600 as against $126,824,700; 
banks and savings and loans, $60,960,100 as compared to $78,728,100; food 
stores and supermarkets, $59,263,700 as against $73,384,300; auto dealers 
$53,402,300 as against $71,204,500 and department stores $53,618,500 as 
against $65,1 28,500. 

The sixth to 10th largest spenders were furniture stores; movies; amuse- 
ments and entertainment; discount department stores and already mentioned, 
builders and real estate. Again, in the six-month period last year as against 
this, furniture stores went from $34,898,800 to $45,608,800; movies, from 
$35,089,500 to $44,051,400; amusements and entertainment from 
$24,644,100 to $29,504,500, and discount department stores from 
$22,541,000 to $27,912,600. The only category in which gains were modest 
was radio stations. Its expenditures went up only 6 per cent, from $21,591,200 
to $22,920,000. 

165 



THE EARS OF 
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KGNC is THE place Texas panhandle dwellers turn to for the latest news, weather, farm and ranch reports and up to date entertainment. It's one of only a handful of sta- tions with a three-man Farm Department and our full-time professional news staff pulls it all together for Amarillo and the surrounding area like no other station can. 
The Associated Press Broadcast Bureau of Texas selected KGNC this year for the Best Spot News, Best Extended Newscasts, Best Investigative Reporting and as reci- pients of the coveted Jordan -Flaherty Award. 
The people who live in the Golden Spread country of KGNC appreciate quality broad- casting. Half again as many adult Amarillo area listeners choose KGNC over its closest competitor.* It's a one-two punch because beautiful -music KGNC-FIW is the most popular adult station in Amarillo proper.** 
The ears of Texas can be on you, too. Just give us a call. 

-ARB Apr/May '78, TSA 18+ cum, Mon -Sun, 6:00 AM - Midnight 
'ARB Apr/May '78, Metro 18+, Mon -Sun, 6:00 AM - Midnight 

Represented Nationally by KATZ 

CAUTION: Rating projections are estimates only, subject to 
defects and limitations of source material and methods. 
They may or may not be accurate measures of true audience. 

WIBW TV -AM -FM 
CBS - Topeka 

BROADCAST SERVICES OF STAUFFER COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
KONCAM-FM 
CBS - Amarillo 

KRNT-KRNO 
CBS Des Moines 

KGBX RADIO KSOK RADIO 

I GN C 
- I 

Radio -FM 
Amarillo, Texas 
(806) 355-9801 

KGFF RADIO TOTAL TELEVISION 
CBS -Springfield, Mo. Arkansas City, Ka. ABC - Shawnee, Oh. CATV Amarillo ALL AMERICAN NETWORK - Televising the World's Richest Horse Race on Labor Day - Originating Kansas City Royals Baseball Network 



One Buyer's Opinion 

The good new days are better 
As I look back 25 years, the common denominator of change in this business 
of broadcast advertising that stands out in my mind above all the rest has been 
the great increase in the level of sophistication used in planning and buying. 

Back in 1953, I was buying for Victor & Richards. a direct response agen- 
cy. We never bothered to look at the ratings then. In fact I didn't even know 
how to read a rating book. I didn't have to. Instead, we bought stations in 
those days strictly by judgment, based on our experience as to what stations 
pulled more response and which pulled less. 

By 1957, I was with the Gumbinner agency and buying for American 
Brands. then known as the American Tobacco Company. On accounts like 
this, our buying was based on the client's own top market list. I remember that 
Paterson, N.J., for instance, was listed by itself as a separate SMSA, and we 
bought WPAT to cover Paterson. 

Another standard operating procedure used by some agencies years ago was 
to buy a set number of spots per week in each market. A common set number, 
for example, was five spots a week on television or 60 in radio. 

%%e also operated with much less sophisticated marketing data. Of course there 
was no life-style or psychographic information. We didn't even have the prod- 
uct category usage-heavy, light, medium consumption-broken out by 
women, men and/or age brackets that we have now. 

In the late '50s, and even during the early '60s, both television and some- 
times radio were being used as mass media-though there were some advertis- 
ers who were convinced that radio was useful only in selling to teenagers. 

When we were buying for cigarette brands (yes, cigarettes once used radio 
and television: remember Your Lucky Strike Hit Parade-both before and 
after "Lucky Strike Green went to war"?), we were quite limited as to which 
time periods we could use on television because so many competitive brands 
were full or half -sponsors of a whole program. It was therefore sometimes 
quite a trick to avoid product conflicts and still get our brand the mass audi- 
ences we wanted. 

Another thing was that there was one rate, that was it, and everybody paid 
that full rate. And because we knew what the rate was, and was likely to be, 
allowing for normal increases, we could plan and budget as far as 18 months 
in advance. And we'd usually wind up 18 months later being either right on 
target, or very close to it. 

It was later that the various categories of rates for preemptiblc or non-preemp- 
tible placement were introduced, allowing advertisers to get in below top rate, 
with the understanding that they had a chance of being bumped out of their 
positions by another advertiser coming in later, but willing to pay the top, non- 
pre-emptible rate. 

As I look back on it now, I realize how independently I was allowed to oper- 
ate for American Tobacco. They would give me a broadcast budget and tell 
me to use my judgment as to whether to use radio or TV in a market. It was 
my decision. Whatever I said went. I doubt very much whether a buyer today 
would be granted that degree of latitude. 

In the early days. too, we had no realistic reach and frequency goals to 
shoot for. Especially in radio we might use combined shares, for example, 
which offered only the roughest kind of delivery estimates. And our audience 
objectives weren't set out in terms of demographic breaks; it was simply to 
reach the largest possible number of TV households. Today, of course, we 
watch our cost efficiencies based on specific sex and age segments. 

Finally, there's much more efficiency today in the buying operation itself. 
Today every buy is fed right back into the computer and the machine comes 
back with all the calculations, from the CPMs achieved to whether a market is 

under -spent or over budget. It's all so much faster, and probably more accu- 
rate than when we had to do it all manually.-Jonne NIurphs, marketing and 
media consultant 

THE 
WSAU-TV 

CREED 
"This we believe, 

The way to stay the best 
Is to continually 

Get better." 

Thousands (TV Homes) 

50 

40 

. 30 

20 

10 

WSAU-TV 

STATION 'A' 

STATION 'B'I 
I 

'73 '74 '75 '76 '77 
Based on weekday 6:00 and 
10:00p.m. NEWS averages. 

Source: ARB Nov. 1977, Mon.-Fri. 

WSAU-TV 
Wausau,Wisconsin 

A CBS Affiliate 
COV 

:``iVi ̀ : MEMBER FORWARD GROUP 
1º W m TRr-iV Wneer KCAUTV S.au. Car :. 

;:,;" wSAU TV N.us. WRAU-TV Peon. 
00 K OSA TV OOess.. MdltenO WADI Maa.son 

Represented by Meeker 
...,; . 
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Campaigns 

Automatic Data Processing, Inc., radio 
(Schaefer Advertising, Valley Forge, 
Pa.) 
COMPUTER SERVICES will be offered 
via five weeks worth of radio flights in 
a nationwide selection of larger mar- 
kets. Minute messages starting Sep- 
tember 4 will be directed to business 

decision makers 35 and up. 

Beatrice Foods Co., radio 
(Marsteller Inc., New York) 
DAN NON YOGURT will be recom- 
mended for six weeks starting in mid - 
September in a widespread list of radio 
markets. Media target includes both 
men and women 18 to 49. 

British Airways, radio 
(Media Buying Services, New York) 

What's for lunch 
ín Síoux City? 
Back by popular demand, it's the Noon Show, Monday 
through Friday on KMEG-TV. And after a three-year 
hiatus, it's back better than ever and ready for another 
long run. 

Tailored to the Siouxland housewife, the Noon 
Show features hostess Kathy Sullivan. In addition to 
interviews with visiting celebrities and local guests, 
Kathy teams up with The Butcher (Merle Ellis) and 
The Green Grocer (Joe Carcione) to provide cooking 
tips. consumer advice and much more. 

So if you want to reach homemakers in Sioux City, 
why not meet them over lunch - with KMEG-TV. 

Solid Entertainment 
8 days a week 

r 

mNÓON =='J_ 
SHOW _--__--__--.t = __ m 

Ji_1.r . 
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!/../iO.AI 
wRZO KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK 

M GRAND RAPIDS,RALAMAZOO 
WWAMANKTELFMI CADILLAC 
TELEVISION 
WRZOTV GRANO BAPIOS.MLAMAZOO 
_WWTV CADILLAC TRAVERSE CITY 

FWWUrJV SAULT STFMARIE 
KOLN TVI eat" GRAND SLAND. NEB 
KMEOTV .SIOURCIT IOWA 

KMEG-TV 
A CBS Affiliate 

A MEGAWATT OF SALES POWER FOR SIOUX CITY 

Ave. y-Knodel Television National Representatives 

AIR TRAVEL is being advertised for 
five to seven weeks in major gateway 
markets across the country starting on 
issue date. Matt Bryant supervised 
buying for the radio campaign which 
involves minute spots directed toward 
men 25 to 54. 

Colonial Penn, TV 
(Direct Response Broadcasting Net- 
work, Philadelphia) 
LIFE INSURANCE will be recommend- 
ed for eight weeks starting in early 
September in a widespread selection of 
television markets. Larry Magill heads 
buying team working to reach men 
and women 50 and up. 

Dairymen, Inc., TV 
(D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius, At- 
lanta) 
FLAV-O-RICII is being recommended 
in a good many Southern markets 
starting in mid -August and running 
through mid -September. Media team 
is directing the message to women and 
men, 25 and up. 

Farmland Industries, radio 
(Barickman Advertising, Kansas City) 
AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES will be 
using radio steadily in a widespread 
list of IV idwestern farm markets start- 
ing in early September. Target audi- 
ence is farm management decision 
makers. 

Foremost Foods Co., radio 
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample) 

Continued on page 170 

Relocation spots 
Endorsements by top sports personali- 
ties will be featured in television ad- 
vertising breaking this fall in selected 
markets for RELO/Inter-City Reloca- 
tion Service, with member real estate 
firms in over 10,000 communities 
world-wide. Agency is Lee King & 
Partners, Chicago. 

Red Miller, head coach of the Den- 
ver Broncos, kicks off the campaign, 
describing how RELO helped him 
move, and he'll be followed by figures 
from the world of baseball, basketball 
and other sports. Creative strategy is 
summed up in the campaign's theme 
line, "We'll help you all the way." And 
that, adds the agency, includes infor- 
mation on the customer's new commu- 
nity, homes available, a tour of the city 
and suggestions on where to find local 
financing. 
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Media Professionals 

Charles Gerber, 
President, 
Gerber/Carter Conurtunications 

"There are several unique aspects of buying broadcast to 
effectively reach the Black audience, and we've adapted 
to them in various ways. Certain television programs, for 
example, do much better than others in attracting Black 
viewers, which means that we can't 'buy by computer'. 
That's fine for providing mass GRPs against the entire 
general audience. But our spots must instead appear only 
in or adjacent to the particular programs we want our 
clients to be in. We have this requirement printed in 
large type, right on our contracts. Then there's the busi- 
ness of audience measurement. The regular rating ser- 
vices have problems covering ethnic viewers and listen- 
ers, so we supplement their reports with results of our 
own and our clients' surveys. We'll gather 15 or 20 

women for our own focus group interviews, for instance, 
or talk to dozens and dozens of consumers in a Wool- 
worth's in a market like Atlanta. We ask them about 
how much time they spend with each medium, about 
what radio stations they listen to, and what TV programs 
they watch. And even more important, which media gen- 
erate the product awareness and retention needed to sell 
our clients' brands. Thus, a lot of our success is based on 
a combination of experience in the black market, supple- 
mented by special research. Another example is our re- 
quest to Nielsen to run special black market breakouts in 
New York and Chicago for Holocaust, to check out our 
hunch that the story of another oppressed population 
group would generate a lot of interest. According to 
Nielsen, we turned out to be right. As for pricing, we 
must and do get extra favorable rates in most television 
programs because of the waste circulation factor- 
'waste' in the sense that a program's general audience, 
no matter how big and impressive, is largely 'waste' to a 

company marketing products designed especially to meet 
the needs of ethnic consumers. Total U.S. black popula- 
tion today exceeds 25 million, of which 73 per cent live 
in just 50 of our largest cities. And while the most im- 
pressive economic gains by Blacks were made between 
I958 and 1969, there has been continued progress during 
the seventies. I lowever, compared to the sixties, it hasn't 
seemed so dramatic nor generated so much attention." 
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IN THE NORTHLAND 

COMES FIRST 

We're 
Northern Minnesota's 

LEADER 
Where It Counts 

THE VOICE OF THE NORTH 

WDIO rvz wiRri 
DULUTH -SUPERIOR IRON RANGE 

WINNING ATTITUDE 
. 1;' rip*, 

H# 4 
L 

Thé.Symbol 
of CommOñity 
Involvement 

the gilmoré group 
Represented by HR Televiston PRO/Meeker (PIM) 

g 
- WEHT-TV WREX-TV KODE-TV KODE WOPO WSVA 

'Evansville (HR) `Rockford (HR) ,Joplin (HR) Joplin (P/M) Harrisonburg (P/M) Harrisonburg (P/M) 
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Campaigns (from page /68) 

SAN FRANCISCO MINT FLAVORED 
ICE CREAM is enjoying four weeks of 
radio exposure starting the week prior 
to issue date in large West Coast and 
Midwestern markets. Media target is 
women 18 and up. 

General Foods, radio 
(Ogilvy & Mather, New York) 
MAXWELL I (OUSE COFFEE will be 
served for 20 or more weeks starting in 
early September in numerous East 
Coast, Southern and Midwestern radio 
markets. Buying group will be di- 
recting minute messages to both men 
and women 25 and up. 

General Motors Corp., radio 
(Campbell -Ewald, Detroit) 
CHEVROLETS will move into a great 
many radio markets nationwide start- 
ing in early September. Buying plan 
calls for year-round placement in news 
shows carried by both general -market 
and black -oriented stations. Demo- 
graphic parameters cover men from 18 
to 54. 

I laggar Company, radio 
(Tracy -Locke, Dallas) 
MEN'S SLACKS will be featured for 
two weeks in various Texas and Mid- 
western radio markets starting in early 
September. Buyers are lining up 

Continued on page 172 

1961 
- "The birth of a new érá in' 

television news -can be 
said to have begun at 
9:34 a.m., May 5, 1961, 
when Commander Alan 
B. Shepard began his 
lonely ascent into space.. 
Many earlier events, 
such as political 
conventions, and sports 
events had established 
television's immediacy. 
But with the first 
American space.thrust, 
viewers became 
participants in history." 
November 27 
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FOR SALE 

The pulling power, the aud- 
ience influence, the selling 
impact of a schedule on 
America's number one TV 

station in share of 
primetime . . 

TSA Adults 18-49 
ADI TV Homes 

rind ABC's number one 
TV affiliate in share of 
sign -on - sign -off .. 

ADl TV Homes 

and primetime . . 

TSA Adults 18-49 
ADI TV Homes 

ASK PGW 

KRDO-TV 
Colorado Springs -Pueblo 

Channel 13 ABC -- 
Represented 
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Campaigns (jron, page 170) 

schedules to attract young males, 18 to 
24. 

Hudson Pharmaceutical Corp., TV 
(Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline, New 
York) 
SPIDERMAN VITAMINS are being pre- 
scribed for five weeks in numerous 
Western television markets starting on 
issue date. Sandra Bausman set line- 
ups to attract young mothers and kids. 

Malt -O -Meal Company, TV 
(Cash Plus, Minneapolis) 
I IOT CEREAL will be promoted in a 
long and widespread list of television 
markets starting September 4. Buying 
target is women. 

M&M/Mars, TV 
(D'Arcy-MacManus & Mash's, N.Y.) 
VARIOUS CANDY PRODUCTS are 
scheduled for 13 weeks of exposure in 
a long and nationwide spread of televi- 
sion markets starting on issue date. 
Media team worked to appeal to 
women, children and teenagers. 

Miller Brewing Company, TV 
(McCann-Erickson's Media Invest- 
ment Service in various markets) 
BEER is being toasted in a widely scat- 
tered selection of television markets 
for four to five weeks starting on issue 
date. Kathy Pitzer is among widely 
scattered buyers who lined up sched- 
ules to appeal to men 18 to 49. 

Neutrogena Corp., radio 
(Ilall & Levine Advertising, Los An- " 

geles) 
COMPLEXION CARE SOAP will be rec- 
ommended for five weeks in a wide- 
spread schedule of larger radio mar- 
kets starting in early September. 
Buying group is directing the advertis- 
ing to teenagers and to young women 
18 to 24. 

Schenley Industries, radio 
(Leo Burnett Company, Chicago) 
MATEUS VINES are scheduled for 
four weeks worth of radio flights, 
starting on issue date in some markets 
and in early September in others. 
Media team set lineups to reach both 

Continued on page 174 

1961 
"On the basis of the 

analysis made by T. H. 
White in his book, 'The 
Making of the President 
1960,' two million votes 
of President Kennedy's 
margin came from 
television's impact on 
the American mind. 
Since Kennedy won by 
only 112,000 votes, he 
was entirely justified in 
saying on the Monday 
following election, 
November 12: 'It was ry 
more than anything else 
that turned the tide'." 
December 25 

9ki 
'SPY BIRTHDAY 

FROM ONE 25 ' OLD 
TO ANOTHER. 

$üthLltty 1 , 

Happy $irthcltr 
u,.nT\ 

Ruck) Age'. 

Happy$ithclttv deLn 

HLtpp, ,tlultt5 to you'. 

HLtll"' pi 

KMJ-TV 

ZAB, A1cClatch 13raLlca:tirn, 
Fresno, California 

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY KATZ TELEVISION. CONTINENTAL 
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IN ROANOKE - LYNCH BURG, 
ONE STATION REACHES THE 

MARKET MORE EFFECTIVELY 
THAN ALL .THE OTHERS. 

WDBJ ... dominantly -viewed in 
5 of 7 Metro Counties 
19 of 25 ADI Counties 

THE ROANOKE-LYNCHBURG 
TELEVISION MARKET 

WDBJ o ROANOKE 
A CBS AFFIL IATF 

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. 

Source: Arbitron Television 1977 County Coverage Report (Share of Total Weekly Viewing Hours) 
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Spot Report 
Television /Radio Age 

Campaigns (from page 172) 

men and women 25 and up with min- 
ute messages in a nationwide spread of 
major markets. 

Shift & Co., TV 
(Leo Burnell Company, Chicago) 
SOUP PRODUCT will be advertising for 
two weeks in a widespread selection of 
television markets starting September 
4. Demographic preference is women. 

Appointments 
Agencies 

. r 

I Toward J. Lelchuk has joined Kenyon 
& Eckhardt Advertising as vice presi- 
dent and media director -New York, 
reporting to K&E media services di- 
rector Herbert D. Maneloseg. Lelchuk 
was formerly senior vice president and 
media director at N W Ayer ABI-I In- 
ternational. Ile joined Ayer in 1971 

from Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os- 
born as an associate media director 
and was tapped as director of Ayer's 

196 
"Section 315 of the 

Communications Act 
should be permanently 
repealed. While Sen. 
Warren Magnuson (D - 
Wash.) last year 
introduced a bill, S-204, 
to permanently suspend 
Section 315 for. 
Presidential and Vice- 
presidential campaigns, 
legislation should be 
enacted to apply to all 
political candidates. 
Section 315 in its 
present form is an 
anomaly." 

" June 11. 

Food broker first 

Some 1,500 GRPs are being delivered 
in an intensive 12 -day campaign that 
kicked off August 13 to back the "Set 
Your Sails" Sweepstakes launched by 
New York -based food broker Andorn, 
Bergida and Danks, Inc. The promo- 
tion is believed to be the first time a 

food broker has devised and executed 
such a coupon promotion supported by 
such extensive advertising. The 
5500,000 multi -media campaign cov- 
ering the New York metropolitan area 
is using television, radio and newspa- 
pers to back the multi -brand, multi - 
manufacturer consumer couponing 
program. Agency of record is Brancy 
Design & Media, Inc., of Ilicksville, 
New York. A spokesman for the food 
broker sees no reason why similar pro- 
motions cannot be staged by food bro- 
kers and their agencies in any major 
market. 

media operation at the beginning of 
1977. Before BBDO, where he served 
as both associate media director in 
New York and media director of 
BI3DO's Pittsburgh office, Lelchuk 
had worked for Needham, I larper & 
Steers and Fuller & Smith & Ross. 

1 

414) 

L` r 
MacDonald 

rf 

. 

Stoddard 

Terry MacDonald has been named di- 
rector of Communications Develop- 
ment and I.aurence R. Stoddard, Jr., 
assumes the responsibilities of director 
of Communications Informations Ser- 
vices at Young & Rubicam New 
York. Both are vice presidents of 
Young & Rubicam USA and report to 
Joseph W. Ostrow, senior vice presi- 
dent and director of Communications 
services. 

Katherine II. Hoskins has returned to 
San Francisco to join .1. Walter 
Thompson Company as senior broad- 
cast coordinator. She comes home 
from I lonolulu where she had been a 

broadcast producer, account exec and 
traffic manager of Sanders & Printup, 
and before that had worked state -side 
for 13BDO and McCann-Erickson. 

Kathy Bailor has joined Evans/Pacific 
as a media buyer, reporting to Diane 
King, media director for the Seattle - 
based agency. She had been buying for 
Ballard Cannon and Chuck Snyder & 
Associates, also Seattle. Prior to that 
Bailor had been continuity director for 
KTAC Radio, Tacoma. 

I). Kyle Felt has joined Warick, Welsh 
& Miller as a senior vice president in 
account service, responsible for over- 
seeing Plough brands handled by the 
agency. He had previously held ac- 
count management posts with J. Wal- 
ter Thompson Company and with 
Norman, Craig & Kummel. 

David Jedele has been elected a senior 
vice president of Ogilvy & Mather Di- 
rect Response, Inc. Ile joined the 
O&M direct response unit in 1971 as 
an account executive and was elected a 
vice president in 1973. Before coming 
to Ogilvy he had been marketing man- 
ager for Arcata National Corp., and 
before that worked for the Education 
Group of Xerox Corp. 

Dennis F. Visich has rejoined Compton 
Advertising as a management supervi- 
sor. Ile first joined the agency in 1972 
working in account management, then 
transferred to the Philippines in 1975 
as president and general manager of 
Ace -Compton Advertising there. 

Talmage E. Newton Ili has joined 
D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius/St. 
Louis as an account group supervisor, 
responsible for nevi business genera - 

More research at A -K 
Avery-Knodel Television has added 
two research analysts and promoted 
two other research staffers in an ex- 
pansion of its Research Department 
designed to provide greater sales sup- 
port, and a wider range of research 
services including in-depth cable stud- 
ies. Rose Cooper, associate research 
director, moves up to research manag- 
er reporting to Richard A. Bompane, 
vice president of research and pro- 
gramming services, and Linda Law- 
rence steps up from research analyst to 
senior research specialist. New mem- 
bers of the team are research analysts 
Elizabeth Vignola and Alan Seraita. 
Seraita comes from research posts 
with Wells, Rich, Greene and N. W. 
Ayer, and Vignola had been working 
for Blair. 
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tion. He had been an account supervi- 
sor with Gardner Advertising, also St. 
Louis, and before that was an account 
exec with Grey Advertising in New 
York. 

Norman M. Sherman and Jerald L. 
Dyson, both account supervisors, have 
been elected vice presidents of Benton 
& Bowles. Sherman joined the agency 
in 1976 from Rosenfeld, Sirowitz & 
Lawson, and Dyson came aboard in 
1975 as an assistant account executive 
from N W Ayer ABH International. 

Judith Owens and Casey Wojciechows- 
ki, both in account management, have 
been elected vice presidents of Grey 
Advertising in New York. Wojcie- 
chowski joined Grey in 1973 and 
Owens returned to the agency in 1976 
after previous posts there in 1971 and 
1973. 

Jerome Entis has been appointed vice 
president and a management supervi- 
sor at Kenyon & Eckhardt Advertising 
in New York. Entis joined K&E fol- 

Flanagan now LSF 
LSF Media Services, Inc. is the new 
name of L. Schulze Flanagan & Com- 
pany at 888 Seventh Avenue in New 
York. President George Nuccio also 
reports that Jeffrey Todder, formerly 
media director for Jeffrey Allen Asso- 
ciates, has joined LSF as a manage- 
ment supervisor. LS F's phone number 
is still (212) 757-2033. 

lowing 18 years with Young & Rubi- 
cam, most recently as senior vice presi- 
dent/management supervisor. 

Representatives 

G. Dennis Kelly and Richard Freeman 
have been named vice presidents for 
Top Market Television. Freeman be- 
comes Midwest regional sales manager 
with headquarters in Detroit, and 
Kelly takes over as West Coast region- 
al sales manager working out of Los 
Angeles. Kelly had formerly held sales 
posts with KTVU and KPIX in San 

Francisco, TeleRep in New York, and 
with Metro TV Sales. Freeman is a 
former president of KRCB Omaha and 
had also served as general manager of 
WKBD Detroit. 

Morris Peck, manager of the Boston 
office of MMT Sales, Inc., has been 
named a vice president and Dan 
O'Kane has been named financial ad- 
ministrator. O'Kane had been comp- 
troller of Storer Television Sales. 

Marty Mitchell has been appointed 
manager of the St. Louis office of The 
Meeker Company. She moves in from 
sales posts with Storer Broadcasting 
and with Eugene Gray, a regional rep 
also operating out of St. Louis. 

Jon Gluck has been named director of 
programming and research at MMT 
Sales, Inc. in New York. He had most 
recently served as director of research 
and sales development of ABC -owned 
H'XYZ-Tv in Detroit. 

Marc Guild has been promoted to 

Theydon't have Channel 10 to kick 
around any more. 

y. professional local newscast. With 
the quality of network news. 
They're the Action 10 News 
watchers. 

"Channel 13 is the most 
conservative of the local stations." 
(Curtain Call, arts magazine) 
"...we plan no changes in our 

more than pretty 4 We've started format for the future..." (Hugh lWe're 
faces ín pretty places. 

is Our electronic 
scenNewsCery. not just television scenery. Its a 

something. 
Recently we've been called 
"Enthusiastic media people...flashy 

Smith, Channel 13 News Director, 
in a Curtain Call interview.) 
News of the late '60s i s and early'70s: 

`...Channel 8 doesn't plan 
working newsroom. Any time - competitors in a market that might 

be for beyond any other changes (it changed 
day or night - Action 10 News 
reporters are there. 

ready something what 
is currently offered." (Ben Brown, 
"Television", Tampa Tribune.) 

personnel) which would move it 
off its current middle-of-the-road 

, 

We report more than the And what is "currently offered"? positioning.' (Curtain Call.) 

2 news. We report on life. News reminiscent of the late '50s 
and early '60s. 

Savvy people are switching to 
Action 10 News. Because we're 

Like investigative reporting by Matt a tough act to follow. 
Meagher. Dick Crippen, voice of L.--- __=:=-,---____. ..r tj "{U;I M WSCEN the Tampa Bay Bucs, and our new / NEWS unique Color Action Radar. 

We're bodies. 

-`ACTION 
tw G7 1 ra 

9 not after 3 We wantyour mind. 
is an elite, thinking audience. 

=rteOurs 1'WN The three out of ten news minded 
people who've been wanting a 

,.,,,,.,S,P«.,,o9 
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vitii it still is 

We're proud to say that Covenant Broad- 
casting has been growing biggerand bigger 
every day since we began back in 1971. 

Just recently we enjoyed so much growth 
that we grew right out of our old name. We 
are now: INSILCO Broadcast Group. 

The only change is the name ... but that 
change is another important indication of 
growth. A significant minority investment 
by INSILCO Corporation will enable us to 
accelerate our rate of accomplishment in 
the markets we now serve ... and those 
we'll serve in the future. 

-y 

.J f : 
1 

With the added support of Insilco, one of 
Fortune's 500 largest companies, we'll be 
able to do just what we've been doing since 
1971 ... only bigger, better and faster. 

You can still call us by our first names: 
WELT in New Haven, WKSS in Hartford, 
WGSO and WQUE in New Orleans, KTOK, 
KZUE and The Oklahoma News Network 
in Oklahoma City; and recognize us by the 
same dedication to service through total 
involvement ... on and off the air. 

Insilco 
broadcast group 

a wholly -owned subsidiary of Broad Street Communications Corporation 

Connecticut: WELT New Haven, WKSS Hartford; Oklahoma: KTOK Oklahoma City, KZUE Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma News Network; Louisiana: WGSO New Orieans, WOUE New Orleans. 
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A GREAT RADIO 

PROMOTION 

SOURCEBOOK 

HMIOBGOK OF 

RADIO PUBLICITY 
& PROMOTION 

The MUST book to help 
you boost ratings and in- 
crease sales and profits. 

A giant 500 -page hand- 
book 

Over 250,000 words 

Over 1,500 on air promo 
themes 

Over 350 contests, stunts, 
station and personality pro- 
mos 

$30.45 for thousands of 
dollars of stimulating, rev- 
enue -producing ideas. 

TELEVISION/RADIO AGE BOOKS 

1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10020 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me HANDBOOK OF 
RADIO PUBLICITY & PROMO- 
TION @ $30.45 each. 

A check for enclosed. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

New strike force 
Lansdowne Advertising, a new division 
of J. Walter Thompson Company, has 
been formed "as a strike force for the 
highly personalized creative services 
and marketing expertise a small agen- 
cy can provide," backed up by JWT's 
"total resources, especially in media 
and research." New agency is headed 
by Arthur Cohen, formerly with Bloo- 
mingdales and General Foods, as man- 
aging director, and by John Overaker 
as creative director. Overaker is a for- 
mer creative director of JWT/Chicago 
and was most recently with Enterprise 
Advertising, a Canadian subsidiary of 
.IWT. Offices of the new JWT division 
are located at One Dag Hammarskjold 
Plaza, New York. 

manager of network research for 
McGavren Guild's Radio Network. 
Ile steps up from research analyst 
where he was responsible for prepara- 
tion of the industry's first Format 
Trend Analysis. 

Gene Cunningham for the ABC sales 
team, Gladys Barthell for the CBS 
sales team and Steve Brooks for the 
NBC sales team have been named se- 
nior research analysts, a new post with 
the Sales Strategy Division of Blair 
Television. All three had been Market 
Division research assistants and now 
report to Joseph N. R. Poulin, director 
of research for Blair's Market Divi- 
sion. 

RAB, SRA tap Brown 
James A. Brown has been named vice 
president -national spot development 
sales manager of Radio Advertising 
Bureau. 1 Lis appointment is part of a 

coordinated program launched by 
RAB and the Station Representatives 
Association to speed the growth of na- 
tional spot radio, and Brown will draw 
upon the resources of both RAB and of 
individual station representative firms 
in his new business building assign- 
ment, 

Brown joined RAB last month as a 
national account supervisor from a 

post as vice president, new business de- 
velopment for Golden West Broad- 
casters. At RAB, Brown will report to 
executive vice president Robert II. 
Alter and work in cooperation with the 
Representatives Advisory Group, a 

committee of station rep executives. 

Stations 

Derk Zimmerman, general manager of 
Field Communications' WFLD-TV Chi- 
cago, has been elected a vice president. 
He joined the station group in 1968 as 
program manager of WLV I -TV Boston, 
then switched to a similar post in 1972 
with KB! tK-TV San Francisco. 

James D. McCarthy has been named a 
vice president at WPHL-TV Philadel- 
phia, where he is general sales manag- 
er. Before joining WPHL-TV in 1974, 
he served four years with KBHK-TV 
San Francisco as local and national 
sales manager and as general sales 
manager. Still earlier, McCarthy had 
been as account exec for KOAT-TV Al- 
buquerque. 

L. H. Curtis has been transferred to 
headquarters of Bonneville Interna- 
tional Corp. in Salt Lake City as vice 
president -corporate development. He 
is succeeded as president and general 
manager of Bonneville's KSL Division 
by Jay W. Lloyd, who moves up from 

Serving the 
Ark -La -Tex 
for a quarter 
of a century! 

KTAL TV6 
Celebrating our 25th 
anniversary and prouder 
than ever to be a part 
of the television indus-' 
try!! 
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HIGH HONCHO ON THE 
I ITRON TOTEM POLE! 

Year after year, KE 
"firsts" in the nati 

Plus a good he 

#1 

in Total Day (ADI) 
Sunday thru Saturday 

in Early Evening (TSA) - 

4-6:30 p.m. Mon. -Fri. (Women 18-49) 

in Total Day (Tie) (TSA) 
Sunday thru Saturday 

# 
2in Prime Time (ADI) 
6:30-10 p.m. 

# in Early Evening (ADI) 
4-6:30 p.m. Mon. -Fri. 

tv scores the most 
e Arbitron Sweep. 
of "seconds?* 

47% 

64% 

51% 

40% 

48% 

And #1 among all CBS affiliates in Total Day ADI Prime Time TSA Adults 18-49 Prime 
Time ADI Total Day TSA. (Tied) 0 #2 in Late News ADI Late News TSA Adults 18-49 (Tie). 

There never was a more effective advertising medium. 

;iv 

kelo1andtv: 
KELO-W SIOUX FALLS. S.D. 
and satellites KDLO-tv, KPLO-tv 

JA CBS AFFILIATE 

'Source: Arbitron Sweep, May 1978 (affiliates of all three networks in 

equal facilities markets), as analyzed by TV/Radio Age. Submitted 
as estimates, subject to qualifications defined by reporting services. 

Represented nationally by H -R. In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans 
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senior vice president of KSL. 

Noble V. Blackwell has been appointed 
vice president/general manager of 
WNJR Radio Newark. He moves in 
from CBS, Inc. where he had been di- 
rector of corporate staff services and 
before that had been national director 
of community relations for the five 
CBS -owned television stations. 

Alfred G. Crosby, general manager of 
wFAs and WWYD Radio White 
Plains, New York, and national sales 
coordinator of the stations' parent 
company, Affiliated Broadcasting, has 
been elected a vice president. 

Tom Eaton has been appointed a re- 
gional vice president and Lew Krause 
named local sales manager of WFSB- 
TV, the Post -Newsweek outlet in 
Ilartford. 

Walter A. Rolph has been appointed 
general sales manager for WCAu-Tv, 
the CBS -owned television station in 
Philadelphia. Rolph steps up from ac- 

count executive for the station. In 
1976 he was general manager of 
Smokenders of Chicago, and before 
that was selling for CBS TV National 
Spot Sales in Chicago. Also at WCAU- 
TV, Philip S. Press has been named 
director of sales, having been general 
sales manager since May 1976. Before 
that he had been an account executive 
with CBS Television Stations National 
Sales in New York, and prior to that 
had been selling for WCBS-TV there. 

Bill Johnson has been appointed vice 
president and general manager of 
W DEE Detroit. Before joining the 
Combined Communications station 
Johnson had been general manager of 
WKNX Radio Saginaw and prior to 
that general sales manager of KKJO 
St. Joseph, Mo. 

Jerry Wolff has been named New 
York sales manager for WMCA. He 
joins the Straus Communications 
radio station from a sales post with 
WOR, and before that he had worked 
for WRFM and WVNJ Radio, also serv- 
ing the New York market. 

Buyer's Checklist 

New Representatives 

Katz Television Continental is now rep- 
resenting WLTX-TV, the CBS televi- 
sion affiliate in Columbia, S.C. 

R. A. lazar & Company, specializing 
in representation of Black oriented 
radio stations, has been appointed na- 
tional sales representative for w.It'C 
Chicago. 

The Robert's Associates has been 
named national spot sales representa- 
tive for WJOL and WLLI-FM in Joliet. 

New Call Letters 

WPTF-TV has been approved by the 
Federal Communications Commission 
as the new call designation of WRDU, 
Channel 28, Durham -Raleigh. The 
NBC affiliate is owned by Durham 
Life Broadcasting Service and has re- 
cently installed a taller tower and new 
transmitter the station says is four 
times more powerful than its old one. 

1 

.11 

KTEN 
THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER 

OF ADA, OKLAHOMA 
SERVING SOUTHERN AND EASTERN OKLAHOMA 

10 , a. _ y 

TRANS -AM COMMUNICATIONS 

- 
I % 

14:11r.- 

.KITH 
TELEVISION 

ymoorh 

41 '5, 17933, _KTEN 
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If you don't 
promote, 
a terrible 

thing happens ... 
NOTHING! 

Television and Radio Features is the 
unique promotion and prize service that 
offers you the prize locker you've always 
wanted without all the headaches. No 
more shipping problems, storage hassles, 
or address corrections. More important, 
no more unhappy viewers or listeners. 
Inventory control and other paperwork 
can be reduced to one file for a whole 
year's worth of prizé-giving promotions. 

And the best part is the merchandise 
itself. Television and Radio Features 

ONE e r 

This $25 book is 
yours with any order placed with 

Television and Radio Features. After supplying 
over 500 radio and television stations with prizes, 
Television and Radio Features has selected the 
101 most creative, most effective on -air 
promotions of the last ten years. Any one of 
these promotions, each fully detailed in this book, 
could be worth thousands of dollars to you . . 

in ratings and in revenue. Order our prize service 
now and our book is yours! 

101 Of the Best 
Promotional Ideas ot 
the Last Ten Years" 
FREE 

City, State, Zip 

78L 

TELEVISION & RADIO FEATURES, INC. 
166 East Superior Street -Chicago, 
Name 

Title 

supplies top name -brand merchandise for 
on -air promotions of all kinds ... radio 
or television, big market or small market. 
We're not a trade cperation. We're not a 
barter house. We have a better way! 

If this is your year to aggressively 
promote on the air, you need Television 
and Radio Features. Call 312-944-3700, or 
fill in the coupon. Let our prizes and your 
promotion build some really big numbers 
for you. 

Address 

Illinois 60611 

Phone 

Station 

television radio features, Inc. 
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 
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Ampex first quarter 
sees net income 
ahead to $5.6 million 

Helical vrR continues 
to hold good market share 

Complements internal growth 
with recent acquisition 

Wall Street Report 

The Ampex Corp. continues to make substantial progress, reporting net in- 
come for the first quarter of fiscal 1979. ending July 29, 1978, at $5.6 million 
as compared to $4.5 million for the same period last year, up almost 25 per 
cent. Net income per share rose from 41 to 49 cents. Net earnings for fiscal 
1978 were also considerably ahead of fiscal 1977: $ I.76 per share as against 
$1.31, though 58 cents of this in 1978 and 50 in 1977 were from tax-loss-car- 
ryforward credits. 

Ampex operates in three basic fields: audio -video, data memory and mag- 
netic tape. Net sales jumped from $257 million in fiscal 1976 to $287 million 
in 1977 to $322 million in 1978. The $31.8 million increase in net sales in 

1978 resulted from a 21 per cent increase in the sales of magnetic tape prod- 
ucts and an 18 per cent increase in data -memory sales. that is, digital disk 
drives and memory system products. 

For shareholders, too, the return on equity has improved from 10 per cent in 

1974 to 19 per cent in 1978. The total debt that was $160 million in 1974 has 

been reduced to $92 million in 1978. and stockholders' equity has increased 
from $52 million in 1974 to $104 million in 1978. In fiscal 1978, Ampex spent 
over $23 million on research, an increase of $2 million over the prior year. 

Its net sales in audio video, which did increase in fiscal '78, are being matched 
by net sales in data memory; magnetic tape sales increased from $61.4 million 
in 1977 to $74.6 in 1978. Meanwhile, its VPR-I one -inch helical format video 
tape recorder continues to hold a significant share of the highly competitive 
market, says the company, which is preparing to deliver the new type C for- 
mat VTR as the VPR-2. 

It also introduced an advanced digital video production system, ESS-2, 

which unifies computer and video technologies to offer expanded creative 
possibilities for teleproduction and broadcast operations. It is also offering two 
new editing systems, the EC -2 and RES -t. 

Ampex Corp. (sales by industry segment, in $ millions, for year ended 

April 29. 1978) 

Audio- 
Video 

Data- Magnetic Corpo- 
Memory Tape rate 

C'onsoli- 
dated 

Net sales to customers $120.5 $120.6 $74.6 $- $315.7 

Operating earnings 20.4 7.9 4.0 - 32.3 

Foreign joint venture earnings .3 .3 

Corporate expenses (2.4) (2.4) 
Interest expense (6.7) (6.7) 

Earnings before income taxes 23.5 

Identifiable assets 95.9 88.5 54.5 14.9 253.8 

Capital expenditures 3.2 4.5 4.2 0.2 12.1 

Depreciation 1.9 3.5 2.2 0.1 7.7 

Though Ampex is a company whose growth has been essentially internal. It re- 
cently acquired a young company. Duca-Richardson which makes a line of 
electronic switching systems that complement a large number of Ampex prod- 
ucts. Ampex has also made a major agreement with N. V. Philips of The 
Netherlands which permits Philips to market the Ampex VPR series of helical - 
scan VTRs. Ampex also hopes that its official designation as supplier of video 
tape recorders, slow motion disc recorders and video and audio magnetic re- 
cording tape for the Olympic Games to be held in Moscow in 1980 will assist 
it in generating new business throughout the world in the years ahead. 

Ampex is particularly optimistic about the growth opportunity for magnetic 
tape in the home video recorder market. In March, it began an expansion of 
its tape manufacturing plane in Opelika, Ala. which will add two lines to those 
which already exist. It sees a billion dollar market for tapes alone in the I 980s 
among owners of home video recorders if the explosive growth predicted oc- 
curs. 
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Quarter century (from page too) 

headquarters in Georgetown. 
What I found was a garage, a ram- 

shackle old garage. I looked around and 
noticed the leaky casement windows, the 
dirt and the leaves blowing in under the 
doors, pushed by a sharp autumn breeze. 
I said to the first person I met, assign- 
ment editor Don Richardson: "I'm 
looking for the CBS Washington bu- 
reau." Don replied: "You're in it." 
Somehow it didn't have that certain el- 
ement of class I had associated with CBS 
and William S. Paley. 

Later that day in September, 1953, I 

met my first boss, a lanky middlewest- 
erner named Sig Mickelson, then direc- 
tor of CBS Television News in New 
York and now a distinguished professor 
of journalism at San Diego State Uni- 
versity. 

Sig explained that all I had to do in 
Washington was to beat NBC News 
with coverage from the Hill and the 
White House. We had only "two and a 
half" film crews. (CBs has 15 today, all 
equipped with ENG minicams.) But we 
also had to beat UPI -Fox Movietone and 
Telenews, which still were strong. UPI - 

1962 
"The most effective 

instrument that the 
televisior indústry has in 
its confrontation with 
Government is the 
Television Code. The 
Code is a forceful 
answer to the 
professional regulators 
who covetously eye 
programming and other 
aspects of the television 
medium, and who are 
ready to jump in when 
an'opportunity presents 
.itself. It is also an 
effective rejoinder to the 
pressure groups that arer 

always harassing any 
communications 
medium." 

October 1 

7 

ti: 

.. 

14.- ,.. 
3 

r= 

Behind the scenes in 
early days were 
pioneering execs and 
producers. At 1., 

Marshall "Sonny" 
Diskin directed 
everything for ABC. 
Below, Don Hewitt 
checks assignments 
as CBS News 
executive producer. 

-_, 
-- J 

l 

Above, planning 
NBC coverage of 
political conventions 
in '60 are William 
McAndrew, 1., v.p., 
NBC News, and 
Reuven Frank, 
producer. At 1., Sig 
Mickelson, 1., 

with CBS chairman 
William S. Paley 
during 1956 
election, campaign 
when he was 
director of CBS 
Television News in 
New York. 
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KWTV's 

first 
broadcast 

was 
on December 

20,1953. 

using 
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tower. 
In 1954, 

our 
15 -2 -foot 

tower 
was 

zompleted, 

then 
the 

v,orld's 

tallest 

man-mack# 

structure. 

We 
referred 

to J u r call 

letters, 

KWTV, 

as the 
World's 

Tallest 
Vicieo 

in 

those 
days. 

Today, 
25 years 

Later, 
we 

continue 

to be Oklahoma's 

innovative 

television 
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Fox Movietone was a problem because 
our film was processed in the same lab- 
oratory. The first reel to reach the lab 
would be processed first and often was 
the only film to meet the evening news 
deadline. It became a daily battle be- 
tween the motorcycle couriers to reach 
the lab first. 

One day our courier, Bob Funk, came 
down the home stretch on Wisconsin 
Avenue, neck and neck with the UPI - 
Fox Movietone man. They both had to 
stop for a red light a block from the lab. 
Seconds meant everything. Bob Funk, a 
high school track star, dumped his bike 
at the curb, ran the final 200 yards and 
won. 

Tough competition 

M ickelson's "Beat NBC" order was a 
demanding task. After 20 years in daily, 
wire service and magazine journalism, I 

knew what competition meant. But so 
did Julian Goodman, then Washington 
bureau chief for NBC News and now 
NBC board chairman. To show Julian 
there was a new competitor in town, 
stole two of his newsmen, but that made 
hardly a dent in the NBC stable of stars 
which had Bob McCormick presenting 

1963 
"Ratings will always be 

used as a guide to 
buying. But the most 
discouraging aspect of 
ratings is how they have 
been used. The time - 
buyers and the media 
research analysts have 
utiliied ratings as 
absolutes; projecting the 
un-projectáble and 
computing down to the 
decimal' point total . 

circulation, homes 
delivered and cost -per= 
thousand. Computers 
will not remove this 
error; only compound 
it." 

o 

The 1952 political 
conventions were the 
scene where TV news 
flexed its first muscle 
as kingmaker. From 
top, a virtually 
unknown journalist, 
Walter Cronkite, 
became an overnight 
star; President Harry 
S. Truman said 
goodbye to the era of 
"Dewey Wins" 
headlines; President - 
to -be Dwight D. 
Eisenhower experiences 
the rewards of tube 
appeal. 

i . 
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television news, Ray Scherer covering 
the White House, and David Brink- 
ley-before he was "discovered"-in the 
bullpen. 

In the fall of 1953, there were few 
people around who knew much about 
television news. We were all trying to 
find our way. Many of us had come from 
newspapers, wire services and maga- 
zines. Others had moved over from 
radio. 

Compared with today's whopping 
audiences, the three network news pro- 
grams were making a small splash in- 
deed in the fall of 1953. The total audi- 
ence on any given weeknight was about 
15 million viewers, barely 30 per cent of 
today's total of more than 50 million. 

Station lineups were painfully short. 
The NBC Television Network listed only 
76 affiliates, CBS 41, ABC 19 and Du- 
mont 10. Today CBS and NBC count 
more than 200 affiliates, ABC 195. 
Dumont collapsed in 1955. But the au- 
diences for news even in 1953 far sur- 
passed the circulation of any competing 
daily newspapers. It was and still is the 
greatest mass audience since Johannes 
Gutenburg invented moveable type in 
1439. 

Television was a novelty in 1953, and 
there was a lot of "television visiting" 
from home to home. The big names in 
entertainment were Lucille Ball, Sid 
Caesar, Ed Sullivan, Walter Winchell, 

1964 
"Programming is the raw 
material out of which the 
entire television medium 
is built. Therefore, the 
first meeting of the 
National Associatidn of 
Television Programming 
Executives 'in New York 
was not only historic in 
that it was a significant 
`first,'.but because the 
81 program directors 
who attended the 
sessions were extremely 
candid about their 
problems." 
May 25 

188 

CONVENTION 
CENTRAL 

f 

`-- .Tz -\ 

i 

During the period 
where Walter 
Cronkite was rising 
on screen up to his 
president role as chief 
news ratings -getter, 
chief news exec 
behind the scenes at 
CBS was Richard S. 
Salant, 1. His 
challenge: overcoming 
the popularity Chet 
Huntley and David 
Brinkley had gained 
in the '56 convention. 
Meanwhile, an up- 
and-coming Howard 
K. Smith moderates 
Kennedy -Nixon 
debates. 
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and Mr. Television, himself, Milton 
Berle. Beat the Clock and Name that 
Tune were replayed as home parlor 
games. 

The world was a moderately placid 
place in those early years of the Eisen- 
hower presidency. The Korean war had 
wound down, and prisoners of war were 
being exchanged. It was France's war in 
Indo-China. Senator Joseph McCarthy, 
the Wisconsin Republican, was hot in 
pursuit of what he called "card carrying 
Communists." It took a broadcast 
newsman the most distinguished of them 
all, Edward R. Murrow, to show him on 
the television screen for exactly what he 
was, a bully. 

We took a lot of kidding about our 
bureau working out of a garage. But 
when anyone mentioned it, we'd say, 
"This is nothing. You ought to see our 
studio in New York." 

The CBS Evening News originated 
from an old German singing and drink- 
ing club on the upper East Side, Lieder- 
kranz flail. The film portion of the pro- 
gram was put together 13 blocks away in 
the Grand Central complex. The pro- 
duction team had exactly 10 minutes in 
a taxi to rush the footage through 
home -bound traffic to Liederkranz. 

NBC News was further uptown on the 

1906 
"The manner in which a 

spot buy is packaged, 
presented and serviced 
can be the major factor 
in the purchase. Station 
representatives in recent 
years have come up 
with some imaginative 
sales plans that have 
meant additional 
business for their 
stations. There will 
always be 
considerations that no 
computer will be able to 
analyze. Therefore the 
computer can be an aid 
rather than a deterrent 
to sales." 
February 14 
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In the '60s, author Lower, top photo, 1., was over at ABC News, on his 
way to becoming president of the operation, and working with 
correspondents like the late Bill Lawrence. r. Fred W. Friendly, center 
photo with Lady Bird Johnson, made his own news when he walked out 
on top CBS News post. William R. McAndrew, above r., NBC News 
president, donates film to John F. Kennedy Memorial Library. 



Best Wishes 
SOL PAUL .. . 

We've been privileged, as you have, 
to participate in the growth of a great 
communications medium. 

This is our Silver Anniversary too. 
Television/Radio Age has been a helpful 
friend through these first 25 years. We 
eagerly look forward to an exciting 
future with continued industry contribu- 
tions from your fine magazine. 

WCSH -TV 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
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edge of Harlem, working out of an old 
Pathe newsreel studio at 106th Street 
and Park Avenue. But the Swayze team 
had the advantage of a video connection 
between there and Rockefeller Plaza. 

Suddenly a short deadline story was 
upon us. Film of Queen Elizabeth in 
Bermuda was coming to New York, 
scheduled to arrive at Idylwild Airport 
(now Kennedy) an hour before our 
deadline. We were worried about rush- 
hour traffic, so we installed a portable 
developing machine at Liederkranz. 
When the raw footage arrived from the 
airport, we fed it into the monster, and, 
after a few minutes of grinding and 
whirring, the machine deposited several 
hundred feet of Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip on the floor, soaking wet. 

But we had a big men's room, and we 
spread the film all over everything in 
there to dry. Then we ran it directly into 
the projector from the men's room, held 
by many hands. It was perfect-until 
director Don Hewitt realized that we had 

196 
"There has been, from 

time to time, a; great 
deal of discussion 
among engineers about 
the long-range 
possibility of satellite - 
direct -to -home 
transmission. One 
cannot predict how soon 
this can be 
accomplished. But the 
principal of local 
autonomous broadcast 
entities is the basis on 
which the American 
system of television and 
radio is built. The 
broadcaster therefore 
should actively 
participate in the 
preliminary planning of 
any proposed system of 
domestic satellite 
communications." 

Television news developed 
a reputation for "event" 
orientation in the '60s, as 
scene: from the '68 
Demccrati< convention 
riots in Chicago, like that 
from CBS, above, and 
ABC, r., helped shape 
public opinion. Tv to date 
has wade major events 
out of six moon landings, 
like tae Apollo l5, below. 

0 

.- 
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November 21 
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flipped the film, and the Royal Couple 
were shaking hands lefthanded and sa- 
luting like southpaws. 

Professional newsmen 

Almost from the start, the television 
networks placed professional newsmen 
in charge of their television news de- 
partments. At CBS, Ed Murrow had 
resigned as vice president in charge of 
news in the late '40s, preferring to con- 
centrate on radio news and his com- 
mentaries. Bill Paley had recruited Sig 
Mickelson from the aggressive wcco 
radio news operation in Minneapolis, 
then partially owned by CBS. At NBC 
News, Davidson Taylor, more an esthete 
than a gung-ho newsman, was in charge, 
backed up by Bill McAndrew, one-time 
UPI Washington bureau. Reporter John 
Charles Daly rode Roman style, serving 
as vice president in charge of ABC News 
as well as on -air anchorman. But looking 
over his shoulder, short of cash, of 
course, was the hottest news hawk in the 
business, Robert E. Kintner, a former 
Washington correspondent -columnist. 

Behind them on the production line 
were the editors and directors who wrote 

1 
"There is probably no 

station in the country 
that doesn't feel it 
should be getting a 
higher hourly rate from 
its network. Today, with 
some exception, 
network sales are on a 
basis of minute 
participations: 
Therefore, it would seem 
to make sense to 
compensate stations on 
the basis of minutes or 
commercial units 
instead of on an hourly 
basis. This would equate 
the method of ' 

compensation with the 
pattern of selling." 
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The fps ir_a downs of 
Presraen's w?re 
chrorltcled a-, from 
top, Secr?ta.-v of 
DefeR:e Robert S. 
McNamcra sours 
Vietnam fcr an 
increa.; irrgl y 
unpo-+ ilcr President 
Lyndii 1'. khnson; 
Presi :frn. !iron 
maker pcirt; by 
ceme1: in, . e.alions 
with `hiRa. _nd the 
latter ?resiarnt's 
dow.rll bee ns as 
James S. McCord 
testifes in Watergate 
hearings. 
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TVJ Flew 8,000 Mil 
To Ride ATroin 
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This year a crew from WTVJ's top -rated putlic affairs pro- 
gram "Montage" took South Florida voters to Toronto, 
Canada. Thei objective: evaluate 20 years of rapid 
transit in action. 

Since the first rapid transit plans in Dade Coun- 
ty were approved in 1972, WTVJ had pre- 
sented this complex issue in its entirety. 
On several occasions, WTVJ viewers fol- 
lowed transit officials to Mexico City, 
San Francisco, Atlanta and Dallas. News l . 

involvement ranged from editorials to 
"live" coverage by the station's 
Washington Bureau. WTVJ brought South\\ 
Florida to the Capitol for the granting of 
critical Federal transportation funding. WTVJ 
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Then,this past March,a referendum asked 
Dade County residents to reconsider the 
feasibility of rapid transit. Millions of tax 

dollars had already been spent on plan- 
ning the system. The week before voters 

went to the polls, a WTVJ news series was 
aired tc clarify the issue. The week-long 

analysis culminated in a "Montage" 
documentary: "Rapid Transit-Stop or 

Go?," the result of Toronto research. 
Election results supported rapid transit as 

a solution for the future. 

WTVJ continued its 29 -year tradition of 
pinpointing community needs and 

responding to them. 

G 



WCSCTV 

CHARLESTON S.C. 

SILVER ANNIVERSARY 
1953 -1978 

WCSC-TV is proud to be the first television 
station in the state of South Carolina to 
celebrate twenty-five years of service. 

These twenty-five years have been possible because 
of the support of our community, our clients, our 
network friends, and all of our colleagues in the 
industry. Most importantly, however, these years have 
been possible because of the support of our own 
associates whose names are listed across from this 
page. We want to take this means to thank them for 
allowing us to offer the finest local service possible. 
We challenge them to maintain that quality for the 
next twenty-five years. 

John M. Rivers John M. Rivers, Jr. 

Chairman of the Board, WCSC, Inc. President, WCSC, Inc. 



WCSC, INC. 
STAFF 

JIM ALEXANDER 

CLEO ANCRUM 

DOUG ATHERTON 

GUS BAILEY 

MIKE BECKMAN 

JACK BECKNELL 

ED BOLLING 

BUZZ BOWMAN 

FRANCES BRAMLETT 

LIZ BRISACHER 

MAURICE BROWN 

ROD BULLARD 

BOB CASEY 

MIKE CHAMPION 

DEBBIE CHARD 

DAN CHETWOOD 

BEVERLY COCHRAN 

AARON COLEMAN 

BILL COYLE 

JAY CRAVEN 

RUBY CRAVEN 

TOM CRENSHAW 

GUY DAVIDSON 

DILLIE DEKLE 

JIM DEMAURO 

BILL DEWERT 

SUSAN DWORK 

LISA DYE 

RUTH EDWARDS 

FAYE EISERHARDT 

LEROY FIELDS 

EILEEN FINK 

VANESSA FRAZIER 

DUFFY GIBBLE 

NORMAN GREEN 

JAN GRIFFIN 

CHARLIE HALL 

STACEY HALL 

BOB HEAD 

JIM HEAP 

KEN HEGE 

CHARLES HELMS 

NICK HARVEY 

H PATRICIA HERRON 

PATSY HICKEN 

MIKE HIOTT 

HUGH JETT 

MONTY JETT 

TED KELLY 

JENNIE KING 

GORDON KNIGHT 

LOWELL KNOUFF 

HAROLD KRAMER 

ELIZABETH LEWINE 

BOB LORENZEN 

GEORGE LOUD 

JOANIE LUCAS 

ANN MARTIN 

MIKE MCCOY 

PATTI MEEKS 

FRANK METZ 

SALLIE MOULTRIE 

LORETTA MOUZON 

PAUL MULLER 

BOB NEAL 

CYRUS NEWITT 

EVE NEWITT 

SADIE OGLESBY 

FRANK PALMER 

WARREN PEPER 

BOB PETIT 

JIM PETIT 

CAROL PHILLIPS 

MARK PIERCE 

HANK PUTNAM 

JIM ROCCO 

PEGGY RUFF 

BILL SANDERS 

JOE SARCO 

LARRY SAVAGE 

RANDY SCOTT 

CHRIS SCHAFER 

PAT SELLARS 

BILL SHARPE 

YVETTE SHECUT 

FRANK SHOEMAKER 

NATHANIEL SINGLETON 

PENNY SLOAN 

BOB SMITH 

JERRY SMITH 

DAVID STANTON 

SYLVIA STEVENS 

DEBBIE STEGALL 

JAMES SUMTER 

CAROL TANNENBAUM 

CHARLIE THOMPSON 

RALPH THORNLEY 

MARY TOLBERT 

DAVID TURNER 

PATTY TURNER 

JIM VANN 

WILLIE WALKER 

MARTHA WASHINGTON 

LOVELL WAUGH 

ROLAND WEEKS 

VESTER WENTZELL 

DEBBIE WESTBROOK 

PEGGY WHITAKER 

GLORIA WILSON 

JERRY WISE 

RENEE ZEIDE 

television news history as they impro- 
vised-at NBC Frank McCall and 
Reuven Frank who went on to succeed 
Bill McAndrew as president; at CBS, 
Don I lewitt, a peripatetic dynamo who 
later created Sixty Minutes; at person- 
nel -short ABC, where everyone did three 
jobs, John Madigan and Marshall 
"Sonny" Diskin, with Bill McSherry 
writing for Daly. Visitors from out-of- 
town always loved to visit the Lieder- 
kranz control room where Hewitt 
dazzled them with his electronic pyro- 
technics. Sometimes he dazzled me so 
much I wondered why I ever left print 
journalism for such an ulcerous, unpre- 
dictable business as television news. 

Broadcasting and politics, particularly 
presidential elections, were made for 
each other. Radio had started in 1920 by 
broadcasting the results of the Har- 
ding -Cox presidential election and-four 
years later-the 17 -day, 103 -ballot 
Democratic convention in the old, old 
Madison Square Garden. For the next 24 
years, it dominated the convention - 
election scene until, after World War II, 
television made its debut at the 1948 
Philadelphia conventions, but broad- 
casting only on a short regional hookup, 

19 
"Nudity-semi or 
otherwise-blue 
dialogue, suggestive 
activity have no place. in 
the living room. 
Purveyors of this kind of 
commodity dash behind 
the facade of so-called 
freedom, but freedom 
means responsibility. 
Broadcasting offensive 
material whether it be in 
a movie or part of a 
variety show has no 
place on the air. 
Certainly morés are 
changing, but in their 
transition, elemental 
truths remain." 
D9canber 4 

Washington to Boston. 
By 1952, the nation had coast -to -coast 

television and the networks sensed they 
had an audience grabber, live, electronic 
cameras on the convention floor and 
sometimes in the smoke -filled caucus 
rooms of the Republican and Demo- 
cratic national nominating conventions 
in Chicago's International Amphi- 
theater, out behind the pungent West 
Side stockyards. 

Politics and refrigerators 

Mickelson, raised on politics in South 
Dakota and Minnesota when Hubert 
Humphrey was Minneapolis mayor, 
created the first gavel -to -gavel television 
convention coverage and went out to 
Pittsburgh to help sign up the Westing- 
house Electric Company as sole sponsor, 
guaranteeing 20 hours of coverage 
punctuated by Betty Furness selling 
Westinghouse refrigerators and ranges. 
She became almost as much a household 
word as did the two nominees, war hero 
Dwight Eisenhower for the Republicans 
and Illinois Governor Adlai Stevenson 
for the Democrats. 

More importantly, Mickelson 
launched a team that took off. As he 
could not use the established CBS News 
stars reporting for the separate CBS 
Radio Network, he chose as his anchor- 
man (a term Mickelson coined) a na- 
tionally unknown but solid Washington 
newsman named Walter L. Cronkite, 
former UPI foreign correspondent. Don 
I lees itt directed the convention coverage 
and Paul Levitan, fresh from CBS en- 
gineering, was the overall producer. It 
was the beginning of long, productive 
careers for all three. Levitan's ended 
early with his untimely death in 1976. 

Networks spend millions of dollars 
and plan for two years to cover the 
presidential election process from the 
first primary in New I lampshire until 
their election night projections establish 
the winner in November. They do this as 
a public service but also because they 
believe the ratings winner has a leg up on 
network television news dominance for 
the next four years. 

NBC News made its big convention 
move in 1956. Sensing that John Cam- 
eron Swayze was not swift enough an 
ad-libber for convention coverage, Bill 
McAndrew put together a team still little 
known nationally, David Brinkley, the 
wry wit of the Washington bureau, and 
serious, granite -faced Chet Iluntley, a 
recent import from Los Angeles and 
Seattle. They did so well at the Chicago 
and San Francisco conventions that 
McAndrew installed them in Swayze's 
nightly news spot, the Came! News 
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Caravan, and changed its name to The 
Iluntley-Brinkley Report. 

The biggest innovation in convention 
coverage came in 1968 when ABC 
News, ordered to cut its budget drasti- 
cally after the collapse of the proposed 
ABC merger with the International 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, 
launched an edited, 90 -minutes -per - 
night version. This was the first break 
with gavel -to -gavel coverage since it 
started at television's first conventions in 
1952. 

Actually, the coverage run longer than 
90 minutes as ABC always stayed with 
the convention proceedings if important 
events were scheduled after the normal 
end of the program at I I p.m. Starting 
times varied, depending on the conven- 
tion schedule, but usually began about 9 

or 9:30 p.m. 
The innovation worked. ABC at- 

tracted a larger audience than when it 
competed head -to -head with CBS and 
NBC. It also gave the political parties a 
larger total audience on the three net- 
works. 

In the 1950s, CBS News was presti- 
giously cloaked in the toga of Edward R. 

Murrow who, ironically enough, rarely 
appeared on the nightly network televi- 
sion news of 15 minutes anchored by 
Douglas Edwards. Murrow concentrated 
on his own nightly, 15 -minute radio news 
and analysis and two weekly television 
programs, the trail -blazing See It Now 
and the frothier Person to Person. But 
Murrow's image and the careful news 
building job done by CBS Chairman 
William S. Paley during radio domi- 
nance gave CBS an unbeatable prestige. 
What Doug Edwards lacked in charisma 
was more than compensated for by CBS' 
general reputation for news excellence. 

Developing 1luntley-Brinkley 

An audience researcher with a mi- 
croscope could have detected NBC's 
development of Huntley and Brinkley in 
the four years between the 1956 and 
1960 conventions, grabbing the lead 
from CBS at the 1960 Democratic con- 
vention in Los Angeles and holding it for 
five years. 

One competitor, reeling in Los An- 
geles from Kintner's relentless conven- 

tion rating blitz, dubbed the H -B style of 
convention coverage "disk jockey jour- 
nalism." A CBS News colleague, more 
realistic, countered: "Maybe we should 
have told Paley that last night when he 
called to blast our sagging convention 
ratings." 

I Iuntley and Brinkley were a house- 
hold word for 14 years. Bill McAndrew 
and Julian Goodman brought them to- 
gether but it was Bob Kintner, by that 
time NBC president, who sensed he had 
a winner and drove the NBC News or- 
ganization unmercifully. The NBC order 
for any special television broadcast was 
"CBS plus 30." And it worked. 

Stung by the Huntley -Brinkley pop- 
ularity, CBS struck back in 1962, re- 
placing Edwards with Cronkite, whose 
popularity has mounted with every 
election and every space shot. Today 
some surveys call him "the most trusted 
American." 

Up to 1962, Cronkite had not been 
seen on a daily basis except when he 
substituted for Edwards. He anchored 
the late Sunday night news and all of the 
big special -event television broad- 
casts-conventions, elections, inaugu- 

A SALUTE AND CONGRATULATIONS TO 
SOL PAUL; PUBLISHER AND 

VISION/RADIO AGE 
FOR 25 YEARS OF 

BROADCAST PUBLISHING LEADERSHIP 
AND PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP FROM 

`"DAU TV 
SCRANTON-WILKES BARRE 

PENNSYLVANIA 

REPRESENTED IN THE 42ND MARKET BY BLAIR TELEVISION 
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ISN'T ALL THAT BAD! 
FOURTH: Of all networks affiliates in the top 100 markets with equal facilities. 
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highest rated overall programming and we are the REACH Station in the au ea. Check Arbitron or 
Nielsen fcr May 1978 for confirmation. 
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rations, space shots, coronations and 
state funerals. 

The autum of 1963 saw another tele- 
vision milestone when CBS and NBC 
doubled the length of their 15 -minute 
evening news broadcasts. CBS an- 
nounced first and NBC followed suit. 
The fight for news audience intensi- 
fied. 

Cronkite started moving up after the 
1964 political conventions, even though 
Chairman Paley, in a terrible blunder, 
had removed him as anchorman for the 
Democratic meeting in Atlantic City. 
CBS News pulled even with I luntley- 
Brinkley, and a two-way tie persisted 
from 1965 to 1967. 

Then the Cronkite program pulled 
ahead and has maintained a comfortable 
lead ever since. 11 years. The once -magic 
I-lunticy-Brinkley combination broke up 
on July 31, 1970, when Chet Iluntley 
retired to his Montana ranch (Ile died in 
1974). During that entire period of 
Cronkite's news rating dominance, 
Richard Salant has provided steady di- 
rection to CBS News. 

To catch up with CBS in audience 
popularity, NBC News has tried several 
combinations in the eight years since the 
end of the Iluntley-Brinkley broadcast. 
The first was a troika of David Brinkley, 

1968 
"Wall Street, over -the 

years, has maintained a 
neutral attitude toward 
radio and television-an 
attitude that is slowly - 

changing.. Many 
brokerage houses have 
fended to look upon the 
business as caught in a 
regulatory squeeze that 
would limit both profits 
and growth. The track 
record on profits speaks 
for itself, there are very 
few industries thát can 
make the 20 per cent 
rate of return ('after 
taxes) of television:" 

I 
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From top, Watergate story unfolds with data on 
disbursements to parties involved on CBS-and culminates in 
Ni ron resignation speech, as seen in ABC studio. In 1976, it 
was back to Great Debates-this time Jimmy Carter and 
Gerald Ford, marred by 28 silent minutes front Philadelphia. 

January 29 
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"The WMTV call letters mean integ- 
rity in broadcasting, responsibility 
to the Madison community, and a 
commitment to the highest princi- 
ples which have been a hallmark of 
WMTV for the past quarter of a 
century-and will continue to be the 
principles under which we go for- 
ward." 

Tom Bolger 
President 

WMTV 
MADISON 
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Frank McGee and John Chancellor. On 
August 16, 1971, it switched to a solo 
anchor with Chancellor. Brinkley con- 
tributed commentary, billed as "David 
Brinkley's Journal." With the 1976 
presidential election year, NBC discov- 
ered that there was still magic in Brink- 
ley's wry wit. Brinkley shared the anchor 
position with Chancellor throughout the 
primaries, conventions and on election 
night, and gradually returned to his old 
spot as nightly co -anchorman from 
Washington. 

ABC's 25 -year struggle 

The ABC struggle for news audience 
has been a 25 -year uphill battle. It 
started weakly in late 1973 with barely 
700,000 homes at a time when CBS was 
playing to 3,260,000 homes and NBC 
was leading with 4,310,000 homes. 

Throughout the 1950s, Leonard H. 
Goldenson, who had put together the 
ABC -United Paramount Theaters 
merger and became its president, had 
concentrated on building a viable third 
network, greatly handicapped by a short, 
weak station lineup, few good programs 
and inadequate capital. Most of his af- 
filiates had just started and provided 
little competition to the older, stronger 
CBS and NBC affiliates. Many still 
don't. 

Goldenson's top priority was building 
primetime entertainment programs. At 
first, he had no daytime schedule. It was 
not until 1961 that he took the first step 
in building a news division, installing 
James C. Hagerty, a non -broadcaster, as 

19 
"The new breed of 
retailers is the younger . 

television generation. 
Their predecessors were 
brought up, nurtured, 
and experienced in print. 
This new breed is willing 
to experiment and is 
recognizing that 
television can be 
extremely effective." 
February 26 

.11,eC' 
I 

4 

r. 
J 

In the '70s, ABC was 
still on the bottom of 
the news ratings heap, 
but it was a big 
newsmaker. From top, 
Harry Reasoner and 
Howard K. Smith 
fought the other two 
webs during '72 
election; Barbara 
Walters scored a first 
in joint interview with 
Sadat and Begin; 
Roone Arledge added 
news to his sports 
responsibilities; and 
Reasoner and Walters 
have a short, unhappy 
"marriage." 
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vice president in charge of news when 
I lagerty stepped down as President Ei- 
senhower's press secretary. It took an- 
other five years and another news presi- 
dent, this writer, before ABC could 
compete profesionally with CBS and 
NBC in world and national news cover- 
age. Even now, in its twenty-fifth year of 
Goldenson's management, ABC runs 
third in news audience ratings. 

While gradually strengthening its film 
coverage, ABC has had a continuing 
problem in putting together an anchor 
team which could compete for audience 
with Cronkite and Huntley -Brinkley 
(later Chancellor solo and then reju- 
venated Chancellor -Brinkley combina- 
tion). 

During the 1950s, John Daly was the 
ABC anchorman, but weak newsfilm 
coverage (purchased from Telenews and 
UPI) and a short station lineup proved 
insurmountable handicaps. After Daly's 
departure, ABC tried a series of solos, 
duets and troikas, all failures. Many af- 
filiated stations refused to carry the news 
program. In 1963, when this writer be- 
came president of ABC News, only 95 
stations telecast the Evening News, an- 
chored by Ron Cochran. In some states, 
like populous Ohio, the program was not 
seen at all. ABC News had only 83 per 
cent audience coverage as compared to 
97 per cent at CBS and 98 per cent for 
I I untley-Brinkley. 

Until ABC converted to color and in - 

"There is a new era of. 
relationships between 
the 'networks and their 
affiliates: The affiliates 
want a bigger piece of 
the pie, and, in this 
buyer -seller relationship, 
there is resistance by 
the networks to rate 
increases. 'It comes 
down to a question of 
negotiating muscle and 
who is holding the 
stronger cards." 
June 3 

creased its program length to a half hour 
(January 9, 1967), three -and -a -half 
years behind its competitors, few people 
would recognize ABC as serious news 
competition. It wasn't. 

ABC started a turn -around in March, 
1969, with a bright new format anchored 
by Frank Reynolds, bolstered by How- 
ard K. Smith commentary. Two months 
later, Smith was given a co-anchor role. 
The program was professional and 
competitive, but met affiliated station 
resistance. never achieving more than 
125 outlets compared to more than 200 
for CBS and NBC. 

The big personality change came in 
December, 1970, when ABC-for the 
then unheard of salary of $205,000 per 
year, five years firm-lured I larry 
Reasoner from CBS and teamed him 
with Smith. Within a year, 50 new sta- 
tions joined the lineup, another 20 sign- 
ing on in the second year. The share of 
audience rose from 15 per cent to 22 per 
cent, occasionally 23. 

ABC saw the direct effect of news 
personalities in two changes it tried in 

Curiosity gave the new team a 23 per 
cent share of audience its first week, but 
after that, the share returned to the same 
level that Reasoner attracted alone. 
Moreover, Reasoner frequently showed 
-on the air-his displeasure with 
Walters, and the viewers told ABC they 
didn't like the unfriendly atmosphere. 
The "shotgun marriage" had to be dis- 
solved. Leonard Goldenson then made 
the most controversial news executive 
appointment in a quarter of a century. 
Ile selected a superb sports executive. 
Roone Arledge, and gave him the addi- 
tional job of president of ABC News. Ile 
gambled that a showman with absolutely 
no news experience had the prescription 
for news success. 

After a year at the helm, marked by 
heavy spending and much publicity, 
much of it unfavorable, Arledge took his 
big evening news gamble. He reasoned 
that if he could not steal an established 
news star like Cronkite, he would have to 
try something else. His is solution was what 
has been variously called a non -anchor 
system or a troika of mini -anchormen. 

ABC started a turnaround in March, 1969, with a 
bright new format anchored by Frank Reynolds, 
bolstered by Howard K. Smith commentary. 

1975 and 1976. Faced with some re- 
search stating that Howard Smith ap- 
pealed to an older audience and thus 
might be a drag on the broadcast, ABC 
shifted Smith to a lesser role of com- 
mentary only. The rating for Reasoner 
as sole anchorman dropped quickly from 
a 22 per cent share to 19 per cent. 
Smith's audience in small-town America 
missed their favorite. They switched 
elsewhere. 

Enter Barbara Walters 

Seeking to regain lost ground and take 
off even higher, Bill Sheehan, then ABC 
News president, next tried the most 
controversial and most highly publicized 
move in news broadcasting history. For 
the unheard of-many said shocking, 
indecent-sum of a million dollars a 
year, five years firm, ABC hired Barbara 
Walters from NBC and teamed her with 
I larry Reasoner, much against Reaso- 
ner's will. 

Dropping Reasoner, who returned to 
CBS, and making Barbara Walters an 
out -of -studio "star reporter," Arledge 
settled on three anchormen: Frank 
Reynolds in Washington, Max Robinson 
in Chicago, and Peter .Iennings in Lon- 
don. Reynolds and Jennings had served 
earlier as ABC anchormen: Robinson. a 
network newcomer, was the first black 
man to serve in a network co-anchor 
position. As this combination started on 
July 10, 1978, the jury is still out on its 
fate. 

Audience rating charts for the past 25 
years show five distinct periods. NBC 
held the evening news lead from 1953 
through 1956 and then lost out to CBS 
from 1956 to 1960. After their smashing 
victory at the 1960 political conventions. 
I luntley and Brinkley grabbed the eve- 
ning news lead and held rating domi- 
nance from 1960 to 1965, followed by 
two years during which CBS and NBC 
ran neck and neck. CBS forged ahead in 
1967 and has maintained a clear rating 
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THE DAVID L.WOLPER 

3pd & 
Ir Cf`li Su v es 

~NEB BROS.TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION, INC. 

D 
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 

SILVER ANNIVERSARY 
GREETINGS FROM TV25 ! 

1V25i 
WEEKTV PEORIA 

celebrating 25 years of service 
to Central Illinois! 

25 years ago TV/ RADIO AGE and WEEK TV were 
born. We broadcast our first program on Feb. 1, 1953. 

Back in 1953 we began as Channel 43. 
1978 ratings show WEEK-TV's10 pm News with a 43 
share! We love the numbers!! 

lead for the last I I years. 
In terms of audience share, CBS now 

has 27 per cent, NBC 25, and ABC 
fluctuates between 18 and 20. CBS at- 
tracts about 17,500,000 viewers. NBC 
16,000,000 and ABC 12,500,000. 

While network news departments are 
not money-makers, a large audience for 
the evening news translates into more 
revenue-thus less of a loss-than a 

moderate size audience. Delivering 
I I ,730,000 homes to its advertisers, the 
CBS Evening News can charge $70,000 
and up for each of its five one -minute 
commercials. ABC, delivering 8,130,000 
homes, asks upwards of $45,000 for each 
of its six commercials in peak seasons. 
CBS has a sales inventory of 1,300 
minutes in its evening news, ABC 1,560. 
But with a considerably higher price for 
its far larger audience, CBS is in a posi- 
tion to gross from its evening news at 
least $20 million per year more than 
ABC. 

While networks use the presidential 
election process to show off their news 
organizations and to joust with each 
other at a sort of political Olympic 
games, American presidential aspirants 

1968 
"The most effective 
check of all on the FCC 
is Congress. The 
Commission was set up 
as an arm of the 
Congress as a regulatory 
and an adjudicatory 
body dealing with a 
specialized area 
requiring expertise. This 
expertise is available to 
the Congress in order to 
frame legislation on 
communication matters. 
Congress can, and does 
amend the original 
Communications Act of 
1934 when it feels that 
the Commission has 
overstepped its 
delegated authority." 

May, 1978 Arbltron. 
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Congratulations Television/Radio Age on 

25 Years of 
Sterling Service 

GROUP ONE BROADCASTING 

WAKR Akron ... WAKRTV Akron... WAEZ Stereo, Akron ... WONE Dayton ... WTUE Stereo: 
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also use television to win elections. We 
saw this in the first year after television 

ent transcontinental. General Eisen- 
hower made such a good impression at 
the 1952 Republican convention that he 

had little trouble overwhelming Gover- 
nor Stevenson in the general election. 
Voters made their decisions early and 
didn't change, no matter how many 
brilliant speeches Stevenson delivered. 

Richard M. Nixon, Ike's 1975 run- 
ning -mate, saved his political skin with 

"Without a medium 
such as television, a 
little-known politician 
like Jimmy Carter could 
never have been elected 
in 1976, less than two 
years after he threw his 
hat in the ring." 

-... . ,;. n ........ . .. 

KWGN Television 
2-gether 

Serving The Entire 
Rocky Mountain Region 

with 

REGION 2 NEWS 
Channel 2 offers an un- 
matched bonus of more than 
400,000 CATV households 
in nine states. 

DISTINCTIVE 
WEEKLY 
INFORMATION 
PROGRAMMING 
Including "Does Anybody 
Care?," recipient of the 
NATPE excellence award, 
plus City/State Report, Your 
Right To Say It, Noticias and 
Black Spectrum. 

4; SPORTS 
Highlighting live coverage of 
the NJH-LPGA Open, 
Denver Nuggets, Colorado 
Rockies, Boys' and Girls' 

Colorado High School 
Basketball Tournaments, 
and more. 

MOVIE 
EXCELLENCE 
Featuring Channel 2's popular 
Film Festivals. 

EXTRAORDINARY 
SPECIALS 
Such as the Operation Prime 
Time Blockbusters - "Testi- 
mony of Two Men," "The 
Bastard," "Evening in 
Byzantium" and "The 
Immigrants." 

PRODUCTION 
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The only mobile color facility 
in the Rocky Mountain 
Region. 

Get it 2-gether 
with 

KWGN Television, Channel 2 
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(303) 832-2222 

the famous "Checkers" speech on the 
NBC network. Accused of using an 
$18,000 slush fund for personal ex- 
penses, Nixon came close to being 
dumped from the ticket. 

In a half-hour of primetime, for which 
he paid NBC $75,000, he appealed to the 
public in a speech heavy with political 
"corn." But the public liked it-stories 
about Pat's "good Republican cloth 
coat" and a tear-jerker about the little 
cocker spaniel puppy, "Checkers"-and 
Ike kept him on the ticket. 

Sometimes television has worked 
against a presidential candidate as it did 
decisively against Nixon when he and 
Sen. John F. Kennedy debated four 
times in 1960. Looking uncomfortable in 
some of Director Don I lewitt's cutaway 
camera shots, Nixon lost so badly that, 
as the Democratic sage Jim Farley put 
it, "he never got up off the floor after the 
first debate." 

Without a medium such as television, 
a little known southern politician like 
Jimmy Carter could never have been 
elected in 1976, less than two years after 
he threw his hat in the ring. He had to 
out -distance 10 better-known Democrats 
in the primaries and beat Gerald Ford, 
the Republican incumbent, in the gen- 
eral election. Without a national medium 
that emphasizes personalities better than 
it does issues and intellect, Carter could 
never have become known so quickly in 
all 50 states. 

Despite the Carter phenomenon, Ford 

1968 
"Worldwide television set 
circulation is now at 212 
million, according to 
TELEVISION AGE'S current 
estimates. The growth 
abroad continues at an 
accelerated pace. With 
the satellites forging 
international highways 
of broadcast signals, this 
growth means greater 
communication between 
nations and between 
peoples." . L." ir:s-^.we,.,. - r, --- 
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"Politicians of both parties, particularly presidents 
are very sensitive about how they come across on 
television and how the television news programs report 
their activities. President Lyndon Johnson is once 
reported to have telephoned CBS President Frank 
Stanton at 7:30 a.m. to complain that White House 
Correspondent Dan Rather had 'just dumped in my 
Wheaties' (Johnson actually used an earthier 
expression)." 

came close in 1976, and probably hurt 
himself badly or at least slowed down his 
momentum when he put both feet in his 
mouth-not once but twice-in the tel- 
evised San Francisco debate. Oct. 6, 
1976, devoted to foreign policy. Ile in- 
sisted to panelist Max Frankel of the 
New York Times that the Soviet Union 
does not dominate Eastern Europe and 
never would under a Ford administra- 
tion. He crawled out on a limb and never 
really got off of it. 

Politicians of both parties, particularly 
presidents, are very sensitive about how 
they come across on television and how 
the television news programs report their 
activities. President Lyndon Johnson is 
once reported to have telephoned CBS 
President Frank Stanton at 7:30 a.m. to 
complain that White Ilouse Corre- 
spondent Dan Rather had "just dumped 
in my Wheaties." (Johnson actually used 
an earthier expression). 

Nikon pressure on networks 

But the Nixon administration out- 
stripped all others in applying pres- 
sures-some subtle, others not so sub- 
tle-on the broadcast media. The most 
overt was Vice President Agnew's fa- 
mous (infamous?) Des Moines speech on 
November 13, 1969, complaining that 
television news was unfair in its reporting 
of the Nixon administration. Ile cer- 
tainly threatened economic pressure 
when he reminded broadcasters that they 
are regulated by the federal government. 
The chairman of the Federal Commu- 
nications Commission at that time was 
Dean Burch, a conservative Republican 
he had appointed. 

Believing that Agnew was factually 
wrong. ABC News for five years con- 
ducted a news content analysis survey. 
Three university journalism professors, 
independently and individually, evalu- 
ated every story in the ABC evening 

news and weekend news, trying to an- 
swer the question: "Is this story fair or 
unfair to the Nixon administration? Or 
is it neutral?" 

For the first year of the survey (1969) 
the Nixon administration, in its first or 
honeymoon year in the White I louse, got 
a better than even break. In subsequent 

"Wall Street analysts 
expect most group 
broadcasters to register 
strong earnings gains for 
the year. In a semi- 
annual survey of 32 
industries, Merrill Lynch, 
Pierce, Fenner and 
Smith, in its report on 
the broadcasting 
business, says, 'We 
believe that the group 
broadcasters will benefit 
over the long term from 
higher rates, from 
receiving an increasing 
proportion of the total 
advertising dollar from 
their operating leverage 
and from substantial 
cash flow that will 
permit further 
diversification." 
October 7 

years, the balance was remarkably even. 
But all politicians like a better than even 
break. They want the edge to go to 
t hemselves. 

President Carter and the "Georgia 
Mafia" are no different than their White 
I louse predecessors. During the 1976 
presidential campaign, Carter personally 
complained that network television news 
coverage favored President Ford. Ile 
argued that Ford could walk into the 
White I louse Rose Garden, sign an un- 
important piece of legislation, hand out 
a few ballpoint pens and dominate the 
network television news that night. 
Carter made that complaint at a time 
when he was doing some fast talking to 
explain just what he meant in the Play- 
boy interview. 

Even now, the White I louse staff be- 
lieves that the President's lack of popu- 
larity with the public results more from 
his image than it does from substantive 
matters such as his legislative program 
or his lack of success with the Congress. 
That was certainly one of the reasons 
that Gerald Rafshoon, the Atlanta ad- 
vertising genius who guided the Carter 
path to the White I louse, was brought 
into the administration on a full-time 
basis. 

The American presidentail election 
process, in effect for 190 years, is the 
greatest political process in the world. It 
reaches a climax on the first Tuesday 
after the first Monday of November, and 
television news dominates the nation that 
night, almost overshadowing the candi- 
dates. 

In 1964, after 10 years of increasing 
competition in tabulating and projecting 
presidential election results, the three 
netk;orks called a halt to the madrace 
and organized a vote tabulation cooper- 
ative, the News Election Service. It is the 
greatest advance in the election process 
in this century. 

The networks invited the two Ameri- 
can wire services, the Associated Press 
and United Press International, to join 
the cooperative, which they did, first as 
nonvoting, later in full, voting mem- 
bers. 

NES, with headquarters in New York 
City, has a year -around staff of 12 per- 
sons, headed by J. Richard Eimers, vet- 
eran wire service bureau chief. In elec- 
tion years, its staff expands vastly, until, 
on election night, it has as many as 
I25,000 vote -collecting "stringers" in the 
field. The NES budget for a typical 
election year runs as high as $3 million. 
Costs are shared equally by the five 
voting members. Independents can buy 
into the service by paying a pro -rata 
share of the costs. 

NES counts-swiftly and accu- 
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rately-what is termed the "raw- or 
unanalyzed vote. It does not provide 
analysis or projections. It provides the 
"what" but not the -why,- although its 
figures can be used by its members for 
analysis. 

First with projections 

The three networks engage in break- 
neck competition to be first with pro- 
jections, state by state, as the polls close 
progressively across the country. In a 

landslide year, such as President John- 
son's victory in 1964 or Richard Nixon's 
win in 1972, all networks broadcast a 

national projection very early in the 
evening. eastern time. perhaps as early 
as 8:30 p.m. At that hour, polls in the 
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast 
states still have several hours of voting 
time. These early televised election pro- 
jections have become very controver- 
sial. 

Western politicians argue that the 
early presidential projections, based 
largely on key precinct results in East 

and South, have an undesirable effect on 
voting in the Rocky Mountains and 
West. It can, they contend, result in three 
different changes of intention by voters 
who have not yet cast their ballots. 

First, it could have a bandwagon ef- 
fect, causing some undecided voters to 
support the projected national winner. 
Secondly, it could have the opposite ef- 
fect, creating sentiment for the under- 
dog. Thirdly, it could cause voters to stay 
home from the polls, taking the attitude 
of "what's the use of taking the time; the 
big race is already decided." 

Western political candidates fear the 
third reaction as they believe it results in 
a light western voting turnout. They 
think it is especially harmful to candi- 
dates challenging the incumbents or 
running for the first time, or to those 
seeking minor office. 

Five surveys, taken by the networks or 
by independent political scientists, have 
shok, n that there arc no "discernible ef- 
fects" that early eastern projections have 
had on western voting. Nevertheless, the 
feeling persists in the west that early 

1968 
"The Metropolitan 

Museum's Don Quixote, 
Thomas P. F. Hoving, 
has jumped on his horse 
again and ridden off in 
all directions. He has 
now re -named his 
committee, calling it the 
National Citizens 
Committee for 
Broadcasting. The 
serious aspect of Mr. 
Hoving's activity is that 
he seems to be able to 
get unsuspecting 
individuals to serve on 
his committee." 
November 4 
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national projections do tamper in some 
manner with normal western voting 
patterns. 

Some critics have proposed embargoes 
on election night vote reporting. As each 
state adopts its own voting regulations, 
it would be almost impossible to achieve 
uniformity for balloting laws in 50 states. 
An embargo might also be in conflict 
with the First Amendment. 

Another proposed solution advanced 
by Dr. Frank Stanton when he was CBS 
president and by this writer is the 24, - 
hour voting day. Every state would keep 
its polls open for the same 24 hours. If 
New York started voting at 7 a.m., 
eastern time, the California polls would 
open at 4 a.m., Pacific time. It would 
require twice as many election officials 
at the precinct level, but its advocates see 
that kind of public service as akin to jury 
duty. 

The complainers are western politi- 
cians. Easterners, facing no problem, shy 
away from any changes in voting proce- 
dures. "We know how to get out the vote 
under present ground rules," one eastern 
governor told me. "Who knows what 

would happen if the polls were open for 
24 hours?" 

`Event' orientation 

Television news is very "event orient- 
ed." Critics argue that, on a daily basis, 
television presents far too little news and 
only skims the surface of stories. On the 
other hand, give television a big, splashy 
news event and it will present "tonnage" 
coverage. There is some basis for the 
criticism. 

In its quarter century, television news 
has presented higher drama then often 
appears in primetime fiction. One can 
count 10 wars, three assassinations and 
one attempted one, flaming riots in the 
cities, two years of violent antiwar 
demonstrations on college campuses, 29 
United States probes into outer space, 
including six moon landings, a wide- 
spread change of American life styles 
dividing the under- and over -30, racial 
turmoil in North and South, Russian 
invasions of Hungary and Czechoslova- 
kia, eight years of terrorism in Northern 
Ireland, an abortive invasion of Cuba, 

CHANNEL 

WJBF Television, 
celebrating 25 years of News and Public 
Affairs leadership in Augusta, Georgia, 
salutes Television / Radio Age on its 25th 
Anniversary of leadership in the industry. 

WJBF 
CHANNEL 

AUGUSTA 

the Cuban missile crisis, two massive 
electrical blackouts in the northeastern 
megalopolis, a riotous political conven- 
tion in Chicago with police battling 
demonstrators on downtown streets, and 
fatal fires, famines, hurricanes, torna- 
does, plane crashes, and floods too nu- 
merous to count. 

The nation's capital has presented 
almost a continuous kaleidoscope of high 
political drama. In the early 1950s, We 
had Puerto Rican dissidents assaulting 
Blair (louse and invading the U.S. 
House of Representatives. Sen. Joe 
McCarthy's pursuit of the alleged "card 
carrying Communists" in the State De- 
partment led to the Army -McCarthy 
televised hearings, giving program - 
starved ABC higher daytime drama than 
the CBS and NBC soap operas. 

For anyone who worked in television 
news in 1963, his or her most unforget- 
table moments had to be the four days in 
November when an assassin struck down 
a young president in his prime. Televi- 
sion preempted all its regular programs. 
A numbed nation sat sadly in front of the 
magic lantern in the parlor. Television, 
in its finest hour, almost literally held the 
nation together. 

The greatest television news tour de 
force thrilled the world on July 20, 1969, 

1969 
"The major issue facing 
broadcasters-and the 
public as well-is that of 
freedom of speech. The 
First Amendment sets 
forth the basic concept. 
But the restraint of free 
speech will not come by 
a frontal attack on the 
First Amendment. It will 
come through the side 
door, through seemingly 
innocent and, on the 
surface, needed 
legislation to correct an 
obvious deficiency in the 
body politic." 
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Stars shone a9a n at Casa 
Manana last night at the inaugural broadcast of the 
Texas State Network. Upper left. Shirley Ross and Bob Hope, screen and radio 
stars as they sang their biggest "team" hit. Upper right, Gene Autry who sang cowboy 
songs. Below are Miss Ross; Governor Allred; George Fischer, Hollywood radio 
commentator: Hope; Molly O'Oaniel, daughter of the Governor -nominate: and 
Elliott Roosevelt,president of the new radio network. FORT WORTH STAR -TELEGRAM Friday. September 16, 1938. 

Since we first went on the air 40 years ago, 
we've brought millions of memorable events to our 
millions of listeners across Texas. 

Our first broadcast on September 15. 1938 gave 
an indication that_we were going to do things in a 
big way. 7,500 people filled the Casa Manana - 
the world's largest cafe -theater - for our 
nationwide inaugúral broadcast by entertainment 
and political celebrities. 

Elliott Roosevelt, son of the U.S. President, was 
TSN's first president and served as master of 
ceremonies. Bob Hope and Shirley Ross sang 
"Thanks for the Memory" which they had just 
introduced in a movie. 

Gene Autry presented a medley of cowboy 
songs, and Everett Marshall, New York baritone, 
sang hit tunes of the 1936 Casa Manana Revue. 

We've continued to grow since that first 

star -filled broadcast, changing our -programming 
along the way but never -altering our image of 
dependability for the very best in news and 
entertainment. 

Today we're the nation's largest state network. 
We are more than Texas State Network with 140 
affiliates broadcasting award -winning news, 
features, and sports. We re also Continental News 
Service, a source for additional news and sports 
information ... Spanish Information Service with a 
potential market of 4 million Spanish-speaking 
people ... Texas State Agricultural Network with 
agri-news ... and Houston Oiler Radio Network - 
play-by-play of all Houston Oiler football games. 
Now we're 255 affiliates strong. 

TEXAS STATE NETWORK delivering 40 years of 
remarkable memories "Thank you , , .so much!" 

AERJ5 CF 
SIwAtvsory BRDAoca..-ravG 

1 
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when American astronaut Neil 
Armstrong stepped out of his Apollo 1 1 

spacecraft onto the surface of the moon, 
238,857 miles from earth and made 
history. 

"That's one small step for a man," 
Armstrong said as his words and image 
circled the world, "and one giant leap for 
mankind." 

There was a 71/4 -pound television 
camera aboard Apollo 11, and it trans- 
mitted radio sound and live television 
pictures in color back to the earth, where 
the event was watched by the largest 
television audience in history, estimated 
at 500 million persons in 49 countries. It 
was almost impossible to estimate the 
radio audience in 155 receiving 
countries. 

Never before had such an exploration 
been seen at the very moment it was 
taking place. Never before had television 
pictures and sound been transmitted 
such a distance. 

In the 1970s, it was crime and cor- 
ruption at the very top-the Nixon 
White House-which supplied the un- 
believable drama. Television news, which 
still can't match newspapers and news 
magazines in investigative reporting, 
served as a daily but powerful conduit in 
the early stages of Watergate. But it 
stole the show when the Ervin and Ro- 
dino impeachment committees unveiled 
their unbelievable revelations. It only 
proved that television news is at its best 
when it has a big event unfolding live. 

Public television 

Public television, handicapped by in- 
adequate financing and lack of cohesive 
stations, has never challenged the com- 
mercial networks in daily news coverage 
and programs. Its most serious effort has 
been the MacNeil -Lehrer Report, orig- 
inating in New York and Washington 
and carried nationally during the last 
three years. 

Because it does not have the funds to 
produce film for the program with any 
frequency, the MacNeil -Lehrer Report 
relies largely on studio interviews. It has 
a good batting average of discussing a 
topical issue when it is in the news and of 
interviewing articulate guests with 
something of substance to say. 

Public television scores with good 
documentaries, although not as fre- 
quently as its executives would like. It 
also offers two solid programs inWash- 
ington Week in Review and Wall Street 
Week. The commercial networks offer 
nothing to compare with either. 

In 1967, the Ford Foundation, long- 
time bankroller for public television, fi- 
nanced a two-year experiment called 

Public Broadcast Lab, a two-hour Sun- 
day night program that roamed widely 
in the news and public affairs area. It 
stubbed its toe at the start by pro- 
claiming that it would revolutionize 
television news, which it didn't. Later it 
became bogged down in dissension when 
a 25 -person committee, composed 
largely of Columbia University profes- 
sors, gained control of the program's 
content. 

Hard news and coverage of the big 
spectacular special events claim far more 
public attention and network time and 
money than do the many other factual 
programs which a network news division 
produces. But a news department would 
not be doing its complete job if it did not 
carry a schedule of documentaries, reli- 
gious programs, political discussion 
panels, and factual children's pro- 
grams. 

The trail blazer in the documentary 
area was, of course, See It Now, pro- 
duced by Edward R. Murrow and Fred 
W. Friendly. It started as a weekly 
half-hour, but after Murrow took on- 
and really showed up-Sen. Joseph 
McCarthy, the Wisconsin hunter of 
Communist witches in the State De- 
partment and elsewhere, the program 

1 
"UHF independents are 
slowly winning the battle 
for recognition and for 
audiences. However, as 
do all pioneering 
enterprises of this 
magnitude, UHF requires 
massive dosages of 
capital. There is no 
question but that UHF 
will become a basic part 
of the broadcast 
spectrum and will show 
a profitable return for its 
investors. It has also 
demonstrated that there 
is no substitute for time 
and money and 
ingenuity." 
November 17 

ran into corporate trouble at CBS. It was 
reduced to a monthly hour-dubbed 
"See It Now-and then"-and, at the 
end of the decade, disappeared from the 
CBS schedule entirely. Murrow became 
disenchanted with his old friend, Bill 
Paley, and joined the Kennedy admin- 
istration as director of the U.S. Infor- 
mation Agency. He died of cancer in 
1965 and still is revered as the out- 
standing news broadcaster in the 58 -year 
history of radio and television news. 

CBS, which has a far more consistent 
record of documentary success then its 
competitors, has also produced the sec- 
ond most successful documentary series 
in television's history. It is the hard- 
hitting Sunday night hour, 60 Minutes, 
produced by Don Hewitt and featuring 
three incisive, hard -digging, investigative 
reporters, Mike Wallace, Morley Safer 
and Dan Rather. It has been a fixture for 
10 years and frequently rates among the 
top 10 most watched programs of the 
week. 

Long -form documentaries 

Television has occasionally ventured 
into the long -form documentary such as 
the unprecedented four hours on Africa 
which ABC News produced. giving it an 
entire Sunday evening in September, 
1967. It cost $2 million and required 15 
months to produce. CBS and NBC 
likewise have used the long form to ex- 
plore exhaustively such subjects as en- 
ergy, crime in the cities, the state of our 
national health and the nation's econo- 
my. 

Local newscasts 

In any discussion of television news, 
the national network programs, partic- 
ularly the evening news, dominate. 
Nevertheless, news programs produced 
locally by more than 600 television sta- 
tions do have a strong influence on the 
communities in which they operate. 

With a few exceptions, local news was 
a weak product throughout the 1950s. Its 
usual 15 minutes at the dinner hour was 
divided into five minutes each of news, 
weather and sports. Stations did not have 
to build a large news department to 
produce that program and the late -night 
15 minutes at 1 I p.m., or 10 p.m., central 
and mountain time. 

All that began to change in the fall of 
1963, when CBS and NBC enlarged the 
network evening news to 30 minutes. 
That forced local stations to present a 
half-hour of local news, thus requiring 
bigger news departments. A short time 
after that, the networks converted en- 
tirely to color, necessitating a similar 
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change by local stations. 
Stations then discovered that longer 

form local news programs gave them 
their best identity with their communi- 
ties and that the accompanying com- 
mericals could be sold easily at a good 
profit. Local television news took off. A 
number of stations today carry an hour 
of local news at the dinner hour, some 
two hours, and one, KNXT, the CBS - 
owned station in Los Angeles, programs 

two -and -a -half hours, 4:30 to 7 p.m., 
followed by the CBS Evening News with 
Cronkite. 

As a journalist who worked 20 years 
in print journalism before entering 
broadcasting, I can compare the differ- 
ences in working in the two media. First, 
working in television news is like 
swimming in a nationwide goldfish bowl. 
The entire country-including many in 
government-watch every move of the 

Pride 
We at KHSL-TV are proud of our 

continuous service to the Chico - 
Redding Community over the past 25 
years. 

We are proud too of our long time 
association with our national repre- 
sentative Avery-Knodel. 

And we are proud of maintaining 
the highest standards of broadcasting 
with our membership to the NAB 
Television Code. 

KHSL 
Chico -Redding 

Represented by Avery-Knodel 

television journalist. When he makes a 
mistake, especially during a live special 
event, it is there for 10 to 30 million 
viewers to see. It all hangs out. Print 
journalists never have to work under 
such "real time" conditions. 

Secondly, television news has greater 
impact. It reports its stories in living 
color, motion, and natural sound and 
takes viewers to the actual scenes of 
dramatic events as they unfold. Cold 
black type on white newsprint is no 
match. 

The vivid images of the civil rights 
struggles in the United States and the 
bloodshed in the rice paddies of Vietnam 
had an effect which still hasn't been ac- 
curately calculated, but which is widely 
believed to have changed the course of 
history. The ugly film of electric cattle 
prods and snapping police dogs being 
used on black Americans in the South 
accelerated their struggle for civil rights. 
Even though the Vietnam war-often 
called television's "first war"-lasted 10 
years, television news coverage is cred- 

1970 
"Over the past five years, 

there has been much 
more talk than action on 
domestic satellites. The 
first job facing the 
networks is to come up 
with a common 
denominator of what is 
actually needed. This 
will include determining 
how many channels are 
needed, what and how 
wide the coverage. The 
networks are currently 
spending about $60 
million a year with AT&T 
on interconnections. It is 
expected that these 
costs will continue to 
climb, but that a satellite 
system would save 
20-30 per cent of AT&T 
costs." 
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ited with gradually turning American 
public opinion against continuation of 
the seemingly endless fighting. The 
Battle of Michigan Avenue at the 1968 
Democratic National Convention is 
credited by some observers with costing 
the Democrats and Sen. Hubert Hum- 
phrey the election. The net result was 
just too negative. 

Answering to the FCC 

Thirdly, government regulation of 
broadcasting has an effect on radio and 
television news that does not exist in the 
world of print journalism. Broadcast 
newsmen must consider the Fairness 
Doctrine and Section 315 of the Federal 
Communications Act (equal time in 
political races). For print journalists, 
protected by the First Amendment, 
fairness and equal time are matters of 
individual conscience. Broadcast jour- 
nalists must answer to the FCC when 
there are complaints that they have 
transgressed. 

Print journalists seldom face Con- 
gressional investigations. Broadcast 
journalists do. What print journalist has 
ever been engaged in such a life -and - 
death struggle with a Congressional 
committee as CBS News did over its 
highly honored but slightly flawed doc- 
umentary, The Selling of the Pentagon? 
What newspaper or news magazine has 
ever had to report to a Congressional 
committee on the percentage of violence 
in its news, the accuracy of its election 
night projections, or whether it "staged" 
or re-enacted scenes for documen- 
taries? 

We started this article with seven 
charges expressed against television 
news. How does one answer them? Here 
is one man's opinion, based on 25 years 
in the business. 

1. "Television news is biased!" Bias, 
like beauty, is often in the eye of the be- 
holder. In one instance of alleged bias, 
Agnew's blast in 1969, ABC News ac- 
tually proved the vice president wrong. 
Without trying to absolve television news 
of all errors, unfairness or imbalance, I 

have found the men and women who 
work in television news to be remarkably 
even-handed. If bias is abhorrence of 
dishonesty, sham, pomposity, only then 
could they be assessed any guilt. 

2. "Television news is superficial!" If 
one measures superficiality only by the 
content of the network evening news 
programs, there is some basis for this 
criticism. If one considers the entire time 
each day that a station devotes to 
news-or other factual material-in its 
program schedule, then the charge 
doesn't hold up. Too many critics-and 

"It is true that television 
news does have great 
impact. Its star 
reporters sometimes 
are bigger than the 
event they are covering. 
The protection for the 
public is that we have 
three television 
networks." 

viewers-expect the network evening 
news to tell and show them everything 
they need to know. That's impossible in 
22 or 23 minutes. 

All three television networks tried to 
enlarge their evening news programs to 
an hour, but were blocked by their af- 
filiates because of financial losses that 
the stations faced. The evening television 
news on the networks should be an hour 
in length, and the affiliates should drop 
their opposition and support it. 

3. "Television news is happy talk!" 
Network television news never was. The 
news executives and anchor persons 
stoutly resisted trends in that direction. 
"Happy talk" was the hallmark of some 
highly successful local news operations. 
Other smaller stations tried to copy it, 
urged on by the ubiquitous news con- 
sultants who promised increased audi- 
ence ratings. Gradually "happy talk" has 
faded from local news broadcasts, which 
now are stressing sensationalism. 

4. "Television news brainwashes 
Americans every night!" This charge has 
been heard less frequently since Ford 
succeeded Nixon ín the White House 
and Carter replaced Ford. It was a 
charge invented by Nixon's "California 
Mafia" to undermine viewer confidence 
in network news organizations. As 
viewers saw who it was who had mis- 
deeds to hide, they gradually changed 
their minds. The opinion on televison 
news, such as commentaries by Howard 
K. Smith, Eric Sevareid and David 
Brinkley, is aimed, in Smith's phrase, "to 
massage the thought glands." It is not 
intended to change anyone's opinion or 
spur viewers into action. Viewer corre- 
spondence shows that it succeeds. 

5. "Television news is too powerful!" 
It is true that television news does have 
great impact. Its star reporters some- 
times become bigger than the event that 
they are covering. The protection for the 
public.is that we have three television 

networks operating independently and 
that most cities in America have from 
three to seven stations, only five of them 
on a national basis, owned by any single 
company. This plurality of news sources, 
augmented by daily newspapers and 
news magazines, protects the American 
public from any single organization as- 
serting too much power. The trend in the 
regulation of ownership is "one station 
in each city to a customer." 

6. "Television news concentrates on 
spectacular visuals and ignores serious 
news vital to Americans!" The first part 
of this criticism, if it is a valid fault, is 
true. Television is event -oriented. It does 
present the spectacular. On occasion, it 
gives too much time to dramatic events 
if one applies strict news value standards. 
To deny viewers what the medium does 
best would be to cheat them. That does 
not excuse television news from pre- 
senting to viewers the vital news of the 
day. Television news can be faulted for 
devoting half of a broadcast to a lurid 
murder case or in grabbing audience 
with emotional reporting of the death of 
a pop culture singer, while de-empha- 
sizing more vital but less spectacular 
news about foreign affairs or domestic 
legislation. 

7. "Television news is controlled by 
a few men and women in New York and 
Washington who decide what Americans 
should see and hear each night!" This 
was the greatest fable Agnew ever in- 
vented. Television news is the best ex- 
ampel of group journalism in our history. 
As many as 500 persons contribute to a 
network news broadcast each night. 
True, the executive producer of each 
network news program has to decide late 
each afternoon what is included in the 22 
or 23 minutes of news time. His or her 
decisions are based on inputs from many 
sources. And the executive producer is 
frequently second-guessed by news ex- 
ecutives above him. The idea that the 
three network news presidents or the 
three executive producers meet every day 
to decide what stories to report is ludi- 
crous. Those who dreamed up such 
fancies of news collaboration were busy 
at the same time in governmental con- 
spiracies. 

For a medium with such a short his- 
tory that had to shape its format as it 
covered the news each day, television 
news has had a good quarter century. It 
has provided Americans with a better 
view of the world than they had in the 
first half of the twentieth century. My 
rose-colored glasses show me a world in 
which both local and network television 
news provide viewers with more news, 
greater depth and broader understanding 
of the complicated issues of the day. o 
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We're Four 
Since WTMJ-TV introduced the "new Four" to our viewers last fall, 

we've been saying We're Four Milwaukee. 
And we've been showing it. 

We're News Four Milwaukee. 
Lively, award -winning news that our audience has made No. 1 

by watching it more than any other news in town. * 

We gave Milwaukee a lift. 
During the Milwaukee transit strike we got riders and drivers 

together with Rides Four Milwaukee. 

We're involved. We televised our news, 
plus variety and public service programs on location from 

Milwaukee's Summerfest and the Wisconsin State Fair. 
Because we want to be where our viewers are. 

We care. We're urging voters in Southeastern Wisconsin to 
Sign Up Four Your Vote. 

And making that easy for them to do 
with our voter registration van. 

We're Four Milwaukee 
It's more than an expression. It's our pledge. 

'Source: Arbitron and Nlelser, Nay 1978. Subject to tie qualifications of the surveys. 
Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc. 
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How angenieux's 
advanced 75x system 

provides extraordinary 
quality and performance 

Auto -Manual Iris switch 

Momentary Auto Iris button for 

IIIII u 
lightingsubjectto conditionsbackgro.nd 

differential 

III 
1 

I, 

II 111 

111111111 

- 
1 u Range Extender 

Bayonet mount. 
1.6X Range Extender changes 

VTR Switch focal length to 15 - 225mm, f/2. 
(see Note A above). 

Retrozoom: Front bayonet mount. 
Maximum horizontal angle: 70° 
Changes focal length to 7 - 105mm 
retaining f/1.8 aperture. 
Retains full zoom capabi ity. 
M.O.D.: 0.30 meter (1 fo t). 

1111 Bayonet mount 

Servo zoom 
rate/direction 
thumb control. 
Maximum speed: 
1.5 seconds. 

Servo/manual 
zoom switch 
enables either 
servo or manual 
zoom operation. 

Tele -attachment: Front bayonet mount. 
Minimum Horizontal angle: 2° 
Provides 40 to 240mm zoom capability up 
to 240mm, without changing geometric 
aperture. 

Detachable Pistol Grip. 
Adjustable forwarc and 
back for proper balancE 
of camera on shoulder. 
Accessory bracket 
available for adjustable 
angular rotation. 

!` 



auge Extender 

ote A 

econd Range Extender (1.6X) 
ay be mounted in tandem 
roviding 2.56X factor, changing 

ocal length to 25 - 365mm, f/4.6 . 

ear Mount 

ar Mount 

-1 
VTR Switch 

illio 

SERVO NtiLli 

adjustable back focus 
nount with indicator 

VIEW 
FINDER 

CAMERA 

the camera can be placed on its side 
Nithout interference from the lens. 

Accessory Focus Control outlet 
available to accept flexible cable 
for manual focus hand control. i 

Focus !y 
control 
outlet oweia 

-= 

Manual focus hand control 
for rear -camera operation. 

Accessory attachment utilizes 
servo zoom pistol grip on pan 
handle of tripod for studio mode 
operation. 

angenieux 
150J 
13381 
4 HAVEN 

OCEAN 
BEACH 

HILL 

. 

AVE., 
AVE., 

SQ.. 

corporation of america 
BOHEMIA, NEW YORK 11716 (516) 567-1800 
VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90291 (213) 821-5080 
AGINCOURT, ONT. M1V1M4 (416) 291-2363 

SPECIFICATIONS 

i1 

BASIC 
LENS 

WITH 
RETROZOOM 

WITH 
TELE- 

ATTACHMENT 

WITH 1.6X 
RANGE 

EXTENDER 

WITH TELE - 
ATTACHMENT 

AND TWO 
1.6X 

RANGE 
EXTENDERS 

Focal Length 9.5 - 142mm 7 - 105mm 40 - 240mm 15 - 225mm 41- 615mm 

1 
Continuous Zoom Range 

i 
15X 15X 6X 15X 15X 

Maximum Aperture 1/1.8 1/2.6 
1 

f/1.8 - 1/2.6 1+1.9 - 112.6 1'2.9 - t'4.2 1/4.7 - 1/6.7 

,i 

Photometric factor 
1 

1.20 
1 

1.27 1.27 1.24 1.35 

Minimum Object Distance 
t 

0.60m 0,30m 
2 It. 111. 

1.50m 
5ft. 

0.60m 
211. 

1.50m 
5ft. 

Horizontal Angle of View 
T 

54° - 4° 70° - 5 1/4° 9" . 2" 34 1/2' - 2 1/2" 3 1/2 - 1 ' 

Vertical Angle of View 
1 

41° - 3° !, 53 1/2°. 3 3/4° 6 1/2" 1 3/4' 26 2 2 1/2 - 314 

1- Smallest Object Field 27 X 35mm 
, 

20 X 26mm 
1.1 X 1.4" 0.8 X 1" 

46 X 60mm 
1.8 X 2.4" 

17 X 22mm 
0.7 X 0.9" 

18 X 24mm 
0.7 X 0.95" 

Weight of Total Package: 
1.o., ins r.o.... ..--.vo... piaoi Grip. 

'f n,o°ni .od .n.cn.n.,.0 

2.1. kg . 3.8 kg 
5.5 lbs. ', 8.4 lbs. 

,1 

4 kg 
8.8 lbs. 

2.7 kg 
6.0 lbs. 

I 

4.6 kg 
10.1 lbs. 

n 

15 x 9.5 FOR 2/3" PRISM COLOR CAMERAS 
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Investigative (from page 102) 

a mediation system operated by the 
Better Business Bureau. 

Not that all investigative reports get 
results. For example, William L. Put- 
nam, chairman of wwt.p Springfield, 
Mass., tells of a series recently done on 
the inefficiencies of the jury system in 
Massachusetts Superior Courts. "What 
happened? Zilch so far-or haven't you 
heard of Taxachussetts politics?" 

Other major investigative reports 
during the past year include: how insti- 
tutions fail to meet the needs of the el- 
derly, by KGO-TV San Francisco; the 
short-circuiting of legal guidelines for 
letting dredging contracts, by WJZ-TV 
Baltimore; the treatment and charges 
involved when a teenager died in a local 
hospital, by WDVM-TV (until recently, 
WTOP-TV) Washington; illegal pay- 
ments to members of the county building 
commission, by W REX-TV Rockford, Ill.; 
and exploitation of migrant workers, by 
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C. (details of 
these reports appear later in this article 
under "Investigative reporting"). 

Another form of investigation is done 
by a "consumer unit," established last 

June by Group W's KPIX San Francisco. 
A consumer reporter and a researcher 
provide a daily service of consumer in- 
formation and investigative reports on 
the daily early -evening news. One fea- 
ture is a weekly "market basket" report, 
giving the costs of 43 items as purchased 
by an average family of four. Also, price 
comparisons between five major super- 
markets are given, along with a "best 
buys" feature. 

Opinion on the scene 

Since the advent of ENG, opinion 
shows have progressively gotten away 
from the "talking heads," in -studio ap- 
proach, and some stations are now doing 
such programming entirely on the road. 
One is KCAU-TV Sioux City, which 
shoots Voice of the People entirely in the 
field, getting feedback on important 
issues from both experts and "people in 
the street." 

Meanwhile, KOAM-TV Joplin, Mo.- 
Pittsburg, Kansas uses its Community 
Forum to reach the several dozen small 
communities in its primary coverage 
area. Says Bill Bengtson, vice president 
and general manager, "While we at- 

~NEU BROS. TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION, INC. 

tempt to reach each of these communi- 
ties in our regular newscasts, we felt a 

real need to make our facilities more 
acessible to the ordinary people of those 
communities. Thus we now visit one of 
the cities each month, taking a complete 
ENG news team with us. 

"We normally devote about two hours 
of taping time to each community and 
use all media to promote the fact that we 
will be in the community and will be set 
up in a specific location where people of 
the community can come in and express 
their views on any subject of concern to 
them. Their comments are then edited 
into the 60 -minute program which is 

aired about 10 days after our visit to the 
community. There is no censorship of 
their comments, and editing is done by 
our news staff only to the extent that we 
can fit all of the participants into the 
program." 

An especially unique approach to 
public opinion programming is a local 
situation comedy, called The Baxters, on 

1970 
"News programming is 

not only a mirror of a 
community, it is a major 
showcase of station 
operation. The 
ascertainment of 
community needs and 
the local problems are 
acctirately and 
realistically depicted 
daily by the broadcast 
media. To say that the 
American populace, as 
a result, is the best 
informed of the world is 
an understatement. It is 
an understatement 
because most well - 
operated stations, 
through their newscasts, 
are penetrating sensitive 
areas that were not 
touched a few years 
ago." 

September 21 
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WCVB-Tv Boston, in which the cast 
presents a problem in story fashion for 
the first 15 minutes of a half-hour show 
and the audience discussed it in the sec- 
ond 15. The weekly show covers such 
social issues as problems of adolescence, 
women's roles, marital difficulties and 
problems of the elderly. 

For the deaf, WRGB-TV Albany - 
Schenectady -Troy produces Signs of 
Silence, a 15 -minute Sunday -morning 
show, in cooperation with the Ecumeni- 
cal Communications Office of Christians 
United in Mission in the Northeast. Al- 
though this is a news show, it also teaches 
sign language to both the deaf and others 
who wish to learn it. The General Elec- 
tric station's show is also run by WPTZ 
Plattsburgh, N.Y., a Rollins Telecasting 
station. 

The energy crisis continues to be a 

prime topic, with such varied elements as 
the prospect of nuclear energy, as cov- 
ered by KSAT-TV San Antonio, and a 
coal strike, recently analyzed in depth by 
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio. Then there's 
gasoline. Two stations were attempting 
to work toward conserving it when they 
ran programs promoting more localized 
travel as a means of conservation. 
KGGM-TV Albequerque occasionally 
takes its daily talk show on the road to 
promote travel in the state. And 
v DBJ-TV Roanoke recently devoted a 

197.1 
"The Time Inc. sale of its 

broadcast properties has 
several interesting 
sidelights. The Time Inc. 
brass agonized over the 
decision to sell for many 
months. The tight cash 
situation in which the 
world's most influential 
publishing company 
finds itself was a prime 
factor. What had 
sparked this decision 
was the belief that 
television had reached 
its peak-probably last 
year." 
November 16 

011111111111 

half hour to Vacation Travel: How to 
Beat the Energy Crunch. 

A rundown on what stations felt were 
their best public affairs programs of the 
past year follows (alphabetically by 
subject): 

Agriculture 
The Old Way of Doing Things, on 
KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV Lincoln-Ilastings- 
Kearney showed how a Fremont, Neb., 
farmer performed cost-effective farming 
without using agricultural chemicals, but 
using crop rotation and natural fertilizer. 
The half-hour program was first run in 
a 6:30 p.m. slot and was repeated a 
month later at 10:30 p.m. by popular 
request, reported the station. 

Because of its dependence upon irriga- 
tion, the Rocky Mountain area was hard 
hit last winter from the standpoint of a 
low snow pack in the Rockies, and the 
subsequent summer drought made for 
strict rationing of water. KREX-TV 
Grand Junction, Colo., attempted to 
make the complex water problem more 
understandable with a special series of 
programs and editorials, where it worked 
toward bringing together the half -dozen 
entities serving the valley with irrigation 
and domestic water. Station efforts were 
coordinated with those of the local daily 
newspaper. As a result, a comprehensive 
water policy has been established, the 
station said. 

Labor problems can be especially far- 
reaching in agricultural communities. So 
when a fram strike broke out in its area, 
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla., made haste 
with a documentary on the situation. 

Cirit rights 
The "Wilmington Ten" story, involving 
a group of civil rights activists who were 
arrested several years ago in Wilming- 
ton, N.C., drew national attention. Lo- 

C- 

/t wasn't the usual 
telethon at WRAL-TV 
Raleigh, but a 
"Volunteer-a-Thon," 
where viewers were told 
what volunteer services 
were needed in the 
community and invited to 
call in pledges to help out. 

cally, WBTV Charlotte did a half-hour 
instant special the night the governor 
announced his decision concerning their 
release from prison. 

As both a five -part series in the news and 
a half-hour show, WDTN-TV Dayton did 
The Kerner Report: 10 Years Later. The 
half-hour portion included more exten- 
sive interviews. This programming ana- 
lyzed the Kerner Report, headed by 
former Illinois Governor Otto Kerner in 
the 1960s to investigate the causes of 
racial tension, and told what had oc- 
curred in the Dayton area since its is- 
suance. It was found that little of its ad- 
vice had been taken and that civil disor- 
ders could erupt again in Dayton and 
elsewhere. Interviews were conducted 
with civil rights leaders, law enforcement 
officials and some members of the Ker- 
ner Commission. The shows were done 
on film, primarily because film had been 
used during the Dayton disturbances of 
the '60s. The half-hour show aired at 
7:30 p.m. 

Community actilities 
On WLS-TV Chicago, Weekend Edition 
became a new series in the past year, 
running at 12:30 p.m. on Saturdays and 
taking viewers to cultural areas and 
events within the city. It is sometimes 
expanded beyond its usual 30 minutes to 
as much as two -and -a -half hours. Pro- 
duction techniques include film, live re- 
mote broadcasts and special graphics. 
Among regular features are notes on 
community news, a calendar of local 
events and a segment on getting the most 
from the shrinking dollar. 

An hour-long primetime special was 
presented by KNXT Los Angeles showing 
the Treasures of Tutankhamun, the 
largest and richest exhibit of ancient 
Egyptian art ever to visit the U.S. The 
special broadcast originated from the 
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KOAM-TV: We've got what it takes. 

(13 

We're keeping pace with the technology 
of our industry. NEWSEVEN is a total 
ENG operation with two RCA TK-76s, five 
Sony 1610 cameras and Convergence Editing 
Consoles. 

Our Microwave Unit covers a large rural area 
in KOAM territory (Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkan- 
sas and Missouri). And no matter where our 
viewers live, they can monitor the weather for 
themselves with Color Action Radar. 
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Public Affairs for Pupils Age 12 and under .... 
we've got Junior Correspondents throughout 
the 4 -state area. Adults have access to TV on 
our monthly "Public Forum" programs. 

We've got what it takes to bring in big News 
Numbers. NEWSEVEN at noon, 6 and 10 is 
the consistent market leader with a 48% 
share(a). NBC prime time can't be beat with a 

40% share Monday through Friday.(b). 

(a) Nielsen, May, 1978, 12-12:30 p.m.. 6-6:30 p.m., 
10-10:30 p.m., Mon. -Fri. 

(b) Nielsen. May, 1978. 6:30-10 p.m., Mon. -Fri. 
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KOAM-TV. Keeping Pace. 
MID-CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY 
PITTSBURG, KANSAS 

REPRESENTED BY KATZ AGENCY, INC. 
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Los Angeles County Museum of Art and 
covered the opening of the four -month 
exhibit, the gala preview for dignitaries 
and celebrities and the treasures them- 
selves. 

Community improvement 
One telethon that didn't ask for money 

as the 12 -hour, live Volunteer-a-thon 
aired by WRAI.-TV Raleigh. Instead, it 
asked viewers to do volunteer work in the 
community. Nearly 10,000 separate job 
descriptions from 1 17 non-profit agen- 
cies were gathered and grouped into 
classifications. Descriptions were read 
between entertainment segments, and 
previous volunteers told about their 
work-including North Carolina Gov. 
James I lunt, who serves as a volunteer 
teacher's aid in the public schools. 
Phone-ins in the 8 a.m.-8 p.m. show en- 
listed 3,345 volunteers from 19 

counties. 

The Money Machine was a five -part 
series on wGR-TV Buffalo, comparing 
results of federal grants in Buffalo with 
those of Baltimore and showing the 
funds had been better spent in the latter 
city. A minicam crew was sent to Balti- 
more to determine what the funds had 
achieved in terms of revitalizing the 
center city. Meanwhile, it was deter- 
mined that, in Buffalo, $33 million had 
been spent trying to cover too many 
problems, with no major improvement 
resulting in the center city. 

The small northern New IV exico com- 
munity of Lumberton received a federal 
grant to build a water purification plant 
with the help of On Your Behalf, a 
nightly two -minute feature of the nightly 
news on KOAT-TV Albeyueryue, ac- 
cording to the station. This allowed the 
town's citizens access to pure drinking 
water for the first time in 100 years. A 
consumer problem -solving feature, On 

Ever heard of a public 
service soap opera? 
WCVB-TV Boston has one. 
"The Baxters" dramatizes 
personal or community 
problems in the first half 
of its 30 minutes. The rest 
of the show is devoted to 
audience discussion of the 
problem. 

Your Behalf receives over 100 letters 
each week from viewers seeking help 
with such problems. 

Controversial issues 
South Carolina's two senators, Demo- 
crat Ernest Ilollings and Republican 
Strom Thurmond were interviewed by 
w CBD-Tv Charleston for a half-hour 
feature where they gave their disparate 
views on the'Panama Canal controversy. 
The feature was run in primetime on two 
separate evenings. 

Gavel -to -gavel coverage of the public 
hearing into the firing of Kansas City 
Police Chief Marvin Van Kirk was sup- 
plemented by a 30 -minute special on 
KMBC-TV Kansas City. The hearing was 
held in a municipal courtroom with 
stringent guidelines as to how it could be 
covered technically. Three minicams 
were used, working out of a small por- 
table switcher with microwaving by 
portable unit to truck and then to tower. 
Live coverage was broadcast the first day 
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with recaps and 
summaries during recesses and a conso- 
lidated summation at noon. The special 
was run at I0:30 p.m. The next day, the 
final day of the hearings, coverage ran 
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with lengthy 
wrapups in the two newscasts. 

wkly -Tv Milwaukee covered a national 
issue in its own backyard-sex and vio- 
lence on Tv-in a 10:30 p.m. -to -mid- 
night special. It used ENG for live, on - 
location interviews with people like for- 
mer FCC Commissioner Nicholas 
Johnson of the National Citizens Com- 
mittee for Broadcasting. Telephone 
call -ins and live audience responses were 
included. 

On File /3. a monthly, half-hour news 
magazine of wIB\r-TV Topeka, one of 
the three subjects in a recent airing was 

the possibility that major nuclear missile 
installations may be made in Kansas. 

A major transportation issue was cov- 
ered by WTVJ Miami in a six -part series 
prior to a local election on retaining 
Dade County rapid transit plans. At 
stake was almost a billion -dollar pro- 
gram to establish a fixed rail rapid 
transit system. Even though millions had 
been spent already, anti -transit groups 
had forced on the ballat a vote of confi- 
dence on the system. The series exam- 
ined the pros and cons and looked at ex- 
isting systems around the nation and in 
Canada. The series detailed cost, routes 
and funding methods, and gave ample 
time to both sides to articulate their 
views. 

Both sides of controversial local prob- 
lems are discussed for a half-hour weekly 
on Face to Face on KIEM-TV Eureka, 
Calif. The program runs at 6:30 p.m. 
Sundays. 

The use of the Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area was a major ecological issue cov- 
ered by KSTP-Tv Minneapolis -St. Paul 
in a series of 90 -second news inserts 
running on six consecutive nights. Each 

1971 
"No one has to be told 
that the economy is soft. 
The networks have been 
hit the hardest. They 
have cut back in several 
areas, as a necessary 
corrective. Anyone who 
knows network 
operations knows that 
there is plenty of fat that 
'can be trimmed without 
affecting network 
performance. In a tight 
situation, network 
revenue suffers 
painfully. In prosperous 
times the networks' 
profit margins 
skyrocket." 
February 8 
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segment described a different point of 
view for the BWCA land use-such as 
lumbering, resorts and various recrea- 
tional activities. This required two weeks 
of shooting on video tape. 

Crime 
A three-part series. Rape-The Target 
Is You, was aired by KOAM-TV Joplin, 
Mo.-Pittsburgh, Kan. One segment 
featured a highway patrol demonstration 
of self defense techniques and described 
situations to avoid. Other segments dealt 
with the mental trauma of rape victims 
and included candid discussions with 
three women who had been raped. The 
third segment centered on the law and 
rape victims and included the Kansas 
Director of Investigation, the head of the 
Highway Patrol, the State Attorney 
General and an area psychologist who 
devotes much of his time to conducting 
seminars aimed at preventing rape and 
assisting in the rehabilitation of rape 
victims. 

A major effort of WXIA-TV Atlanta took 
place when a gunman hijacked a Fron- 
tier Airlines plane in Grand Island, Neb., 
demanding to be flown to Atlanta. The 
station provided the only live coverage of 
the plane's landing in Atlanta, then 
provided continuous live coverage of the 
standoff with authorities. By the time the 
hijacker killed himself, the station had 
shown 101/2 hours of live coverage 

ithout commercial interruption 
through two live cameras at the airport 
and 10 reporters on the scene and in the 
newsroom. 

For the eighth time in nine years. 
WCBS-TV New York correspondent 
Chris Borgen helped to defuse a tense 
hostage situation. In this case, prison 
escapee and suspected murderer An- 
thony Ricco had been holding a gun to 
his wife's head for more than seven hours 
in their East Ilarlem apartment. The 
gunman told police that he wanted Bor- 
gen, who was reporting the story, to act 
as an independent mediator. After more 
than two hours of negotiation, Ricco 
swung open the door to his apartment 
and appeared holding a 14 -inch kitchen 
knife to his wife's throat. Together with 
Ricco's mother and a childhood friend of 
Ricco, Borgen finally persuaded Ricco 
to surrender his weapons, his hostage and 
himself. 

Police Brutality: Fact or Fiction, a 

half-hour program on KY\\ -TV Phila- 
delphia in primetime. resulted from a 
reporter's investigating three cases of 
alleged police brutality that had recently 
occurred. Equipped with an ENG cam- 

era, the crew and reporter rode night 
patrol with Philadelphia police officers, 
and people who had filed the most recert 
complaints about brutality were inter- 
viewed. The report included the first in- 
terview with Police Commissioner Jo- 
seph O'Neill, who had refused both print 
and broadcast interviews since he took 
office in 1974. 

On KPIX San Francisco, Impact: The 
Choice-Between Life and Death was a 
special hour-long drama from 10-I I 

p.m. and a live studio session 11:30 
p.m. -1 a.m. revolving around capital 
punishment. The special was inspired by 
the California legislature's overriding of 
the veto of Governor Jerry Brown and 
reinstating the death penalty as a possi- 
ble punishment for some first degree 
murder convictions. Viewers watching 
the dramatization of the murder scene. 
trial and jury deliberations were able to 
serve as a jury by calling in their ver- 
dicts-life without parole or death. Two 
endings to the drama were taped pending 
the outcome of the audience vote. 

Getting close to home, wBz-Tv Boston 
broadcast a week of special public affairs 
programming titled Homeward!. In - 

1971 
"One of the best things 
that ever happened to 
major league baseball is 
John Fetzer. An 
outstanding broadcaster, 
Fetzer obtained control 
of the Detroit Tigers 10 
years ago. It took 
several years before he 
could get agreement 
among the club owners, 
but the $50 million 
package which he put 
together was sold to 
NBC-TV on a three-year 
basis which included 
The Game of the Week, 
The All Star Game and 
the World Series." 

February 22 

forming viewers how to protect them- 
selves against burglary, the series in- 
cluded five-minute news inserts, a 10-11 
p.m. special and an 11:30 p.m. -1 a.m. 
followup segment the same night. The 
scope of the problem of burglaries was 
examined, experts offered simple and 
inexpensive approaches to foiling 
break-in attempts and a 10 -point prac- 
tical checklist on home improvements to 
aid security was presented. There was 
also a studio discussion and a call -in 
session, and discussions with burglars on 
how and why they chose their victims. 
Brochures were made available free of 
charge to the 100,000 viewers who re- 
quested them as a result of Psns. 

Viewers of Common Ground on 
WBBM-TV Chicago had an opportunity 
to hear a panel of experts shed some light 
on a prison riot at the Pontiac Correc- 
tional Center, where three guards were 
killed and several people were injured. 
Both prison officials and ex -offenders 
probed the reasons for the riot and sug- 
gested solutions to prison problems that 
could avert such tragedies in the fu- 
ture. 

KSTW Seattle -Tacoma aired throughout 
the broadcast year a series that looked at 
the criminal justice system. In coopera- 
tion with Tacoma Community College, 
it broadcast two one -hour forums on 
crime and justice -system problems, 
featuring judges, attorneys, policement 
and prison officials. It took its remote 
truck to two state prisons for first-hand 
talks with inmates and broadcast a total 
of six half-hours from the Walla Walla 
maximum security prison and the 
Monroe Reformatory, dealing with such 
problems as overcrowding, illegal ac- 
tivities and unrest. Also, the station aired 
reports in its news programming, using 
information gained while doing the do- 
cumentaries. 

Police File on W Ptz1-TV Providence airs 
a weekly reenactment of a local crime, 
produced in cooperation with the State 
Attorney General's Office and local po- 
lice departments. The episodes usually 
run about three minutes and are included 
in newscasts. The crimes selected are 
usually ones for which police depart- 
ments are having a difficult time finding 
eyewitnesses, but ones which they believe 
may have been committed where some- 
one may have seen something and not 
realized it. To date, a murder and two 
robberies have been solved as a direct 
result. 

Disaster and safety 
One for the Road: Death Behind the 
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Wheel was produced by KTVY Oklaho- 
ma City for its Saturday Magazine and 
as a series of news inserts. It was the ac- 
count of a drunk driver, his victim and 
the local government's struggle to reduce 
the number of problem drinkers-fea- 
turing film footage of the accident that 
killed a highway patrolman and of the 
widow expressing her grief. 

Firefighting came under fire on a seg- 
ment of the monthly primetime 30 
Minutes on wIIC-Tv Pittsburgh. The 
segment centered on deficiencies in 
training and equipment which make 
Pittsburgh firefighters unprepared to 
cope with a hazardous -materials fire, 
despite the fact that tons of such high - 
explosive and flammable materials travel 
the roads, rails and three rivers of the 
highly industrialized city. 

Because of the reaction to a five -part 
series called Earthquake, KRON-TV San 
Francisco subsequently aired another 
five-parter. Assuming there will defi- 
nitely be another earthquake in San 
Francisco, the first series reported how 
ill -prepared government and citizens 
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were to react. There were thousands of 
requests for a brochure the station had 
printed and hundreds of letters with 
questions, leading it to produce a second 
series with additional detail as well as 
substantive suggestions about what could 
be done. 

Town Talk is a 30 -minute show on 
KMIR-TV Palm Springs. Running at 6:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday, it covers 
subjects of local interest with various 
guests. 

Seven local high school students dis- 
cussed youth problems and needs on 
Profile: Age of Majority on wti1TV 
Madison. Viewer reaction to this one - 
hour special, presented at 4:30 p.m. on a 
Sunday, prompted continuing news 
coverage and plans for more frequent 
special discussion programs. 

Forum '78 airs on w HNC -TV Bingham- 
ton, New York. It includes audience 
participation in discussions of contro- 
versial subjects in the public interest. 

KVFD-TV Des Moines airs It Seems to 
Me as a regular public service feature. It 

BROADCASTING, 

i 

Mt 

fo, 

INC. 

complements station editorials with 
viewer letters. 

Domestic problems 
One wESI I -TV Orlando -Daytona Beach, 
a series of I0 two -minute news segments 
and three half-hour episodes of Florida's 
Watching were devoted to the growing 
problem of child abuse. The station dis- 
covered that agencies and programs to 
counter this and care for endangered 
children were fragmented, and that 
many volunteers were frustrated at an 
inability to "get a handle" on what they 
could do that would be effective. The 
news inserts and primetime access fea- 
tures were taped as remotes at public 
forums cosponsored by the station and an 
area community college. These featured 
a reformed abuser telling her story and 
medical experts, educators and case 
workers with specific suggestions for 
programs. Results: Within two months, 
one county created a Juvenile Advocacy 
Authority to coordinate youth related 
problems and two other counties are in 
the process of doing so: the number of 
reports of suspected child abuse in- 
creased dramatically in the several weeks 
following. 

News program vignettes dealing with 

1971 
"Radio today performs on 

a broad spectrum all the 
way from farm services 
to progressive rock. It is 
most sensitive to 
community needs and 
local tastes. This is its 
strength-it has 
complete control of its 
own product and can 
change and improve 
with the times. For when 
a station achieves a top 
position or a substantial 
audience in a market 
competing with some 20 
or 30 other stations, it 
must know not only what 
to program but how." 
December 13 
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divorce were aired for two weeks by 
W RAY -TV Green Bay, Wisc. The first 
week, the series dealt with the question, 
"Arc you a candidate for divorce?" In 
this series, the viewers were asked a se- 
ries of questions during the first six days. 
The scores were totaled, and viewers 
were told that, if they had a heavy 
number of "yes" answers, they may be 
candidates for divorce. To help them, a 
phone bank of 11 phones was manned by 
12 marriage counselors who took calls 
from 6 p.m. to midnight one evening. 
More than 75 calls were taken during the 
six hours. Most of them dealt with people 
who, in the words of one counselor, "had 
very severe problems and are in need of 
fast help." The second week, the station 
offered seven positive aids on how to save 
a marriage. Each hint was portrayed 
with a short vignette acted out by college 
students. 

Drug abuse 
Heroin in Utah was a four-part investi- 
gative report by KSI -TV Salt Lake City, 

hich reported on a major drug traf- 
ficking ring passing the heroin through 
Utah from Mexico to Eastern cities. 
Twenty-two grand jury indictments were 
handed down. 

An all-ENG report investigating the use 
of drugs in elementary, junior high and 
high schools was aired for 30 minutes on 
w SAU-TV Wausau, Wisc. The 7:30 p.m. 
special included information from con- 
tacts made with three sellers who scoffed 
at local police, and interviews with five 
users and with the family of a known 
user who was still only marginally 
rehabilitated. 

Economics 
The Tax/ighters was aired by wM RR -Tv 
Panama City, Fla, on its 10:15-10:30 
p.m. Sunday -night show, Inquiry, It in- 
cluded interviews with Paul Gann, co- 
author of the Jarvis -Gann Proposition 13 
amendment; .lames Davidson of the 
National Taxpayers' Union; Raleigh 
Greene, author of the Greene (tax cut) 
amendment and State Sen. Demsey 
Barron of Panama City. Interviews were 
done in the studio. 

On WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn., a se- 
ries of three programs was devoted to 
local taxes, including prospects of re- 
duction, costs of government and the 
possibility of reduction of services. 
Viewer call -ins were included. 

During their early evening newscasts, 
Group W sister stations KDKA-TV 
Pittsburgh and KYW-TV Philadelphia 
used pooled resources to provide a sim- 

ulcast on the state budget crisis. Lines 
were installed between the two stations 
and the state capital in Harrisburg. This 
simulcast and a series of regular evening 
news reports disclosed that the state 
legislature could not agree on a new state 
budget. The impasse reached a crisis 
stage. with state employees not receiving 
paychecks and state services shutting 
down. KDKA-TV's reporter was with Al 
Schollert, area administrator of the the 
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation 
when he learned that funds had been cut 
off. Ile took advantage of the temporary 
statewide network to ask Governor 
Schapp, who had just done a live inter- 
view with Group W reporters, what state 
employees could do to help break the 
impasse so that they could get back to 
their jobs. 

The Baxters, half -dramatization, half - 
discussion show on wCVR-Tv Boston, 
recently devoted its half-hour time slot 
to an episode where the long-term effects 
of California's Proposition 13 were ex- 
amined. The family in the show was split 
over a hypothetical tax cut proposal in 
their state. One member of the family, a 
teacher, was the most vocal supporter. 
But, when the bill passes, teaching staffs 
are cut back and he is forced to teach 
three times as many classes as before- 
and his son now needs 52,000 for college 
tuition. Ile quickly changes his tune. The 
station reports audience discussion af- 
terward was especially vocal. 

Economic issues frequently are aired on 
a Voice of the People, which is aired 12 
times a year at 10:30 p.m. on Sunday by 
KCAU-TV Sioux City. Topics covered 
have included inflation, tax revolt and 
labor strife. 

Education 
Newark & Reality, a Sunday, 9:30 a.m. 
series on wolf -TV New York aimed al 
the interests of the New Jersey city, 
looked at "Project Encounter," a com- 
munity based self-help program for high 
school equivalency preparation and 
neighborhood action programs. 

On w AVE -TV Louisville, School's Out 
(Forever) was an hour-long report on the 
dramatic rise of the dropout rate. The 
station's documentary unit spent a 
month in a large public high school to 
capture a candid portrayal of public ed- 
ucation. 

Educational programming 
KYUS-TV N iles City-Glendivc, Mont., 
which bills itself as the "smallest station 
in the world," devotes a considerable 
amount of its air time to educational 

programming-with no ETV in Mon- 
tana. An example is Spelling Bee, in 
which third -grade students of Southeast 
Montana participated. 

Straight classroom instruction is pro- 
vided in 21 -Inch Swimmer School on 
KP'I.M-TV Palm Springs. Since there was 
no public summer school open in the 
California resort community this sum- 
mer, the program was offered for eight 
weeks, Monday through Friday. 9-10 
a.m. The program is segmented into 
three parts, each covering one of the 
three R's. Worksheets were offered 
through the local school districts for use 
in conjunction with the program. 

Energy crisis 
Vacation Travel: 1/ow to Beat the En- 
ergy Crunch was aired on the primetime 
access show, Dialogue on W DR.I-Tv 
Roanoke -Lynchburg. Brenda Curtis of 
the United States Travel Service, a 
branch of the Department of Commerce, 
answered questions on how to save both 
fuel and money by vacationing in places 
nearer home. 

To encourage New Mexicans to see their 
state first and save energy, Forum 13 on 
KGGM-TV Albequerque, a Monday - 
Friday, 8 a.m. talk show, occassionally 
does a Forum 13 On the Road. This uses 
location taping with ENG. One show in 
this subseries was a trip on the Cumbres 
& Toltec Railroad, an old, narrow gauge 
train jointly owned by New Mexico and 
Colorado, which attracts tourists into an 
underdeveloped section of the state. 

In its 7-8 p.m. Town Meeting, KSAT-TV 
San Antonio covered "Nuclear Energy 
in South Texas". It was done live from 
Trinity University with Dr. Lynn 
Draper, professor of nuclear physics at 
the University of Texas, Austin, and Dr. 
Robert Pollard of the Union of Con- 
cerned Scientists, Washington. Ques- 
tions were fielded from the audience. 

During the coal strike of 1977-78, Ohio 
was facing energy cutbacks of up to 50 
per cent, which would have shut down 
schools and industry. WTVN-TV Co- 
lumbus presented two specials on the 
effects the strike ould have on miners, the 
public and the local economy. Both were 
30 minutes and aired in primetime, using 
the multi -anchor concept and edited on 
ENG. 

Health and medicine 
In its Eyewitness Weekly, which deals 
with three different subjects in each ep- 
isode, wHO-TV Des Moines had dealt 
with such subjects as corneal eye trans - 
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LIVE, FULL AREA COVERA3E- KUTV was the first 
(and only) to station correspondents with Quik-Cams 
in key, outlying cities for live, broad area coverage. 

ADVANCED NEWS SETS- The evolution of the KUTV news sets 
has cast prototypes which have been copied and are still being 
used throughout the nation. 
NEWS AUDIENCE- In May 1978 (both NSI and ARB) show KUTV's 
NewsWatch 2 at noon, six, and ten...first...with more total 
viewers than any other station in the market. 

KUTV's persistence for innovative pioneering of news gathering and presentation has 
positioned News Watch 2 as the most progressive, professional and most -watched news 
delivery in America's 44th TV Market. 

The news and the people...Two Together. 
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plants, "atomic" medicine and new 
techniques being used in heart surgery. 

Medical care in Appalachia, teen preg- 
nancy and running as a way of life have 
been recent subjects of Magazine. which 
airs 6:30 p.m. on Sundays on W I IAS-TV 
Louisville. The series includes at least 
two in-depth segments per episode. 

Last year, 50,000 infants died in this 
country, and the U.S. has a higher infant 
death rate than Holland, Sweden, Can- 
ada, Great Britain, Germany and 
France. WABC-TV New York covered 
this problem in a one -hour, 10 p.m. re- 
port, Is My Baby OK? It focused on the 
high -risk mother, who comprises an es- 
timated 10 per cent of the American fe- 
male population that suffers from hy- 
pertension, diabetes, malnutrition, ane- 
mia, a previous history of toxemia and/ 
or other chronic medical problems. The 
presentation used case histories and 
showed the battery of tests these women 
must undergo and the sophisticated 
medical procedures and equipment 
available. 

In a half-hour documentary, KJEO 
Fresno provided film coverage of open 
heart surgery. Explicit scenes of the op- 
eration were shown, followed by a 

tracking of the patient's recovery, right 
up to the time he returned to his job. 

Lifeline: Diabetes was the first in a 

continuing series of day -long screening 
clinics sponsored by WNAc-Tv Boston. 
The clinic was publicized on -air, and 
reports on it were given three times 
during the day on the station's newscasts. 
The clinic itself, co -sponsored with the 
American Diabetes Association. offered 
patients a simple, painless 60 -second 
test. 

One of the monthly 30 -minute docu- 

mentaries on KTvv Austin was titled 
Home Birth: A Labor of Love. It ex- 
plored the alternative of home birth and 
included an eight -minute segment of a 

baby being born. Reaction to a tight shot 
of the baby as it left the womb was fa- 
vorable. 

More than 10 hours of programming was 
devoted to "Body Health Week" on 
WPTA Fort Wayne. This was divided 
into 24 news features focusing on "the 
silent killers," such as smoking, alcohol, 
overeating and lack of exercise. The 
event featured Dr. Timothy Johnson of 
Harvard Medical School. who serves as 

a guest specialist on ABC -TV's Good 
Morning America. In a primetime access 
segment, the lives of two men were 
traced up through the time that one of 
them died at age 45. Viewer call -ins were 
invited at specified times. 

A 22 -part series on medical services was 
run by KMOL-TV San Antonio during its 
10 p.m. newscasts. Running about two 
minutes each, the spots were shot en- 
tirely on film. 

Investigative reporting 
The problems faced by the elderly in this 
country were investigated by KGO-TV 
San Francisco in a two-part. two-hour 
documentary. Old Age: Do Not Go 
Gentle. It aired in 7 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday time slots. The first part in- 
cluded talks with old people whose lives 
illustrated poverty, victimization, ab- 
andonment and loneliness. The second 
part gave specific examples of how in- 
stitutions and agencies designed to help 
the aged fail to meet their needs. The 
reporter researched the problem by liv- 
ing for a month in San Francisco's Ten- 
derloin on the equivalent of a social se- 
curity income. Ile also went to Europe 
with a film crew to look at successful 
programs for the aged. 

Excellence in Broadcasting - Best Public Affairs Series 
1978 New York State Broadcasters Association Award 

WWflWL n 
WATERTOWN, N.Y. 

An extended report -20 minutes-on 
the hour-long evening newscast of 
wiz -Tv Baltimore covered The Dredg- 
ing Connection. It showed Baltimore 
Port Authority directors admitting to 
short circuiting legal guidelines for 
letting contracts. The Port Authority 
handles multi -million -dollar businesses 
where contracts fly fast and furious- 
and, according to this report, not always-' 
on the straight and narrow. It was de- 
tailed how dredging companies held al- 
most exclusive control over their home, 
ports and how Baltimore's major 
dredging contractor keeps an iron grip on 
that control. The report demonstrated 
how millions of dollars in dredging con- 
tracts neatly flowed back into the same 
companies year after year, and how 
taxpayers may well be the losers. 

Every Parent's Nightmare on wDVM-TV 
Washington examined the story of a 

mother whose 17 -year -old son was shot 
by two teenagers, dying after five hours 
in the hospital. The mother reportedly 
received no explanation for her son's 
death-only a sympathy letter from the 
hospital consoling her over the death of 
her "daughter." and later a $5,000 hos- 
pital bill. An investigative reporter tore 
through the hospital's red tape, raising 
questions about patient care, dis- 
crepancies between billing and services 
actually rendered, and the hospital's in- 
sensitivity to suffering relatives. The first 
week after the documentary aired, 
nurses, doctors and parents telephoned 
daily to voice their opinions or share 
similar experiences. Within a few days, 
a letter was received from the U.S. De- 
partment of I lealth, Education and 
Welfare indicating that I I EW Secretary 
Joseph Califano had instructed HEW 
officials to gather more information on 
this case to supplement their own study 
on blood -related charges as a part of es- 
calating health care costs. 

KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex., did a series of 
reports. running for two weeks, which 
involved the classic shopping for auto 
repairs. It got charges running from $30 
to $ 114 for the same repair. As a result, 
the local New Car Dealers and Inde- 
pendent Garagemen Association 
adopted a code of ethics requiring em- 
ployment of a customer complaint solver 
in each establishment, strict rules for 
estimates, no repairs without customer 
authorization, a mediation system 
employing the Better Business Bureau 
and the return of all replaced parts. The 
Texas Attorney General called this a 

first for the state and called on other 
communities to adopt plans of a similar 
nature. 
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WREX-TV Rockford, Ill., has been 
broadcasting a series of investigative 
reports about illegal payments made to 
members of the Winnebago County 
Public Building Commission. The pay- 
ments reportedly have totaled over 
$8,000. The Winnebago County Civic 
League is currently putting pressure on 
Building Commission members to return 
the money or face legal action. 

The migrant farm worker situation was 
investigated in the half-hour program, 
Stream of Despair, on WFMY-TV 
Greensboro, N.C., Following a series of 
news reports on the subject, the special 
disclosed that one labor camp was run by 
a man already indicated on 22 counts of 
slavery by a U.S. grand jury, that state 
agencies required to perform health and 
safety inspections often don't and that 
migrants are denied hospitalization, food 
stamps and welfare services. It also dealt 
with flourishing diseases and violence in 
the camps and reported that patients had 
been recruited by crew leaders from the 
grounds of psychiatric hospitals. 

wwt.P Springfield, Mass., investigated 
first-hand the inefficiencies of the jury 
system as operated in the Massachus- 
setts Superior Courts. From its research, 
it delivered a number of editorials on the 
topic, citing names, dates, facts and 
issues relating to the courts and their 
administration. 

Legislation & politics 
New Jersey Notebook, a twice weekly, 
half-hour news magazine at 3 p.m. on 
WTVG West Orange, N.J.-New York, 
runs in -studio interviews that focus pri- 
marily, but not exclusively, on political 
candidates and office holders. These 
have ranged from U.S. Senatorial can- 
didates, Democrat Bill Bradley and 
Republican Jeffrey Bell, to candidates 
for county executive. 

Each year, prior to the primary and 
general elections, WFBC-TV Greenville - 
Spartanburg -Asheville dedicates a full 
evening of primetime to the candidates 
and issues in the election. Candidates for 
offices from U.S. Senate to local are in- 
vited to appear, and acceptance is almost 
universal. A team of reporters and an- 
chorpersons meets for the week before- 
hand to review background stories on the 
candidates to be interviewed. Candidates 
are assigned a one -hour time period and 
told they'll be interviewed sometime 
during that hour. 

A new airport bond issue was the subject 
of a half-hour special on KIVA-Tv Far- 
mington, N.M. It was aired in a 9 p.m. 

Sunday time slot. 

The viewers became the interviewers 
when KECC-TV El Centro, Calif. -Yuma, 
Ariz., aired a series of public affairs 
programs called Decision: '78 at 7 p.m. 
on Thursday nights. Local candidates for 
some 12 offices answered questions both 
from the station's reporter and from 
viewer phone calls. 

Seven city council candidates debated on 
a two-hour special on KTIV Sioux City. 
Viewers called in questions. 

Closer Look, a Saturday, 6 p.m. series on 
WELT Wilmington, N.C., that will be 
moved to 7 p.m. this September, featured 
an in -studio debate between two candi- 
dates in a fiercely contested race for 
county sheriff. The show is normally 
done on location with ENG equipment. 

A monthly in -studio program called 
Capital Close -Up on WEAU-TV La 
Crosse -Eau Claire, Wisc., helps to 
compensate for the fact that the market 
is located 200 miles from the state capi- 
tal. State legislators are brought before 
the camera for questioning on this pro- 
gram, which immediately follows 

"There is one good thing' 
about 1971-it is over. 
And yet the year taught 
many station operators 
how to economize and 
still run an efficient 
station. It showed that 
economizing was not the 

. only answer, that 
imagination and drive 
are still the benchmarks 
of any successful 
business. Although 
comparisons from one 
year to another are 
relative, we predict that 
1972 will be a good 
year." 
January 10 

NBC -TV's Meet the Press on Sunday 
mornings. 

On Saturdays at 5 p.m., Briefing Session 
on KSD-TV St. Louis deals primarily with 
legislative matters. Problems are deter- 
mined from ascertainment surveys, and 
this is material not included in regular 
news programs. 

Magazine shows 
A three-part magazine show has been 
run on KENI-TV Anchorage. Subjects 
have included local murders, a prize 
fighter from the area and kites. 

Mini -documentaries 
A Sunday news and public affairs pro- 
gram has been incorporated into the 
daily news program structure on sk TVT 
Tampa -St. Petersburg, so that "mini - 
documentaries" could be developed and 
broadcasted when warranted. 

National/ international 
KCRA-TV Sacramento has done series 
both on Egypt and Cuba. Each was run 
in 10 parts. 

In Minneapolis there was considerable 
local interest in a national event-the 
death of Sen. Hubert H. I lumphrey. 
WCCo-Tv Minneapolis covered it with 
some I O hours of live programming, in- 
cluding a report from the Humphrey 
home 50 miles away and on the funeral. 
Virtually everyone in the news and en- 
gineering department was assigned to the 
project. 

Religion 
With 207,645 Catholics in the Madison 
Diocese, WISC-TV devoted almost two - 
and -a -half hours to the ordination of 
Auxiliary Bishop George Wirz. A total 
of 10 persons was involved in the pro- 

duction and three cameras were used- 
two stationary and one hand-held. 

To Be a Muslim was a half-hour special 
on KTVU San Francisco-an exclusive 
interview with the I lonorable Wallace C. 
Muhammad, leader of two million 
Muslims. Also, there was an interview 
with the Bay -Area Muslim leader the 
Honorable Muhammad Abdullah, a 

Pakastani, who discussed the differences 
between his leadership and that of 
Wallace D. Muhammad. Also included 
was film of a Muslim wedding and in- 
terviews with a typical Muslim couple. 

Regular series 
Update airs Monday through Friday on 
KFDA-Tv Amarillo, Tex., covering such 
subject matter as consumer tips, com- 
munity development, education, horti- 
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culture, care of small appliances, recipes 
and a calendar of events. The 30 -minute 
show also includes a few minutes of news 
and weather. 

A monthly, 7 p.m. documentary series on 
WI-ISV-TV I larrisonburg, Va., is Project 
Three. Using ENG. the program deals 
with topics of intrinsic news value and 
those mentioned as community concerns 
through ascertainment. 

Four -Sight on KDB('-TV El Paso is a 

news interview show that ranges from 
city hall matters to historical figures to 
abortion and crime. It runs Sunday 
nights at I0:30 p.m. 

On KBCI-Tv Boise. Question of the 
Week airs Sundays at 4:30 p.m. It deals 
with area problems and political issues 
primarily through panel presentations. 

At 5 p.m. daily. the half-hour Newscene 
runs on KTBC-TV Austin, dealing with 
controversial public issues. The station 
reported that almost every state political 
or administrative leader has appeared on 
the show, as well as minority leaders, 
political action leaders and even religious 
revolutionaries. 

KRDO-TV Colorado Springs airs 30 
Minutes. a magazine show, once a 

month in primetime. It consists of several 
segments. 

Take Five is a weekly, 30 -minute public 
affairs series that normally airs on Sun- 
days just prior to 60 Minutes on 
wcsc-Tv Charleston, S.C. It uses a 

similar format, employing ENG. 

Special interest 
Designed to discuss the problems facing 
senior citizens. Seniors Today on 
WJAC-TV Johnstown -Altoona, Pa., runs 
for I5 minutes 26 times a year. Repre- 
sentatives of various organizations dis- 
cuss the services they provide. 

For the Spanish-American community 
in Albeyueryue, Ya Es Tiempo (Now is 

the Time) airs each Sunday morning on 
KOB-Tv. The format is flexible and 
varies according to the availability of 
expert spokespersons. 

The deaf have their own show on 
WRGB- I V Albany -Schenectady- Fray. 
The 15 -minute Sunday -morning show 
now features a computer controlled vo- 
cabulary. This means that the news. 
which is printed on the screen and si- 
multaneously spoken and signed in a 

corner of the screen, is fixed at a fifth - 
grade level of reading and comprehen- 

sion-the average comprehension level 
of the deaf. Any words above that level 
will appear on the screen in reversed 
color. At the end of the news portion of 
the program, a word list is shown for the 
higher -level words and the sign for that 
word given. 

Women's interest 
Today's Woman is part of the 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday Show on KGTv San Diego. It 

highlights such matters as credit for 
women, the displaced housewife and 
social security. 

KRCG-TV Jefferson City, Mo. presented 
a I0-parter on The Working Woman in 
its daily newscasts. It looked at various 
forms of locally documented discrimi- 
nation, houldhold help by the husband 
and children's attitudes toward the 
working mother. 

Y 

in the historic 
Shenandoah Valley 
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Election BIAS: Local computerized returns 
Now local stations can do with local 

elections what the networks do 
with national and statewide political 
races. With the help of the pollsters' 
historical data and projections, they can 
tell their viewers, for example, things 
like, "With less than 5 per cent of the 
vote in from just two key precincts, and 
based on I larris poll tabulations for 1976 
and 1974, Livewitness News gives the 
Senate race in this state to the people's 
choice, Gaylord Flimflam." 

Instant tally capability 

A new computerized election return 
system has been designed specifically for 
local Tv stations, permitting them to 
offer their viewers the same instant tally 
capability previously featured only by 
the networks. 

The new Electioncentral system was 
developed for BIAS-Broadcast In- 
dustry Automation System-a division 
of Data Communications Corp. of 
Memphis. Designer is James Ziegler, 
senior vice president and chief engineer 
of DCC. 

Shakedown in Memphis 

The system got its shakedown run 
covering the recent local primaries in 
Memphis, and BIAS spokesmen say it 
was labeled an "instant success" by 
newsmen from the three Memphis TV 
stations using the system for the first 
time-WREG-TV, WMC-TV and 
WIIBQ-TV. 

Core of the new election returns sys- 
tem is a microprocessor. This is a mini 
computer about the size of a large 
briefcase. Two such microprocessors 
were set up at the central tabulation site 
in Cook Convention Center where over 
200 Memphis JayCees took the calls 
from the precincts and fed the data into 
the microprocessor. Eight CRT input 
terminals and a line printer were also 
used for backup and double-checking. 

Minimal studio gear 

The microprocessor flashed results to 
the three TV studios, each also equipped 
with a microprocessor and several ter- 
minals. Cameras were trained on the 
terminals for the vote count read-outs. 
The only other gear needed at each stu- 
dio was a keypad to punch up the re- 
quired data feed. 

During elections over the past five 
years, BIAS had sent its own people to 
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Last-minute instructions on gathering local 
election data on new BIAS system are given 
to staffers of WREG-TV Memphis by James 

IN 

Ce Ziegler, pictured below and second from r. 

P 
above. Ziegler is designer of system and sr. 
v.p. and ch. eng. at BIAS' parent, Data 

r - Z-- Communications Corp. 

the stations to load program tapes into 
standard BIAS egiupnlent, while two or 
three station staffers operated the ter- 
minals for updates on the political con- 
tests as required by the on -air news 
teams. This required additional studio 
cameras, more station personnel, and 
made navigation around studio quarters 
even more challenging than usual on 
election night. 

Also, the standard cathode ray tube 
gear used in past elections offered the 
usual green display characters against a 
black background, which made it diffi- 
cult for the studio cameras to pick up 
high quality contrast. With the new 
equipment, including the switcher in- 
terface, all colors were clear. 

Advantages to stations 

The advantages to the stations are also 
made clear by their news executives. 
John Powell, vice president and news 
director of W REG-TV, reports, "The state 
and county races were clearly and sepa- 
rately displayed, thus avoiding viewer 
confusion. The candidates' names 
showed up on the screen in order of total 
votes received, thus enabling both view- 
ers and our newsmen to spot the leaders 
at a glance." 

And at WMC-TV, assignments editor 

"For many years, the hue 
and cry about radio was 
that is was not 
thoroughly enough 
researched. Today, 
radio is dissected, 
analyzed, computerized. 
There is just every kind 
of analysis available, 
including demographics, 
brand usage information, 
trend analysis, cost -per - 
1,000 and target 
audience information. If 
anything, radio is 
probably over - 
researched." 
December 10. 
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Ron Michaels spoke of being "very 
pleased visually with the screen appear- 
ance. The returns looked 100 per cent 
better than in previous elections-not to 
mention the speed with which the races 
appeared on the screens at all times." 

Marketing schedule 

Norfleet Turner, chairman of the 
board of Data Communications Corp. 
has indicated that his company's new 
Electioncentral system will be marketed 
to television stations around the country 
in time for the national elections next 
fall. Turner says that most BIAS clients 
are already equipped with the CRTs and 
microprocessors, and that "We'll be able 
to interface with their equipment in time 
for the elections." 

Meanwhile, the three Memphis sta- 
tions in on the trial runs described here 
have all indicated that they plan to use 
the BIAS system again in the upcoming 
November state, local and county elec- 
tions. And at this writing, BIAS lists 
close to 190 television and radio stations 
among clients using its other automated 
station operations services. 
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Election data is 
punched up on 
keypad equipment, 
above, at W//EG-TV. 
At l., phone is 
connected with Intel 
80//0 
microprocessors. 
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NO PROGRAMMING ... WE REPEAT... NO PROGRAMMING 
ON EITHER OF THE OTHER TWO STATIONS IN THE MARKET, 
FROM SIGN -ON TO SIGN -OFF, DELIVERS MORE TELEVISION 
HOUSEHOLDS THAN WITN-TV's eyeWITNess NEWS -6 PM.* 
IF YOU HAVE THE SLIGHTEST DOUBT THAT THIS IS NOT A 
FACT ... CHECK THE LATEST MAY NSI SURVEY FIGURES. 

HOW ABOUT THAT! 

,E KATZ TELEVISION 
CONTINENTAL 

WITN -TV 
WASHINGTON - GREENVILLE - NEW BERN 

Source: NSI May 1978. 6-6:30 PM M -F Avgs. Data subject to survey limitations. 
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KTXL-TV Sacramento ninth with earth station 
WIth Sacramento independent 
KTXI_ now operating its own 

ground station, that brings to nine the 
number of television stations across the 
country so equipped, plus another seven 
in various stages of building or planning 
to build earth receiving stations to pick 
up program transmissions bounced down 
from satellites-in most cases news and 
sports, where the "now" aspects of live 
coverage are most important. 

Other stations with their own ground 
receivers already in operation, most of 
them members of ITNA-the Inde- 
pendent Television News Associa- 
tion-include KPLR St. Louis, KSTW 
Tacoma -Seattle, KBMA-TV Kansas City, 
WCCB Charlotte, WTCN Minneapolis - 
St. Paul, WYAII-TV Norfolk -Ports- 
mouth -Newport News, WTOG Tampa - 
St. Petersburg and W I V B (formerly 
WBEN) Buffalo. 

Reported in various stages of earth 
station construction and/or planning are 
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KMPI-I-TV Tul- 
are -Fresno, KZAZ-TV Tucson, and The 
Christian Broadcasting Network's 
WANX-TV Atlanta, KXTX-TV Dallas - 
Fort Worth and WXNE-TV Boston. 

Christian Broadcasting has FCC 
construction permits for these facilities, 
and work has already begun on instal- 
lation of 10 -meter dishes supplied by 
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. CBN has con- 
tracted for 30 of the 10 meter dishes, 
seven of them with transmission as Nell 
as reception capability, for other top 
markets over the next two years. 

Meanwhile preliminary tests of 
CBN's new Atlanta, Dallas and Boston 
dishes are planned for the first week of 
September, and they're expected to be in 
full operation by early October. 

CBN installed its first earth station for 
wYAI-I-TV in April, 1977, at its Inter- 
national I leadquarters Building in Vir- 
ginia Beach. This is a transmit/receive 
dish, and a second 10 meter dish already 
in place at the same site was scheduled 
to make an uplink connection this 
month. 

`Fourth network' 

CBN says that such simultaneous 
uplink capability with both RCA's Sat - 
corn I and Western Union's Westar sat- 
ellites, along with its earth dish instal- 
lations, provides it with live network 
programming capability "to a major 
cross-section of the country, and is the 
first vital phase in our move toward 
fourth -network status." 
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Satellite earth station at KT.V1. Sacramento, above, was first used 
for reception of hour-long daily news feed from ITNA via 
Wesiar. 

Meanwhile, several other stations 
around the country receive programming 
via satellite, courtesy of other people's 
ground stations nearby. 

XETV Tijuana -San Diego leases a 

ground station from a private company 
on the U.S. side of the border. Other 
television operators using nearby ground 
stations owned by common carriers such 
as RCA or Western Union are H !IX and 
WNEW-TV in New York, WGN-TV Chi- 
cago, wTTG Washington, KTVU San 
Francisco, and KTI_A and KTTV, both 
Los Angeles. 

In Sacramento, KTXL's first use of its 
new ground station was reception of the 
hour-long daily news feed from ITNA 
via Westar. KTXL says it "immediately 
saved thousands of dollars each month 
by avoiding land line service" from 
Western Union's own ground station at 
Point Reyes near San Francisco. And a 

station spokesman asserts that, in addi- 
tion to the savings, use of the satellite 
"has opened up new horizons in broad- 
cast journalism, especially in sports 
coverage." 

The station also says that it now has 
permission from all 1 I member stations 
of ITNA and from WTCG Atlanta "to 
excerpt up to two minutes of any sports 
event originated by those stations and fed 
via satellite." This, they say, "has greatly 
enhanced our ability as an independent 
to cover sports events around the country 
and the world." 

KTXI., operating on channel 40, is the 
only UI IF member of ITNA and, so far 
as the station knows, the only major 
market Li -IF independent with a full hour 
of prime time news each evening. KTX 's 
news team, fielding about 20 news 
staffers, combines a mixture of ENG and 
film to cover its market. O 
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Microwave transmission gives KRON news edge 
major recent advance on the TV news 

scene has been instant local live 
news transmission from the remote site 
of the action back to master control at 
the station via microwave. And one of 
the most advanced such transmission 
systems is now being fielded by the news 
team of KRON San Francisco. 

As a result, KRON likes to call its news 
operation "not simply a local television 
news department, but a news organiza- 
tion operating as a regional network." 
Francis A. Martin, III, KRON vice 
president and station manager, says that, 
from no ENG capability at all not so long 
ago. his NBC affiliate "now has the most 
advanced system in the Bay Area, and, 
in some respects, in the country." 

Staffing up, too 

A KRON spokesman adds that, in ad- 
dition to the technology, the station's 
recent multi -million dollar capital im- 
provement program has involved "at 
least 50 per cent more reporters, an ag- 
gressive promotion program, and insti- 

tution of an unusual news bureau con- 
cept now being viewed with interest by 
other TV news operations around the 
country." 

Before these changes, KRO4 says that 
none of San Francisco's TV stations 
made much of an effort to cover news 
outside of San Francisco, even though 83 
per cent of San Francisco's Apt populace 
lives beyond the city limit. For this 
reason, a key goal of the station's reor- 
ganized news operation was coverage of 
the outlying areas. So the station set up 
bureaus staffed with reporters who live 
in the suburbs they cover. Since they 
know their own area so well, adds a 

KRON spokesman. "they find the stories 
the competition simply cannot cover. 
This has never been done in this market 
before." 

The move gives KRON fully -staffed 
bureas in Contra Costa, San Mateo, 
Santa Carla and Alameda counties, plus 
bureaus at the state capital in Sacra- 
mento and a full-time sub -bureau at City 
I lall. 

But to make these bureaus work, chief 

engineer Larry Pozzi first had to design 
a way to handle the maze of signals each 
bureau generates. Says he: "We were 
severely handicapped. We had very 
limited microwave range because 
Channels 2, 5, and 7 had already applied 
for and received the lower frequencies 
best suited for this type of news gather- 
ing. That left us to decide whether to 
share the lower 2G1-iz frequencies or try 
to use the available higher 7Gtiz 
frequencies. We opted for the latter in 
order to eliminate interference." 

I lowever, he adds, "at the higher 
frequencies, the TV pickup transmitters 
have low power, and equipment was not 
available to boost our power. So we 
started looking at receivers and antennas 
that might be able to turn our handicap 
into an advantage." 

Pozzi's search led him to a military 
communications firm, Tayburn Elec- 
tronics. Tayburn came up with the key 
component of KRON's operation: a 
manually steerable microwave dish sys- 
tem. This uses digital control circuitry to 
line up precisely its parabolic dishes, 
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attaining the optimum signal-to-noise 
ratio possible with low power transmit- 
ters. 

Military technology 

These steerable dishes were installed 
at three tower sites: Mt. Loma Prieta, 
Mt. Diablo and Mt. Sutro, giving KRON 
live news capability as far north as Sac- 
ramento and as far south as Monterey. 
And KRON says that its adaptation of 
what was essentially military technology 
"is, as far as anyone here knows, the only 
example of its kind in the country." 

With its resulting relay capability, 
KRON says, it can handle these micro- 
wave feeds at once, and that in one 
newscast alone it was able to make seven 
separate remote presentations from 
various Bay Area locations. 

As Pozzi describes the working of the 
system, a Tent- IOO master station con- 
troller located in KRON's microwave 
control area uses the digital control sig- 
nals to set the position of the parabolic 
dishes over an ordinary phone line. The 
technician is immediately provided with 
return signals that verify proper opera- 
tion or indicate deficiencies that require 
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KRON-TV 

ELECTRONIC NE wS GATHERING 

Microwave steerable dish receiving and relay system at KRON-TV San 
Francisco is shown in schematic above. 

Congratulations to Sol Paul and the whole 

Television/Radio Age 
team for 610 fact -packed, newsworthy 

issues and your 25th Anniversary. 

Many, many happy returns! 

Sandy Frank Film Syndication Inc. 
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The "network" reacts as, 
clockwise from lower I.. 
cameraman sends microwave 
transmission to studio from van; 
control room operates with 
Grass Valley Switcher (fur I:); 
portable shoe box transmitter 
operates from another site; 
correspondent is seen in studio 
from 50 miles away. 
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correction. 
Once the microwave signals reach the 

station, they must be routed, depending 
on whether the material is for immediate 
air p ay, editing or storage. In order to do 
this, KRON has installed a new micro- 
wave control center as well as a custom 
designed. top -of -the -line Grass Valley 
switching system that includes a routing 
switcher, a master control switcher and 
two production switchers. 

When installations arc complete 
KRON says, its switching system will be 
the most advanced in the market. Both 
Grass Valley production switchers have 
the ability to create special effects in 
each quadrant during a quad split screen. 
They both have a "look -ahead -black" 
capability so that, with the push of one 
button, it is possible to go from program 
through black to whatever material has 
been pre-set. Another feature is group - 
roll. If an engineer wants to start more 
than one machine at the same time, he 

can simply pre-set them. The routing 
switcher handles all incoming material 
and can assign material to any of 10 lo- 
cations in the station. 

Pozzi says that the most impressive of 
his custom requests is the switcher's 
digital video effects capability. By fall, 

CONGRATULATIONS TO SOL J. PAUL AND 
ALL OF OUR FRIENDS AT TELEVISION/RADIO 

AGE ON THEIR 25TH ANNIVERSARY. 

KTBC-TV has been serving one of America's fastest growing 
areas since 1952, bringing the finest in programming, news 
and community service to the Central Texas area. And KTBC 
is changing to meet the needs of our viewers. In the Austin 
area, KTBC is the one to watch. 

A CBS Alf LIME 

KTBCTV 
AUSTIN 

11 
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the switcher will have two digital effects 
channels using NEC frame synchron iz- 
ers, making it possible for the station to 
take five non -synchronized pictures from 
anywhere and compress them. The price 
of the entire Grass Valley package will 
probably run close to $I million. 

KRON's five -bureau ENG operation 
includes a full fleet of vans. The vans 
were purchased completely stripped and 
were custom fitted to station specs at a 
cost of $20,000 per truck. Inside the 

carpeted and padded vans are AC power 
generator systems from the Onan Com- 
pany of Minneapolis, three-quarter inch 
t;vu-too Sony recorders with 20 minute 
tape capability, Tektronix -528 oscillo- 
scopes, Shure MA 67 mixers, audio -video 
patch panels, Grass Valley 903 amplifi- 
ers for color improvement, 3M color bar 
and sync generators and Amtron and 
Unimedia television sets for monitoring. 
The fleet also includes six RCA TK-76 
cameras at a cost of $240,000. 
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WHY ARE THEY CALLING WSAZ television 3 THE BEST 

IN THE CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON MARKET? 

+ THE BEST regularly scheduled iewscast 

+ THE BEST enterprise news coverage 

+ THE BEST regularly scheduled sportscast 

-W.Va. Associated Press Broadcasters - 
+ THE BEST television broadcasting in the interest 

of youth-W.Va. Golden Mike Award- 

Charleston-Huntington viewers have made us the best. 

That's why 607:of the audience watches the 

WSAZ NewsCenter at 6pm. 

No wonder they're calling WSAZ to evision 3 THE BEST. 

television 3 
Charleston Huntington. Wesi Virginia 

a Lee Enterprises station 
represented by Katz American 

'Su' u NSI May . /8 

The microwave equipment consists of 
five portable 13 GI tz shoe -box units and 
five 7Gttz Tv pickup transmitters-all 
purchased from Microwave Associates. 
On some of the vans, the microwave an- 
tennas are permanently mounted and are 
raised on hydraulic hoists. The others use 
portable microwave equipment for 
greater flexibility. 

Assimilating equipment 

KRON's technical undertaking has not 
been without a certain challenge. "We're 
trying to catch up overnight," notes 
station manager Martin. "In a way, 
trying to assimilate all this equipment 
and our other changes is like trying to 
shove a watermelon through the neck of 
a funnel and still have it come out a wa- 
termelon." 

KRON is currently applying its ENG 
and in-hotrse systems to live news and 
sports coverage even beyond the Bay 
Area. Recently the station covered the 
Bing Crosby Pro -Am tournament in 
Monterey, over 125 miles away-an 
unusual application of ENG requiring 
four microwave relays to transmit pic- 
tures and sound from the golf greens to 
Sutro Tower in San Francisco, where 
KRON has its transmitter and two-way 
studio links. The news operation has also 
broadcast entire newscasts completely 
live from outside the station-one from 
Berkeley on the eve of Berkeley's Cen- 
tennial, and a live newscast from San 
Mateo High School on the eve of the 
school's 75th class reunion. 

Sports producer Richard Scott has 
used KRON's new gear to advantage on 
several occasions. When his crew re- 
cently shot a practice for the All Star 
Game in San Diego.at 4 p.m., a crew 
member landed at San Francisco Inter- 
national Airport at 5:55, practically 
hurled himself into KRON's microwave 
van parked next to the gate, and fed the 
tape back to the station in time for the 6 
p.m. news. 

Prompting the changes was a 1977 
study of KRON's position in the market. 
Says Martin: "We had an image of being 
stodgy, sluggish, and unimaginative- 
somewhat of a sleeping giant. Very 
simply, we just weren't competitive. The 
rating supremacy of the competition was 
won by default." 

New management set out to remedy 
the situation. And first came the total 
commitment to technical innovation 
which formed the foundation for devel- 
oping KRON's new bureau concept of 
news. 

"In our goal to be superior," says 
KRON president Paul Wischmeyer, 
"news became the cornerstone." 
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Deluge of 't v Stations (fron, page t 2) 

Call 
letters Channel Market 

Current 
call 
letters 

WMT-TV 2 Cedar Rapids, Iowa Same 
KGTV 17 Des Moines, Iowa 
KQTV 21 Fort Dodge, Iowa KVFD-TV 

KCTV 36 Sioux City, Iowa * 

KVTV 9 Sioux City, Iowa KCAU-TV 

KWWL-TV 7 Waterloo, Iowa Same 
KOA M -TV 7 Pittsburgh, Kansas Same 
WIBW-TV 13 Topeka, Kansas Same 
KEDD 16 Wichita, Kansas 
KTVH 12 Wichita -Hutchinso- 

n, Kansas 
Same 

KTAG-TV 25 Lake Charles, La. * 

KFAZ 43 Monroe, La. 
KNOE-TV 8 Monroe, La. Same 
WJMR-TV 61 New Orleans, La. * 

KSL A 12 Shreveport, La. Same 
WA BI -TV 5 Bangor, Maine Same 
WLAM-TV 17 Lewiston, Maine * 

WCSH-T V 6 Portland, Maine Same 
WGAN-TV 13 Portland, Maine Same 
WPMT 53 Portland, Maine 
WMGT 74 Adams, Mass. 
WTAO-TV 56 Boston, Mass. WLVI-TV 

WHYN 55 Springfield, Mass. Same 
WWLP 61 Springfield, Mass. Same 

WWOR-TV 14 Worchester, Mass. * 

WPAG-TV 20 Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 

* 

WBKZ-TV 64 Battle Creek, Mich. * 
WNEM-TV 5 Bay City, Mich. Same 
WWTV 13 Cadillac, Mich. Same 
WTAC-TV 16 Flint, Mich. 
KMMT 6 Austin, Minn. KAAL 

WFTV 38 Duluth, Minn. 
WMIN-TV 11 Minneapolis -St. WTCN-TV 

Paul 
KROC-TV 10 Rochester, Minn. KTTC 

WLBT 3 Jackson, Miss. Same 
WCoc 30 Meridan, Miss. * 

WTOK-TV 11 Meridan, Miss. Same 
KOMU-TV 8 Columbia, Mo. Same 
KHQA-TV 7 Quincy, III. - Same 

Hannibal, Mo. 

KCMO-TV 5 Kansas City, Mo. Same 
KCTY 25 Kansas City, Mo. r 

KMBC-TV 9 Kansas City, Mo. WHB-TV 

KACY 14 St. Louis (Festos) * 

Mo. 
KSTM-TV 36 St. Louis, Mo. 

WTVI 54 Belleville, Mo. * 
KT TS -TV 10 Springfield, Mo. KOLR TV 

KYTV 3 Springfield, Mo. Same 
KXLF-TV 4 Butte, Montana Same 
KFBB 5 Great Falls, 

Montana 
Same 

Call 
letters Channel Market 

Current 
call 
letters 

KGVO-T V 13 Missoula, Montana Same 
KHOL-TV 13 Kearney, Nebraska KHGI-TV 

KZTV 8 Reno, Nevada KOLO 

WRTV 58 Asbury Park, N.J. 

KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N.M. Same 

KOAT-TV 7 Albuquerque, N.M. Same 
KSWS-TV 8 Roswell, N.M. Same 
WCDA-TV 41 Albany, N.Y. WTEN 

(Channel 
10) 

WBUF-TV 17 Buffalo, N.Y. 

WECT-TV 18 Elmira, N.Y. W SYE-T V 

WTVE 24 Elmira, N.Y. 

WKNV-TV 66 Kingston, N.Y. 

WVET- TV 10 Rochester, N.Y. WHEC-TV 

WTRI 35 Schenectady, N.Y. * 

WAYS -TV 36 Charlotte, N.C. WRET-TV 

WCOG-TV 57 Greensboro, N.C. * 

WNAO-TV 28 Raleigh, N.C. WRDU-TV 

WMFD-TV 6 Wilmington, N.C. WECT 

WSJS-TV 12 Winston- WXII 

Salem, N.C. 

WTOB-TV 26 Winston- 
Salem, N.C. 

KFYR-TV 5 Bismark, N.D. Same 
W DAY -T V 6 Fargo, N.D. Same 
KCJB-TV 13 Minot, N.D. KXMC-TV 

WAKR-TV 23 Akron, Ohio Same 
W ICA-T V 15 Ashtabula, Ohio 

WIFE 22 Columbus, Ohio * 

WLOK 73 Lima, Ohio * 

WSTV -V 9 Steubenville, Ohio Same 
WFMJ-TV 21 Youngstown, Ohio Same 
WKBN 27 Youngstown, Ohio Same 
WHIZ -TV 18 Zanesville, Ohio Same 
KSWO-TV 7 Lawton -Wichita Same 

Falls, Oklahoma 
KLPR-TV 19 Oklahoma City, Ok. * 

KTVQ 25 Oklahoma City, Ok. * 

KW TV 9 Oklahoma City, Ok. Same 

KCEB 23 Tulsa, Ok. 
KOIN-TV 6 Portland, Or. Same 
W F BG-T V 10 Altoona, Pa. WTAJ-TV 

WLEV-TV 51 Bethlehem, Pa. 

WCHA-TV 46 Chambers - 
burg, Pa. 

WGLV 57 Easton, Pa. 

WHP- TV 21 Harrisburg, Pa. Same 
WTPA 27 Harrisburg, Pa. Same 
WARDTV 56 Johnstown, Pa. 

WLBR-TV 15 Lebanon, Pa. 

WENS 16 Pittsburgh, Pa. 

WKJF-TV 53 Pittsburgh, Pa. WPGH-TV 

WEED -TV 33 Reading, Pa. * 

WARM -TV 16 Scranton, Pa. WNEP-TV 
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Call 
letters Channel Market 

Current 
call 
letters 

WGBI-TV 22 Scranton, Pa. WDAU-TV 
WTVU 73 Scranton, Pa. 
WILK-TV 34 Wilkes-Barre, Pa. WNEP-TV 

(merged 
with 
WARM - 

TV) 

WNOW-TV 49 York, Pa. * 

WNET 16 Providence, R.I. * 

WAIM-TV 40 Anderson, S.C. Same 

WCSC-TV 5 Charleston, S.C. Same 
WIS-TV 10 Columbia, S.C. Same 
WFBC-TV 4 Greenville, S.C. Same 
WJHL-TV 11 Johnson City, 

Tenn. 
Same 

WROL-TV 6 Knoxville, Tenn. WATE-TV 
WTSK-TV 26 Knoxville, Tenn. WTVK 
WHBO-TV 13 Memphis, Term. Same 
WSIX-TV 8 Nashville, Tenn. 
KRBC-TV 9 Abilene, Tx. Same 
KFDA-TV 10 Amarillo, Tx. Same 

KGNC-TV 4 Amarillo, Tx. KAMR-TV 
KGUL-TV 11 Galveston, Tx. KTRK-TV 

KGBT 

(formerly 
4 Harlingen, Tx. Same 

KGBS) 

TV 

KTVE 32 Longview, Tx. 
KCBD-TV 11 Lubbock, Tx. Same 
KDUB-TV 13 Lubbock, Tx. KLBK-TV 
KMID-TV 2 Midland, Tx. Same 
KTXL-TV 8 San Angelo, Tx. KCTV 

KCEN-TV 6 Temple, Tx. Same 
KCMC-TV 6 Texarkana, Tx. KTAL-TV 

KRGV-TV 5 Weslaco, Tx. Same 
KFDX-TV 3 Wichita Falls, Tx. Same 
K W FT -T V 6 Wichita Falls, Tx. KAUZ-TV 
WSVA-TV 3 Harrisonburg, Va. WHSV-TV 

WLVA-TV 13 Lynchburg, Va. WSET-TV 
WACH-TV 33 Norfolk, Va. * 

WTOV 27 Norfolk, Va. 
KOM O -T V 4 Seattle, Wa. Same 
KMO-TV 13 Takoma, Wa. * 

KTNT-TV 11 Tacoma, Wa. KSTW 

KIMA-TV 29 Yakima, Wa. Same 
WKNA-TV 49 Charleston, W.V. * 

WEAU-TV 13 Eau Claire, Wi. Same 
WOKY-TV 19 Milwaukee, Wi. 
WJPB 35 Fairmont, W.V. 
W MSL-TV 23 Decatur, Alabama 

Not on a* in '78 .. Shared time 

CASH IN 
ON CO-OP NOW! 

-BROAEW 
CO-OPrnrusd 

I I 

NOW AVAILABLE 

A MUST book to maximize local 
sales and profits. BROADCAST 
CO-OP, THE UNTAPPED GOLD - 
MINE provides an in-depth look at 
co-op with plenty of proven sales 
approaches. It details the how, 
when, and why of: 

Gathering co-op leads 
Building co-op sales presentations 
Producing co-op spots 
FTC Guides/legal precautions 
Newspaper competitive co-op in- 
formation 
Retailer in-store co-op system 
Retailer -to -resources presentations 
Organizing dealer associations 
Proof -of -performance & merchan- 
dising 
Suggested broadcast co-op plan 
ingredients, topped off with a 
Step -By -Step Station Action Plan 
To Help You Get Started Now! 

If you have anything to do with co- 
op, you need this book! 

TELEVISION/RADIO AGE BOOKS 

1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 

Please send me copies of 
BROADCAST CO-OP, THE UNTAPPED GOLDMINE. 

(ti S14.45 ea. (1-4 copies) 
(u S12.45 ea. (5-9 copies) 
(ti S10.45 ea. (10 or more 

copies) 
Payment or Company purchase order 
must accompany your order 
A check for enclosed. 

Name 
Company 
Address 
City 
State lip 

All peces mnw'e postage 8 handling charge 
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Television/RadioAge 

CONGRATULATES 

THE 

EDITORIAL and ADVERTISING 
STAFFS* FOR 

PRODUCING THE 

LARGEST SINGLE ISSUE 

IN THE HISTORY OF 

THE BROADCAST TRADE PRESS 

* And Mack Printing, our printers, too. 
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Roy Doty's light touch: 25 years of comment 

Roy Doty, whose work is familiar to 
millions of Americans, did cartoons 

for Tta.EvisioN/RADIO AGE's first 
issue, w hen the magazine was known as 
TELEVISION AGE, and has been doing 
it ever since. Often instantly recogniz- 
cable, his work is characterized by a 
sharp eye for the absurd, an insider's 
understanding. a pleasant, relaxed view 
of people and a direct, uncomplicated 
approach. Ilis pen has limned every 
major and many minor issues affecting 
television during the past 25 years. 

Doty has been a freelance artist since 
1946, after returning from the army. 
where he had served in Europe as a car- 
toonist for Yank and Stars & Stripes. At 
the time his work began appearing in 
TlLEvtstoN AGE, he had his own daily 
children's Tv show on channel 5 in New 
York, now WNEWV-TV, then wABD, a 

Du Mont station. 
Ile publishes about four books a year, 

including children's books, which he both 
writes and illustrates. I f is cartoons ap- 
pear in such publications as Business 
Week, Newsweek, Fortune, Popular 
Science, ('onsumer Reports and The 
New York Times. 

On this and the following four pages 
are selected examples of Roy Doty's 
unique views of the problems and prac- 
tices of the broadcast field over the past 
quarter century. 

This drawing from January, /955, 
issue accompanied story on early 
interest in color by advertisers, 
when there were practically no 
color TV sets around. In the 
original drawing, the set at the 
right had its screen printed 
in color. 

Cartoonist Doty draws himself 
from two points of view- 
busy at the drawing hoard 
and in the throes of creation 

Drawing 
belo a' 

appeared 
in first issue of 
TELEVISION 
AGE:. 
August. 1953, 
reflected 
problem 
of chaotic 
price 
Structure in 
the 
buying and 
selling 
of syndicated 
programming. \ \ 
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KTXL TV40... 
America's Only 
MajorMarket 

ald!' UHF Independent 
with a Moor News 
Commitment 

KTXL-TV40 Sacramento/Stockton, now in 
its 4th year of news, is still the only Major 
Market UHF Independent with a full hour 
nightly newscast! As the only UHF member 
of the Independent Television News 
Association TV40's 18 person news staff 
joins with ITNA's world-wide satellite 
coverage to bring Northern California the 
late night news one hour earlier. 

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY 
BY M.M.T. SALES 

KTXL-TV40 

4141 

>r 

--- ,'. 
11+_ 

1 

-13 

Í- 
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Drawing abuse dealt with 
story on skills of promotion 
director at .stations in issue 
of November /7, /958. ('action 
said: "Promotion messages 
should he capable of inuring 
people to action." 

Station public service 
announcements were 
valued at about $256 
million in 1960, according 
to story in TELEVISION/ 
AGE which appeared in 
March 6. /961, 
issue (drawing below). 

Coverage studies were major 
sources of information in the '50s. 
Drawing at left accompanied story 
on how to use Nielsen Coverage 
Study No. 3 on television in 
the April 4, 1958, issue. 

nMEtlurER 

ra 
1 twy 

Early scare on use of computers by agencies 
is shown above with story on Young & 
Rubico', one of first ad shops to use them, 
in issue of April 4, 196/. 



The Benchmark for News. 

UNITED GROUP STATIONS 
K.VSP-TV Minneapolis. Minnesota 

KTVX-Salt Lake City: Utah 

KMOLTV San Antonio. "Icxas 

Represented by John Nair and Company. 

UNITED TELEVISION. INC. 
6975 YORK AVENUE SOUTH. MINNEAPOLIS: MINNESOTA (13 5455 AIWA 612- 25-35(X) 
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Art directors and costs 
of video ads went wild in late 
'60s, as illustrated in 
drawing, right, which 
appeared February 9, 1970. 

Growing use of humor in video ads 
in '60s was trigger for story on 
effectiveness headed, "It better 
be really finy,'' which appeared 
in issue of June 5, / 967. 
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Kith multi -brand 
companies .setting up 
one master -control 
agency to buy spot. 
story in July 31, 
1967, issue delved 
into effectiveness of 
the coordinating 
techniques. 



FACT: 

FACT: 

FACT: 

FACT: 

FACT: 

FACT: 

FACT: 

WCTV has been the #1 station in Tallahassee -Thomas- 
ville for over 22 years. 
ARB-May 1978. 

WCTV is affiliated with the network that is #1 in most 
major Florida TV markets-CBS. 
Florida Trend Magazine-November 1977. 

WCTV has 59% share of the 119,500 households in the 
ADI market. 
ARB-May 1978. 

WCTV reaches real buying power. Tallahassee is ranked 
24th in the United States in per household retail buying 
power. 
Sales Marketing Management Survey of Buying Power -1978. 

WCTV has a big 49 -county reach in north Florida, south 
Georgia and south Alabama. 
ARB-1978-79. 

WCTV is the leading station in a market that ranks 22nd 
among the fastest growing metros in the United States. 
Sales Marketing Management Survey of Buying Power -1978. 

WCTV delivers an important youth market. In our home 
metro county (Leon), the average age is 24.3. 
Sales Marketing Survey of Buying Power. 

Thomasville .Tallahassee 
Division of John H. Phipps 
Broadcasting Stations. Inc. 

BLAIR TELEVISION 
CBS «KmF 
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Cost of time jumped 
around during buyer's 
market of '73, resembled 
stock market. Cartoonist 
Doty's view of situation 
appeared in issue of 
September 17, 1973. 

Growing practice 
among agencies of 
limiting rep 
presentations on 
radio was dubbed 
"closet buying." 
'orried reaction 
of reps is pointed 
up in drawing at 
right, appearing in 
February 2/. 1972. 
issue. 

MEDIA 
MARKET --11110 i: ̂  íí11011411111111"11 _._., 
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Problem of measuring unlisted 
telephone homes agitated 
researchers in early '70s (as it 
does now). Drawing above was 
with story in May 1, 1972. issue. 

Agencies began to 
offer "a la carte" 
services to clients 
in early '70s, 
in reaction to the 
buying services 
("indys"). Story was 
in issue of August 
20, 1973. 



WHY BUY HALF : MARKET 
The rich Monroe -El Dorado market 
can only be reached through EL DORADO 

a two station buy- ARKANSAS 

65 MILES LOUISIANA 
Here are the facts: 
PRIME TIME SHARE OF COUNTY VIEWING MONROE 

KTV E -TV 

KNOE-TV 

KTV E -TV 

KNOE-TV 

MONROE (OUCHITA CO.) 

'29% 

EL DORADO (UNION CO.) 

EL DORADO, ARKANSAS 
MONROE, LOUISIANA 

21% 

52% 

'53% 

Source ARB County Coverage 

. 

abc; 

REPRESENTED BY THE MEEKER COMPANY 

GRAY C():\IMLJNIC;AI'ION-S SYS'TEMS.INC. 
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With a few ad agencies returning 
to private ownership (see drawing, 
right) story in March 3, 1975, 
issue delved again into pros and 
cons of going public. 

Heaving demand for 
network time led 
to question of 
adding more spots 
after '76-'77 
season. Story and 
drawing appeared 
in June. 20, 1977 
issue (left). 

Cost -per -1.000 
guarantees On 

the networks 
was a matter 
covered in the 
October 29, 1973, 
issue. 

Effect of family -viewing" policy 
on programming agitated the 
industry in '74-'75 season. 
Cartoonist Doty viewed the 
situation in the April 14, 1975, 
issue. 
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"The Television/ Radio Age Communications Coursebook 
provides the only comprehensive, fully documented and up 
to date reference book." 

This is the response from Simon Goldman, group radio owner, as well as 
from many other broadcasters, libraries and colleges. The book is a com- 
plete working profile on a contemporary as well as historical account of the 
broadcast industry and allied communications. 

"The Coursebook is exceptionally well done. It is must 
reading for virtually anyone interested in communications, 
from the beginning student to the seasoned communications 
lawyer." 

1'E-`EONfRAD10 c4MMUNC AG 
couR Aro 

SEBOOK 

Erwin G. Kiasnow, General Counsel 
National Association of Broadcasters 

"I think it is an admirable compilation of the highlights of 
broadcasting and its environment which is both compre- 
hensive and up to date." 

David C. Adams, Vice Chairman of the Board 
National Broadcasting Company Inc. 

"Your new book is exactly as promised. It is truly the best 
communications book on the market to date. The material is 
professionally presented and is an excellent reference source 
for anybody in television.' 

Jeff Satkin, Director, Educational Program 
The National Academy of Television, Arts & Sciences 

"The Coursebook meets an urgent need of broadcast edu- 
cators, particularly those who have to teach the introductory 
course. It provides an excellent overview of the current state 
of broadcasting and gets to grips with major concerns in a 
timely and relevant way. The looseleaf format makes it 

1977.n especially attractive since it will enable us to keep pace with 
the ever-changing world of the electronic media." 

Written by Scott H. Robb, BA, JD, LLM Peter K. Pringle, Director 
Member of the Bar of New York State and District of Columbia and Ratio -Television -Film Division 
Federal Communications Bar Association Executive Committee. Baylor University 

"My reaction to your Communications Coursebook. which serves as the basic text for my introduction to Broadcasting 
course, Journalism 200, at the University of Southern California. is that it is filling a long -felt need, a basic, logically organized 
and 'lucidly presented introduction to the entire history, law. regulation, organization and functioning of broadcasting. 
Its many illustrations will save me long chalkboard sessions and its impressive topicality will also save me many se- 
mester -end lecture hours of attempting to update and fill in the gaps left by texts I've used before." 

Ernest Kreiling, Editor & Publisher 
Hollywood Television Report 
Professor, University of Southern California 

Television/Radio Age Communications Coursebook 
1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020 

Please send copies of the Television/Radio Age Communications Coursebook at $27.00, including special 
heavy guage post binder suitable for library and general reference use. And -_-subscriptions to Communications 
update service, supplementary reporter service to the Communications Coursebook at $15 per subscription for 
four quarterly editions. Payment or company purchase order must accompany order. 

Name 

Company___ _ 

Address___ ___ 

Note: Student editions of the Television/Radio Age Communications 
Coursebook also available in flexible looseleaf binder priced at $15.25 
per copy, including postage and handling. 



Yesterday's `Today' did see tomorrow (today) 
Twenty-five years ago, when 
TELEvISION/RADIO AGE (then 
TELEVISION AGE) published its first 
issue, an article appeared on an 18 - 
month -old program that many 
considered a big gamble for NBC' -TV. 
The article asked the network why it 
was plowing so much money into a 
new show with Dave Garroway, called 
Today, with the future still a question 
mark. Speaking for the show was its 
executive producer. Richard A. R. 
Pink ham. The story, which was titled. 
"Is there a tomorrow for 'Today?". 
is reprinted below. And Pink ham. now 

vice chairman of Ted Bates & Co., 
addresses himself to the current 
television scene in "Viewpoints." page 
107. 

For 18 months, early birds from New 
York to Omaha have received their 

morning newspaper --complete with 
comic strip- -on television screens, 
courtesy of NBC's Dave Garroway 
show. Today. For nearly as long, the 
network has been paying out close to 
$120.000 a week to put the program 
on --with nothing like that coming back 
in. And the industry has frequently 
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asked: "Why?" 
N BC has many answers to that ques- 

tion. It feels the show has the greatest 
potential earning power of any on the air 
($15.5 million annually), with the lowest 
audience cost to advertisers ($1 per 
thousand viewers). It is a "bonanza" for 
local stations which, prior to the audi- 
ence Today delivers from 7 to 9 five 
mornings a week, were usually dark at 
that hour. And from an "idealistic" point 
of view, the program is designed to create 
a better -informed public by bringing 
news and current affairs to people who 
either had no access to early morning 
papers or no inclination to read them. 

For all these reasons, NBC has been 
willing to back Today despite a $1.5 
million loss in the first I2 months. Now 
the network is convinced its gamble has 
paid off. In the third quarter of this year, 
the show hit the break-even point (40 per 
cent of its time sold) and by the end of 
the year, it will probably be in the 
black. 

Today illustrates the "magazine 
concept" theory of programming-a 
show divided into segments much as a 
magazine is departmentalized, with 
different sponsors for each section. 

The show, two hours long by the clock, 
is split into 16 six -minute segments, four 
per half hour. In each half-hour period, 
five minutes are given to the local station 

"When Dr. Frank Stanton 
cleans out his desk in 
the next few days, he 
will leave behind a chair 
a mile high and wide 
that no"one at CBS or 
elsewhere can occupy. 
Many of the executives 
that he brought along 
are now running the 
company. Others have 
developed into industry 
leaders." 
March 5 
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for local news, weather, and local ad- 
vertising. The remaining four minutes 
arc taken up by station breaks and sta- 
tion identifications (both of which can be 
sold). 

Coming and going 

Commercials are limited to one min- 
ute per segment and cost a sponsor 
$3,738 each for the complete network 
lineup, less for limited coverage. He can 
take as many or as few as he needs, for as 
long or short a duration as he wants. 
Much as an advertiser can select his 
placement in a newspaper, the sponsor 
can choose the segment in which he'd 
like his product mentioned. Ile can order 
space as little as a day ahead. There is a 
fairly steady stream of incoming and 
outgoing sponsors; however, outgoing 
ones usually come back with a new pro- 
motion, product, or campaign. 

One of the drawing points of Today is 
the hour. Housewives, bound for the 
stores before the morning is over, can sec 
and recall the items Garroway shows 
them. In fact, every agency which has 
brought a client into the show has, after 
analyzing results, recommended it to 

r, 

.. i 
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Dave Garroway: A melange of news, features, music, sports and ad-libs 

other clients. BBD&O, at this point, has 
11 campaigns lined up for Today. Young 
& Rubicam has four, J. Walter 
Thompson four, and McCann-Erickson 
three. More than a dozen other agencies 
have or plan to take time on the Today 
show. (see box on page 265 for 1953 
sponsor list). 

Advertisers range from big industry 

like U.S. Rubber and General Motors to 
the Appian Way Pizza Pie Co. of Plym- 
outh, Mass. and Montamower Distrib- 
uting Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., manu- 
facturer of lawn mowers. U.S. Rubber 
took a trial run-one spot a day for four 
weeks to plug its U.S. Boosters (thick, 
crepe -soled Keds). Says the agency, 
Fletcher D. Richards: "As a result of 

"GREAT SCOTT, HOLMES -ITS THAT 

BRILLIANT PUBLISHING TYCOON, 

MR. SOL PAUL, HE'S SURROUNDED I 
BY A MASS OF PUSHING AND \ f 

4 SHOUTING HUMANITY ... QUICK ' 

THERE'S DANGER AFOOT!" 

r . 

.. 

.. 
"TO THE CONTRARY MY DEAR 

WATSON, ITS CLEARLY EVIDENT 

THAT THEY ARE ALL LOYAL FRIENDS, 

SEEKING ONLY TO GLIMPSE OR 
PERHAPS EVEN TO TOUCH THIS 

GREAT MAN. HISTORY WILL SURELY 

RECORD HIS 25 YEARS OF 

DEVOTED, UNSELFISH AND 
FRIENDLY SERVICE. THE ENTIRE 

BROADCAST INDUSTRY APPLAUDS!" 
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that campaign, we have extended the 
contract of U.S. Rubber Co. for 52 
weeks for all products." Some areas, 
according to Richards, reported Father's 
Day sales of Keds had been the greatest 
in history. 

Among the smaller fry, the Appian 
Way Pizza Pie Co. tripled its sales and 
expanded its distribution as a result of 
participation in Today. Its original 
two -participation test campaign became 
a one -a -week insertion for three months: 
the company credits Today with getting 
its pizzas into one of the nation's leading 
supermarket chains for the first time. 
(Appian Way is off the show for the 
summer; pizza pies don't sell in the hot 
weather.) Montamower, on its first spot, 
offered a free booklet on lawn mowers. 
Result: 5,000 mail requests. 

The key objective of Today is "pert- 
inence." News, of course, is as up-to-date 
as the 10 -man news staff on the program 
can keep it; features are planned usually 
a week in advance for an appropriate day 
or date. 

The most valuable reference books in 
executive producer Richard A. R. Pin- 
kham's office arc: 

I. The World Almanac. 
2. Famous First Facts. A typical 

listing: February 3, 1691, the first paper 
money manufactured; 1789, the first 
cotton mill incorporated; 1894, the first 
steel sailing vessel launched; 1947, the 
first Negro news correspondent admitted 
to the Congressional press galleries. 

3. Anniversaries and llolidays. A 
typical entry:.Ianuary 31, 1797, Franz 
P. Schubert born; 1848, Nathan Straus 
(industrialist) born. 

One of Today's favorite features is 
what Pinkham calls Day -After Person- 
alities. The day after Walter Reuther 
was elected president of the CIO, Gar- 
roway interviewed him; the day after 
Salvador Dali's new show opened in New 
York, he v, as a guest: the day after Joe 
Black pitched a winning game for the 
Dodgers against the Yankees in last 
year's World Series, he was on the show; 
the day after an airline stewardess de- 
livered a baby in midair, she appeared. 

Another type feature the program 
uses frequently: a celebrity on his or her 
way through New York. Sometimes, 
when a new film is about to open, Today 
will interview the star and show clips 

from the picture. 
In addition to last-minute news on the 

hour, there arc discussions by experts, 
(such as the Korean ambassador to the 
United States and an anti-Syngman 
Rhee Korean discussing the truce crisis), 
features (one per hour), music, sports 
news, weather reports, information on hit 
plays and best-selling books, today in 
history, and ad-libbing by Garroway. 
For, as Pinkham says, being unre- 
hearsed, Today never comes out even 
and there's usually anywhere from 30 to 
90 seconds to fill. The program also has 
one of the most controversial figures ever 
to appear on television: J. Fred Muggs, 
chimpanzee. 

Muggs was originally hired on a I3 - 
week trial basis as a gimmick to get the 
children to turn on the sets in the morn- 
ing, thus establishing a pattern for the 
family. I le was to be the visual newspa- 
per's comic page, appearing in comic 
poses-answering the telephone, curled 
upon the sofa, snoozing-as "filler ma- 
terial". Immediately the show's rating 
jumped, and Today put him on daily. 

On Queen Elizabeth I I's Coronation 
Day, Muggs became front-page news. 

For 25 years ... 
we've never dealt with nicer people 
when we place our advertising... 

we've never received more cooperation 
when we make requests ... 

we've never been better informed than 
when we read Sol Paul's Television/Radio Age. 

COLBERT TELEVISION SALES 
Dick Colbert 

Jack Barry 
Dan Enright 

Jody Pollock 
Meri Brantley 
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Pinkham: "Today" is his baby 

During the coverage, he appeared in a 
tartan kilt. The anti -commercial tv 
forces in England cited Muggs as Exhibit 
A to bolster their cause. 

New billing 

NBC has a whole roster of new spon- 
sors lined up for programs beginning in 
the later summer and early fall. Among 
those already signed for participation 
into 1954 are E. R. Squibb, the Florida 
Citrus Commission, Chase & Sanborn, 
American Maize, Emerson Drug, Gen- 
eral Mills (for appliances and Betty 
Crocker Cake Mix), U.S. Rubber, and 
Morton's Frozen Foods. 

Profitwise, next year should be good. 

"Television has 
developed its own type 
of newsman. He is no 
longer in awe of the print 
medium, nor does he 
consider it any kind of a 
special privilege to - 

place his foot on the 
brass rail at the local 
press club. He has the 
muscle to get a story on 
his own and can put it on 
the air with greater 
impact and circulation 
than the local paper." 
October '1 

Even with big returns, though, it will be 
two or three years before the initial cost 
of the show is paid off. The remodeled 
exhibition hall alone cost NBC some- 
where around $250,000. Running ex- 
penses are high-and could get higher: 
a $1 19.616 weekly total, $6.2 million per 
year. With a potential gross of $15.5 
million (80 segments a week at $3,738 
each), Today can net NBC $9.3 million 
a year. 

But the network isn't even thinking in 
terms of net yet. It is satisfied that the 
gross is growing and that Today chalks 
up more than even NBC's Show of 
Shows, which is currently the next lon- 
gest program on the air. 

Today has been a boon to local sta- 
tions, too. It started with 28; now there 
are 45, spreading as far west as Omaha 
and as far south as I louston and Dallas. 
With the end of Daylight Saving Time, 
NBC expects to add three more to the 

hookup. And, in the fall, the program 
may spread its wings to the west coast, by 
kinescoping the show in New York, 
editing out the news portion and air- 
mailing it west for next -day telecasting 
(live telecasting from New York is im- 
possible because of the three-hour time 
gap). 

With Today showing these healthy 
signs of growth, NBC brains are already 
at work trying to adapt the formula to 
other shows. The network feels that 
segment -sponsorship may well be the 
answer to the problem that's coming 
closer every month: how can the smaller 
businessman keep advertising on Tv 
when the cost of network shows is getting 
so high that only industrial giants can 
meet it? 

Is there a tomorrow for Today? 
Judging from the results of yesterday 
and today, the answer would appear to 
be: Yes. 

`Today"s roster of sponsors 

Anderson & Cairns 
Masland Carpets' 

N. W. Ayer 
Dole Pineapple Juice 
Red Heart Dog Food 

BBD&O 
Curtis Publishing 
DeSoto' 
Doughboy Industries 

du Pontt 
General Millst 
Lanolin Plus 
Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Murine' 
Polaroid 
United Fruit' 
Vick Chemicalt 

Leo Burnett 
Bauer & Black' 
Hoover Vacuum Cleaner 
Tea Bureau 

Chambers & Wiswell 
Appian Way Pizza Pie' 

Compton 
Chase & Sanborn 

Cunningham & Walsh 
E. R. Squibb 

Erwin, Wasey 
Adolph's Meat Tenderizer 
Paper -Mate Pens 

Foote, Cone & Belding 
Dial Soap 
Kleenex' 

Grey Advertising 
Anson Men's Jewelry 
Prince Gardner Walletst 
Wembley Tiest 

Kenyon & Eckhardt 
American Maize 

Lennen & Newell 
Emerson Drug 

McCann-Erickson 
American Safety Razort 
Congoleum-Nairn 
Look Magazine 

Fletcher D. Richards 
U.S. Rubber 

Ruthrauff & Ryan 
Clearasil 
Druggist Supplyt 
Glamorenet 
Tintair 

Stevens, Inc. 
Montamower Distributing' 

Sullivan Stauffer Colwell 
& Bayles 

Smith Brothers Cough Dropst 
J. Walter Thompson 

Florida Citrus Commission 
Parker Pen' 
Pond's' 
Trailer Coach Mfrs. Assn. 

William H. Weintraub 
Kaiser -Frazer' 
Seeman Brothers' 

Young & Rubicam 
Life Magazine 
International Silver Polish' 
International Sterling' 
Time Magazine 

' Temporarily off t Scheduled for tall parts pahon 
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The Supreme Court's decisions in the "Stratford Daily'' and other cases has 
started the alarm hells ringing in the TV news community. 

News freedom (from page 97) 
floor debates. At present the House 
provides radio coverage only, though TV 
coverage is expected to begin early next 
year. The cameras will handled, how- 
ever, by technicians on the House pay- 
roll. 

Important developments 

Besides mentioning I NG, in the 
TEA EvisiON/RADIO AGE poll re- 
garding the most important development 
in local TV in the last 25 years, other 
areas were cited. 

In the opinion of Edwin C. Metcalfe. 
president and general manager of WPTA 
Fort Way ne, it was "the introduction of 
people -oriented features in local news, 
informing viewers 'how to cope' with 
daily problems effecting their lives and 
families." 

Dick Benedict, news director of 
KCBI)-TV Lubbock, believes it was "The 
rise of consumer -oriented investigative 
and advocacy -directed reporting." 

Ken Murphy, vice president/news, 
w'8CT Wilmington, N.C., feels it was 
"People oriented news; opposed to poli- 
tics and mayhem." 

"The greatest development of the last 
25 years in local news (arid probably 
broadcast news in general)," writes Don 
McMullin, news director of K\1Ol--TV 
San Antonio, "is the growing importance 
of the news operat ion to this station and 
to the community. 

"I have nearly 10 times the number of 
people today than were involved in news 
in my first newsroom in 1957. They look 
to us for leadership. We are compared 
favorably to our print brothers. Twenty 
five years ago it wasn't news unless it was 
printed. Today that isn't so. We've come 
a long way, baby, and I like it." 

A. Rabun Mathews, news director of 
w' Y-TV Greensboro, agrees with 
McMullin but adds a caveat: "News has 
become an important factor in the life of 
the community. Unfortunately, in many 
markets, the news has passed a point of 
maturity and entered second child- 
hood." 

Ralph Renick, vice president for news, 
wTVJ Miami, also cites the maturation 
process. "There is no single development. 
Rather, there are many factors which 
make up the maturation process of 
broadcast journalism in the past quarter 
century. 

"With TV news it has been learning 
the basics, establishing a process where 
journalistic and technical skills were 
refined, and where news on TY moved 
from being thought of as little more than 
a novelty to its current status as the most 
believed and principle source of news for 
the American public. 

"Recently technical development in 
the industry, specifically the advent of 
electronic news gathering and live cov- 
erage capability at the local level has 
been a most significant addition to tv 
news." 

Nees profitability 

Gerald Jensen of w'i1O-TV Dcs 
Moines thinks that "the realization that 
newscasts provide a singular opportunity 
for a network affiliated station to reflect 
its unique style and image to the com- 
munity it serves and that it can be prof- 
itable, makes it the most important de- 
velopment in the last quarter century." 

In addition to Jensen, many others 
credited profits as the central factor in 
the rise of local news. 

John Lippman, news and public af- 

fairs director for KSTW, a Seattle -Ta- 
coma independent, points to "the es- 
tablishment of local news as a profit 
center: all other developments (length of 
program, frequency and technical ad- 
vancements) stem from profitability." 

Bob Ford, news director of WDAM-TV, 
Laurel/Ilattiesburg, Miss., also cites 
"the commercial success and popularity 
of news programs resulting in the ex- 
penditure by management of greater 
sums in news programs." 

,lack Gilbert, station manager 
KCAU-TV Sioux City, la., believes there 
is now a fundamental difference in the 
way management now perceives news as 
compared to the early days. "The change 
is in management's realization that local 
news is the most important thing that the 
station does." 

John I larkrader, president and gen- 
eral manager of wl)t;.t-TV Roanoke. sees 

"more serious and professional treatment 
of news (i.e., steadily lengthening time 
periods, professional journalists, etc.)" 
being of the greatest significance." 

\lark Monsky, vice president and 
news director of w NEW -TV New York, 
takes something of the same view: 
"Professionalization of newsmen in some 
markets at some stations." 

Arthur Radke news director of 

"When network 
executives reach the 
top, they are insulated 
by experts, specialists, 
researchers and PR men 
who digest, interpret, 
launder, clip and 
spoonfeed information 
about what's happening 
in the broadcast 
universe. The danger is 
that -they lose touch, not 
by their own design, with 
the ambitious young 
men in their own 
organization anxious to 
move up and with their 
fellow -men generally." 
September 2 
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WISC-TV Madison, Wisc., and a few 
other news directors credit longer news 
programs-from 30 minutes to an hour, 
and in smaller markets from 15 minutes 
to 30 minutes. 

Mitch Farris, news director of 
K RON -TV San Francisco, thinks that TV 
news has found a unique niche for itself. 
"The realization that TV news has a 
function different from that of other 
media and the efforts by some to fulfill 
this function in society while simulta- 
neously understanding the different 
manner in which consumers utilize TV 
news relative to other media." 

James Cusick, director of news for 
W CBS -TV, New York, was speaking for 
many others in the statement he made 
about ENG. "Electronic journalism has 
come into its own this past quarter cen- 
tury because of advances in technology. 
With the introduction of the portable 
camera, or minicam, we've been able to 
cover news stories closer to air time. 

"The minicam has also allowed us to 
bring viewers news as it happens because 
the process of covering live events is no 
longer cumbersome. We have also used 
minicam in special helicopter coverage 

of major breaking news stories, be it last 
summer's blackouts or the record -setting 
snowstorm of last February. That kind 
of flexibility just wasn't there in 
1953." 

Microwave capability 

Joseph Rovitto, news director of 
ISN-TV Milwaukee, cites another 

technical advancement-"live micro- 
wave capability. It demands even more 
professionalism than before. It takes 
news people who can think fast in situa- 
tions that they can't fully control. I.ive 
news reporting is revolutionary." 

George Logan, general manager of 
W I Bw-TV Topeka offers an example of 
how ENG produces superior news service. 
"When the city received a tornado 
warning from the weather bureau, the 
station was able to video tape a shot of a 
funnel cloud and had it on the air five 
minutes later. 

"We also set up a live news camera in 
the parking lot of our building and gave 
viewers first hand reports of the storm as 
it developed and dissipated." 

As noted earlier, the TELI:vISION/ 

RADIO AGE poll also disclosed that 
stations were almost evenly split in their 
approval and disapproval of the Fairness 
Doctrine. 

An analysis of that vote shows that the 
greatest support for the doctrine was 
manifested by stations with revenues 
under $2 million annually. Some ob- 
servers believe that this support by the 
smaller stations may be because the 
Fairness Doctrine offers them a "secu- 
rity blanket," that is, protects them from 
heavy pressure from one side of an 
issue. 

Similarly of the 28.4 per cent of all the 
stations who approved the equal time 
rule, the smaller stations were its greatest 
backers by far. Forty four per cent of 
them registered their approval as com- 
pared to 28.6 per cent of the stations with 
revenues of over $5 million. 

The RTN DA however, takes a posi- 
tion opposing the Fairness Doctrine and 
equal time Requirements. Schultz, in 
June testimony before the Subcommittee 
on Communications of the Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation, said that these require- 
ments were "unnecessary, self defeating 

THE FASTEST GROWING NEWS IN SOUTHERN COLORADO... 

6 

BOB ALAN-WEATHER 

i 
, 

r' 
. ,,, 

STEVE HARMS-SPORTS 

RANDALL CARLISLE- 
NEWS DIRECTOR/ANCHORMAN 

Wif 
COLORADO SPRINGS-PUEBLO COLORADO 

ACCORDING TO ARB + NIELSEN 
MAY, 1978 
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TV stations split on attitude toward Fairness Doctrine 
"I low do you feel about the Fairness Doctrine?" 

Station annual revenue 
Under $2 $2-S Over $5 
million million million 

All 
stations 

Approve 57.7% 40.5% 50.1% 49.0% 
Disapprove 42.3 54.1 44.0 45.2 
Not sure - 5.4 5.9 5.8 

Stations generally disapprove of "equal time rule" 
"Dow do you feel about the equal time rule?" 

Approve 44.0% 16.7% 28.6% 28.4% 
Disapprove 52.0 77.8 71.4 69.5 
Not sure 4.0 5.6 2.1 

TV stations are allocating a rising percentage of budget 
to news 
"IS hat per cent of the cost of operating your station is allocated to news?" 

Station annual revenue 
Under $2 million $2-5 million Over $5 million All stations 

13.5% 16.3% 17.5% 15.7% 

"What per cent in '73?" 
10.7 12.6 14.6 12.8 

Source: TELEVISION/RADIO AGE survey. June/July, 1978 

and dangerous." 
As to per cent of total costs stations 

allocated to news in 1978, in the three 
categories of TV stations -those with 
annual revenues under $2 million, be- 
tween $2 and $5 million and above $5 
million -the first group allocated 13.5 
per cent, the second 16.3 per cent and the 
third 17.5 per cent. 

In these same three categories, 72.2 
per cent of the largest stations, 64.9 per 
cent of the medium -size group and 50 
per cent of the smaller outlets found costs 
of running news operations rising faster 
than other costs of station operation in 
1978. 

Those stations which editorialize do it 
an average 2.2 times daily. Wt_S-TV 
Chicago, incidentally, says that its edi- 
torials are unique in the Chicago market 
because 90 per cent of them are recorded 
on location, mainly by Phil Boyer, the 
station manager. 

The general practice among stations 
which used consultants this year, is to 
keep them on retainer: such was the case 
in 72.1 per cent of the situations. 

What does the future hold for local TV 
news? More news? 

NEWS GROWTH 
IN THE FASTEST -GROWING MAJOR MARKET IN FLORIDA 
According to Arbitron, the WFTV weeknight news audience, early 
and late averaged, is increasing at an unprecedented rate in the 
dynamic Orlando -Daytona Beach market. Viewers who try 
our news once find a reason to stay. At our rapid rate of 
growth, most advertisers get more than they expected, too. 
WFTV, EYEWITNESS NEWS ... the 
smart buy at the center of 
Florida's growth. 

30,00d 

;74/75r 75/76. 76/77.. 

53,000' 

60,000` 60,000 

74,000 

43,000 43,000 

HOUSEHOLDS ADULTS 

j WFTV REPRES£Nr_D BY 
Bt,AIRTELt_v1ON 

74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 

89,000 

DATA CONTAINED HEREIN ARE AVERAGES OF ARBITRON REPORTS FOR ORLANDO-DAYTONA BEACH, PROGRAM AUDIENCE SECTIONS, MON- 
DAY -FRIDAY, 6:00-6:30 PM AND 11:00-11:30 PM, NOVEMBER AND FEBRUARY, FOR THE SEASONS INDICATED AND ARE SUBJECT TO QUALIFICA- 
TIONS WITHIN THE REPORTS. 
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As opposed to many who believe that 
local Tv newscasts will continue to be 
lengthened, president-elect Davis of 
RTNDA thinks viewers will begin to see 
more interruptions for news segments 
throughout the day. 

"I think the patterns will begin to 
follow radio more closely. I can see lo- 
cally -originated, say, four -minute news 
segments offered at different times. It 
will make TV more of a routine source of 
news than it is today." 

But to return to the past, Wayne 
Godsey, news director of WTMJ-TV 
Milwaukee, also agrees that the ability 
of TV news to earn large profits was the 
most significant development in the last 
25 years. 

"Years ago, TV news was not consid- 
ered too valuable in the economic sense. 
It was something of a stepchild. No se- 
rious budget commitment was made for 
it in manpower and money. Now not 
only does it pay for itself, but it also pays 
other bills. 

"The result has been both positive and 
negative. On the positive side, far greater 
commitments have been made in money 
and manpower. Tv covers the news more 
effectively and it more than competes 
with newspapers and magazines. 

"On the negative side, many station 
managements view Tv news only for its 
ability to deliver a large dollar return to 
their stations. You have a situation in 
which the rating becomes an end in itself, 
and not the product that achieves that 
rating." 

"The only thing that will change 
that," says Godsey, "will be the ability 
of the station's news to do a solid day- 
to-day job which makes it become the 
dominant station in the market. It will 
have to overcome the gimmicks and the 

"In cities where there had 
been been prolonged 
newspaper strikes, such 
as. St. Louis, Detroit, 
New York and 
Pittsburgh, retailers 
have utilized the 
broadcast media with 
heavy schedules." 
November 10 

THE DAVID L.WOLPER. 
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Puzzled in PHILADELPHIA? 
What you need is TELEVISION 
RADIO AGES pocket-size 1978 
Ten City Directory-the most - 
used and most useful reference 
book in the broadcast industry. 

Within its 4.000 listings, you'll 
have the latest addresses and 
telephone numbers for all kinds of 
places in ten principal cities: 

Agencies Representatives 
Networks Groups 
Commercial radio stations 
Commercial television stations 
Trade associations 
Research companies News 

Services Trade publications 
Program distributors 
Producers Hotels 
Transportation Restaurants 

The 1978 Ten City Directory will 
be your faithful guide to- 

NEW YORK 
CHICAGO 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
DETROIT 
ATLANTA 
DALLAS -FORT WORTH 
ST. LOUIS 
PHILADELPHIA 
MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL 

Also included are media buying 
services. important Washington 
numbers, and the top 50 national 
spot advertisers. All it costs is $4 
a copy. Or S20 for ten copies. Or 
S150 dollars for 100. 
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Costs of TV news are rising faster than other station 
costs 
"I lase the costs of running a news operation risen faster, slower or about the same as other 
costs of operating your station during the past year?" 

Station annual revenue 
Under $2 $2-5 Over $5 
million million million 

All 
stations 

Faster 50.0% 64.9% 72.2% 62.4% 
Slower I1.5 2.7 2.8 4.6 
About same 38.5 32.4 25.0 33.0 

Source. TELEVISION/RADIO AGE surrey. June/July. 1978 

1 ' ' . [L Around the world 
at The Gotham 

FROM $5.95 
The luncheon feast where you'll find another international delight every day. 
It's the Gotham Hotel. On 5th Avenue at 55th. Where everything including 
the check is a delight. Luncheon includes salad, vegetable, coffee or tea. 

Monday PORTUGAL 
Iscas 

(Calf's Liver Saute, Wine, Onions) 

Tuesday TURKEY 
Patlican Moussaka 

(Baked Eggplant, Chopped Meat, Egg Sauce) 

Wednesday GERMANY 
Sauerbraten 

(Marinated Beef Cooked in a Tangy Sauce) 

Thursday CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Veprove Knedlik' Zeli 
(Roast Pork, Dumpling, Red Cabbage) 

Friday FRANCE 
Filet De Sole Bonne Femme 

(Sole Baked in White Wine and Seasonings, Mornay Sauce) 

For reservations call CI 7-2200 

production techniques that some TV 
news shows feature. If good journalism 
overcomes show business-and I think 
it will and has in many markets-then it 
will force a situation where station 
management will do the right things, 
even for the wrong reasons. 

The news director has equally strong 
views on the Stanford Daily case. "I 
obviously feel it was a very disturbing 
verdict. There is an agreement among 
the legal minds which represent the sta- 
tion that it was a bad case to go to the 
Supreme Court." 

Says Ray Miller, news 
director, KPRC-TV 
Houston, "I don't see 
any protection for the 
public against a 
mischievous public 
official who wishes to 
have ... files seized for 
his own protection and 
not for the public benefit 
... How do we know 
what his purpose is?" 

"The result could be very dangerous. 
In the future, if the random searches that 
the decision seems to allow occur, per- 
haps we can find a case that will dem- 
onstrate to the Court that the first deci- 
sion was a bad decision. We now have 
little protection from such searches. 

Ray Miller, news director of PRC-TV 
Houston, also finds much to deplore 
about the Stanford Daily case. "In my 
humble opinion the court was mistaken 
in its decision. 

"If, for any reason, a law enforcement 
agency, can take any material out of the 
files of a newspaper organization, that is 
a direct conflict with the First Amend- 
ment. 

"I don't see any protection for the 
public against a mischievous public of- 
ficial who wishes to have the newspaper 
files seized for his own protection and not 
for the public benefit. If a district attor- 
ney can get a warrant and take material 
out of a station, how do we know what 
his purpose is?" 

The news director of the I louston 
station, however, differs from most of his 
peers in regard to the most important 
development of the past 25 years. "I be - 
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Almost two out of three TV stations editorialize 
Does your station editorialize?" 

Station annual revenue 
Under $2 $2-5 Over $5 All 
million million million stations 

% saying yes 57.7% 62.9% 68.6% 62.0% 

"If yes, how many years have you been editorializing?" 

Average yrs. 9.7 10.9 

"About how many times daily on the average?" 

9.8 10.2 

Avg. times daily 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.2 

Source: TELEVISION/RADIO AGE survey. June/July, 1978 

lleve it is the longer news program. 
"Tv started with news for a quarter- 

hour, then went to a half-hour, an hour 
and now there is two and two -and -a - 
half -hour TV news. 

"I believe longer news grew out of two 
things: the perceived demand on the part 
of the pubic for it, and the increasing 
ability of the stations to cover the news. 
In the early days, there were really not 
many active TV reporters covering news. 
Now there are great number of them." 

A different point of view on the 
subject of the most important quarter - 
century development is expounded by 
Joseph Kirik, assistant news director of 
WTAE-Tv, Pittsburgh. 

"I'm not an old timer. I've only been 
on the scene about seven years, but there 
are two things that I would cite." 

"There has been a complete change in 
the philosophy of news and the way 

197 
"They hottest issue in 
television today revolves 
around the proposals for 
expanded network 
news. The proposal for 
expanded news will be 
bitterly fought by the 
affiliates: Is expanded 
network news an 
inevitability? Not by a 
long shot." 
June 7 

newscasts are structured. Much more 
emphasis is placed on visuals and on 
people -oriented news. There has also 
been a stronger effort to make programs 
more interesting. You can see it in the 
pacing and shorter stories. We condense 
our material and try to keep people's 
attention." 

"Electronic news gathering has also 
totally changed everything," says Kirik. 
"In early August, for example, the PGA 
golf tournament was held outside of 
Pittsburgh. We did our sportscast live 
from there on our early news show. It's 
something we could never have done 
without this equipment." 

At KOMO-TV Seattle, which has re- 
cently increased its TV news from an 
hour to an hour -and -a -half, Howard 
Scott, the former news director, has been 
promoted to administrative manager of 
Tv news, with Jim Harriott, replacing 
him as news director. 

Improved technology 

Scott cites the importance of improved 
technology to Tv news. "The mobility 
afforded by this technology has made the 
greatest difference. You can go live into 
the field without carrying a studio along 
with you. 

"In reality, of course, you are taking 
a studio, but in one box. Five years ago, 
you had to take a half -block van to get a 
live remote. Now it comes out of the 
trunk of a car. You take people to where 
the news is happening." 

Scott believes that not only are the 
costs for TV news anchors changing, but 
so are the individuals. 

"The demands they make are getting 
higher all the tilme, but so are the de- 
mands that we make on them. We're 
looking for a different kind of person. 
Before, you wanted a good reader. Now 
you're looking for a good storyteller, a 
talker, someone who can think on his or 

Advertisers in the first 
issue of Television Age 
Vol. I. No. 1, August, 1953 
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her feet, not only sit there and read copy, 
but someone with his brains in gear. 

"We're also looking for different kinds 
of reporters. Again we want people who 
can think on their feet. The day when 
you could sit at a typewriter and compose 
a story is passing. 

"Now the individual has to come on 
the scene, assess the situation in minutes 

and present his report live." 
Though most stations have used and 

are using consultants, as the TELEVI- 
SION/RADIO AGE poll disclosed, they 
are still very controversial. Many TV 
news executives deplore their use. 

Scott believes, however, that they can 
be good for a station if they are used 
well. 

Most TV stations have used news consultants at one time 
or another 
"I lave you used or are you using an outside news consultant this year?" 

Station annual revenue 
All 

stations 
Under $2 $2-5 
million nrillion 

Over $5 
million 

% saying yes 19.2% 36.8% 54.3% 39.4% 

"If no, have you every used an outside news consultant?" 
(Per cent of 60.6% answering no who have ever used) 

% saying yes 17.6 28.6 
(Total per cent who have ever used) 
% saying yes 30.8 52.6 

71.4 

82.9 

37.9 

59.6 

Source: TELEvISION/RAnio AGE survey. June/July, 1978 

For the past 25 years 
AUTHORATIVE COVERAGE 

Plus 
INFORMATIVE FEATURES 

Plus 
PENETRATING EDITORIALS 

have earned 

Television/Radio Age 
RESPECT and ADMIRATION 

THROUGHOUT THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY 

KCEN-TV Channel 6 

Temple, Texas 
Frank W. Mayborn, President 

"I can see their value if they are 
looked upon as consultants, not dictators. 
If every word they say is taken as gospel, 
I don't know if that is correct. If, how- 
ever, they are brought in as observers and 
as a third party and they tell you what 
they feel works and doesn't work, and 
then their comments are weighed against 
that of the news, program and engi- 
neering departments, the process can be 
helpful. Still, in too many cases, what- 
ever they say becomes law. 

"I would also say that I don't think the 
formula approach used by many con- 
sultants works. Each marketplace is 
different. Each should be evaluated for 
its own uniqueness. 

Another news director who defends 
the use of consultants is Ed Godfrey of 
WSB-TV Atlanta: "All the consultants 
I've worked with have news back- 
grounds. And I've found they have 
served me in a useful manner because all 
they do is reinforce what you're trying to 
tell the staff or the management. 

"Some, of course, feel that the news 
director should take every one of their 
recommendations. I never did, so I never 
had that problem. 

The biggest drawback they sometimes 
face when they critique news people is 
that they are usually only in the market 
twice a year. They often have no knowl- 
edge of the background of the story they 
are criticizing. 

"It often becomes a morale factor with 
the staff, but the longer the consultants 
work with the staff, the more respect I've 
found the staff has for them." 

1977 
"Many of the pioneers in 
television, who were 
running stations in 1955, 
are still around, but not 
for~long. This group is 
rapidly reaching 
retirement age. In the 
next three to five years, 
there will be more 
management changes in 
this business than there 
have been in the last 20 
years." 
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Station America'sNumber OnelZilevision 
is t here in Boston. 

NJ PTV `IT 
'9 

Sunday Open House. Boston's only 
live Sunday morning public affairs 
program. 

tW: 

WCVB-TV won 14 Emmys in the 
first annual N.E. competition. 

Pj 

The Baxters, Boston s own TV comedy about 
family and personal problems. 

NewsCenter le3 

More hours of news than any other station in America. 

Y 

The prestigious Peabody Award, 
won for total station excellence. 

. 
A 

goodcDay! 
New England's most popular 
local morning show since 1974. 

An ongoing effort to train 
100,000 people in car- 
diopulmonary resuscitation. 

1 -_: ...- 
Americas pioneer medical 
program, House Call with 
Dr. Timothy Johnson. 

.. u.í' 
Marc Holmes conducts a 

meaningful dialogue with 
New England's Third World 
communities. 

The Federal Communications Commission has recently published its findings 
showing WCVB-TV Channel 5 is the number one station in America. In its 
recent survey of this country's more than six hundred network affiliated 
stations, Channel 5 ranked number one in total hours of news, number one in 
public affairs programs, and number one in local programming. More local 
programming to serve you better ... promising, from our first broadcast in 
1972 to do more, and living up to that promise every year since. Innovative 
programming ... pioneering new forms to better fulfill the varied needs of the 
community and continually refining them. Ambitious programming .. . 

regularly producing specials rarely attempted by other local stations and 
presenting them in prime time. Quality programming ... receiving more than 
two hundred awards to date and repeatedly winning some of the industry's 
most prestigious honors. Our commitment to bring you more quality program- 
ming is stronger than ever, because putting you first has made us number one in 
Boston ... and number one in America. 

, . 

1 b ' 

New England's largest telethon 
effort, raising more than one million 
dollars each year for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association. 

I 

<azr 
Hentage of Power, the first docu- 
mentary on Edward M. Kennedy. 

nformation, entertainment about and 
for Boston's Hispanic community. 

WCVB -TV 
Boston 

settinp,a new standard 

nationally represented by hip 
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IVEY 
COMI111UMCATIOIVS 
CI-i- I- MOIV 

STANDARDS 
CONVERSION ANYWAY 

YOU WANT TO GO: 

PAL 
NTSC PAL -M 

SECAM 

NTSC 
PAL -E SECAM 

PAL -M 

NTSC 
SECAM -E PAL 

PAL -M 

All performed on the Marconi *D.I.C.E. unit- 
interfaced with RCA TR-600's-Both NTSC and 
PAL as well as 3/4" cassettes in any worldwide 
standard. 
*D.I.C.E.-Digital Intercontinental Conversion 
Equipment 

"Do your standards conversions on the only full color all digital 
converter in North and South America", call Jim Ivey or David 
Antoniak. 

744 WEST CHURCH STREET 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32805 

(305) 843-8982 TELEX 56-7458 

"The consultant is usually hired by 
management, and, if the news director is 
not in on the decision, it sets up a tenuous 
relationship with him," says Godfrey. 

Fairness Doctrine 

Regarding another subject covered by 
the TELEVISION/RADIO AGE poll, the 
news director believes that the Fairness 
Doctrine is often misinterpreted: 

"If a person feels that he's been mis- 
treated by a news show, he or she will 
equate that with Section 315, the Equal 
Time Rule, not the Fairness Doctrine. 

"The person complaining often 
doesn't realize that the news may have 
covered the missing side of the story on 
a prior day. If the news director tries to 
explain this to the individuals, and they 
don't agree, they go higher to manage- 
ment, and management acquiesces 
rather than go to court. 

"As an experienced news director, 
naturally cover both sides of a story, and 
80 to 90 per cent of the news directors I 

know do the same." 
Ron Handberg, news director of 

%CCO-TV Minneapolis, concurs with 
Godfrey and Scott on the consultant 
issue: "All consultants, good and bad, 
bear the burden of the bad image a few 
have created. To lump them all together 
is a bad mistake. The good consultant 
performs a real service. I'm not uncom- 
fortable with him. But I don't believe in 
consultants that offer formulas, because 
I don't believe in formula news gather- 
ing." 

wCCo-Tv has made a change in the 
way it handles editorials. We've pulled 
back from the nightly editorial. Our 
treatment is to mix comment with in- 
vestigative reporting, background pieces 
and features, but we separate this from 
the rest of the news and carefully label it. 
It becomes something of a column of the 
air." 

In a smaller market, Saginaw -Bay 
City, Mich., Miles Resnick, news direc- 
tor of W N EM -TV gave an example, of the 
immediacy that ENG equipment fos- 
ters. 

"At 2 p.m. on August 8, a gunman 
broke into a house and held five people 
hostage with a sawed-off shotgun. We 
brought live pictures and live accounts 
direct from the scene. We even were able 
to show one of the hostages escaping." 

Resnick anticipates that his station 
will increase its half-hour nightly news- 
cast to an hour later this year. 

He is very bullish about the future of 
news. "I can see longer shows, expanded 
shows, more updates during the day, 
more magazine and feature shows. 
People feel a need to know what's hap- 
pening." O 
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the marketplace 

The Marketplace Rates 

Situations Wanted: $30.00 per 
column inch. All other classifica- 
tions: $42.00 per column inch. 
Frequency rates apply. Minimum 
space-one inch. Maximum 
space-four inches. Add $1.50 
handling charge for box numbers. 
Copy must be submitted in writing 
and is due two weeks preceeding 
date of issue. Payable in ad- 
vance, check or money order 
only. 
All ads accepted at discretion of 
publisher. Address: 
The Marketplace 
TELEVISION/RADIO AGE 
1270 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 

Wanted To Buy 

STATION 
Experienced Radio Pro wants to 
purchase Radio Station -80 
Mile Radius New York City. 
Principals only! Reply to: Box 
522A, Television/Radio Age, 
1270 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, N.Y. 10020. 

GIFTS 

George G. Graham Galleries 
Fine corporate 

and executive gifts 
By appointment only 

40 W. 55th St.. N.Y.C. 
212-582-7752 

TELEVISION SALES 
RAPIDLY GROWING, independent Chris- 
tian/Family oriented UHF TV STATION in 

Miami market needs aggressive self- 
starter with TV Sales background. Great 
opportunity for advancement and fantastic 
potential. Send full resume to Box 731A, 
Television/Radio Age, 1270 Ave. of 
Americas, N.Y.C. 10020. 

Equal Opportunities Employer 

Help Wanted 

BROADCAST 
ENGINEER 

$1709-$2181 per mo. 
2 years of TV and engineering experi- 
ence plus a first class license. Please 
call or submit application to San Diego 
Community College District, 3375 
Camino Del Rio. S., San Diego, Ca. 
92108 (714) 280-7610 Ext. 227 

CHIEF ENGINEER 
Chief Engineer needed for Southeast AM, 
FM, TV operation of large broadcast 
group. Full knowledge of audio, video, 
studio and transmitter required. Send re- 
sumes to Box 58A, Television/Radio Age, 
1270 Ave of the Americas, N.Y.C. 
10020. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

PROMOTION DIRECTOR 
Top 50 TV Station in the Midwest needs a 
promotion manager with savvy and solid 
credentials in sales promotion, on/air 
production, advertising and supervision. 
Creative flair and instinct for what's right 
is important. If you're looking for a chal- 
lenge send resume to: Box 65A, Televi- 
sion/Radio Age, 1270 Ave. of the Amer- 
icas, N.Y.C. 10020 

M/F. E. O. E. 

Help Wanted 

PROGRAM MANAGER 
Top 10 Network Affiliate, Group Owned, 
looking for an individual with strong ex- 
perience in all areas of programming and 
production. All replies handled in a con- 
fidential manner. Send resume to: Box 
58B, Television/Radio Age. 1270 Ave. 
of the Americas, N.Y.C. 10020. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

RADIO STATION 
ACQUISITION 

Communications company wishes 
to purchase radio station, Western 
States or Western Canada. Prin- 
cipals only reply to: 4022 Whitesail 
Circle, Westlake Village, California 
91361 

Free Films 

FREE FILMS? CALL 

MODERN TV 
The loading distributor: We have the most. 
Pairs i1 nswsclips too. Call regionap offices. 
Or general offices: 2323 New Hyde Park Rd, 
New Hyde Park. NY 11040. (516) 4374100.. 

An equal opportunity employer 

To: Television RadioAge 
1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10020 

Please insert the following copy beginning (date) in The 

Marketplace section at the X rate. Enclosed is 

O Check O Money Order 

Additional copy enclosed. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

Signature 
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FASTEST GROWING N ` S 
INTHETOP3O ',^ ' KETS. 

___ 
rGR-TV BUF 

úR -TV BUFFALO 
FFALO WGR-TV BV 

0 WGR-TV BUFFP' 
WGR-TV BUFF" 
JFFALO WG' 

TV BUFFALO WGR-T1 
IFFALO WGR-TV B 

'-TV BUFFALO 1 

".FALO WGR-' . wc:Q-TV I 

b 
FFA, 
R -TV 
OFFAL 
FALO.1, 
t -TV BUR 
3UFFALO 
FALO WG 

JR-TV BUFF! 
J BUFFALO.1 

BUFFALO WC 
WGR-TV BUFF/ 

JR-TV BUFFALO 
. uR-TV BUFFALO W 

BUFFALO WGR-TV BU' 
,rFALO WGR-TV BUFFA' 

JFFALO WGR-TV BUFFALf 
. 1A/CID-TV RI 1CCfl1 A wr.D wr 

Ul 
ALG 
-TV BL 
JFFALO 
:ALO WGI 

"VGR-TV BUFFALO* WGR-TV BUFFALO* WGR-TV BUFFI 
BUFFALO WGR-TV BUFFALO WGR-TV BUFFALO.1 
'4L0 WGR-TV BUFFALO WGR-TV BUFFALO WGI 

'V BUFFALO WGR-TV BUFFALO WGR-TV BUFFII 
WGR-TV NewsCenter is the fastest 

growing 11 PM news in the top 
30 markets. Up 68% from 

November '76 to May '78.* 
WGR-TV NewsCenter is the 

fastest growing 6 PM 
news in the top 30 

markets. Up 53%* 

For 18 months TV2 NewsCenter 
has grown stead6ly and we're 
still climbing. Good, solid rea- 
sons to make us part of your 
next buy. Contact TeleRep, 919 
Third Avenue, NeN York 10020. 

Catch TV2 and you've 
bought It all In Buffalo. 

WGR-TV 
BUFFALO N.Y T WI 
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In the Picture 

C. Terence Clyne 

Television advertising pioneer at 
The Blow Company and at 
McCann-Erickson, and Coda} 
chairman of the agency he founded, 
The Clyne Company, recalls the 
days of client and agency control of 
network program production and 
the quiz show scandals that 
'provided the justification the 
networks needed to step in and 
assume programming control 
themselves.'' 

For a long look back over the past quarter century, TELEVISION/ RADIO AGE 
paid a visit to C. Terence Clyne, one of the few pioneers of television advertis- 
ing who's still in the business, and one of the admen who appeared in TELEVI- 
SION AGE's first issue. Today it's his own business, The Clyne Co. I le's chair- 
man of the board, chief executive officer, and "looking forward to several 
more years at the helm." 

Looking back the other way, though, Clyne, who's held top broadcast man- 
agement posts at the old Blow Co. and at McCann-Erickson before forming 
his own agency, known for many years as Clyne Maxon, recalls that 25 years 
ago, a fast growing television business was "largely following the path blazed 
by radio." 

That pattern, he observes. found agencies purchasing time for their clients 
from the networks, usually in half-hour blocks, and programming those blocks 
themselves. That meant that back in those early days when TV could still be 
considered a lusty infant industry (and when Clyne was executive vice presi- 
dent in charge of television for the Biow Co.), it was the client and agency who 
were "responsible for the quality and sensitivity of the programming that ap- 
peared on the television networks." 

Today, though, he adds, it's the networks that do the programming while 
the agencies' job is to buy packages of participation announcements scattered 
through several different shows. They buy it, he points out, "not in half-hour 
units-and only infrequently in units as long as a full minute. Most often it's 
in 30 -second units, and often enough they're as short as 10 seconds." 

Iowever, there were a few 10 -second spots around even then-thanks to 
Clyne. For it was Clyne who says he conceived, developed and placed those 
first 10 -second "station identification" commercials for the Bulova Watch 
Co.-an idea that was eventually adopted by all television stations and by 
many other advertisers. 

The single major event that did most to trigger the transfer of programming 
power from clients and agencies to the networks, recalls Clyne, was the great 
quiz scandal of 1957, when the $64,000 Question got caught with its rigging 
showing. "Actually," reflects Clyne, "the networks were probably quite 
pleased in one way. The quiz scandal gave them the justification to step in and 
take over programming control for themselves. I think that eventually they 
probably would have done so, anyway, but I suspect that the turmoil over the 
quiz shows caused the take-over to happen several years earlier than it other- 
wise would have." 

But long before the quiz show mess, Clyne himself, while still at Biow, pio- 
neered shared sponsorship-the practice of selling half done client's program 
to a second advertiser, then using the proceeds to stretch the client's audience 
reach by buying half of another advertiser's show. 

The first client for which Clyne arranged such a switch was Philip Morris, 
and the show was My Little Margie, then on CBS. Margie was one of three 
network shows Clyne shepherded for Philip Morris while at Biow during the 
early '50s, the other two being / Love Lucy and the Philip Morris Playhouse. 

Thus, sums up Clyne, "Twenty-five years ago, agencies were active in both 
buying the full time period for a client, and then staging and producing the 
program that occupied that time period. But today, I help evaluate packages 
of participation announcements scattered through several network programs." 

And he's still doing that for one of the major clients he worked for at Biow- 
American I lome Products. And that, he adds, means that his agency competes 
against such major shops as Young & Rubicam, Cunningham & Walsh, and 
William Esty. 

And that, in turn, stresses Clyne, "means that we must be able to offer 
every service, and be just as much of a full -service agency as the biggest of 
them. Of course, that doesn't mean we have as many people as some of these 
other large agencies do-only that we have as many departments." 

Clyne also says that Blow was the first agency to produce daytime TV seri- 
als for its clients. Two of them at least must have been pretty good examples 
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Sees no real change 
in who produces for Tv 

Says sex & violence 
is biggest potential problem 

Clyne: Webs can't reverse 
programming responsibility 

In the Picture ; 
(continued) 

of the genre, because both are still flourishing today on CBS: Love of Life, 
sponsored then by American Home Products, and Search for Tomorrow, 
backed both then and now by Procter & Gamble. 

In 1954, Clyne went to McCann-Erickson-at the time the most active agency 
in the production of what N BC's president, Pat Weaver, used to like to call 

"spectaculars," but whose description, adds Clyne, "we moderated to the 

term, 'specials.' " Such specials included one -shots featuring Bob Hope, Frank 
Sinatra and Lucy and Desi Arnaz (senior), plus such variety and drama spe- 

cials as Mayerling, Ruggles of Red Gap, Some of Manie's Friends and Re- 

gards to Broadway. 
There's one thing, though, that has not changed over the past quarter -cen- 

tury of television, observes Clyne: "It was never really the clients and agencies 

that produced the network programs 25 years ago, and it isn't really the televi- 
sion networks that produce them today. It was the independent producers in 

I lollywood and New York like the MCA's who produced them then-for the 

clients and agencies-and it's these same independent studios that are doing 
it today-for the networks. "So the change," adds Clyne, "has not been in 

who actually produces the shows-it's been in who buys them from these 

same production companies." 

The biggest potential problem in television advertising today, in Clyne's view, 

is exploitation of sex and violence. "When the clients and agencies produced 

the network programming," he recalls, "we didn't run into this problem, be- 

cause we were always very careful to avoid anything that even a few viewers 

might consider questionable and possibly invite a boycott of a sponsor's prod- 
uct. In those days, the advertiser who invested his money had the right to re- 

vise the script. Today he's helpless. The only remedy a client has today is to 

withdraw his commercials from a program-because just one of his many par- 

ticipations in many different programs-the one that appears in just that one 

'wrong show'-can become a policy problem that might reflect on his product 

and cause him trouble among some viewers who might otherwise have been his 

customers. There has been growing concern about this problem in many client 
board rooms." 

The last thing the television business needs, adds Clyne, "is censorship by 

pressure group. So to cut that possibility off at the pass, I think that the voices 

of some of these groups we hear complaining about violence and sex on the 

home screen should be listened to and acted upon. The sooner the better." 

Ioierer, Clyne does not see the sex and violence problem leading to any likely 
swing of the pendulum back from network to advertiser and agency control of 
program production. "The networks can no longer reverse their programming 
responsibility to the FCC at this late stage," says Clyne, agreeing that the 

profitability of the networks' owned stations in major markets is a factor. 
Clyne was part of the management group at McCann-Erickson during the 

late '50s, and he looks back at Marion I harper as "one of advertising's -great 
visionaries. Marion was first to envision several agencies under. one banner- 
in our case 'Interpublic.'-in order to resolve the product conflict problem. It 

began with his purchase of Marschalk. They were working for Standard Oil of 
Ohio at the same time that we worked for Standard of New Jersey. The um- 
brella banner of 'Interpublic' enabled Marion to service two competing oil 
companies at the same time." 

Rut a lot of people, reflects Clyne, "forget that there was innovation at 

McCann even before Marion entered the picture. Mr. McCann himself made 

his company the first major U.S. agency to open up offices overseas, even be- 

fore .1. Walter Thompson. I le did it because his client, again Standard Oil of 
New Jersey, was an international company." 

As for today, Clyne says that though his own agency receives a number of 
merger offers from other agencies every year, "we reject them all. This is a 

privately held company, owned by about 20 stock holders." and Clyne holds 

controlling interest. 
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GATEWAY communlCATlons 
SALUTES 

Television/Radio Á 'e 
AS A KEY INFLUENCE IN 

BROADCASTING FOR 25 YEARS 

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TELEVISION 
WBNC-TV/Binghamton NY WTAJ-TV/Altoon..Johnatown PA WLYH-TV/Lancaster-Lebanon PA WOWK-TV/HuntingtonCharleston WV 

PARK CITY COMMUNICATIONS/ Lancaster PA 
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ADVERTISER INDEX 

ABC Television Network 
American International Television, 

Inc. 
Ampex Corporation 
Angenieux Corporation of America 

65 

53 
208-209 

NBC Radio Network 
NBC' Television Network 
Office Puh 
Outlet Broadcasting Company 
i'aramount Television Distribution 

89 
67 

118 
52 

224-225 41-43 
ASCAP 60 Park Broadcasting, Inc. 234 
Associated Press Broadcast 40 Penthouse Productions 119 
Avery-Knodel, Inc. 84 RCA Inc. 92-93 
Blair Television 55 Schulke Radio Productions Ltd. A -l3 
Broadcast Music Inc. 58 Sillerman/Morrow Comnnu,úcations .... 121 
Bolton Broadcasting, i rd 51 Storer Broadcasting Co. 16-17. 18-19 
Bonneville Broadcast Consultants Summit Communications, Inc. 207 

A-5, A-7 Swanson Broadcasting Inc. 2/7 
Bonneville International Corp. 109 Taft Broadcasting Co. IBC 
CBS (ANXT 83 Television/Radio Age 251 
CBS Radio Network 54 Television & Radio Features. Inc. 181 
CBS Television Network 45 Ten City Directory 269 
Century Broadcasting Corp. 245 3Ms 211 
Cinema Products Corporation 80 Torhet/Lasker, Inc. A-1 
Dick Colbert Television 264 20th Century Fox Television 46-47 
Combined Communication Corp. A-2 United Television 255 
Commuun leaf ions Cottrsebook 261 Thomas Valentino. Inc. 115 
Cox Broadcasting Corp. 9 Viacom International 11.14-15 
Data Communications Corp. 62 Vipro, Inc. 56. 122 
De Wolfe Music Library 114 Warner Bros. Television 
Dolphin Productions, Inc. 115 I 1 I, 206. 226,269 
M. Ducommun Co. 114 NAVY -TV 221 
Eastman Radio, Inc. 38-39 WBi.I Radio A -l9 
John E. Fetzer Stations 81 WBLS Radio A-10 
Sandy Frank Film Syndication, Inc. WCBS-TV 44 

246 WCC'O-7'V 213 
Gateway C'onmtunications. Inc. 279 WCIX-TV 106 
Gaylord Braodcasting Co. IFC. 3 WC'S('-TV 196-197 
Gilmore Braodcasti g Corp. 170 W('.SII-TV 19/ 
The Gotham 270 W('7'V 257 
Sherman Grinherg Productions 117 W('I B 273 
Group W Productions Inc. 82 WDAU-TV 198 
Leo A. Gutman Inc. 263 WDBJ-TV 173 
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc. 66 NDIO-TV 170 
Hubbard Broadcasting Inc. 59 WD TV 239 
Hughes Television Network Inc. 214 NDVM 9/ 
Insilco Broadcast Group 177 MEEK -TV 206 
International Tape Association 85 WESII -TV 203 
ITC Entertainment Inc. 13 Nesters Media Inc. 88 
Ivey Commmnications 274 NFTV-TV 268 
KABC Radio A-11 WGAL-TV 164 
The Katz Agency 30-3/ WGBS Radio A -l5 
Kaye -Smith Radio 63 NG,\ Continental Broadcasting Co. 61 
ACEN-TV 272 WGNO-TV 50 
AELO-TV 179 WGR-TV 276 
KFSN-TV 77 NIIBQ Radio A-25 
KGNC 166 WI IN FC 
KGO-TV 64 WII,\'T-TV 199 
King Broadcasting Co. 2/9 WII VS -TV 24/ 
AMEG-TV 168 WIBW-TV 163 
K 1/OX Radio A-23 WI TN -TV 243 
A t1TV 227 NJBF-TV 216 
KOAA-TV 267 N,1/1G-TV 189 
KOAM-TV 229 WARN-l'V 71 
KOMO. Inc. 23 WKEF-TV 169 
KPIIO-TV 2/5 WA RG-TV 233 
KPRC-TV 94 WA Y7' -TV 175 
ARDO -TV 171 176 
KRON-TV BC W.t1: AR -TV /82 
KRNT A-33 WA1TV 201 
KSiI L -TV 220 W.\'BC-TV 20 21 
AT II -TV 178 Worldvision Enterprises )5 28 
K l B(' -TV 247 IVOR-TV '35 
A 7'E N 180 4/PIA"-TV 105 
KTRA-TV 79 WI'VI-TV 73 
ATVE' 259 WRAI.-TV 57 
K7'XL-TV 253 WSA('-7 I 167 
A'(ITV 237 4/SA/-1V 248 
KWGN-TV 2/0 WSJS-1'V A-17 
KWTV /85 WTAE Radio A-31 
A \AS -TV 221 WTAE-TV 231 
George Martinez, Inc. 116 WTC'G 32-36 
MCA Television 49 WT tl./-TV 223 
McC'latchr Broadcasting 172 WTNH-TV 69 
McGraw -hill Broadcasting Co. 86-87 W7'VD-TV 75 
MGM -TV 90 WT V./ 195 
Al MT Sales Inc. 205 W I'EC-TV 193 
Mobil 48 WWLI' 187 
P. J. Morars 116 WWNY-TV 238 

News growth (from page 104) 

switched from two hours to one hour of 
early evening news in the '76-'77 season 
following a period in which all three L.A. 
o&os presented 120 minutes of news. 
L.A. was the home of two-hour news, 
KNBC having pioneered it successfully 
in the late 60s. 

The CBS station unveiled a three - 
segment program, each with a different 
anchor or anchor teams and with the first 
segment being a half hour and the other 
two one hour each. It is too early, of 
course, to determine whether this bold 
move will work. 

The other change in major market 
news was in the Seattle -Tacoma market, 
where KOMO-TV, which formerly 
wrapped its hour news around the 
ABC-TV evening news, is now wrapping 
90 minutes around it. Effective June 26, 
KOMo-Tv has been airing an hour before 
the network news and a half hour (6: 
30-7 p.m.) after it. 

Network wraparounds 

Network wraparounds are not un- 
common. Thirteen stations other than 
KOMO-TV are doing it out of the 60 af- 
filiates in the top 20 DMAs. Examined 
overall, the technique does not appear to 
engender conspicuously successful rat- 
ings, though stations with wraparounds 
are sprinkled through the leaders lists 
shown on these pages. 

The unweighted average for early 
evening local news in the top 20 DMAs 
was 10.1 in the May Nielsens. For 
wraparounds, it was 9.4 

Nor can it be said, based on rating 
levels alone, that long -form local news 
engenders conspicuously successful 
ratings. Among the 10 affiliates in the 
top 20 DMAs with 90 minutes of early 
evening news, the average unweighted 
rating was 9.1. Among the four with 
two-hour news (all o&os), the average 
was 8.5. However, the longer news 
shows, particularly the two-hour variety, 
tend to be in the larger markets where 
the larger number of independents 
fractionalize the audience. 

Furthermore, the differences in the 
averages between shorter and longer 
news are not great, and considering the 
fact that local news often gets higher 
prices from advertisers than would be 
gotten from entertainment, long -form 
news may well be more profitable. 

Certainly the growth in early evening 
news in the major markets over the years 
suggests that stations are getting the best 
of both worlds-making more money 
and providing public service at the same 
time. 
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Inside the FCC 

Elder statesman 
of broadcast regulation 
reviews quarter -century 

Rose! H. Hyde 
(TELEVISION/RADIO AGE pholo) 

Sees important role 
for Fairness Doctrine 

FM allocation Hyde's 
first big issue 

Rosel II. Hyde, twice chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, 
is without doubt the elder statesman of the tele -communications regulatory 
fraternity. He joined what was then the year -old Federal Radio Commission 
(precursor of the FCC) in 1928 as a junior attorney and, over the years, 
climbed the ladder of that federal agency rung by rung-senior attorney, as- 
sistant general counsel, general counsel. 

President Truman named the Idaho -born Republican a member of the 
Commission in 1946. President Eisenhower appointed him chairman in 1953 
(shortly before TELEVISION AGE was founded) and President Johnson again 
in 1966. I lyde also served, again twice, as acting chairman of the FCC; first in 
1954 and again in 1966. I lc retired in 1969. 

The 78 -year -old Ilyde, still active in the telecommunications field as coun- 
sel to the established Washington law firm of Wilkinson, Cragun and Barker, 
reminisced not long ago about key developments during his years at the FCC; 
especially those years since his first elevation to the chairmanship 25 years 
ago. But before he began, he spoke about one topical subject. This was the so- 
called rewrite of the Communications'kct of 1934, proposed by Representa- 
tive Lionel Van Deerlin (D -Calif.) and his !louse Communications Subcom- 
mittee. 

"The Van Deerlin committee is proposing to rewrite the Communications 
Act on the philosophical approach of providing regulation only to the extent 
market forces cannot perform regulation," Hyde commented. "In the case of 
broadcasting," he continued, "this was the original intent of the Communica- 
tions Act of 1934 as you can find if you refer to Sanders Bros. Radio case And 
the Supreme Court said that was the policy of the Act of '34. 

"I lowever, that [premise] has long since been abandoned. And the Com- 
mission [now] is deeply involved in the regulation of programs. Yes. The re- 
newal process itself is a program regulatory function. And they get deeper into 
it all the time. 

"If you follom the Van Deerlin approach, you could very well eliminate all 
broadcast program regulation-except for those involved in the principles of 
the Fairness Doctrine. 

"Now, I'm not endorsing all of the steps that have been taken in the name 
of the Fairness Doctrine. But the one thing that is necessary in broadcast reg- 
ulation is to prevent the appropriation of the licensed facilities for personal 
purposes. 

"And the way to prevent the conversion of licensed privileges to private or 
personal purposes is to apply the principles of the Fairness Doctrine, which is 

that licensees operate as trustees for the public, rather than for private pur- 
poses. 

"So you can very well eliminate the great burden of ascertainment, pro- 
gram categories and all that, and leave regulation to marketplaces, provided 
you required adherence to the basic principles of the Fairness Doctrine." 

Pretty strong stuff for one who has been considered the epitome of Republi- 
can conservatism in his 40 years of government service. Hyde started as a 

clerk with the U.S. Civil Service Commission 50 years ago. 

In commenting on highlights of FCC history, particularly in the last 25 years, 
I lyde spelled out carefully and chronologically what he considered the most 
important decisions of the Commission in that period. They may not jibe with 
the views of others, but it is apparent that they are, in his view, the most sig- 
nificant. It is also obvious that many arc important to him because he played 
a leading role in resolving the issues. 

I lyde feels that the Commission's action in moving FM from the 50 MHz 
band to the 100 MHz area in the late 1940s was the first big issue he encoun- 
tered. Ile had just become a commissioner in 1946. "The wisdom of that 
change is still being debated," he observed the other day. "Fact of the matter 
is that FM was given a sizable opportunity, and, as of now, it's blossoming, 
coming into its own as an interference -free, high fidelity broadcasting ser- 
vice." Allied with the FM allocation, Hyde recalled, was the FCC's first at- 
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(continued) 

tempt to allocate channels to communities (later extended to the TV band) 
which, he said, "has been a very successful policy both from an administrative 
standpoint and from an operational one. It's tended to protect the services 
from what broadcast engineers call the shoehorn technique, the crowding in of 
more stations. And it also has encouraged the distribution of services to com- 
munities generally, against an economic incentive which would have central- 
ized stations in the larger cities." 

When Hyde became chairman of the FCC in 1953, he recalled, the principal 
FCC problem was the bottleneck in the processing of TV applications, as well 
as those in other services, particularly safety and special radio services. He 
noted that Congress appropriated special funds to help the FCC reduce the 
backlogs. These helped somewhat, he said, but it wasn't until the FCC took 
"bold steps" that the expansion of television was facilitated. What the Com- 
mission did, Hyde explained, was to call up all TV applications, determine 
which were without competition and `clean' (meaning meeting basic FCC 
standards for licensees-technical, economic and character) and grant con- 
struction permits forthwith. Also, he said, the Commission encouraged merg- 
ers and withdrawals in an effort to resolve many of the applications that were 
due for comparative hearings on the promise of prompt approvals for cis. 

"This helped enormously," Hyde said, "to open the way for television in 
many cities which would have been tied up in multi -applicant hearings which, 
in the nature of things, could not be handled without long, drawn-out proceed- 
ings. 

"Thus, we were able to make it possible for TV to expand faster than manu- 
facturers could make receivers to supply the consumer demand." 

Hyde is also convinced that the adoption of the three-year TV license period, 
from the then existing one-year, combined with the speedup in processing ap- 
plications, helped to facilitate the expansion of this new broadcast medium "in 
a healthy manner." 

Looming large in the Commission's momentous actions of the 1960s, ac- 
cording to Hyde, was the emergence of satellite communications. Develop- 
ments in the early years, he recalled, were largely experimental. But, in 1966, 
when he became FCC chairman again, he said, the big complaint was that the 
administrative process wasn't able to keep up with technological develop- 
ments. Under pressure from Congress, Hyde said, the Commission developed 
a policy of interim ownership of earth stations, "thus getting satellite commu- 
nications operating, and leaving the settlement of inter -company disputes to 
be worked out later." 

It was during this 1966-69 period, Hyde observed, that the FCC made 
what he calls one of its memorable broadcasting pronouncements. This was 
the Plunger in America case. That CBS documentary had brought hundreds 
of complaints to the FCC challenging the accuracy of the presentation, as well 
as generating the indignation of congressmen who felt that their areas had 
been libeled. 

In resolving that case, Hyde said, the FCC voiced the policy that it would 
not investigate the accuracy of news broadcasts unless obvious fraud was 
shown to exist. 

"This decision," Hyde commented, "was one of the more enlightened deci- 
sions of the FCC and I take substantial satisfaction at the establishment of 
that principle." 

A second significant action in that period, Hyde continued, was the promulga- 
tion of rules relating to political broadcasts and personal attacks. "These 
subjects had been included within the Fairness Doctrine on a policybasis," he 

explained, "but we felt they needed to be codified in a rule. They were chal- 
lenged by newspaper organizations as well as a broadcast station in Red Lion, 
Pa., which appealed the rules to the U.S. Court of Appeals. The appeals court 
decision was taken to the U.S. Supreme Court which issued its decision up- 
holding the regulations."-Earl B. Abrams 
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This tainting by Joseph Csatari will hang In the College Footba I Hall cf Fame 

Gridiron heroes of all generations 
will live forever in the unique new Col- 
lege Football Hall of Fame built by Taft 
Broadcasting Company for the National 
Football Foundation adjacent to our 
Kings Island Family Entertainment 
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio. It will com- 
memorate the Spirit of Competition 

that typifies America. That same spirit 
prevails in our business philosophy. 

Our success and profits grow by com- 
peting in the expanding areas of family 
entertainment. Taft Broadcasting is 
more than radio and TV stations. We're 
also Hanna -Barbera Productions and 
themed amusement parks. 

For complete information on our 
steady growth, write to Mr. John T. 
Lawrence, Jr., Taft Broadcasting Com- 
pany, 1906 Highland Avenue, Cincin- 
nati, Ohio 45219. 

FT 
Broadcasting Company 

Informing and entertaining the American family. 



When we changed our news 
we changed the definition of 
local news coverage. 

We went regional. We set up a network 
of news bureaus: one in e: ich of five Bay Area 
counties, one in Sacramento. 

We hired more reporters-and better 
reporters-than any other Bay Area Station. 
And brought in an expel ienced journalist, 
John Hambrick, as anchorman. 

We connected our news bureaus with a 
microwave relay system supplemented by six 
microwave minicam vans, creating a regional 
network of some 12,000 square miles, the 
only one in the country. 

All because we believe 
that local news, news that 
affects people's lives, must be 
covered locally. Our system 
does just that: broadcasts local 
stories live, from where they e 

, 

happen. No other station even comes close. 
Our efforts have certainly paid off. By 

being named "The Best Local News Show in 
Northern California" last spring by the 
National Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences. By showing steady share gains in 
the last three books. 

And by being the station our competitors 
-and the whole industry 

-are watching. After 
all, if we can turn a 

local news show in- 
to a regional news 
network, what 
will we do next? 

Next time 
you're buying San 

Francisco, don't think 
local, think regional. 

KRON-TV 
SAN FRANCISCO 

STILL THE BEST. 
AND GETTING BETTI?R. 

1,, Basxi on Total DMA Noueholds from Febi ikºS Mart' . (riu innhcec, San Freniiaro.Oakland Report. 
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